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ABSTRACT 

This project examines the Japanese and West German protest movements against the war in 

Vietnam with a particular focus on the connections between anti-imperialist groups and 

individuals. It contends that movements in the two states had much more engagement than has 

previously been discovered and that these contacts had an important influence on a particular 

strain of anti-imperialist ideology that developed in the late 1960s and early 1970s. While 

historians of the 1960s often speak of anti-imperial politics, few studies trace the contours of 

what anti-imperialists believed and why. Similarly, although anti-imperialist movements in Japan 

and West Germany had many similarities and moments of contact, there are no studies of these 

groups in comparison or in transnational perspective. The key insight this project proposes is that 

both Japanese and West German anti-imperialist radicals subscribed to a similar theory of global 

imperial strategy acting in Vietnam, fostered, in part, by an active exchange of people and protest 

material across borders. The shared West German and Japanese theory of global imperialism that 

I illuminate held that the past Axis powers had not abandoned fascism or empire, and that the 

unreformed and reenergized imperialist Japanese and West German states were poised to take 

over for a United States defeated by the people of Indochina. Indeed, because the United States 

needed West Germany and Japan for their war in Vietnam – the argument went – these powers 

were able to achieve their “Economic Miracles” and set them on the path of neo- colonialism 
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around the world. Anti-imperialists shared view of a global hierarchy of imperialism, with a 

USA in retreat and new imperialist powers waiting in the wings.  
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War in the Postwar: Introduction 

  

 On the night of 11 October 1971, in the ornate eighteenth century Brühl Castle just 

outside Bonn, the 70-year-old Shōwa Emperor rose to address a crowd of diplomats from West 

Germany and Japan.1 The monarch remarked to his West German hosts that the Japanese and 

German peoples had a long history of cooperation. Indeed, as many on the trip noted, both were 

relatively young nation states with a shared history of collaborating and inspiring each other’s 

development. That night, the Emperor commented that Japan and West Germany held “bitter 

memories we have had in and since the last war we must suffer together.” “For all these reasons,” 

he concluded, “the Japanese people have a special esteem and deep sympathy with the German 

people.”2 Elsewhere in the Federal Republic, however, a coalition of students exercised a very 

different form of solidarity between the Japanese and West German people. Groups of students 

and Japanese exchange students demonstrated with signs reading, “Hirohito is a Murderer” and 

“Hirohito is a Fascist and a War Criminal” in both Japanese and German. Exchange students also 

put up banners reading “Go Home Tennō,” in both languages, along the Emperor’s motorcade’s 

route to and from Bonn’s airport.3 A major slogan of the protests denounced “Hirohitler,” which 

merged the names of both Japan and Germany’s wartime leaders and crimes.4 A few days into 

the Emperor’s visit, police caught a woman painting the side of the Japan Cultural Institute in 

Cologne. On it, she had scrawled a Nazi eagle clutching a swastika with the words “Japan-West 

                                                
1 Modern Japanese history is largely periodized in terms of the different imperial reigns and named after the ruling 
Emperor. More commonly known as Hirohito, the Shōwa Emperor ruled from 1925 until his death in 1989, making 
this the Shōwa period and affecting how the years are listed in contemporary publications. For more on Shōwa, see 
Herbert Bix, Hirohito and the Making of Modern Japan (New York: Harper Collins, 2000) and Carol Gluck, and 
Stephen Richards Graubard. Showa: The Japan of Hirohito (New York: Norton, 1992). 
2 “Bonn empfing den Kaiser freundlich” General-Anzeiger (12 October 1971), 2; “Herzlicher Empfang für Hirohito 
in Bonn” Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung [FAZ] (12 October 1971), 1. 
3 “Bonner Polizei löste Studenten-Demonstration gewaltsam auf” General-Anzeiger (13 October 1971), 1-4; 
“Ryōheika sā dōzo” [Now, If You Please, Imperial Couple] Asahi Shinbun (27 September 1971), 23. 
4 “Aktionen gegen Hirohito,” Rote Fahne 2 no. 28 (October 1971), 7. 
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Germany-USA” underneath.5 As activists and protesters made clear in their denunciations of 

Hirohito’s visit to Bonn, the event was ultimately tied to perhaps the single-most important issue 

of the era: the Vietnam War. 

On the surface, the evocation of the US war in Indochina as a major issue concerning the 

Japanese Emperor’s visit to a Western European country could read as an odd mix of disparate 

issues. What did a conflict on the other side of the world have to do with a septuagenarian, 

largely symbolic state figurehead visiting the capitol of a formerly allied country? How could 

protesters connect Japan, the United States, and West Germany – states separated by language 

and distance? What did the Nazi past have to do with any of this? The answer lies in how these 

activists saw the interconnected nature of international power, domination, and violence – 

especially in the period after 1945. In a word, the Vietnam War, Japan, and the Federal Republic 

were tied together by imperialism. Demonstrators against the US war in Vietnam spent a vast 

amount of time interpreting the various meanings of imperialism in the 1960s and 1970s. Far 

from being a blanket term or a simple insult, imperialism was a deeply theorized and motivating 

concept for radicals around the world – especially in West Germany and Japan. The interaction 

of anti-imperialists from these two states in particular drove a certain kind of anti-imperial 

politics unique to the late 1960s and early 1970s, a politics encapsulated in the Nazi eagle 

painted on the Japan Cultural Institute: a shared history of colonialism, fascism, and American 

occupation informed how protesters interpreted the events of the Vietnam War.   

This dissertation explores how protest movements in West Germany and Japan 

understood the war in Vietnam: what it meant in terms of the legacy of the past, the relationship 

with the United States, and the future of Germany and Japan’s role in the world. Through an 

analysis of protest materials produced by citizens’ movements, radical students, and self-styled 
                                                
5 “Majesties Enjoy Rhine Cruise,” The Japan Times (13 October 1971), 5.  
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urban guerrillas, the dissertation traces the emergence and evolution of particular ideas about 

imperialism and how it operated in Southeast Asia. What developed from these New Left groups 

was a theory of global imperial strategy that singled out the Vietnam War as the most important 

conflict of the postwar era. The meaning of the war in Indochina – at first Vietnam, but then 

Laos and Cambodia – was twofold: firstly, the main threat to the hegemony of US imperial 

power was not the Cold War conflict with the Soviet Union, but the liberation struggle in 

Vietnam. Secondly, the struggle against imperialism would come to a head in Vietnam, and for 

the most radical groups, the entire global system would meet its end there. Explicit in this theory 

was the auxiliary role afforded to the American’s former enemies and current allies: West 

Germany and Japan. By the 1970s anti-imperialists began to see their own states as the 

successors to US imperialism – both around the world and in Vietnam more specifically. 

Throughout the period, a transnational exchange of ideas and encounters between activists 

helped to shape the development of these anti-imperial politics. Indeed, it was the connections 

between movements in Japan and West Germany that drove their views on global imperialism 

and the war in Vietnam.  

 

Japan and Germany in the Long Twentieth Century: Latecomers, Special Paths, and 

Peculiarities 

 

A transnational study of radical groups in Japan and West Germany cannot be 

sequestered away only in the years of the Vietnam War era. Rather, any comparative approach is 

tied into a larger body of work concerning German-Japanese history as far back as the formation 
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of modern nation states in the 1870s.6 As such, this dissertation makes certain contributions to 

this historiography and makes certain assumptions based on previous work. Firstly, Japan and 

(West) Germany had particular features that shaped outcomes, but neither state was “peculiar.” 

In no way were the upheavals or radical, even violent, politics in the 1960s and 1970s a result of 

some longstanding national pathology or a result of being “late” to modernity. In the scholarship 

of both Japan and Germany, there have been multiple debates over “special paths” or failed 

turning points.7 Historians have shown repeatedly, however, that doing so assumes a “normal” 

model for modernization or democracy, and a comparative approach helps to break down any 

peculiarity.8 This dissertation shows further that in the postwar period, the Federal Republic and 

Japan were similarly participating in – and often driving – global phenomena.  

Secondly, especially as protesters constantly spoke about the recent past as a frame for 

their present, this dissertation helps inform debates about the legacies of the years between the 

1920s and 1940s. The stability and strength of both Weimar Germany and Taishō Japan, periods 

of democratic opening in the 1920s and 1930s, have been points of historical debate, especially 

given the brutal regimes that followed them. Yet, the consensus has shifted to embrace more of 

the ambiguities and more sinister threads in these democracies rather than seeing them as failed 

experiments.9 Scholars of the period have made parallel arguments about the sense of possibility 

                                                
6 See, for example Christian Spang, ed. Japanese-German Relations, 1895-1945: War, Diplomacy, and Public 
Opinion (New York: Routledge, 2006) and Sebastian Conrad, The Quest for the Lost Nation: Writing History in 
Germany and Japan in the American Century trans. Alan Nothgale (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2010). 
7 Kudo, Akira, Tajima Nobuo and Erich Pauer, eds. Japan and Germany: Two Latecomers to the World Stage, 1890-
1945 vols I-III (Kent: Global Oriental, 2009). Japan and Germany were not the only examples, however, as Italy, 
Russia, and Turkey similarly have been cast as latecomers to modernity. Moore argued in the 1960s that a bourgeois 
revolution was necessary for the development of democracy. Using Japan, China, Russia, and Germany as 
counterpoints, Moore argued that the lack of a bourgeoisie created authoritarian conditions that prevented 
democratization. See Barrington Moore, Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy: Lord and Peasant in the 
Making of the Modern World (Boston: Beacon Press, 1966). 
8 David Blackbourn and Geoff Eley, The Peculiarities of German History: Bourgeois Society and Politics in 
Nineteenth Century Germany (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984). 
9 Peter Fritzsche, "Did Weimar Fail?" in Journal of Modern History 68, no. 3 (09, 1996), 656; Andrew Gordon, 
Labor and Imperial Democracy in Prewar Japan (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991).  
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and anxiety in the need to “overcome” modernity. 10 Here too, examining political radicalism and 

violence in the 1960 and 1970s only a few decades after the end of the Second World War and 

the establishment of new democracies helps problematize the assumed link between democracy 

and modernity.11 

Thirdly, the issue of fascism featured prominently in anti-imperial discourse such that it 

is necessary to define the terms clearly. National Socialism is, perhaps, the best studied aspect of 

German history, even as the regime lasted only twelve years. Until recently the dominating 

paradigm of this scholarship was the “Racial State” – arguing that the Nazis were attempting to 

create a racist social structure that inherently and violently excluded others. 12 By contrast, 

historians have been hesitant to call ultra-nationalist and imperialist politics in Japan “fascist,” 

instead looking to qualify their terms.13 These comparative approaches have a number of flaws, 

including a rigid adherence to definitional checklists and a structure that sees the most extreme 

example (Nazi Germany) as the model by which other examples are to be evaluated.14 For the 

                                                
10 Harry Harootunian, Overcome by Modernity: History, Culture, and Community in Interwar Japan (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2000); Detlev Peukert, The Weimar Republic: The Crisis of Classical Modernity (New 
York: Hill and Wang, 1992). 
11 Eiko Siniawer, Ruffians, Yakuza, Nationalists: The Violent Politics of Modern Japan, 1860-1960 (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 2008). 
12 Since the 1990s, the predominant model for understanding Nazism is that of the “racial state” – a state organized 
around the eugenics-based, biologically determined Volksgemeinschaft (people’s community). Defining the people 
by race helped to overcome schisms of class, yet it murderously excluded those considered degenerate in a 
biological sense, especially Jews, who had to be exterminated. This model has, however, recently come into 
question about the level of organization around racial policy The founding text for this is Michael Burleigh and 
Wolfgang Wipperman, The Racial State: Germany 1933-1945 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), For 
new interpretations about the racial state, see Devin Pendas, Mark Roseman, and Richard F. Wetzell, eds. Beyond 
the Racial State: Rethinking Nazi Germany (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 2017). See also Geoff Eley, A 
Crooked Line: From Cultural History to the History of Society (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2005); 
Peter Fritzsche Life and Death in the Third Reich (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2008). 
13 Some have, instead, offered terms like “expansionist military dictatorship” or “corporatism” to define Japanese 
politics in the era, while noting some important comparative aspects. See Peter Duus, and Daniel Okimoto 
“Comment: Fascism and the History of Prewar Japan: The Failure of a Concept,” Journal of Asian Studies 39 no. 1 
(Nov., 1979), 65. 
14 For the “benchmark” approach, see Robert O. Paxton, The Anatomy of Fascism (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
2004). Ian Kershaw has convincingly argued that holding up Nazi Germany as the true model of fascism skews any 
discussion by making the most extreme example the measure for all others. Ian Kershaw, The Nazi Dictatorship: 
Problems and Perspectives of Interpretation (New York: E. Arnold, 1989). 
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purposes of this dissertation, it is appropriate to call the politics, aesthetics, and imperialism of 

Japan and Germany in the 1920s and 1930s fascist.15 Already, historians like Ricky Law and 

Sarah Panzer are showing the connections between these two political structures, and this 

dissertation helps to show the comparative legacies of that connection.16 

Fourth, comparative histories of politics and diplomacy in Japan and Germany have 

tended to end in 1945, with the focus of later scholarship revolving around memory culture. It is 

important not to view the year 1945 as Stunde Null (Zero Hour) but instead to recognize the 

continuities as well as ruptures for both Germany and Japan. Even if the reforms implemented by 

the Allies and especially the US produced more open democratic societies in comparison to the 

1930s and 1940s, it would be too simple to tie these developments into a triumphalist narrative.17 

Just as with the history of the occupations and lasting military presence, the Federal Republic of 

Germany (FRG) and postwar Japanese state were disputed at numerous points in the postwar. 

This dissertation adds to a literature that takes comparative and transnational approaches to 

provide new angles on understanding state-society relations and the very construction of these 

postwar states.18 

Finally, this dissertation can also inform literature that focuses on the global military 

presence of the United States after 1945. After defeat and occupation in 1945, both Japan and 

West Germany became allies and semi-colonies in the American military base empire, tying 
                                                
15 See a growing literature that increasingly sees a nexus between culture, aesthetics, and politics within Japanese 
“fascism.” Alan Tansman, The Aesthetics of Japanese Fascism (Berkley: University of California Press, 2009). 
16 Ricky Law “Knowledge is Power: The Interwar German and Japanese Mass Media in the Making of the Axis” 
(Ph.D. Dissertation, North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2012) and Sarah Panzer, “The Prussians of the East: Samurai, 
Bushido, and Japanese Honor in the German Imagination, 1905-1945” (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, 2015). 
17 Ian Buruma, Year Zero: A History of 1945 (New York: Penguin, 2013). 
18 Even seeing Japanese postwar history has been a relatively recent development. See especially Andrew Gordon, 
ed. Postwar Japan as History (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993). For a comparable project for West 
Germany see, Hanna Schissler, ed. The Miracle Years: A Cultural History of West Germany, 1949-1968 (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2001). For a new historiographical call for a reassessment of the Federal Republic see 
Frank Biess and Astrid Eckert, “New Narratives for the History of the Federal Republic,” Central European History, 
52 no. 1 (2019), 1-18. 
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them to the US military and Cold War foreign policy in ways that few other states in the postwar 

world experienced.19 Historians of US empire have largely noted the importance of the creation 

of a new West German army, the Bundeswehr, and the Jieitai (Self Defense Forces, SDF) in the 

1950s as part of the Cold War. These were the frontlines of the US strategy of containing the 

Soviet Union, in part by creating a hegemonic “preponderance” of power that depended on 

economically binding other states to the US liberal order. Japan and West Germany were 

keystones in this attempt: the fear of old nationalisms or neutrality dictated that the new 

democracies needed to be shielded, armed, and stabilized.20 This project also shows the 

reciprocal effect of this preponderance – not all of those in Japan and West Germany were as 

happy to be “protected” by US imperialism.21 

 

West Germany and Japan in the 1960s 

 

In some important ways, the Japanese and West German 1960s were products of the 

recent past. The memory of war and fascism was ever-present in the political and social 

discourse of the postwar period – especially for radicals on the left. The shorter-term legacies of 

defeat and occupation were similarly important in shaping events after 1945: the reformation of 

the Japanese university system, for example, directly affected the development of the student 

movement. In many ways, therefore, it is not a surprise that when, put side-by-side, the Japanese 

and West German 1960s look remarkably similar. At the same time, the global and transnational 
                                                
19 Catherine Lutz, ed., The Bases of Empire: The Global Struggle Against U.S. Military Posts (New York: New 
York University Press, 2009), Kent E. Calde, Embattled Garrisons: Comparative Base Politics and American 
Globalism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007); C. T. Sandars, America’s Overseas Garrisons: The 
Leasehold Empire (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000). 
20 See especially Melvin P. Leffler, A Preponderance of Power: National Security, the Truman Administration, and 
the Cold War (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1992). 
21 Maria Höhn and Seungsook Moon, eds., Over There: Living With the U.S. Military Empire from World War Two 
to the Present (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010). 
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turn in 1960s history suggests that the political, social, and cultural unrest of this decade cannot 

be adequately explained by the shared Japanese-German past, national experiences, or by a 

postwar generational shift.22 Nevertheless, the similarity of Japan and Europe’s protest 

movements has been remarked upon only briefly in this growing literature.23 This is in part 

because the historiography on Japan’s 1960s is significantly less advanced than the case of the 

United States and Western Europe. Though the parallels to the Japanese movements of the time 

are stark, this also belies how interconnected the events in Tokyo were to places like West Berlin, 

Paris, and Berkeley.  

Historians have emphasized that West Germany’s wave of cultural, social, and political 

upheaval ranging from new forms of art, communal living, and a dedicated anti-war movement 

encapsulated in a group that has since been dubbed the “68ers.” Much of the story of West 

Germany’s 1960s has been told from the perspective of leftwing students and their protests 

against the state.24 Though there had been key moments of protest in the first half of the 1960s, 

perhaps the most important came on 2 June 1967. In a mass demonstration against the Shah of 

Iran’s visit to the FRG, a protester named Benno Ohnesorg was shot and killed by a West 

German police officer (only later revealed to have been an East German agent) at his first ever 

protest. Ohnesorg’s death was a catalyst in many ways propelling a more radical approach to 

protest and resistance by West Germany’s radical students, most famously led by Sozialistischer 

Deutsche Studentenbund	(SDS). SDS had formed in 1946 as a part of West Germany’s Social 

Democratic Party (SPD). After the 1959 Bad Godesberg program, where the SPD decided to no 

                                                
22 Nehring, Holger. “’Generation’ as a Political Argument in West European Protest Movements during the 1960s.” 
In Generations in Twentieth-Century Europe, Stephen Lovell, ed. (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007): 57-78. 
23 For a unique example of a work that notes both Japan and West Germany, see Norbert Frei, 1968: Jugendrevolte 
Und Globaler Protest (München: Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, 2008).  
24 See, Nick Thomas, Protest Movements in 1960s West Germany: A Social History of Dissent and Democracy 
(New York: Berg, 2003). 
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longer follow the course of Marxist revolution, SDS began to heavily critique the party– 

ultimately resulting in the SPD expelling the radical students in 1961. Throughout the 1960s and 

until its dissolution in 1969/70, SDS was a major part of West Germany’s Extra-parliamentary 

Opposition (APO), a coalition of groups that protested the lack of parliamentary representation 

of their ideas. SDS also had its own internal factions, yet by 1968, the “anti-authoritarian” 

faction based mainly in West Berlin’s Freie Universität and Technische Universität became one 

of the loudest and most radical voices against the Vietnam War.25  

In histories of the FRG and the West German 1960s, the question about the domestic 

turmoil in these years has largely been tied up in the experience of the participants themselves 

cand centered on the year 1968. The question has largerly been whether the activisim of the 

1960s was productive or unproductive – or, more simply, was 1968 “good” or a “bad?”26 This 

dissertation, however, begins with 1968 as a key moment of ideological articulation – it was in 

this year that anti-imperialists started to clarify their views, but it was not the first action of the 

anti-imperial revolt, nor the last. On one hand, those that question the politics and legacy of the 

1960s see the collapse of SDS and the turn to armed resistance by some of the smallest, most 

radical groups as the endpoint of the era. The February 1968 Vietnam Congress held by SDS in 

West Berlin and mass protests against the Notstandsgesetze (Emergency Laws) – legislation 

passed in May 1968 that gave the government increased control in the event of an emergency — 

are well known events in the West German 1960s, and were key moments of anti-imperial 

protest noted in this study. However, by 1969/1970, SDS split over questions of ideology and 

tactics – especially the use of violence to counter state violence. Here, the point is to show that 

even after 1968, radical groups continued their protests, foremost among them against the 

                                                
25 Thomas, 59. 
26 Ingo Cornils, Writing the Revolution: The Construction of “1968" in Germany (London: Melton Boydell & 
Brewer 2016). 
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Vietnam War, through the 1970s. SDS was a central participant in the most widely studied 

moments of the West German 1960s, yet the focus on students and the year 1968 as the 

highpoint of protest, belies the factionalism of the West German left and the continuities of 

thought through the 1970s.  

Rather than stop the story with the breakup of SDS, this dissertation also examines the 

plethora of leftwing factional groups came to the forefront of anti-war protest in the FRG. These 

so-called K-Gruppen (Communist Groups) included a myriad of concerns and issues, but for the 

purposes of discussing anti-imperialism and the Vietnam War, however, a few prominent groups 

led the way. In 1968, there was an attemot to reestablish the prewar Kommunistische Partei 

Deutschlands (KPD), which had been banned in 1956. In response, a Maoist offshoot, the 

Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands – Marxisten / Leninisten (KPD-ML) formed to challenge 

the appropriated legacy of communism in Germany. Still later, in 1969, prominent former 

members of SDS, foremost Christian Semler and Jürgen Horlemann founded their own 

Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands – Aufbauorganisation  (Communist Party of Germany – 

Structural Organization, or KPD-AO), which later dropped the “AO” in the early 1970s. In 1971, 

in response to the Japanese Emperor’s visit a group of a couple hundred radicals formed the Liga 

gegen den Imperialismus (League against Imperialism) explicitly as an anti-imperialist 

organization. Finally, national and regional Vietnam Committees drove much of the organized 

protest against the war in Indochina after the breakup of SDS. Affiliated with the KPD-AO, over 

100 committees existed by 1973. In the years following the Vietnam Congress, these groups – 

and many others – were responsible for hundreds if not thousands of actions against the Vietnam 
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War. Not all of these were small-scale, however, as they drew thousands into the streets on 

multiple occasions. The 1973 Sternmarsch in Bonn, drew 20,000 demonstrators alone.27 

Finally, the West German 1960s is rarely discussed without mentioning the turn to armed 

resistance in the early 1970s, often presented as the dark side of the cultural and social 

revolutions surrounding 1968. Urban guerrillas represented one ultra-radical strain of anti-

imperialist thought that cannot be separated from other protests against the Vietnam War. There 

were multiple groups that took up arms against the FRG in the 1970s: from the Bewegung 2. Juni 

(2 June Movement) founded by Michael “Bommi” Baumann in response to the death of Benno 

Ohnesorg, to the Revolutionäre Zellen who famously hijacked a plane and flew the captives to 

Uganda, urban guerillas in West Germany represented a wide range of tactics and ideologies.	

Rote Armee Fraktion (Red Army Faction), founded in 1970 by left-wing journalist Ulrike 

Meinhof and Andreas Baader, however, became the most visible and prominent example.28 A 

spate of bombings and robberies in 1972 led to the arrest of the groups main leadership, which in 

turn led to the kidnapping and murder of businessman – and former SS lieutenant – Hanns 

Martin Schlyer in 1977 by the group’s so-called second generation. This sequence of events, 

dubbed the “German Autumn” has been declared, by many, to represent the end of the promise 

of the 1960s.	Some commentators spoke of a “red decade” between 1967 and 1977, others tried 

to connect the rhetoric of Dutschke to the violence of Baader – both implied that the radical 

politics of 1968 led inexorably to a bloody conclusion at worst, or revealed a kind of 

                                                
27 See new work on the West German left in the 70s, for example, Gunnar Hinck, Wir waren wie Maschinen. Die 
bundesdeutsche Linke der 70er-Jahre (Rotbuch Verlag, Berlin 2012) and David Spreen, “Dear Comrade Mugabe: 
Decolonization and Radical Protest in Divided Germany, 1960-1980” (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, 2019). 
28 RAF has been a major issue for the historiography of West Germany and the 1960s. Much of this will be 
discussed in chapter 6, but for the first definitive account of Rote Armee Fraktion, see journalist and contemporary 
of Meinhof and Baader’s, Stefan Aust, Der Baader Meinhof Komplex (Hamburg: Hoffmann und Campe, 1985). 
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schizophrenic “double character” at best.29 This dissertation challenges these assumptions by 

analyzing anti-imperial politics as a phenomenon traded across borders, arguing that the turn to 

violence involved much more than the particular character of the West German New Left.	

In general, historians have depicted these same years in Japan as one of a transition from 

mass protest to a new form of state-society relations, encapsulated in the decentralized citizen 

movements against the war in Vietnam that emerged in these years. The key events of Japan’s 

New Left were very similar to those in other advanced capitalist democracies in the West, and 

many of them directly related to mass demonstrations against the Vietnam War. 30 Japan’s 1960s 

are often bracketed between the years 1960 and 1972. Massive protests against the amendment 

of the US-Japan Security Treaty (abbreviated as ANPO in Japanese) in the late spring and early 

summer of 1960 in many ways did represent the highpoint of Japanese social protest in the 

postwar. The protests, sparking iconic images of hundreds of thousands of demonstrators outside 

the Diet building, were the largest-ever public protests in Japanese history. Ultimately, Japan 

signed the treaty, but not before protesters had driven Prime Minister Kishi Nobuske, a former 

Class A war criminal, from office.31 Throughout these protests, the Japanese leftwing student 

movement Zen Nihon Gakusei Jichikai Sō Rengō (or Zengakuren) played a major role. 

Zengakuren emerged in 1948, a result of educational reforms instigated by the United States 

under occupation. As university attendance exploded in the postwar period, so too did 

membership in Zengakuren, of which students were automatically counted as members when 

                                                
29 See Gerd Koenen, Das rote Jahrzehnt: Unsere kleine deutsche Kulturrevolution, 1967-1977 (Kiepenheuer & 
Witsch, 2001); Wolfgang Kraushaar, Achtundsechzig: Eine Bilanz (Berlin: Propyläen, 2008). 
30 In Japanese, histories of 1968 and personal accounts of the conflict of these years are common, however. The 
most important of these works is the multi-volume history of the period by a former participant in the events. 
Oguma Eiji See, Oguma Eiji, 1968 (Tokyo: Shinyosha, 2009). 
31 In keeping with Japanese naming practices, all Japanese names in this dissertation will be presented with the 
surname first. George Packard, Protest in Tokyo: The Security Treaty Crisis of 1960 (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1966) and Wesley Makoto Sasaki-Uemura Organizing the Spontaneous: Citizen Protest in 
Postwar Japan (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2001). 
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enrolling in higher education. Initially organized in affiliation with Japan’s Communist Party 

(JCP), the organization split with the party in 1958.32  

Factionalism was a defining feature of Japan’s student movement from the first ANPO 

protests through the early 1970s. The two most prominent factions, Chūkaku-ha (Central Core 

Faction) and Kakumaru-ha (Revolutionary Marxist Faction), themselves split from the central 

Zengakuren leadership in 1963 becoming bitter ideological rivals in the quest for revolution 

within Japan. Both factions had 2,000 to 3,000 active members, but could reportedly mobilize 

two to three times that many sympathizers for street protests.33 Along with Zengakuren, a 

coalition of New Left workers joined in a group called Hansen Seinen Iinkai (Anti-war Youth 

Committees, or Hansen) was an affiliated major anti-imperial organization largely absent from 

histories of Japan’s 1960s. After Japan’s empire was dissolved under Allied occupation, Japan 

and the South Korean governments had no diplomatic ties until 1965. The normalization treaty 

itself and the resumption of relations appeared to put to rest the issues of the immediate past; 

however, for the anti-imperial left in Japan, the treaty represented a more sinister development. 

Hansen rallied around opposition to the treaty on the basis that Japan was using normalized 

relations for the purpose of economic re-infiltration of Asia. Though Japan’s student movement 

is sparingly mentioned in histories of the global 1960s, historians rarely discuss the factionalism 

within Zengakuren. By contrast, the ideological debates within the New Left are a major point of 

analysis here. 

                                                
32 Ellis Kraus, Japanese Radicals Revisited: Student Protest in Postwar Japan (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1974). 
33 Estimates of relative strength can be found in English the chapter “Who’s Who in Zengakuren and the Youth 
Movement in 1969: A Profile by Matsunami Michihiro” in Zengakuren: Japan’s Revolutionary Students (Berkeley: 
The Ishi Press, 1970) and a more detailed account in Japanese in Shakai Mondai Kenkyūkai, Zengakuren kakuha: 
gakusei undō jiten [Zengakuren’s Factions: An Encyclopedia of the Student Movement] (Tokyo: Futabasha, 1969). 
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Though the image of radical students battling police in the streets is likely the most 

widely recognized image of Japan’s 1960s, the Vietnam War also inspired other mass protest 

from citizens’ groups, often presented as the positive side of a decade of radicalism. The 

prominent citizen anti-war group Betonamu ni Heiwa o Shimin Rengō (Citizen’s League for 

Peace in Vietnam, or Beheiren) was a similarly strong presence at anti-imperial demonstrations 

throughout the period. Established in part as a successor group to Voiceless Voices, a citizens’ 

group that had protested against ANPO in 1960, Beheiren officially began in 1965 and disbanded 

in 1974. Founded by Tsurumi Shunske and Takabatake Michitoshi, but perhaps best known for 

the impassioned speeches and writings of novelist and spokesperson Oda Makoto, Beheiren 

followed an intentionally decentralized structure. Anyone could set up a chapter, provided they 

were against the war in Vietnam. Since the 1960s, the group has often been cited as inspiring a 

new form of citizen-based protest in Japan – acting as a kind of model social movement. Yet, as 

Simon Avenell has argued, the group also espoused more controversial views, such as ethnic 

nationalism and a troubling relationship with violence. 34 Though Beheiren consciously avoided 

doctrinaire revolutionary Marxist language and presented itself as a non-aligned peace 

movement, their ideas were not always so disconnected from the self-identified anti-imperialists 

in Zengakuren. Indeed, there were radical anti-imperial factions within Beheiren who focused 

their critiques of the connections between capitalism and war.  

In contrast to the ANPO protests in 1960, histories of Japan’s postwar period largely do 

not mention 1968 as a major political or social turning point. Yet more recent studies have 

                                                
34 As Simon Avenell has noted, although almost completely unsuccessful in achieving its political goals, Beheiren 
has been held up as “a model – in fact, an ideal, of how to do and be a conscientious citizens’ movement in a 
postwar way.” Yet, he also notes how ideas of Third Worldism, Pan-Asianism, and so-called “peace constitution 
nationalism” shaped the way Beheiren employed the “shimin” (citizen) mythology. See Simon A. Avenell, Making 
Japanese Citizens: Civil Society and the Mythology of the Shimin in Postwar Japan (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2010), 107. 
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identified the protests and demonstrations in the years between 1965 and 1970 as key events. 

Thomas Haven’s book Fire Across the Sea, an exhaustive study of the political and social effects 

of the Vietnam War in Japan, argues that the experience of the Vietnam War prompted the 

Japanese to reassess their place in the global order.35 Among the most important events was an 

October 1967 demonstration in response to the Japanese prime minister’s visit to South Vietnam, 

when a coalition of three Zengakuren factions stormed Tokyo’s Haneda airport looking to 

prevent any plane from taking off. For the first time, students arrived wearing construction 

helmets and carrying sticks to fight with riot police. This event, known as the First Haneda 

Incident, became a key moment in the struggle against the Vietnam War – as described in 

chapter 2, it was also a moment that garnered international attention. The largest and best 

remembered event of Japan’s 1960s came in January 1968, when both Beheiren and various 

factions of Zengakuren massed in Sasebo on the southern island of Kyushu to protest the porting 

of an American nuclear-powered aircraft carrier, the USS Enterprise. Student protesters and 

citizens clashing with police wielding overwhelming force briefly turned Japanese public 

opinion, which remained steadily against the war in Vietnam and not in support of protesters.36 

Through mid-1968 and into the early 1970s, however, these New Left movements were 

consumed by the larger goal of opposing the renewal of ANPO in 1970. Zengakuren factions 

attempted to storm the gates of Japan’s Self Defense Forces headquarters in the fall of 1968 and 

                                                
35 Thomas Havens, Fire Across the Sea: The Vietnam War and Japan, 1965-1975 (Princeton, N.J: Princeton 
University Press, 1987). 
36 Havens details the Haneda Incident(s) in Fire Across the Sea but does so largely in terms of politics and the 
government. William Marotti, in his article "Japan 1968,” has helped to place the event in terms of protest and 
society, by showing how the media and public received the events. These two texts form the most detailed accounts 
of the protests between the First Haneda incident and the end of the campus occupations in early 1969. See Havens, 
130-135; William Marotti, “Japan 1968: The Performance of Violence and the Theater of Protest,” American 
Historical Review 114, no. 1 (02, 2009), 97-135. 
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began massive campus occupations that lasted until early 1969. Beheiren stepped up agitation at 

US bases and mass protests against the Japanese government’s complicity in the Vietnam War.37  

While the new citizen model of protest is largely upheld as a positive outcome of Japan’s 

1960s, the scholarship on the decade largely mirrors the idea of a turn to violence by an 

increasingly small and radical fringe as the death of the New Left in Japan. By spring 1969, 

groups within Zengakuren like the ultra-radical Shakai Gakusei Dōmei (Socialist Student Union 

or Shagakudō) began to move beyond using sticks and rocks against riot police to throwing 

bombs. Shagakudō was affiliated with the larger Kyōsanshugisha dōmei (Communist League), 

better known as Bund. An alliance of revolutionary Marxist groups, Bund took its name from a 

prominent faction that had demonstrated against ANPO in 1960, in an attempt to show continuity 

through protests. As discussed in chapter 6, Bund itself soon split into Japan’s own Red Army 

movement Sekigun-ha. The twin disasters in 1972 of the urban guerilla group Rengō Sekigun 

(United Red Army, URA) violently purging its members and the so-called Asama-Sansō Jiken 

(Mt. Asama Villa Incident) hostage crisis shortly thereafter are almost universally marked by 

scholars as the death of the New Left in Japan.38 Patricia Steinhoff, the foremost expert on 

Sekigun’s various factions, notes that in terms of the New Left’s memory of the 1960s, the URA 

purge largely deflated any revolutionary zeal among other radicals.39 Havens, who hardly 

mentions Red Army violence in his work on the anti-war movement, tries to separate Beheiren, a 

                                                
37 Patricia G. Steinhoff, “Japan: Student Activism in an Emerging Democracy” in Student Activism in Asia: Between 
Protest and Powerlessness, Meredith L Weiss and Edward Aspinall eds. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2012) 
38 Historian Ando Takemasa Ando makes such a claim in his discussion of the Japanese New Left. His thesis is 
mainly to show how students tried to change the world through “everydayness,” rather than political revolution and 
street fighting. See Takemasa Japan’s New Left Movements: Legacies for Civil Society (New York: Routledge, 
2014). 
39 Patricia Steinhoff, “Memories of New Left Protest,” Contemporary Japan, 25 no. 2 (2013). 
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largely positive actor in his telling, from URA’s militancy.40 Yet, as shown here, radical students, 

citizen protesters, and urban guerrillas could share ideas without all coming to the same violent 

conclusions.  

Taken side by side, the Japanese and West German 1960s therefore look decidedly 

similar, as do interpretations of the events: from the mid to late 1960s, protests against state 

power and especially the Vietnam War gained a moral and political traction before some radicals 

wasted that capital in the turn to violence. What could be considered successes coming out of 

1968 were a new form of collective citizen protest and political action based on cultural change. 

There tends to be an agreement as to the effects of 1968 in the two states. The environmental 

movement and women’s liberation in the FRG, or the new model citizen in Japan inspired by 

Beheiren, often assume new and more progressive cultural or social norms emerging out of the 

1960s within the two newly formed democracies. In general this fits a pattern that sees the 

cultural outcomes of the 1960s as positive and the political consequences as negative. Yet, 

groups as diverse as Beheiren and Rote Armee Fraktion shared elements of a core critique of 

imperialism as it manifested in the Vietnam War. What was wildly different about these groups 

was the way they sought to counter the threat of imperialism, not the threat they saw it posing to 

the world. Perhaps more importantly, examining the connections and influences between groups 

in the two states and not merely juxtaposing them sheds new light on how events unfolded and 

how they can be interpreted.   

 

                                                
40 At multiple points in Fire Across the Sea, Havens is careful to note the lack of violence in the wider anti-war 
movement, especially compared to street fighting Zengakuren and Sekigun-ha. Nowhere is this clearer when he 
discusses Rengō Sekigun. Focusing entirely on the domestic Sekigun movement, he incorrectly lumps Nihon Sekigun 
and the Yodogō hijackers together with URA. In conclusion, he notes, “Except for firebombing American bases in 
Japan, there was nothing to tie the United Red Army to the movement against the Vietnam War.” Thomas Havens, 
Fire Across the Sea: The Vietnam War and Japan, 1965-1975 (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 1987), 
216-217, quote on 217. 
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Transnational History and Japanese-West German Anti-Imperialisms  

 

In the past two decades, the dominant trend has been to examine the events of the 1960s 

in transnational and global perspective. The result is a focus not just on discrete cases in their 

national context but instead examination of how the connections between events that shape them. 

1968 was, as historians have argued, a swelling of political and social protest in a number of 

states, as well as a shared sense of global connection and identity.41 This dissertation also shows 

how activists traveling and meeting each other shaped anti-imperial politics in West Germany 

and Japan.42 Looking for these connections has helped historians create a more detailed image of 

the ties between movements in the 1960s. However, it is not enough to simply find connections 

for the sake of identifying cursory meetings or adapted images. This dissertation argues that a 

transnational and comparative approach shows how trading ideas and exchanging activists had a 

direct effect on the development of a specific set of ideas about the Vietnam War. 

This transnational and global turn in 1960s historiography was for a long period 

dominated by studies of the exchanges between the United States and Western Europe.43 While 

these studies have provided useful frames for the analysis of transnational phenomenon, they 

have privileged a Western-oriented connection.44 Indeed, the connections between American 

protesters, especially black activists, and West Germans have contributed significantly to the 

                                                
41 Timothy S. Brown, “1968: Transnational and Global Perspectives” Docupedia-Zeitgeschichte  (2012); Jeremy 
Suri, Power and Protest: Global Revolution and the Rise of Detente (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2003) 
42 Patricia Clavin, "Defining Transnationalism" Contemporary European History 14, no. 4 (2005): 421-439.  
43 Arthur Marwick, The Sixties: Cultural Revolution in Britain, France, Italy, and the United States, 1958–1974 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999); G.R. Horn, The Spirit of ’68: Rebellion in Western Europe and North 
America, 1956–1976 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007); Belinda Davis Wilfred Mausbach, Martin Klimke, 
and Carla MacDougall eds., Changing the World, Changing Oneself: Political Protest and Collective Identities in 
West Germany and the U.S. in the 1960s and 1970s (New York, Berghahn Books 2010). 
44 Though she also includes many actors from the US, for a counter example, see Judy Tzu-Chun Wu, Radicals on 
the Road: Internationalism, Orientalism, and Feminism during the Vietnam Era (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
2013).	
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entanglements that made up the ‘global’ 1960s. In particular, as historians such as Martin Klimke 

have shown, the Black Panther Party contributed important elements to global anti-

imperialism.45 The Panthers provided activists from diverse parts of the globe – Europe, Japan, 

and the Third World – a way to identify as part of the same anti-imperial struggle. The key 

concept was that of internal colonization: arguing that black Americans were subjected to US 

imperialism within the metropole. These ideas placed the Panthers as the world’s foremost 

vanguard – a concept that they actively encouraged. While the actual political or revolutionary 

effects of the Panthers are debatable, they were successful in helping to spread an international 

language of anti-imperialism that appealed to radicals in Europe, the United States, and Japan. 

Historian Sean Malloy has called the Panther’s ideological contribution to the global discourse 

an “anti-colonial vernacular,” which helps to explain the symbolic appeal of the Panther’s ideas 

and how they were transmitted across borders.46 

More recent work has shifted to interrogate the place of the so-called “Third World” in 

the 1960s.47 Historians have placed much more emphasis on events like the visit of Congo’s 

Premier Moise Tshombe to the FRG in 1964 as a galvanizing moment for student demonstrations. 

The infamous 1967 death of Benno Ohnesorg, for example, has dominated accounts of West 

Germany’s 1960s, yet only recently have historians studied the reason for the protest that ended 

in state violence: a demonstration against the Shah of Iran’s visit, organized by Iranian exchange 

students.48 Effectively, historians have moved from examining the fascinations with the Third 

                                                
45 Martin Klimke, The Other Alliance: Student Protest in West Germany and the United States in the Global Sixties 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2010. 
46 Sean Malloy, Out of Oakland: Black Panther Party Internationalism During the Cold War (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 2018). 
47 Reintegrating the non-Western world into the history of the 1960s is the explicit project of many collaborative 
histories of the 1960s. See especially Chen Jian, et al, The Routledge Handbook of the Global Sixties: Between 
Protest and Nation-Building (London: Routledge, 2018).	
48 Quinn Slobodian, Foreign Front: Third World Politics in Sixties West Germany (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 2012). 
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World, and the “Third Worldism” of West Germany’s New Left, to finding the actual 

participants from the Third World in the First. Similar studies have looked to place West 

Germany’s 1960s into a global framework.49 At the same time, this robust literature on 

transnational connections and influence on West Germany’s 1960s has yet to discuss connections 

with Asia other than discussing the Third World. Japan hardly appears in global histories of the 

1960s at all, much less in histories of the FRG. 

The scholarship on Japan’s 1960s in English is considerably less advanced than the West 

German or the global case, in both domestic and transnational perspectives. New scholarship is 

showing that Japanese radicals were also viewing events on a global scale, just as Europeans and 

Americans looked to international sources to form their own ideas. For example, many Japanese 

student radicals took deep inspiration gathered from the protests in France in May of 1968. In the 

campus occupations around Japan in 1968/69, student protesters put up French-style barikēdo 

(barricades) and spoke constantly about the gogatsu kakumei (May Revolution).50 Japan was 

deeply connected to movements around the globe and was no mere absorber of radical ideas. As 

Naoko Koda and Chelsea Schieder have recently argued, Beheiren and Japanese student activists 

actively sought out, and often achieved, the kind of connections across borders that groups in 

Europe had with the United States.51 Sociologist Patricia Steinhoff has shown that Japanese 

radicals had an influence on movements outside Japan as well. Radical Japanese students hosted 

anti-war activists from the US and inspired protest tactics used at the Democratic National 

                                                
49 Timothy Scott Brown, West Germany and the Global Sixties: The Anti-Authoritarian Revolt, 1962-1978 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013). 
50 Stuart J. Dowsey, ed. Zengakuren: Japan’s Revolutionary Students (Berkeley: The Ishi Press, 1970). 
51 See the special edition of the journal The Sixties introduced by Chelsea Szendi Schieder “The Other Transpacific 
Alliances: Introduction,” The Sixties, 10:2 (2017), 125-132.  
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Convention in 1968 and at Weatherman’s Days of Rage in 1969.52 Despite these promising steps 

towards integrating Japan into the story of a broader history of the 1960s, much as in the case 

with the early transnational studies of Europe in the 1960s, the focus of scholarship on Japan has 

largely been on the imagined and concrete connections with the United States. Therefore, part of 

what this dissertation does is to broaden the map of where the global 1960s were. It looks to 

write the German-Japanese encounter into a history of the global 1960s and to provide a 

broadening of our understanding about the global reaction to the Vietnam War. 

 This dissertation builds upon this transnational framework to show how the trade of 

ideas about imperialism shaped how Japanese and West Germans spoke about the Vietnam War 

and argues that protest against the war was directed by looking across borders, rather than a 

result of purely domestic concerns or issues of a troubled past. Though the Vietnam War features 

as a major background issue for many studies of the global 1960s, only recently has the war 

featured as a major factor in analyzing the politics of the New Left in 1968.53 For West Germany, 

much of our understanding comes from Wilfried Mausbach, who has mainly written about the 

influence of the Nazi past on interpretations of Vietnam and how trading across borders created 

an “essential constituent of collective memory.”54 Thomas Havens argues that the experience of 

the Vietnam War prompted the Japanese to reassess their place in the global order, discussing the 

entanglements between the US and Japanese governments, but largely places protest within the 

                                                
52 Patricia G. Steinhoff, “Japan: Student Activism in an Emerging Democracy” in Student Activism in Asia: Between 
Protest and Powerlessness Meredith L Weiss and Edward Aspinall eds. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2012), 71. 
53 See, for example, Kristin Ross, May ’68 and its Afterlives (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002). 
54 Wilfried Mausbach, “Auschwitz and Vietnam: West German Protest Against America’s War During the 1960s” in 
America, The Vietnam War, and the World: Comparative and International Perspectives, edited by Andreas W. 
Daum, Lloyd C. Gardner, and Wilfried Mausbach (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003); Wilfried 
Mausbach “America’s Vietnam in Germany – Germany in America’s Vietnam: On the Relocation of Spaces and the 
Appropriation of History” in Changing the World, Changing Oneself: Political Protest and Collective Identities in 
West Germany and the U.S. in the 1960s and 1970s, Belinda Davis, Wilfried Mausbach, Martin Klimke, and Carla 
MacDougall, eds. (New York: Berghahn Books, 2010). 
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borders of the Japanese archipelago.55 In both these conceptions of the Vietnam War’s meaning 

in Japan and West Germany, the emphasis is on how the war changed protesters’ relationship 

with the state, the older generation, or the legacies of fascism. That is to say the war acted for 

protesters more as a mirror for how to better see themselves.  

This dissertation delves deeper into what the Vietnam War meant in the radical 

imagination and how developing ideas about global imperialism fostered a kind of transnational 

anti-imperialist identity. Along with showing new connections – especially connections beyond 

the transatlantic or transpacific ones with the US – the key contention is that West German and 

Japanese groups and individual activists had an effect on each other, especially when discussing 

the concept of imperialism in Vietnam. Though there were a handful of important meetings 

between Japanese and West German radicals, there were major spatial and linguistic barriers to 

collaboration. As such, each group participated in what Jeremy Prestholdt has called the 

“transnational imagination,” which he defines as “a mode of perception that frames local 

circumstances within a global historical trajectory and shapes collective desires and actions as a 

result.”56 In much the same way as the Panthers helped to create a kind of international protest 

language, Japanese and West German radicals helped form a specific kind of anti-imperial 

protest language by observing and interacting with each other – a protest language they, in turn, 

contributed to the Global 1960s? Rather than a simple result of a shared traumatic past, a 

generational shift, or a cycle of political unrest, it was the influence of exchanging ideas across 

borders that shaped the particularities of anti-imperial politics in the era of the Vietnam War. In 

this sense, the dissertation presents some of the most extreme radicals and their ideas for close 

analysis. The anti-imperialism of the 1960s and 1970s was a politics dedicated to identifying 

                                                
55 Havens, 259-262. 
56 Jeremy Prestholdt, “Resurrecting Che: Radicalism, the Transnational Imagination, and the Politics of Heroes” in 
Journal of Global History, 7 no. 3 (2012), 509. 
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structures of domination and violence, and, ultimately, resisting them. By historicizing anti-

imperialism, we can more fully understand the motivations and actions of radical groups on the 

left. As such, this dissertation builds on calls from historians such as Quinn Slobodian and takes 

seriously the radical ideas of this period, rather than approaching them as mere projections, 

escapism or a form of national pathology.57  

 

Structure and Sources 

 

  Based on archival and published material produced by Japanese and West German anti-

imperialist groups, this dissertation is divided into six thematic chapters. The major sources for 

this project come from the periodicals, newspapers and newsletters, books, and leaflets produced 

by anti-war groups themselves. For the West German case, a large portion of the documentation 

comes from the archives of SDS. Material concerning the KPD and other Maoist groups that 

splintered off of the main New Left are largely based in the APO archive in Berlin and the 

Hamburg Institute for Social Research. Material concerning Rote Armee Fraktion is also housed 

in Hamburg. Japan’s New Left groups tended to publish their works more widely and with more 

organization. There is no central archive for materials relating to Zengakuren, though the various 

factions of the organization kept their own journals and newspapers. Beheiren similarly 

published collections of many of their documents, and have an archive at Rikkyō University’s 

Center for Research Center for Cooperative Civil Societies. Though sources on Sekigun-ha (Red 

Army Faction) were similarly widely published, University of Hawaii at Manoa holds the most 

extensive collection. Rikkyō University and Amsterdam’s International Institute for Social 

                                                
57 Quinn Slobodan “The Meaning of Western Maoism in the Global 1960s” in The Routledge Handbook of the 
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History also houses substantial collections of underground papers written by anti-war soldiers 

within the US military. Mass media in both states provide an image of anti-war protests. In both 

cases, I have consulted some official government documents, but the story is not one of state 

response; rather, these sources are intended to add meaning to the events surrounding protest 

discourse. 

 Through a comparative reading of the materials produced by these anti-war groups and 

individual activists, this dissertation traces how the Japanese and West German New Left 

understood imperialism and the Vietnam War. The conception of US, West German, and 

Japanese imperialism developed in these materials confirms that these groups were not simply 

anti-war, they protested the larger structures that had put the US in Indochina. In this way, the 

project uses more radical sources from groups like Beheiren that are not considered to be 

revolutionary. At the same time, these sources reveal fascinations and aversions between anti-

imperial groups in Japan and West Germany. This project looks at the records of conferences and 

other in-person meetings, which were the most concrete exchanges between protesters of the era 

of the Vietnam War, but also examines materials that were produced intentionally to create 

alternate networks of information.58 Increasingly, scholars have looked to move beyond students 

as the main figures of the 1960s. To this end, the project includes sources produced in 1968 and 

through 1975, to expand the scope of analysis beyond previous studies of Vietnam War protest. 

The first chapter details the development of a theory of global imperial strategy 

articulated in both Wets Germany and Japan. Taking two international anti-imperialist 

conferences in 1968 as a starting point, the chapter details how radicals interpreted the history of 

the postwar world as a massive reorganization of imperialist power under the leadership of the 

                                                
58 This is a concept adapted from Sean Malloy’s discussion of how the Black Panther Party helped circulate 
information. See especially Chapter 7 of Malloy. 
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United States. This theory held that US-imperialism subordinated West Germany and Japan as 

“junior partners” in its worldwide goals, which hinged on stopping liberation movements like the 

Vietnamese as the key threats to its power. The inversion of the theory was the radical view that 

Vietnam represented the climax of a struggle against global imperialism and that an American 

defeat there would bring the entire capitalist, imperialist system down.  

Chapter 2 traces the interactions between Japan and West Germany’s anti-war 

movements from tentative first contacts in 1963 through the end of the Vietnam War. Analyzing 

meetings between groups and individuals as well as information traded across borders in the 

form of alternative media sources designed to be exchanged, the chapter examines how the 

Japanese and West German anti-war movements inspired each other. The key moment of 

entanglement was a 1969 meeting between radicals from Japan and the prominent West German 

New Leftist Christian Semler. The chapter details how West German-Japanese interactions 

changed over time from a general sense of a shared New Left identity to actively borrowing 

tactics and aesthetics to fight imperialism. 

The theory of global imperial strategy was not merely concerned with the United States, 

however, as Chapter 3 addresses the fear of revitalized Japanese and West German imperialisms. 

The chapter begins with the Shōwa Emperor’s state visit to West Germany in 1971 and the 

protest against “Hirohitler” by West German and Japanese students. Though Japan and West 

Germany were attempting a ‘normalization’ of their position in the liberal capitalist order, anti-

imperialists saw these as maneuvers to regain old imperial dreams, through newer, subtler means. 

The chapter shows the adaptability of the theory of global imperialism and how it changed to 

incorporate new global and domestic developments.  
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Chapter 4 addresses one of the more contentious issues in comparative German-Japanese 

history: the issue of coming to terms with the past and how collective memory shaped protest 

against the war in Vietnam. Though most activists were young enough to have no direct 

experience with the Second World War, the collective memory of that confict motivated 

Japanese and West German activists to protest the war, evoking (and sometimes blending) 

identities of both victim and perpetrator. While the crimes of the past, especially those of the 

Nazis, were the frame through which anti-imperialists understood the Vietnam War, many also 

saw the conduct of US imperialism as a continuation and innovation of old tactics.  

The penultimate chapter, Chapter 5, takes a comparative and transnational approach to 

the anti-war movement among US soldiers stationed on foreign bases. Among the many national 

anti-Vietnam War movements around the globe in the 1960s and 1970s, Japan and West 

Germany were unique in that even after the end of formal postwar occupation, the two states 

were home to the largest buildup of American installations anywhere in the world, giving anti-

war activists access to the very heart of the military itself. Though GI protest entailed a range of 

personal, racial, and ideological motivations, activists began to see the US soldier as a particular 

kind of anti-imperial subject able to bring down the military from within. 

Finally, chapter 6 traces the emergence of “Red Army Faction” urban guerilla 

movements in both Japan and West Germany and how these groups participated in a global anti-

imperialist imagination. Focusing on the Second International Anti-Imperial Conference in 1969 

and the so-called Yodogō hijacking of Japan Airlines flight 351 in 1970, the chapter traces the 

advent of the Red Army concept in Japan and how its ideas were received abroad, especially in 

West Germany as radicals were already beginning their first forays into armed resistance. 
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Beyond just adopting the Japanese group’s name, the example of Japanese revolutionary 

violence was a major inspiration for Rote Armee Fraktion, this chapter shows. 

This dissertation seeks to answer a number of questions. What did anti-imperialists think 

was happening in Vietnam and how did they think they could stop it? Were anti-imperial politics 

totalizing and violent or were there gradients to these ideas, and was there change over time? Did 

those who sought to overthrow imperialism by force have any effect at all? How could groups 

separated by such great distances and speaking two very different languages hope to connect and 

learn from each other? If and when they did meet what assumptions did they make about the 

other, and what was lost in translation? Did these connections change the course of events or 

were they cursory? Fundamentally, what did these groups mean when they denounced 

imperialism and how did this idea connect the Nazi past to the current war in Vietnam?  
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Chapter 1: “Surely, This Must Collapse the Imperialist World!” America’s War in 

Vietnam and the Development of a Theory of Global Imperialism 

 

Introduction 

 

The Vietnam War occupied the international imagination in the 1960s and 1970s in a way 

that few other issues did. Although the iconic anti-war movements in the United States often 

dominate the cultural and historical narratives of the period, the war was perhaps the most heated 

issue around the world in a time of global unrest.59 Even as revolutionary political and cultural 

ideas spread in different ways in diverse parts of the world in these decades, the American War 

in Vietnam was a constant in the complaints of many protest movements. Historians of the global 

1960s tend to encapsulate the extent of this worldwide unrest by listing the cities where major 

protests took place: Paris, Berkeley, West Berlin, Mexico City, and Tokyo – though mainly 

including the latter to show the scope of unrest, rather than engaging with Japanese protest itself.   

Yet, even if protest against the Vietnam War was widespread, West German and 

Japanese protesters had clear views on their own nation’s complicity or cooperation in the US 

war. At the same time, activists, especially those calling for international solidarity, did not 

confine their protest to the national context. This was particularly the case when these groups and 

individuals approached the fundamental question of why the United States was fighting in 

Vietnam in the first place. The Vietnam War came at a crucial moment in political unrest around 

the world, where activists came to understand the conflict in terms of a detailed concept of global 

imperialism. This theory, that there was a strategy behind the Vietnam War that linked the 

                                                
59 Among the most important works on the American peace movement are Tom Wells, The War Within: America’s 
Battle over Vietnam (New York: Open Road Distribution 2016) and Melvin Small and William D. Hoover, eds., 
Give Peace a Chance: Exploring the Vietnam Antiwar Movement (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1992). 
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conflict to a whole system of imperial structures, has rarely been discussed in detail in histories 

of the 1960s and 1970s; however, the anti-imperialism of those decades is key to understanding 

how activists understood the war and how they approached protesting it.    

 Through an analysis of nearly a decade of protest material produced by Japanese and 

West German citizen activists, students, and other actors, this chapter explores the development 

of a theory among anti-war activists that the Vietnam War was the lynchpin in a much wider, and 

more sinister, strategy of global imperialism. In many ways, the perceived strategy of the 

imperialist system came from a particular reading of the creation of the postwar order. The 

foundation of this order rested on the formation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) and the US-Japan Security Treaty (known in Japanese as ANPO), understood by 

activists in this context essentially as imperial military outposts for the US in the heart of Europe 

and Asia. Other international organizations, such as the European Economic Community (EEC) 

and International Monetary Fund (IMF), were not bringing the world closer together. Rather, 

they were the means by which an ascendant American imperialism controlled their imperialist 

competitors, intimidated the Socialist bloc, and brutally extracted resources from the Third 

World. The critique of imperialism helps to explain the scale and intensity of unrest over the 

Vietnam War, especially in places where the postwar had delivered a “golden age” of economic 

prosperity.60 Especially for West German and Japanese activists, who resided in the heart of the 

‘economic miracles’ of the postwar world, the Vietnam War was still a major threat, as it fit into 

a larger pattern of US imperial strategy in organizing and controlling the world. 
                                                
60 In many ways, the anti-imperial reading of the years since 1945 was an inversion of the liberal narrative of 
globalization, stabilization, and prosperity. Attempts by Franklin D. Roosevelt and the US government to make a 
new “liberal capitalist world system” were, in fact, read as sinister. Eric Hobsbawm has described a political 
construction of a “golden age” in Europe and around the globe in the years preceding 1960 that seemed to break out 
of the model of ‘boom and slump’ that had characterized capitalism. Anti-imperialists saw this stretch as a sign of 
American imperialism’s dominance. See Patrick Hearden, Architects of Globalism: Building a New World Order 
During World War II (Fayetteville: The University of Arkansas Press, 2002) and Eric Hobsbawm, The Age of 
Extremes: A History of the World, 1914-1991 (New York: Vintage, 1996). 
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  Evidence that the United States was losing its fight against the North Vietnamese from 

the mid-1960s through the early 1970s, amplified the war’s global and historical importance to 

anti-imperialists. In much of the Japanese and West German protest literature, the Vietnam War 

increasingly represented not simply a war of decolonization or a civil war; rather, it appeared to 

be the defining conflict for the US in the postwar era. In many common readings of the war, 

protesters saw the system of postwar American-led capitalist institutions and alliances as the 

reason for intervention in Vietnam. The Vietnam War came at the peak of decolonization in 

Latin America, Asia, and Africa as well as challenges to the Cold War order such as the Chinese 

Cultural Revolution. As the “golden years” lost their luster, increased economic hardship in the 

global market through the dollar crisis and internal American racial strife and inflation hinted at 

the fragility of the entire global order. Brutality on the battlefield and a reliance on other imperial 

powers simply showed how desperate the US was to salvage their system in the face of 

Vietnamese victory. Radical anti-imperialists took this a step further: if the US had a global 

strategy and the Vietnamese people had stopped them, than there was momentum at the end of 

the 1960s to smash the entire system. More than just a generalized complaint against the United 

States as a superpower or a Marxist critique of capitalism, the theory of global imperial strategy 

helped shape dissent in important and diverse ways through the 1960s and 1970s – from how 

Japanese and West Germans understood their own governments’ actions to the turn to anti-

imperial armed resistance. 
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1968 Anti-War Conferences in West Berlin and Tokyo  

 

 Widely seen as the high tide of West German anti-war activism, the 1968 West Berlin 

Vietnam Congress also marked an important beginning point in the history of anti-imperialism. It 

was here that the concept of a “Globalstrategie” (global strategy) first crystalized. This theme 

was similarly present at the West German student movement’s first attempt at coordinated action 

against the war: a conference titled Vietnam: Analyse eines Exempels (Vietnam: Analysis of an 

Example) held in Frankfurt on 22 May 1966. The conference, which drew 2000 participants and 

featured talks by famous German philosophers Jürgen Habermas and Herbert Marcuse, marked 

not only the emergence of the West Berlin faction of SDS as the leading force within the 

movement, and raised the importance of imperialism in Vietnam for the first time for students.61 

In 1967, after the success of the 1966 conference, SDS began preparations for a new and more 

international mass action against the war.	

The West Berlin Vietnam Congress, held on 17-18 February 1968, was planned as a 

forum to further analyze Vietnam and to engage more fully in the kind of international 

coordination they had called for since the first major publications on the war in 1965.62 A 

massive demonstration through the streets of West Berlin followed the Congress, which had been 

held in the auditorium of the Technical University. Wary about the potential for violence, the 

West German Foreign Office, reported increased GI agitation and flier distribution in the run up 

to the conference, estimating that nearly fifteen thousand foreign radicals might attend. It was 

later reported that around five thousand participants from fourteen countries came together in 

                                                
61 Thomas, 76; Slobodian, Foreign Front, 94-99. 
62 SDS, Viet-Nam: Ausstellung des Sozialistischen Deutschen Studentenbunds, Wintersemester 1965 Freie 
Universität Berlin, Universitätsarchiv, Bestand Außerparlamentarische Opposition-S [hereafter FU Berlin, UA, 
APO-S], Signatur 1216. 
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West Berlin to hear speeches, join panel discussions, and buy copies of Mao’s Little Red Book.63 

The speakers at the conference included prominent West German student leaders – Rudi 

Dutschke, Karl Dietrich Wolff, Kurt Steinhaus, and Christian Semler, to name a few – along 

with representatives from Spain, France, Greece, Iran, Sweden, and the United States.64 The next 

day, estimates put almost twelve thousand protesters on the streets of Berlin, carrying Viet Cong 

flags and chanting “Ho, Ho, Ho Chi Minh.”65 For their part, SDS and the international planners 

saw the meeting as a non-violent attempt to bring together anti-imperialists from Europe and the 

so-called “Third World” to formulate an “effective resistance” against the US as well as the 

Western European regimes that facilitated the war. In the week leading up to the meeting, SDS 

put on films and lectures at the Technical and Free Universities about the Vietnamese liberation 

movement and the Cuban Revolution.  

 After the Congress, SDS published a pamphlet of the proceedings titled Der Kampf des 

vietnamesischen Volkes und die Globalstrategie des Imperialismus (The Struggle of the 

Vietnamese People and the Global Strategy of Imperialism), concerning the Vietnamese 

Revolution and also US strategy in the conflict. SDS claimed that US imperialism followed a 

brutally strategic and logical plan, where Vietnam was simply an important manifestation of the 

larger goals. “Imperialism” might appear in different ways in different parts of the world; 

however, in SDS’ view, it was still a “world-wide system” where the “repression-machinery 

against the emancipation of humanity” had “identical” aspects.66 The West German students 

placed Vietnam and the United States in a global context as a direct confrontation between the 

                                                
63 “Anti-amerikanische Demonstrationen” 13 February 1968, Politisches Archiv Auswärtiges Amt [hereafter PA 
AA], Bestand 130, Band 4303A, 2-3; Emil Martzo, “Entschliessung” [1968]; “Programm der Internationalen 
Vietnamkonferenz” [3-4]; “Die Berliner Vitnamkonfrenz [sic]”; FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1216. 
64 “Programm der Internationalen Vietnamkonferenz” [1-2]. 
65 “Antiamerikanische Aktion: Rote Fahne in Berlin” Die Welt (19 February 1968), 1. 
66 Der Kampf des vietnamesischen Volkes und die Globalstrategie des Imperialismus (West Berlin: INFI, 1968), 5. 
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international workers’ movement and a constellation of imperialist, capitalist powers. SDS 

implicated West Germany and other European nations through the NATO alliance and industrial 

cooperation with firms like Dow Chemical. In his speech to the Congress, the most prominent 

leader in SDS, Rudi Dutschke, emphasized that late-stage capitalism had birthed this “new stage” 

of imperialism. Born in 1940 in what would become East Germany, Dutschke provided key 

intellectual basis for SDS, and acted as the most visible face for the movement – often acting as a 

scapegoat for increasingly radical approaches by the West German left in the later 1960s. 

Especially in the conservative press, “Red Rudi” became a target of vitriol and scorn, leading up 

to a failed assassination attempt in April 1968 on the student leader. Though Dutschke survived 

the attempt on his life, he would recover slowly, only reappearing at a public demonstration in 

1973, as discussed in Chapter 3. He died eleven years after being shot in 1979. In most accounts 

of the West German 1960s, violence against Ohnesorg and Dutschke presented a dire picture of 

political culture in the FRG for radicals, setting the stage for more direct action.67  

In his conception of the American motivations for the war, the Vietnamese revolution had 

stalled the imperialist “machinery,” thwarting the capitalists’ need for raw materials that drove 

the US and its European lackeys to exploit the Third World. This, Dutschke argued, was the 

reason the Americans waged such a brutal war in Indochina: the Vietnamese people had to be 

made an example of to discourage others from rising up. The conference speakers and 

discussants took Che Guevara’s calls for “many Vietnams” seriously. NATO installations in 

Western Europe were, they declared, proper targets for opening up a “second front” in the 

struggle against imperialism in the metropole.68  

                                                
67 See Chapter 2. 
68 “Aufruf zur internationalen Vietnamkonferenz Westberlin 17./18. Februar 1968: Der Kampf des vienamesischen 
Volkes und die Globalstrategie des Imperialismus” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1216; Der Kampf des 
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SDS was not unique among radical students in developing ideas of global imperialism, 

however, and another meeting about the Vietnam War an entire world away soon followed their 

international conference. Along with the many words of solidarity sent to the Vietnam Congress 

was a Japanese group reported as “Japan Socialist Youth Alliance – Internationalist Faction,” 

that wished the success of this international action for the victory of the Vietnamese people. 

Though the name listed in the Congress’ report was in English, it was most likely the radical 

student faction Shagakudō.69 Six months after SDS concluded the Vietnam Congress, Bund held 

its own mass meeting against the war: the 8-3 Anti-War Conference, at the Chuo University 

auditorium in Tokyo. Bund conducted this conference at the same time as a competing 

International Anti-War Conference in Kyoto, held by Beheiren which itself boasted 34 

international participants from Europe and the United States.  

This often brought them into the same conversations with hardened revolutionaries in 

both Japan and West Germany. In a report published in the left-leaning Asahi Jānaru, members 

of Beheiren conference largely concerned themselves with citizen’s peace movements. They 

argued that going into 1970 the goal was to move from the purely “anti-war” stance of the group 

towards a more general “social change” – using the term “shakai henkaku” rather than “kakumei,” 

or “revolution,” the main stated goal of groups like Bund.70 Though the Beheiren meeting was 

marked with controversy, not the least of which was the result of an FBI informant within the 

Black Panther Party delegation, historians have shown that the meeting was a key step in 

                                                
69 Given the issues with translation and the extensive English language material produced by Japanese groups to 
disseminate internationally (described in chapter 2), it is likely this was a direct transcription of the Japanese anti-
war group’s name on their correspondence. The name does, however, appear very similar to the International Bureau 
of the Communist League (Kyōsanshugisha dōmei kokusai bu in Japanese, part of Bund) that produced the 
newsletter The Sen-Ki – Battle Flag (see chapter 6). Der Kampf des vietnamesischen Volkes und die Globalstrategie 
des Imperialismus, 173. 
70 For the conference proceedings, see “’Hansen’ kara ‘Henkaku,’” [“Anti-War” to “Change”] Asahi Jānaru 10 no. 
36 (September 1968), 8-21. 
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developing a concrete, rather than imagined, transpacific anti-Vietnam War movement. 71 Bund’s 

purposes were much more radical: their mass appeal for the conference operated under the 

slogan: “Support the Vietnamese People, Smash NATO / the Japan-American ANPO, Defeat 

Global Imperialism.”72 

Bund intended the 8-3 Conference as a concrete step towards the internationalization of 

the struggle against the Vietnam War and the alliance between US and Japanese imperialisms. 

Almost one thousand attended the meeting, including fourteen foreigners – among them John 

Wilson from the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), Ken Cloke from the 

American SDS, and Janet Habel of the French Revolutionary Communist Youth League. The 

fourteen Americans and one French citizen had been told by the Japanese immigration offices 

that they would be barred entry at Haneda if they attended the conference, but came anyway 

without incident. Though the West German SDS was invited to the conference in Tokyo, a 

representative would not attend until the second annual meeting put on by Bund in 1969.73  At 

the Conference, Kyoto University philosophy student, dropout, and future leader of Sekigun-ha 

(Red Army Faction) Shiomi Takaya introduced a sweeping theory of global imperialism and 

revolution: creating a global political party, fighting a global revolutionary war, and founding a 

global Red Army to fight that war. Shiomi, who would be imprisoned from 1969 to 1989 for 

allegedly stockpiling explosives to use in protests, led the Kansai faction of Bund, a group that 

                                                
71 Historian of the international connections of the Black Panther Party Sean Malloy ultimately sees the Beheiren 
meeting to have been a failure, especially as compared to the Panther’s success in Europe, yet Naoko Koda has 
shown the important contributions that black American anti-imperial thought had on the Japanese anti-war 
movement. Malloy, 115-117; Naoko Koda, “Challenging the Empires from Within Challenging the Empires from 
Within: The Transpacific Anti-Vietnam War Movement in Japan,” The Sixties, 2 no. 10 (2017): 186. 
72 “Nikaso de Hansen Kokusai Shūkai” [International Anti-War Conferences in Two Places] 
Asahi Shimbun (4 August 1968), 14. 
73 “8-3 Kokusai Hansen Kaigi no Undō, Soshiki Ronteki Sōkatsu,” [Activities of the 8-3 International Anti-War 
Conference, Organizational Argumentative Synthesis], Riron Sensen no 7 (October 1968), 129. 
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was regarded as the main ideological drivers of radical anti-imperialism within the Bund.74 

Similar to SDS, the Kansai Bund intended to make the 8-3 Conference a key moment of 

international cooperation and for the attending groups to coordinate their efforts in “advanced 

nations” to lead proletarian revolutions in solidarity with the Vietnamese. All of this was in 

service of Bund’s new radical stance on the possibility of a simultaneous global revolution and 

they viewed the conference as crucial for organizing a cohort of vanguard groups for their 

ultimate plans.75  

At the conference, Bund hoped to develop a “theory of offensive tactics” for the coming 

confrontation between the global proletariat and imperialism. Shiomi and the Kansai Bund 

proposed a “theory of a world transition” (katoki sekai ron), positing a historic shift from 

capitalism to communism – a development inaugurated by the 1917 Russian Revolution. Having 

seen revolution function in places like China, Cuba, and Vietnam, Bund concluded that the 

global proletariat could now finally inaugurate unified rebellions against both imperialism and an 

obstructive Stalinism that had ultimately squandered the potential of the October Revolution.76 

Vietnam held a vanguard position in this historical process, as Bund called for moving from the 

anti-war struggle to “permanent revolution” in Indochina and for pushing groups to follow the 

Vietnamese example and lead proletarian revolutions in the metropole. Opposing the 

revolutionary groups of the world, however, was a system of imperialist powers. ANPO in Japan 

and NATO in Europe were the military wings of an “international counterrevolutionary system” 

that had to be smashed. Ultimately, while not all participants at the 8-3 Conference agreed with 
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Shiomi’s radical anti-imperial stance, Bund called on all parties to help “defeat the various 

imperialist great powers at the same time.”77 In Japan too, therefore, New Left students had by 

1968 begun speaking of imperialism as a global force, backed up by massive institutions with the 

United States in the lead.  

While the Vietnam Congress is widely cited as the high-point of West German anti-war 

sentiment, it was also the beginning of a clearly articulated kind of anti-imperial politics that 

became crucial to continuing protest against Vietnam after 1968. In fact, these two conferences, 

six months apart, can be seen as examples of the radicalization of the West German and Japanese 

image of the American War in Vietnam. In both cases, the war was seen as a growing crack in 

the US-led imperialist order. There were certainly differences: notably, Shiomi’s focus on the 

“workers’ states” of the Second World in particular was not shared by the West Germans. In 

both cases, however, global capitalist structures were held up as interconnected parts of an 

imperialist strategy. NATO and ANPO, in particular, became the key institutions protecting the 

American global imperial structure – and the institutions most closely related to the West 

German and Japanese context. Finally, the mutual invitation to international conferences 

indicates the interactions between the Japanese and West German anti-imperial movements, an 

entanglement that would become increasingly important after 1968.  

 

Global Imperial Strategy – The World Order After 1945 

 

In histories of radicals in the 1960s and 1970s, the use of the term “imperialism” is often 

taken as an epithet, and the substance of anti-imperial ideas are rarely examined; however, 

radical analysis of imperialism was a dynamic process that changed over time. In the early anti-
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war debates, some protesters and thinkers discussed the Vietnam War in terms of “colonialism,” 

only firmly settling on “imperialism” later. At the same time, the war was considered so typical 

that they often discussed it as a “neo-colonial” experiment. The Frankfurt “Analysis of an 

Example” meeting in 1966, for example, incorporated many cases of comparing the US 

involvement to the style of French rule in Indochina. This included a telegram sent by SDS to US 

Senator Wayne Morse warning that the conflict had the “form of a colonial war.”78 Even so, the 

US involvement in Vietnam clearly represented something novel to many, even in these early 

discussions. In 1966, prominent members of SDS, such as Kurt Steinhaus, were speaking in 

terms of  “neo-colonial revolution and counter-revolution” in Vietnam.79 Yet, by 1968, both 

Japanese and West German radicals were speaking decidedly in terms of imperialism, as shown 

by the particular focus of the international conferences held that year. The distinction in 

terminology helps to point to a number of important issues in anti-imperial thinking through the 

1960s and 1970s. First, it shows that imperialism as a concept changed over time. Second, the 

shift from understanding the war in Vietnam purely in terms of past French colonialism or 

Japanese wartime occupation helps to emphasize the distinctness of the US war from past forms 

of colonialism. The ubiquity in the late 1960s and early 1970s of terms US-Imperialismus and 

Beiteikokushugi, (“US Imperialism” in German and Japanese, respectively) marked a distinct 

form of anti-imperial thought that developed particular features. 

The Kakumaru-ha (Revolutionary Marxist Faction) of Zengakuren, in their first major 

discussion of the war after the Gulf of Tonkin incident in early August 1964, claimed that the 

war was not simply “colonialism” or “suppressing a people” and rejected calls for peace on the 

pretext of a violation of the 1954 Geneva Accords. Rather, they decided – even at that early date 
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– that Vietnam was a new kind of conflict, and any resolution to it would have to be more 

extensive than a ceasefire.80 The diverse and decentralized Beheiren may have avoided the 

Japanese terms teikokushugi or kakumei, which were watchwords for radicals, but often included 

colonialism as a concept in their anti-capitalist rhetoric. In the English-language magazine 

AMPO, however, authors often discussed US imperialism in explicit terms. Ultimately, the 

American war in Vietnam clearly represented a break from the “old” or “classical” forms of 

colonial control that had defined European domination of the globe through the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. While neo-colonialism helped to explain this differentiation, the concept of 

imperialism encapsulated both the novelty of US involvement and its global reach.  

 The “global strategy” of imperialism placed much more importance on the Vietnam 

conflict than the previous decolonization movements of the 1960s. The uniqueness of the war in 

Indochina came from how radicals fit it into a wider schema of agreements, international 

organizations, and American strategic military goals. In general, the idea was that the United 

States had come out of the Second World War as the globe’s dominant imperial power and 

quickly moved to secure its interests worldwide. The Yalta Agreement with Stalin, NATO, 

ANPO, and the IMF all represented US strategic thinking in reorganizing the world. A prime 

goal was “encircling” the socialist nations – a move that especially necessitated expanding into 

Asia to contain China and North Korea. NATO and ANPO installed US military bases in key 

locations around the world for the US to control its satellites and intimidate its enemies. Japan 

and Okinawa especially acted as the launching points for military – and, as was often feared, 

nuclear retaliation in any conflict. Where the United States could not occupy, or did not need to 

invade, it supported anti-democratic coups in countries like Greece, Turkey, and Iran, to 
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maintain its global strategic position.81 Since the mid-1950s, however, US imperial strategy had 

shifted away from conflict with the Soviet Union, which had adopted the concept of Peaceful 

Coexistence rather than promoting revolution. Instead, the US began to focus on the “main threat 

to the imperialist world system” in liberation movements around the globe rather than a more 

general anti-communism.82 

  A major theme of anti-war protest, therefore, was that US intervention in Vietnam 

represented an effort not just to stabilize South Vietnam or defeat the North but rather a larger 

project of preventing and intimidating other struggles around the Third World. Even when not 

couched in explicitly anti-imperialist terms, protest literature often connected suppression of 

liberation struggles in Southeast Asia to Latin America and Africa. A pervasive element in the 

West German discussion around the war was that Vietnam was the prime “example” or “model” 

for understanding the form of postwar decolonization. It followed logically, therefore, that the 

United States had decided that it needed to crush Vietnam’s revolution quickly and decisively, in 

order to stop others from attempting liberation struggles that would threaten the global imperial 

structure. The US attempted to fill the role of, as Kurt Steinhaus put it, a “pan-capitalist world 

gendarme” putting down revolutions that threatened the capitalist system it had built after 

1945.83  The war in Vietnam was therefore intended as a “chilling example” to the rest of the 

world. Indeed, as SDS concluded in 1966 in Frankfurt, the United Sates fought not just to 
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destroy the revolution of North Vietnam, but also for testing “new weapons and technologies” 

along with anti-guerilla tactics for use in other areas of the world.84 Part of what made Vietnam 

seem so dire, therefore, was a sense that the future of all liberation struggles across the Third 

World depended on the outcome in Indochina.  

 In many readings of the Vietnam War, China was foremost among the communist powers 

the US looked to intimidate. Especially after the 1966 Cultural Revolution, the People’s 

Republic of China appeared as an important link in the chain of postcolonial uprisings that 

challenged the capitalist dominance of the world. Although pro-Chinese sentiment became even 

more pronounced later in the 1960s and 1970s, when many groups began to adopt Maoist 

teachings, China appeared in many early conceptions of US imperialism as well. In the late 

1960s, before Nixon’s outreach to the People’s Republic in 1972, radicals argued that China 

represented the newest threat to US status as the foremost superpower. As SDS wrote in 1967, 

China was both “yellow and communist,” making them easier for the US to bomb.85 After the 

Cultural Revolution, however, radicals had new reason to fear that the United States would seek 

to end the Chinese threat to its dominance, especially as it waged war near China’s borders. In 

this conception, the United States supposedly viewed Vietnam and its neighbors as important 

military outposts for an eventual war with the People’s Republic. Japanese activists from 

Beheiren and Marxist historian Inoue Kiyoshi included North Korea in the list of potential Asian 

battlefields – an especially sensitive issue, given Japan’s colonial history on the Korean 

peninsula.86 The urgency only increased as the US military encroached on Laos and Cambodia in 

the 1970s, especially because the more Maoist groups tended to throw unquestioning support 
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behind the revolutionary Khmer Rouge.87 Some dedicated Maoists even tried to place Nixon’s 

trip to China, which caused many on the left to reassess their stance towards the People’s 

Republic, into the global strategy. As the anti-imperialist Liga gegen den Imperialismus (League 

against Imperialism) argued, the American overtures only proved how deep the crisis in US 

imperialism had become by 1972.88 

The United States was always portrayed as the leader of the postwar world system 

because it had claimed victory over the world and other imperialist powers after the Second 

World War. But, the global strategy of imperialism similarly revolved around the cooperation 

and coordination of other, smaller imperialist powers. These “small capitalist countries” or 

“imperialist junior partners,” as they were often called, were both facilitators of American 

imperial plans and potential capitalist competitors alike. Both Europe and Asia played a role in 

this postwar reorganization – and indeed two of the most important junior partners included West 

Germany and Japan, nations that had both been remolded into US allies after 1945. Though bitter 

Zengakuren factional rivals, Kakumaru-ha and Chūkaku-ha (Central Core Faction) had similar 

views on the reconstruction of postwar Europe. They argued that the United States had 

introduced the EEC for the purpose of stabilizing French and German imperialism in the face of 

decolonization. The EEC had the added benefit of flooding Europe with dollars, simultaneously 

propping up counterrevolutionary forces and making them dependent on American capital. The 

goal was a “revitalized imperial order” or to “revitalize exhausted European and Japanese 

imperialisms” while simultaneously letting these other powers keep the Third World suppressed 
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under US supervision.89 This conception closely paralleled early SDS analysis. Steinhaus, in a 

longer piece prepared for the 1966 conference, similarly argued that Europe’s “small capitalist 

countries” had a role in the US global strategy. In this conception, the US armaments industry 

would fund counterrevolutionary wars in the Third World, pursuing mutual goals among 

imperialists.90 

 The conflict in Vietnam represented a new and particularly important point in the history 

of global imperial reorganization since 1945, however. The Vietnamese Revolution, after all, 

was supposedly the prime threat to American imperial power, and the US required partners in 

stabilizing the Third World in South East Asia and elsewhere. According to anti-imperialists the 

first Indochina War between France and its colonial holdings in Southeast Asia was the prime 

example of how the United States used its junior partners strategically. Though the US was 

nominally neutral in the conflict between 1946 and 1954, activists saw an American hand in the 

conflict even before the Americans directly entered the conflict in 1964. Beyond propping up 

Charles de Gaulle in France, some estimated that the United States had funded up to 78 per cent 

of the French effort to fight the Vietminh and kept saboteurs disguised as “advisors” in Southeast 

Asia even after 1954.91 The goal of supporting smaller powers came from the need to have 

Europeans fight proxy wars against liberation movements. Though Vietnam was theoretically the 

most important of Third World revolutions by the late 1960s, similarly dangerous rumblings 

from Latin America and Africa that appeared to activists as threating the global imperial system. 

Maintaining junior imperial partners would allow the United States to keep its military in reserve 
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for larger conflicts. It was also an attempt at preserving the “imperialist image” around the world 

without getting its hands dirty.92 

 The demonstrated cooperation with the US military implicated Japan and West Germany 

as two of the most important junior partners of American imperialism in the activists’ theory of 

imperial grand strategy. It was not simply that protesters in Japan and West Germany had singled 

out their own states as two of the most important powers collaborating with the US. Rather, the 

lasting military presence – in part because of the occupations – tied the two countries to the US 

in ways that many other supposedly imperialist states were not. A major example of the 

engagement with the military was Okinawa. The island had been the sight of a major battle in 

1945 – and had remained under American control even after the formal end of the occupation of 

Japan in 1952. At the time, Okinawa was one of the largest outposts of the American military 

around the globe and often hosted GIs and military equipment going to and coming from 

Vietnam. In November 1969, Japanese prime minister Satō Eisaku and US president Richard 

Nixon met and agreed to a process by which Okinawa would revert back to Japanese control, 

which took place in 1972, making a formal announcement about the accord.93 In the anti-war and 

anti-imperial mind, however, Okinawa was a particularly egregious example of the US using 

Japan as a launching point for its war in Indochina, and, more ominously, perhaps even a 

springboard for controlling all of Asia and the world. On 28 April 1969, New Left workers 

affiliated with Hansen and even the JCP, banded together for a mass demonstration against US 

and Japanese imperialism in Okinawa called Okinawa Day. That day, almost 130,000 protested 

in central Tokyo. Although most groups had been approved to protest, radical Zengakuren 
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factions were not. Nevertheless, they took to the streets along with almost 10,000 demonstrators, 

occupying commuter train tracks at Tokyo station and turning a section of the posh Ginza 

neighborhood a “liberated zone” – a reference to protests in Paris’ Latin Quarter the previous 

May.94  

 Some of this concern over Okinawa came from the statements of US officials, who saw 

the island as a “keystone” or “lynchpin” of US East Asia strategy and the imperialist 

reorganization of the globe. As a result, the debate around Okinawa often blended into protests 

around the reauthorization of ANPO in 1970 as a tangible representation of cooperation between 

Japanese and US imperialisms and similarly became central to debates around Japanese 

participation in the Vietnam War.95 Okinawa was, as the Beheiren-affiliated AMPO magazine 

pointedly noted in the run-up to Okinawa Day, 1,500 miles equidistant from the capitals and 

industrial centers of the USSR, China, and North Vietnam – making it crucial to American 

imperial strategy.96 From the massive military installations on the island, the US would be able 

to prevent any revolutionary struggle in East Asia and therefore represented the most important 

link in US imperial strategy. Similarly, as the global imperialist system fell into a supposedly 

deepening crisis due to Vietnam, Okinawa was the “flashpoint” of revolutionary activity aimed 

at crumbling the whole system. The direct importance of Okinawa to the US strategy tied the 

island to many of the anti-imperial threads of the era. There was a reason that Chūkaku-ha 

adopted the slogan “Crush ANPO, Defeat Japanese Imperialism, Victory in the Okinawa 

Struggle” in preparations for Okinawa Day in 1969.97 
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Okinawa’s importance for the war in Vietnam was a similarly problematic issue and 

highlighted the issues of Japanese imperial cooperation with the US in Indochina. For anti-war 

groups like Beheiren and Hansen, all US military installations in Japan were being optimized 

specifically for attacking Vietnam. From the bombing of North Vietnam in 1965 – or Hokubaku 

as it was abbreviated – to the mining of Haiphong harbor in 1972, Okinawan airfields provided 

the US military a “frontline supply base” for the war in Indochina.98 Though the Japanese 

government did not participate directly in the war, events like allowing a squadron of B-52 lost 

in a storm to land on Okinawa on their way from bombing Vietnam in 1965 inflamed public 

opinion and proved to radicals the collusion between imperialisms. Okinawa simultaneously 

implicated the Japanese people in the American war and exposed Japanese imperialism’s 

revitalization through cooperation through ANPO.99 Japan would protect US imperialism’s 

“flank” with the Jieitai, which had been expanded in the 1950s, even though Japan was 

constitutionally banned from offensive war in exchange for American economic and political 

support for the ruling class in Japan. This supposed cooperation explained the reversion of 

Okinawa in 1972 as well – with US imperialism in crisis, they were forced to concede more and 

more to a rising Japanese imperialism to protect the entire system.100 Okinawa in particular 

explained how smaller imperial powers functioned in the larger US-led imperialist global 

strategy. 
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Though Japanese anti-war protesters could see a direct connection between US bases on 

their soil and the war in Vietnam, the massive military buildup in the Federal Republic similarly 

concerned protesters in West Germany. In the early stages of West German anti-war protest, the 

main fear was that the Vietnam conflict would spark a wider war within Europe, with the 

flashpoint of Berlin, and that West German troops would be deployed to Southeast Asia as a part 

of their NATO obligations. This was no mere New Left imagination: in discussions about the 

war, a US senator had pressed the Pentagon about the possibility of deploying NATO, and 

therefore Bundeswehr, troops to Indochina.101 It was no surprise, then, that the very next month 

in 1966, the so-called Marburg faction of SDS helped organize the Analyse eine Exempels 

conference. Thought many speakers discussed the place of Vietnam in a larger structure of 

capitalist exploitation and the Third World, it is notable that the acute concern of the participants 

was the threat that FRG troops might be deployed to Vietnam. In preparation for the conference, 

SDS highlighted military support, direct or “indirect,” with non-combatant advisors, as key to 

their platform.102 External protest materials for this conference echoed this fear, and noted that 

South Vietnamese Prime Minister Nguyen Cao Ky, who had infamously praised Adolf Hitler, 

wanted West German troops participating in the war.103
		

Perhaps the most consistent complaint, however, was how the Federal Republic 

facilitated and, supposedly, participated in the war indirectly through hosting the US military. 
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Especially in the early 1960s, US Defense Secretary Robert McNamara’s claim that “The 

defense of Berlin starts at the Mekong,” became a rallying cry for anti-war protestors convinced 

that the US military was using West Germany as a base of operations for imperial expansion in 

Vietnam.104 Much like claims that Okinawa was the “keystone” of US Cold War strategy in East 

Asia, these blunt assessments of American strategic interests were also part of the development 

of an anti-imperial worldview. The mere presence of “occupying” troops, as the most radical 

anti-imperialists called them, directly implicated West Germany in American imperial plans.105 

Just as in the Japanese case, handling US military hardware and acting as a way station for troops 

entering and leaving the Vietnamese theater implicated West Germany as a forward outpost of 

US imperialism.106 The KPD-ML, a West German Maoist group founded in 1968 frequently 

cited the economic basis for US imperialism’s presence in the FRG. Under the control of US 

dollars, the group wrote in 1970, West Germany was no better than Soviet-occupied East 

Germany as a plaything for American imperial power.107 Yet, as many anti-imperialists argued, 

the status as occupied territory, military outpost, or dollar colony was not totally disadvantageous 

to the FRG. West German economic aspirations were fueled by the needs of the US military, and 

the Federal Republic was even quietly using their key position in the US military empire to carve 

out their own place in the hierarchy of Western European powers.108
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A key component of the arrangement between the US and the Federal Republic came 

from the economic arrangement of Devisenausgleichszahlung, (balance of payment adjustments) 

which helped to offset the cost of hosting the US military on West German soil. In essence, the 

plan was one to help secure the dollar in the face of gigantic military spending overseas. To help 

the US fix the issues this caused their balance of payments, the United States requested allies like 

West Germany to make purchases within the US – therefore offsetting the cost of what the US 

military was spending in West Germany. The process was somewhat diversified in 1973, when 

the Americans allowed the FRG to purchase a larger range of items, not just military equipment, 

before it ultimately discontinued in 1975.109 For West German radicals, however, the process of 

offsetting the US military’s costs appeared as nothing less than that the Federal Republic 

“finance[d] the war in Vietnam”110 Only a fraction of these payments, anti-imperialists argued, 

went to actually stationing US troops. The rest went directly to the war effort. While the money 

might not have stayed in the FRG, the capitalist classes in West Germany had a vested interest in 

keeping the payment adjustments coming, propping up the US war machine through building 

fighter jets and producing napalm for profit.111 An SDS flier from 1968 listed almost 400 million 

DM in financing for the war, including 10 million in treasury bonds alone.112 Indeed, as the 

nature of anti-imperialist thought expanded to include ideas of resurgent West German 

imperialism, these balance of payment adjustments appeared to be a way for the Federal 
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Figure 1.1: Nixon and Brandt Cartoon. Rote Fahne vol 3 no. 65 (October 1972), 6. 
 

Republic to fund US military adventures in places that West German imperialism was also 

looking to expand beyond Southeast Asia – such as Africa and Latin America. A cartoon in the 

KPD paper Rote Fahne summed it up: a wounded Nixon limped off a battlefield, while a smiling 

West German Chancellor Willy Brandt slipped some more Deutsche Marks into America’s 

Pockets.113 

Though the US was always the main force behind the postwar system and global 

imperialist camp, even the “Second World” had a supposed hand in oppressing the “Third.” The 

rejection of the Old Left’s seemingly stagnant views of socialism and revolution was, of course, 

the defining feature of New Left groups – such as SDS, Zengakuren, and Beheiren. That these 

groups found more inspiration from the decolonizing world than from the Soviet Bloc certainly 

affected the overall view of Vietnam. Many groups took this critique even further, arguing that 

the Soviet Union was complicit in the US war in Indochina and part of the imperial strategy 
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globally. Part of this certainly had to do with the Sino-Soviet split of the 1960s and many 

radicals’ adoration of Mao and his Cultural Revolution. Another factor was the fascination with 

the Third World and its dynamism, a concept that has been addressed more by scholars of 

Europe and the United States, but less so by scholars of Japan.114 What is important to note here 

is that these groups were not simply rejecting the model of the Soviet Union or the traditional 

left-wing Parties; rather, many radicals actually blamed the Soviets for the Vietnam War, either 

by facilitating and accommodating US imperialism or by actively colluding with America’s 

imperial strategy in Indochina and around the globe. 

 For the left in West Germany, the Soviet Union was also an imperialist power with a 

global strategy of its own. Naturally, as most approached the concept of empire as a result of 

capitalism, there was a tension inherent in the so-called “social imperialism” that the USSR 

supposedly sought in Indochina. One variant of this thought asserted that the Soviets had 

“betrayed” their socialist brother nation of North Vietnam by pursuing “Peaceful Coexistence” – 

treachery against true socialism and revolutionary liberation movements. A common thread was 

that the USSR had no intention of ceding its influence in the Indochina peninsula to the US or 

China, effectively “following in the footsteps” of the American imperialists.115 That the Soviet 

Union was seen as trying to protect its sphere of control in Asia explained some of the more 

egregious issues for some. The KPD-ML accused the Soviets of seeking imperialist cooperation 

with the US, looking to achieve “Peace in Europe – War in Asia.” The group also accused the 

SPD regime in Bonn of facilitating this collusion between American and Social imperialisms, 
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which helped to explain how a nominally socialist SPD in West Germany could be part of an 

imperialist plan of expanding into South East Asia.116   

 For Japanese students, “Han suta” (Anti-Stalinism) was a constant refrain, even across 

factional disputes, signaling their distance from the JCP and a rejection of the postwar order. 

Unlike the West Germans, whose left-wing parliamentary party had rejected Marxism in the late 

1950s and communist party had been banned, New Left Zengakuren factions had to compete 

with an active Communist Party. The “Anti-Yoyogi” student factions – a reference to the JCP 

headquarters near Tokyo’s Yoyogi Park – had many issues with their Old Left counterparts in 

terms of protest tactics and the feasibility of international revolution. At the same time, they saw 

the Soviet Union and its adherents as a reactionary force that had sold out liberation movements 

to US imperialism in the postwar. Chūkaku-ha and Bund’s revolutionary theory saw Stalin as the 

ultimate betrayal of the Russian Revolution of 1917. Stalin had stalled the epoch-making forces 

of revolution with the partition of the world at Yalta and agreeing to the concept of Peaceful 

Coexistence with the US. Vietnam supposedly reopened the global possibility for revolution – 

earning “The Dismantling of Stalinism” its own breakout session of the 8-3 Conference.117 

Others similarly critiqued Peaceful Coexistence as a betrayal of the Third World – linking it to 

the JCP’s “peace advocacy” and away from the revolutionary model provided by Vietnam – as 

US imperialism was aggressively expanding anyway.  
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Capitalism and Imperialism 

 

 For most radicals and those on the left criticizing the Vietnam War, the concept of a 

global imperial strategy could not be separated from the supposed dictates of capitalism. Many 

varieties of Marxism and left-wing political thought contributed to these analyses – either from 

Lenin’s view of classical imperialism and colonial markets to more contemporary thought such 

as Herbert Marcuse’s work on advanced industrial capitalist society, to Maoist views on global 

revolutionary potential.118 One of the most common threads in anti-Vietnam protest literature 

concerned the American material incentive for colonizing Indochina. It was almost a given in 

most student literature from both SDS and Zengakuren that the US was propping up the South 

Vietnamese and killing civilians in the north for the purpose of securing markets for its goods 

and access to raw materials.119 This interpretation drew heavily on Lenin’s theories of 

imperialism, which supposed that once capitalist reached the capacity for selling products to their 

own subjects, they would need to seek out new markets globally to survive. For the era of the 

1960s, it was easy to apply this logic to the US war in resource rich Vietnam. In this conception 

too, the so-called “Domino Theory” of halting the spread of communism through Asia was 

mainly a smokescreen for the true driver of the US war: the dictates of US capital.120 Yet, it was 

not just naked exploitation that supposedly drove US incursions into Indochina. Influenced by 

Marcuse’s views, the Vietnam War could also be seen as an important pressure release valve: 
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without a space to offload its goods, the US would be stricken with a disastrous “overproduction” 

as well.121 

While the general need for resources played a role in anti-war protest literature, above all 

else the growing importance of oil and the energy shocks of the 1970s shaped materialist 

explanations for Vietnam. The discovery of oil off the coast of Vietnam in 1968 only helped to 

prove the US was interested in the Third World mainly for resources but by1973 and the so-

called “Oil Shocks,” this new development slipped seamlessly into the narrative of a capitalist 

world system in crisis.122 Oil from Vietnam supposedly would help to cover the fluctuations in 

the global economy coming from the Persian Gulf and continuing crisis in the Middle East. 

Some even argued that the US planned to use newly secured oil profits as the main vehicle to pay 

for the South Vietnamese Army, which took over most of the fighting under the policy of  

Vietnamization.123 It certainly did not help that the deputy Secretary of Defense in 1973 was an 

oil driller from Texas, leading the KPD-ML to speculate that he had a “special interest” in the 

war, as supposedly “the largest oilfield in the world” lay off the coast of Vietnam.124 The 

newfound fascination with imperialism, capitalism, and oil in anti-war literature speaks to how 

anti-imperial concerns and analysis shifted with outside developments in global politics. 

The thrust of this argument was certainly not unique, however, as it mirrored the 

ubiquitous refrain of anti-war activists claiming the US was in Vietnam for natural resources.125 

For example, a faction of the West German K-Gruppen in Mannheim and Heidelberg estimated 
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that 70 per cent of all US investments in the Third World targeted oil.126 Yet, the supposed vast 

oil deposits off the coast of Vietnam attracted an international band of petroleum companies – 

beyond those from the United States. International consortiums also supposedly eyed Southeast 

Asia’s new oilfields, including from Europe and Japan.127 Indeed, an article from AMPO from 

1972 argued that Japan’s oil industry was actually the most poised to take advantage of 

Indochina; however, as with many aspects of Japanese postwar imperialism, it had to rely on its 

imperial partners. AMPO cited plans for an organization called the Organization of Petroleum 

Importing Countries, or OPIC, as proof that Japan was attempting to cooperate “mainly with the 

former Axis members, W. Germany and Italy,” who similarly needed access to new oil 

reserves.128 Oil, therefore, blended into many aspects of the global imperial strategy, including 

the threat of rising Japanese and West German imperialism discussed in chapter three. 

 Unlike discussions of imperialism, colonialism, and capitalism in the classic sense, 

Vietnam’s role in the global system had more to do with the postwar interconnected nature of the 

market and imperial powers. Factions of the Japanese left often traced the current structure of 

imperialism that faced its ultimate defeat in Indochina in the 1960s and 1970s to actions taken as 

far back as the 1920s. Explanations in Zengakuren journals and other New Left publications 

pinpointed the foundations of the postwar order of imperialist nations as coming grom the history 

of Europe and Japan in the early twentieth century. In general, the conclusion was that the 

disastrous attempts at autarky and the market crash in 1929 had shown the weakness of 

competing imperialisms. This fact, they concluded, was the actual basis for ANPO and NATO. 
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Rather than fight another costly “imperialist world war” against powers like Japan and Germany, 

US imperialism could instead integrate them into a system of economic and military alliance. 

Indeed, just as these anti-imperialists viewed the competing postwar alliances as securing global 

capitalism, they also saw them as systems of control against past and contemporary enemies.129 

Some factions of the West German left even argued that Vietnam was entirely outside of the 

American capitalist interests, and that the US was only in Indochina to protect markets for the 

weaker of its junior partners.130 

 This anti-capitalist lens colored many interpretations throughout the developments of the 

war. By 1972, for example, Nixon and his administration were well underway on a plan to 

replace American GIs as they withdrew troops from Indochina with South Vietnamese soldiers 

in a process called “Vietnamization.” While the scheme was ostensibly a way to disengage the 

US from the war in Vietnam, anti-imperialists and many anti-war activists saw something more 

sinister in Nixon’s motives. On the one hand, many pointed to the slogan of “Asians fighting 

Asians” as a continuation of the American military and US imperialism’s inherent racism 

towards non-white peoples. If the US was relying on poor blacks to fight their war, then using 

other non-whites to fill the place of white GIs only followed logically. The strategy was simply 

to “change the color of the combatants.”131 Beheiren saw the reliance on Asian soldiers as a 

potential increased dependence on Japan as a junior partner, arguing “Vietnamization in a way 

means Japanization of colonial wars in Asia” especially in Korea – one of Japan’s main neo-

colonial targets.132 At the same time, critiques of Vietnamization also fit into the overall 

conception of capitalist-driven war for profit. Numerous West German groups, for example, 
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argued that the cost of the South Vietnamese soldiers was far lower than sending an American to 

Asia. This often came in the form of estimations that the cost was a fifteenth of a GI or that a 

Vietnamese solider cost as little as one dollar per day compared to fifty five dollars for the US 

counterparts.133  

 Vietnamization also fit comfortably with the idea of global imperial conspiracy. Naturally, 

the more radical segments of the anti-war movement did not see the reduction of US troops as a 

de-escalation of the war. Rather, many noted the duplicity of Vietnamization and peace talks in 

the face of increased bombing in the north. In the anti-imperial imagination, replacing US troops 

with Vietnamese ones served the dictates of monopoly capital as well as freeing the US to 

attempt reactionary war in other hotspots around the globe.134 Saving money on troop 

deployment was certainly a factor, but the main idea here was that US capitalism could profit 

from supplying and training the army propping up South Vietnamese president Thieu’s regime. 

Furthermore, Vietnamization could also be seen in the context of buttressing reactionary regimes 

allied to US imperial interests around the world, a concept that had gained traction even before 

Nixon. Here too, though, Vietnamization implied heavy investment into South Vietnam, 

especially to build an effective air force, and could be seen as “binding South Vietnam even 

stronger to the imperialist system.”135 This, the KPD argued showed that “US-imperialism 

cannot become peaceful” and the discussions of peace and withdrawal were actually covers for 

securing the Vietnamese flank of a global imperialism in crisis.136 
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Imperialism in Crisis  

 

The late 1960s brought a shock to the war effort and with it, a sense that the US was in 

danger of actually losing. Especially after the start of the Tet Offensive on the first day of the 

Vietnamese holiday on 30 January 1968, anti-war literature increasingly proclaimed total Viet 

Cong “victory” in the war, and shifted their analysis towards US conduct in response to their 

coming defeat.137 Though the conclusions varied, many groups, individuals, and organizations 

agreed on a central point: the American-led international system had been thrown into crisis. Just 

as US imperialism had a strategic logic in the organization and maintenance of a postwar order, 

so too did the defeat in Vietnam pose a supposedly global threat to the entire system. Indeed, 

much of the problem came from supposedly inherent “contradictions” and decay in the 

institutions and assumptions that the capitalist order had built since 1945. Even for non-

revolutionary groups, the contrast between stated US policy and their actions fed into a sense of 

catastrophe. Although the Americans came to Indochina claiming to fight for the free world and 

civilization, their brutal actions put the lie to assertions of fighting for “freedom” or “self 

determination.”138  

The theme of crisis had some important implications for how many Japanese and West 

German activists understood the underpinnings and conduct of the war. Most importantly, for 

those groups and individuals that saw a growing crisis in the US-led global system, Vietnam was 

a unique development. In the same way that Vietnam supposedly held a special place in the 

American global strategy, so too did the Vietnamese victory represent the direst threat for the US. 
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Indeed, another reason the US was involved in Vietnam at all was to tamp down the 

contradictions of imperialism and to head off any more challenges to the system in general.139 As 

the war turned against the US, however, the contradictions would supposedly overcome the 

Americans – and it was in Vietnam that the superpower and the global order would meet its end. 

In their second major brochure in 1972, the League against Imperialism articulated the situation 

most clearly. Vietnam was “the weakest link of the imperialist system,” they claimed, and “the 

major defeats that the revolutionary people’s war inflicts daily on USA imperialism and its 

lackeys are blows against the imperialist system on a global scale.”140 Japanese students similarly 

argued that Vietnam represented a historic turning point against the American imperial system. 

Although particular campaigns and protests centered on other elements of Japanese-American 

imperial cooperation, the theoretical basis for protest was always centered on Vietnam as the 

“flashpoint” of revolutionary energy.141  

The Japanese left seized on what they saw as attempts to shore up the crumbling system 

in the lead-up to the renewal of the US-Japan security treaty in 1970 (often referred to in 

Japanese as 70 Nen Anpo or ANPO 70). Unlike its counterpart a decade earlier, ANPO 70 was 

intimately entwined with the US war in Indochina. The reauthorization of the US-Japan Security 

treaty largely consumed left-wing activism towards the end of the decade and anti-war protest 

into a single focal point. Whereas the ANPO struggle in 1960 had been mainly concerned with 

the role of the people in government, the supposed “shaking” of the imperial system by the late 

60s brought the US-Japan agreement into a new light.142 Bund, in a limited run journal 

specifically published for the approach to 1970, argued that the systems developed at Yalta – 
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including the IMF and the strategy of Peaceful Coexistence – were all constructed to prevent 

challenges to the postwar order. NATO and ANPO – two systems of US military control and 

stability – were, in this sense, also patches meant to cover over the inherent flaws in imperial 

strategy. That the Vietnamese revolution was succeeding brought the global imperial structure 

into question.143 In the wake of the Okinawa Day protests, Chūkaku-ha argued that just as ANPO 

and its reliance on Okinawa as the cornerstone of Vietnam strategy was soon to be smashed, so 

too had de Gaulle’s defeat in France and the Deutsche Mark crisis in West Germany signaled the 

end to NATO. In the interconnected system of global imperialism, however, the defeat of one 

system of control in Europe would logically cause the US to rely more heavily on ANPO in 

Japan. This, they argued, was why the struggle against the Vietnam War and ANPO was so 

significant. “Surely,” the group wrote in their journal Chūkaku in May 1969, “this must collapse 

the imperialist world!”144  

A major manifestation of this crisis on the global scale came from the weakening dollar 

through the 1960s – a process that stemmed in part from military expenditures in Vietnam and 

signaled to many groups that the entire imperialist system based on US capitalism was similarly 

in crisis. Throughout the postwar, the US dollar had been the basis for postwar reconstruction, 

yet as the economy slowed through the late 1960s, the currency stagnated until the US 

government left the gold standard in 1971. This process appeared to many anti-war protesters as 

a symptom of US imperialism nearing defeat in Indochina. By 1971, the US had already spent 

around 122 billion dollars in Vietnam and the surprising resistance of the Vietnamese people 

only meant that more money would need to be sunk into the weapons of modern imperial 
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warfare.145 That the US had rebuilt Western Europe and Japan with dollars after the war made 

the currency both a means for stabilizing the former fascist economies and a means of control. 

The failure of this postwar “dollar imperialism” meant that, as the KPD-ML put it, the “crisis of 

capitalism has become terminal.”146 At the same time, the crisis in US imperialism also appeared 

as a possible benefit to the competing junior imperial partners of West Germany and Japan. For 

the Germans, a weakened dollar could mean a boost to German exports, like Volkswagen cars, 

without needing to pass these profits onto workers. Similarly, a weakened US military would 

need to rely even more heavily on Japan in Asia, strengthening profits through war procurements 

and the Japanese armament industry. A failing dollar either helped competing imperialists or 

revolutionary movements. Neither would save US imperialism in Vietnam.147 

 The crisis in global imperial structures brought on by the increasingly dire situation in 

Vietnam also helped to explain the domestic turmoil in major capitalist nations. For the more 

radical groups, the economic hardships caused by military spending was a systemic part of the 

economic exploitation of the Vietnamese and American working classes as part of “true 

character of the capitalist system.”148 Because much of the protest against Vietnam was at its 

core also a critique of American capitalism, many in West Germany and Japan were quick to 

point out the economic exhaustion brought on by the war on the US workforce. Groups tied to 

the international workers movement – like the KPD or Hansen – contrasted the rising 

unemployment in the US with soaring profits in the US armament industry as proof that the 

Vietnam War had exacerbated inherent “contradictions” in capitalism and US imperialism. 
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Indeed, the threat of rising prices and inflation in the face of economic hardship supposedly 

served as the basis for the anti-war movement in the US. This included material and moral 

support, as some went as far as to argue that contradiction in the capitalist system had even 

driven some to join the Vietnamese cause by the end of the war.149 It is important to note that 

Japanese and West German protesters saw the example of increased police repression combined 

with external crisis, as they applied these same standards to their own experiences. 

In Japan as well, the Vietnam War signaled an increasing crisis economically and 

politically within the United States. Early Zengakuren debate around the war had not yet reached 

a fever pitch by spring 1965, yet at the twenty-second annual conference later that year, 

Kakumaru-ha was already pointing to American attempts to suppress internal anti-war dissent 

even as it built up the military on Okinawa. In solidarity with university students in Berkeley, 

Kakumaru-ha urged their American counterparts to “confront their own exploitative class 

system,” which was intimately tied to imperial ambition.150 Zengakuren saw Satō’s constant 

acquiescence to the US as a cynical play by the dominant imperialist power to secure American 

Imperialism and escape “difficulties mainly by enlarging more adventurous strategic targets” 

even as the dollar crisis continued to mount.151 These views intimately tied the Vietnamese 

revolution to global events, and the dominance of the capitalist world-system after 1945. Radical 

students, and those on the left especially, in both nations saw more than an aimless war straining 

the US economy; rather, the war was gnawing at the very foundations of the postwar order and 

the heartland of its leading power. 
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 Nowhere was the connection between the crisis in Vietnam and internal repression 

clearer than with the issue of race relations in the United States. Japanese and West German 

fascination with American Black Nationalist movements is a well-documented phenomenon in 

histories of the 1960s. SDS invited numerous black activists to Europe to speak and Beheiren 

maintained active communications with the Black Panther Party for Self Defense even after 

Beheiren’s 1968 conference in Kyoto. Aside from issues of international class and racial 

solidarity, analysis of US imperialism in Vietnam often cited the Panthers as the most prominent 

manifestation of American imperial crisis. There were the more visible manifestations in 

assassinations of Black Panthers and attempts on activists like Martin Luther King and Angela 

Davis. At the same time, economic hardship, defeat in Vietnam, and oppression of blacks all 

flowed together as America became “faschisiert” (Fascisized) or engaged in “fascist terror.” The 

connection between monopoly capitalism and the development of fascist economics was clear 

for Marxists, and in this example of US imperialism, black Americans played a special role. 

Arguments about the “cheap labor” provided by blacks in the American capitalism system were 

reproduced in theories of the exploitation of black GIs shipped to the frontlines in Vietnam.152 

The link between internal repression of black Americans and external violence in Indochina 

certainly required some systematic thinking on behalf of these groups. One 1970 pamphlet 

circulated in Munich, for example, juxtaposed an American military police officer kicking a Viet 

Cong prisoner with an American policeman kicking a black activist on the cover.153 Yet, 

connecting imperial violence and exploitation made sense to many and it was not too far of a 
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leap to see these as going on simultaneously – against two non-white groups – even on opposite 

sides of the world.  

At the same time, the increasing viciousness of Nixon’s war from 1968 through 1973 also 

fit in with the concept of “crisis:” for many, as the war turned against the US, so too did the 

military look to punish the Vietnamese people and their land. The brutalization of the Vietnam 

War – especially after the revelations of massacres and Nixon’s bombing of North Vietnam – 

was a major factor in pushing anti-war rhetoric even further towards radical anti-imperialism. 

Protesters argued that the US had only after 1968 realized how desperate their position in 

Indochina was, and had concluded that the only way to victory after Tet was to completely 

eradicate the Vietnamese people and their land.154 Even as the US supposedly sued for peace in 

Vietnam, the escalated bombing seemed to put the lie to Nixon’s overtures. In this conception, 

the US had to find some way to stem the bleeding from defeats by the Vietnamese, and they 

followed a two-pronged approach that included attempting to save face internationally and 

brutally bring the North Vietnamese to the negotiating table through bombing.155 This showed 

the fundamental issues behind the war and explained why the US would deploy such violence 

against a seemingly unimportant enemy. Indeed, as Chūkaku-ha argued as early as 1967, that 

Vietnam was “shaking the basic foundation” of the postwar order and the United States had 

“bared its imperialistic fangs” [teikokushigiteki kiba wo mukidashi] and shown the true brutal 

nature of imperialism in an attempt to prevent the whole system from tumbling down.156  
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US Imperial Adventurism: Laos and Cambodia 

 

The invasions and bombing of Cambodia and Laos from 1968 through 1975 presented an 

important element of the strategy and crisis model of anti-war and anti-imperial interpretations of 

the war in Indochina. By attacking Vietnam’s neighbors and fellow decolonized nations, the US 

intended to strike at supply lines and avenues for retreat into the neighboring jungle for the North 

Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong. Though the American military and civilian leadership stressed 

the tactical need to intervene in supposedly neutral nations, these incursions were seen as 

particularly criminal. By the mid-1970s, the West German anti-imperial left was much more 

concerned with the other nations of Indochina, especially Cambodia, than their Japanese 

counterparts. These two neighbors only constituted a small portion of the discourse around 

Vietnam before the 1970s, and as such, groups like the KPD and Liga gegen den Imperialismus 

and Maoists like the K-Gruppen had the most to say about the issue. Laos and Cambodia fit 

within the framework of the imperial global strategy and the US world order after 1945. 

However, because the invasions came after the turning point of 1968/69, radicals largely 

integrated them into the decline and defeat paradigm.157 

Initially, the anti-imperialist interpretation explained, the United States had intended 

Cambodia as a cornerstone of its efforts to surround and isolate China and North Vietnam after 

their revolutions. Therefore, the bombing and invasions were attempts to right the imperialist 

ship, rather than tactical choices. As a condition of Cambodia’s independence from France in the 

1950s, the government declared neutrality in the conflicts of the region. In keeping with other 

anti-imperial theories of the postwar world, the US had supposedly formed the Southeast Asian 
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Treaty Organization (SEATO) in 1954 as a bulwark for surrounding China and keeping the 

USSR out of Southeast Asia. This, it would later be claimed, was a direct precursor of the 

“Asians fighting Asians” strategy of Vietnamization on a global scale. For SEATO to be 

successful, however, the US could not abide a “Switzerland in Asia” and immediately began 

efforts to subvert the regimes of Cambodia and Laos by promoting anti-communist protests, 

funneling military equipment to the revisionist military, and using the CIA to overthrow 

unfriendly regimes. 158 The League against Imperialism called this campaign a “concealed war” 

in an effort to make Cambodia a “Neo-colony of US-American monopoly capital.”159 By the 

time the US began to bomb Vietnam’s neighbors, radicals had already integrated the conflict in 

Indochina into a wider theory of imperial global strategy, and, in keeping with these structural 

views, Cambodia and Laos became links in the imperial chain. 

The incursions into Laos and Cambodia fit neatly into the theme of imperial crisis and 

impending defeat. The most obvious was that the US was losing in Vietnam so badly that they 

had failed at one of their most important strategic goals: deterring other liberation movements 

around the Third World. The US propping up a regime in Cambodia and bombing guerillas in 

Laos certainly looked like a spread of the Vietnamese Revolution to the rest of Asia and then the 

globe.160 These incursions were the height of imperial contradiction and disparate attempts to 

slow the decline of the global system at all costs. On the one hand, anti-imperialists pointed to 

similar economic trouble and racial repression in the American metropole while capitalist profits 

soared. Many accused the US of attempting to pass off the role of “world policeman” to the 

Cambodian regime but noted the futility of this action in the face of growing liberation and anti-
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imperial movements worldwide.161 Anti-imperialists argued Cambodia and Laos represented the 

height of US attempts to secure their crumbling system, even by genocidal means. These tactics 

included concentration camps (Konzentrationslager, abbreviated as KZ) – a specific allusion to 

Nazi camps – as well as “terror bombing,” and secret police all in the service of “delaying” the 

inevitable.162 The League against Imperialism argued that this was a “typical feature of 

imperialism,” that when threatened with concerted pressure for independence by the people, it 

will respond with all available means – especially violence.163 

Cambodia and Laos were unique test cases for theories of global imperialism as well. In 

particular, the CIA had become a significant focus of anti-imperialists by the early 1970s, which 

was emphasized in protest literature. Much of this probably had to do with the lack of overt 

intervention in Laotian or Cambodian politics – unlike in South Vietnam – but also international 

events must have influenced activists, especially the 1973 coup in Chile, in which the CIA 

played a role. As will be discussed in a later chapter the RAF 1972 bombing in Frankfurt 

specifically targeted the IG-Farben building because it was believed to be a CIA listening post.164 

In general, the focus here was on the actions of the perpetrators – the imperialists – rather than 

the details of the revolutions themselves. A special mention of the Khmer Rouge is important, 

however, given the prominence of “genocide” in the discourse around US imperialism in both 

West German and Japanese cases. The war in Vietnam had ended by 1975, but the struggle in 
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Cambodia raged on. A joint Indochina Committee brochure outlining the contours of the conflict 

consciously included a section rhetorically asking “The Khmer Rouge: Communists who 

Terrorize the People?” with a long debunking of “Western propaganda” against the freedom 

fighters.165 Through almost a decade of anti-imperial rhetoric, that the heroic peoples of 

Indochina could be committing crimes themselves was largely unthinkable. The issue of 

Cambodian genocide has been an understudied aspect of the war in Indochina and the 

transnational left, but in the view of global imperial strategy, the conflict fit a specific pattern 

that could be easily applied – even if that model belied a tragic reality. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 In February 1969, in response to US president Richard Nixon’s visit to West Germany, 

Ulrike Meinhof wrote in the pages of Konkret that “the Vietnam War is over.” What was more, 

Meinhof argued, although the conflict had been a military disaster, the American armaments 

industry had profited immensely from Vietnamese suffering even in defeat. Flipping Che 

Guevara’s famous maxim from the 1967 message to the Tricontinental, Meinhof claimed “Nixon 

prepares the USA for one, two, many Vietnams – for that to happen he needs a strong, 

independent Europe, he needs peace with the Soviet Union… for this he needs more police 

violence with respect to the state, he needs a deputy for the colored ‘niggers’ and ‘japs.’”166 The 

future cofounder of Rote Armee Fraktion was making an important point about the global 

strategy of US imperialism: Vietnam was part of a larger system of efforts to destroy liberation 

                                                
165 “Das Volk von Kambodscha besiegt den Imperialismus” Edited by Indochina Komitees Bochum / Bremen/ 
Frankfurt /Freiburg / Hamburg / Heidelberg / Kiel / Mannheim / Wiesbaden / West-Berlin / Wuppertal, 1975, FU 
Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1225, 9-11. 
166 Ulrike Meinhof, “Nixon” Konkret no 5 (February 1969), 5. 
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movements, and every diplomatic and domestic policy pursued by the US government was in 

service to these goals. There were deep connections between fighting the forces of liberation 

around the globe and also suppressing minority voices domestically. The capitalists within the 

US were the true beneficiaries of war and plunder, even if the US lost on the battlefield. 

Although Meinhof would become one of the most radical anti-imperialists when she turned to 

armed resistance in 1970, her views on the Vietnam War expressed in Konkret not only 

corresponded to a wide range of the West German left, it also mirrored similar views being 

expressed in Japan.  

 Examining the substance of anti-imperial thought in relation to the Vietnam War helps to 

illustrate several points about anti-war protest in the 1960s and 1970s. First, it shows that 

activists thought deeply and wrote extensively about imperialism. In short, “imperialism” was 

not simply an epithet; rather, it was a complex concept based on nuanced observation and theory. 

Anti-imperialists did not think that the US would lose the war against a revolutionary people 

simply because they were Marxists. They took intricate ideas about global markets and capital 

and applied them while also watching increasingly dire footage from Indochina. It was only 

through both that the idea of a global strategy of imperialism arose.  

Second, ideas about imperialism were not static. They changed with new information and 

new preoccupations. A key example of this was the role of oil: before the late 1960s, there was 

little discussion about global imperial interests in finding and exploiting oilfields. After 

increasing conflict in the Middle East, and the oil shocks of the early 1970s, however, anti-

imperialists increasingly spoke of an imperial search for oil, including off the coast of Vietnam.  

 Third, ideas about the global character of imperialism and the systems it had created to 

maintain power also lent themselves to the counterpoint of global revolutionary possibility. If the 
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Vietnam War was viewed as a keystone of the US-imperial strategy globally, it also increasingly 

elevated the conflict into an epochal fight for the system itself. The concept that imperialism was 

in crisis came from a number of sources: from the perception of military defeats like the Tet 

Offensive but also from theories of the nature of imperialism itself. That increased domestic 

repression– in the US, but also from the West German and Japanese governments – came along 

with defeat on the battlefield and increased violence was not considered a coincidence. 

Finally, while the United States was the clear focus of protest against the war, they were 

only one of many competing imperialisms ready to exploit the Third World – a constellation that 

included the classical colonial powers, such as France, but also a social-imperialist Soviet Union. 

Crucially, West Germany and Japan were seen as the most important junior partners to the 

world’s foremost imperialist power and were key allies and future competitors for US 

imperialism in Indochina. For anti-imperialists, the basis for American involvement in Indochina 

was not primarily anti-communism, which, many argued, was a smokescreen for their true 

intentions. The foundational principles of the global strategy of imperialism fundamentally 

rejected the very basis of the Cold War: these were not two systems struggling against each other, 

rather, two competing imperialisms both looking towards securing their own interests in the 

Third World. Similarly, West German and Japanese protesters were not reflexively anti-

American. The US might have been the most powerful imperialist power at that particular 

moment, but, in their minds, as soon as the crisis in imperialism drew the American empire 

closer to collapse, there were other imperialists waiting in the wings. 
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Chapter 2: Vectors of Transnationalism: Travel, Translation, and the “Tokyo Step”  

 

Introduction 

 

The barriers to engagement between Japanese and West German anti-war activists in the 

1960s and 1970s were significant. When SDS invited Italian and French anti-imperialists to the 

1968 West Berlin Vietnam Congress, the Europeans had to travel around 1,000 to 1,500 

kilometers from Rome or Paris. When Bund invited Europeans, including SDS, to the 8-3 Anti-

War Conference the same year, however, that student had to travel almost 9,000 kilometers from 

West Berlin to Tokyo. When a West German student arrived at Tokyo’s Haneda Airport, they 

would encounter a language they would almost certainly not read, relying instead on English or 

the chance their Japanese hosts could speak a European language. For a Zengakuren student or a 

Beheiren citizen activist as well, the distance to Europe presented a problem. Even when 

distributing literature to like-minded groups around the world, sending materials to the United 

States or to France and West Germany could be prohibitively expensive even after the costs of 

production. On top of that, few, if any, similar New Left groups read Japanese, a language with 

both native scripts and kanji, complex Chinese characters. Even with these limitations West 

German and Japanese anti-war activists strove to overcome these spatial and linguistic barriers in 

the 1960s and 1970s, showing an immense interest and entanglement between the two that is an 

understudied aspect of the global 1960s. 

 The transnational turn has yielded important studies about the connections between 

Japan and West Germany’s New Left movements and students from the US and the Third World 

– providing a useful framework for analysis. The initial literature of the transnational turn, 
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especially from Martin Klimke and Maria Höhn, focused on the extensive ties between the 

United States and West Germany. In particular, these works outlined the influence of the Civil 

Rights and black power movements on West German students, and an interchange of figures like 

Angela Davis and Michael Vester.1 Subsequent histories have sought to rediscover the influence 

of Third World actors within the Federal Republic. Quinn Slobodian’s work on exchange 

students from Iran, Vietnam, and other parts of the Third World helped to expand concepts of the 

politics of the New Left in West Germany.2 Historiography on Japan’s 1960s largely has 

followed the same trends in privileging the transnational connections with the United States in 

examining the trade of people and ideas across borders. Chelsea Schieder and Naoko Koda’s 

work on Beheiren and Zengakuren’s interactions with New Left groups in the US has provided 

important initial steps. Japan’s New Left was similarly fascinated by the struggle for civil rights 

in the United States and invited major figures to conferences. Exchange students were also 

influential in the trans-Pacific relationship.3 Simon Avenell has detailed perhaps the most 

significant of these: novelist Oda Makoto. Oda had studied at Harvard University in the 1950s 

and toured the South, seeing American racism firsthand before becoming perhaps the most 

important Beheiren spokesperson of the era and someone who cultivated exchanges with the US 

through the 1960s.4  

Building on these frameworks, this chapter examines how Japan and West Germany 

functioned in each other’s transnational imagination and the influence exchanges between the 

two had on the development of anti-imperialist politics. A major question this chapter hopes to 

                                                
1 Martin Klimke, The Other Alliance, Maria Höhn, GIs and Fräuleins: The German-American Encounter in 1950s 
West Germany (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002); Maria Höhn and Martin Klimke. A Breath 
of Freedom: the Civil Rights Struggle, African American GIs, and Germany (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010). 
2 Especially Slobodian, Foreign Front. 
3 See Chelsea Szendi Schieder “Tokyo 1969: Studying Abroad, Striking Abroad” The Sixties, 10:2 (2017),150-164. 
4 See chapter 3 of Avenell, Making Japanese Citizens. 
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answer is what West German and Japanese anti-war activists knew about each other – their 

histories, ideas, and tactics – and how they knew it. The exchange was not always a smooth one. 

Often, Western radicals and activists employed decidedly orientalist language to describe the 

Japanese in this period. The excitement over protests in Sasebo or in Sanrizuka was also 

tempered with odd translations or transliterations – not to mention an almost total lack of deep 

understanding of Zengakuren factional disputes. The global explosion of “student power” in 

1968, which included West Germany, fascinated Japanese anti-imperialists, providing them both 

inspiration and proof that they were part of a global movement. That West Germans began using 

Japanese street fighting tactics helped bolster the argument that Zengakuren was part of a global 

student revolt. At the same time, the struggle against the Emergency Laws in the FRG and 

attempts to set up anti-authoritarian institutions provided useful examples for Japanese students 

looking to escape the tired structures of their own society. As shown by Beheiren’s 1974 trip to 

West Berlin, however, groups in both states were keenly aware of each other’s fascist, 

imperialist past and the resulting close ties with US imperialism’s war in Vietnam. The key 

contention of this chapter is to argue that Japan and West Germany’s New Left movements 

provided each other dynamic solutions to domestic problems and eventually helped shape the 

implementation of anti-imperialist politics in both states.  

  

Early Contact and Entanglement: SDS and Zengakuren 

  

Likely the first contact between Japanese and West German students attempting to 

coordinate came in the early 1960s. Michael Vester, a leading member of SDS and a frequent 

conduit of transnational West German student activity, exchanged letters in English between 
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with Takagi Toru, a member of Zengakuren’s International Section. Martin Klimke has argued 

that Vester’s involvement with the American Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) and the 

drafting of their founding document, the Port Huron Statement, helped to inform the West 

German and American imagination of being part of an international New Left.5 Vester’s role in 

communicating with Zengakuren shows the Japanese and West German students were similarly 

convinced of their place in a global New Left movement. In their correspondence, Vester and 

Takagi discussed creating an “Anti-War International,” a project already underway through 

Zengakuren anti-nuclear protest delegations sent to the Soviet Union for a 1963 student 

conference. Though Vester had invited Zengakuren representatives to the seventeenth SDS Anti-

War conference in West Germany, Takagi and his two colleagues visiting the USSR and Europe 

had already made plans which prevented a Japanese-West German collaboration. Takagi 

lamented the state of so-called left wing parties in West Germany and Japan but did not make 

concrete plans to coordinate further.6 Vester, for his part, kept up correspondence with Japanese 

students, writing to the Socialist Youth League of Japan (most likely Bund’s student faction 

Shagakudō) in 1964, explaining the roots of SDS and encouraging them to subscribe to the 

newsletter German Correspondence.7 Though members of the two groups discussed mutual anti-

nuclear, anti-war, and pro-Third World sentiment, no coordinated action came of these contacts.  

 Nevertheless, SDS and Zengakuren maintained steady contact and interest in each other’s 

affairs, often sending messages of solidarity or information about their positions on a number of 

issues. A 1963 issue of the SDS journal Neue Kritik recounted an interview with Suzuki Keiichi, 

the Foreign Secretary of Zengakuren by Ossip Flechtheim, a prominent German political 

                                                
5 See Klimke, The Other Alliance, chapter 1 and especially page 38. 
6 Letter from Takagi Toru to Michael Vester 7 October 1962, FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 267. 
7 Letter from Michael Vester to the Socialist Youth League of Japan 4 January 1964, FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 
267. 
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scientist and journalist. Suzuki gave a general outline of Zengakuren’s main issues – focusing on 

protests against the US-Japan security treaty and US-Soviet nuclear tests, with pointed references 

to the Japanese experience in Hiroshima. Yet, Suzuki also made a point to call out both 

Khrushchev and Mao for a lack of support for the nascent liberation movements in Southeast 

Asia and condemned the US involvement in the Third World, presaging a mutual Japan-West 

German concentration on these movements.8 A few months later, in July 1963, SDS returned the 

favor, by sending a telegram of solidarity to an annual anti-war meeting put on by Japanese 

students in Hiroshima. The telegram was translated and included in the conference report, 

published in the Kakumaru-ha journal Tatakau Zengakuren. In it, SDS denounced the bipolar 

Cold War order and the proliferation of nuclear weapons specifically. They closed by sending 

their regrets for missing the gathering, but promised to help oppose nuclear weapons by creating 

a “Hiroshima Day struggle in Germany.”9  

These were cursory steps towards a West German-Japanese anti-war coordination, still 

hampered by a number of limiting factors.10 SDS would continue sending messages of solidarity 

to Zengakuren, calling for coordinated anti-war action. Through the 1970s magazines like the 

KPD-ML’s Roter Morgen reported on Japanese issues, occasionally including messages directly 

from Japanese “comrades” informing the West Germans about Japanese labor strikes.11 Beyond 

simply reporting the news or sharing documents, West German and Japanese activists faced 

major barriers to in-person coordination – foremost among them distance and language. A flight 

                                                
8 Ossip Flechtheim “neue Kritik-interview mit Zengakuren,” Neue Kritik no 14 (January 1963), 11-13. 
9 “Dokyumento: Hachigatsu Hiroshima Hansen Shūkai to Kiri agereta Hansen Intānashonaru no Tenbō,” 
[Document: The Conclusion of the August Anti-War Meeting and the International Anti-War Outlook] Tatakau 
Zengakuren no 6 (July 1963), 144. 
10 Takagi mentioned to Michael Vester that Zengakuren would have wanted to participate in the SDS Anti-war 
conference, but they received the invitation from West Germany a few weeks too late to plan a trip to Europe. See, 
Letter from Takagi Toru to Michael Vester 7 October 1962, FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 267. 
11 “Kokusai Hansenshya Soshiki kara no Messēji,” [Messages from International Anti-War Groups] Tatakau 
Zengakuren no. 7 (March 1965), 203; “Brief eines japanischen Genossen,” Roter Morgen 6 no. 20 (October 1972), 6. 
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from Hamburg to Tokyo could cost up to 2,500 Deutschmarks and last almost a day in travel, 

according to an article by Klaus Wildenhahn in the left-wing magazine Konkret.12 Still other 

factors helped push the movements apart – including a clearly orientalist tinge in much of the 

popular discussion over Japan and Japanese society in Germany. True to form for Konkret, 

which notoriously paired left-wing politics with exploitative images of women, Wildenhahn’s 

article discussed contacts with Japanese students but also had multiple references to the beauty of 

Japanese women. Many other articles about Japan focused on the “courteousness” of the 

Japanese, their reserved nature, or salacious stories about sex and cinema.13 

 

From First Contact to Heroic Resistance in the Transnational Imagination, 1967-1969 

 

Early attempts at coordination between SDS and Zengakuren produced few tangible 

results; however, the dramatic developments in the anti-war movements in West Germany and 

Japan beginning in 1967 were major points of interest. Between 1967 and 1969, radicals in both 

states began to develop a clearer picture of their counterparts across the globe, moving from 

feeling a common global New Left identity to actively seeking to adopt the other’s styles and 

tactics. Indeed, the Japanese anti-war movement, far from being a remote or unfamiliar 

phenomenon, was often a point of focus for the West German media and activists alike. While 

major protest events in Japan made headline news in West Germany, the conservative press, 

most notably the Springer press paper Die Welt, kept careful tabs on mass demonstrations of 
                                                
12 Wildenhahn’s trip to Japan, although by no means intended to spur international action, did prominently feature a 
discussion with a Japanese student activist. The student, discussing campus life in Tokyo, summed up his views 
about the world saying: “Never again with war. Never. My life means nothing. If I can help save five Vietnamese, I 
have made ample use of my time.” See, Klaus Wildenhahn “In Japan ist alles so klein,” Konkret no 3 (March 1967), 
19; 24.  
13 See, for example in “Rolf Italiaander: 17 Mal Asien,” in Konkret no 8 (August 1963) and Klaus Lackshéwitz 
“Film aus Japan: Sex und Sadismus,” Konkret no 5 (May 1968). The latter of which profiled filmmaker and future 
Sekigun fellow traveler Kōji Wakamatsu. 
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street-fighting students in the late 1960s. Given the antagonism between SDS and the publisher 

Axel Springer, crescendoing after the assassination attempt on Rudi Dutschke, it is perhaps 

unsurprising that the paper would focus on radical students elsewhere in the world as well.14 

Just as the West German press paid close attention to the increasingly contentious 

protests in Japan, the rising conflict between students and the state in the FRG littered the 

Japanese press. Much of this material written and translated from SDS and other West German 

sources came from a handful of Japanese journalists and scholars who spoke German and had 

spent time in West Germany. In general, there was vast interest in the global student and anti-war 

movements around the world in Japan. West Germany often featured prominently in much of the 

Japanese press and protest literature. Major daily papers like the Asahi and the Yomiuri made 

note of large SDS protests against the war starting in between 1967 and the end of the Vietnam 

War, including some coverage of the 1973 Stern March in Bonn covered in Chapter 3. A major 

concern for many outlets was also the conflict over the Notstandsgesetze (Emergency Laws) – 

legislation passed in May 1968 that gave the government increased control in the event of an 

emergency, but seen by many as a dangerous return to the past – as well as larger protests against 

the West German state.15 Around 1968, papers and many journals included SDS in larger 

features on the global student movement and gakusei no chikara (student power).16 In the 

                                                
14 For SDS protest against the Springer press, see Stuart J. Hilwig “The Revolt Against the Establishment” in 1968: 
The World Transformed, Carole Fink and Philipp Gassert, eds (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013).  
15 Unlike the West German case, brief but not in-depth coverage of students and protests in Japan was much more 
common. There were numerous examples, but some of the highlights can be found in the following: the death of 
Benno Ohnesorg in Asahi Shimbun, an explanation of the Emergency Laws and protest in “Rongi waku Nishidoku 
no ‘Hijōjidaihō’” [Debate Heats Up over West Germany’s ‘Emergency Laws’] Sekai no 268 (March 1968), 29-32; 
the Stern March in “Nishidoku de ōgata no Hansen demo ‘gakuikeyū’ Duchuke kun sai dōjō – Hokubaku kōgi kōdō” 
[Hero of the Student Movement Reappears at Massive Anti-War Demonstration in West Germany – Protest Action 
Over The Bombing of the North]  Asahi Shimbun (16 January 1973), 7. 
16 For examples of these large roundups of global student movements, see “Ōshū de tsuyomaru ‘gakusei no chikara’” 
[‘Student Power’ Grows in Western Europe] Asahi Shimbun (15 April 1968), 3; Rudi Dutschke “Hyōgikai 
Minshushugi he,” [Toward Democratic Councils] Chūōkōron 83 no. 12 (1968) Student Issue Special Edition, 134-
141 and an analysis of “Dutschke-ism” in Nishikawa Tomio. “SDS no Gakuseitachi – Dwutsuke Shugi no 
nagekakeru mono” [The Students of SDS – Casting for Dutschke-ism] Tenbō no. 125 (May 1969): 98-107. 
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influential left-wing journal Sekai in 1968, Rissho University Lecturer and prolific commentator 

on issues in the Federal Republic Shimizu Takichi outlined the history of SDS and what he 

called the “students’ logic” in West Germany. This, he argued, combined West German students’ 

two main concerns – Vietnam and university reforms – into a wider anti-authoritarian struggle 

not limited to the campus. Shimizu, as a self-professed member of the New Left, sympathized 

with SDS especially because of the “right-wing terror” and “slander” they had endured from the 

Springer press.17 Although there was much more coverage of West Germany’s student 

movement in the Japanese press, it was often more about general protests and sometimes 

packaged along with other in-depth discussions of global examples. 

The so-called First Haneda Incident marked a key moment of the internationalization of 

Japan’s 1960s, and the beginning of a series of events that inspired West German radicals. In the 

summer and fall of 1967, Japanese Prime Minister Eisaku Satō embarked on a series of 

international trips to neighboring Asian countries in an attempt to burnish the Japanese state’s 

foreign and economic policies. The most controversial of these trips, to South Vietnam in 

October 1967, sparked a protest that launched a wave of anti-war sentiment. On 8 October 1967, 

a coalition of three major student factions, including Bund and Chūkaku-ha, calling themselves 

Sanpa Zengakuren (Three-Faction Zengakuren), organized a demonstration intending to prevent 

Satō’s departure from Haneda Airport. Unable to cross the bridge to reach the man-made island 

housing the airfield, students instead engaged in a heated battle with police – for the first time 

wearing helmets and carrying staves. A three-hour struggle against police resulted in over 300 

arrests. A 19-year-old-student from Kyoto University, Yamazaki Hiroaki, was killed in the 

fighting – either beaten to death by police, as protesters claimed, or crushed by a hijacked police 

                                                
17 Miyata Mitsuo “Doitsu Kokkashugi no Bōrei” [The Ghost of German Nationalism] Sekai no 273 (August 1968), 
161-164; Shimizu Takichi and Hashikawa Fumizou “Sengo Keimōshugi no Hōkai to 30 Nendai,” [The Collapse of 
Postwar Enlightenment and the 30s] Jōkyō no. 30 (March 1971), 7. 
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vehicle driven by fellow students.18 The so-called Haneda Incident (later distinguished as the 

“First” Haneda Incident after further clashes at the airport in 1967 and 1968) was a seminal 

moment for the anti-war student movement. While the media reaction to student violence was 

almost universally negative in fall 1967, in later recollections, many activists saw the 

victimization of protesters by police and especially the death of Yamazaki as a key moment in 

their political development.19 The Haneda Incident, very similarly to the events of 2 June 1967, 

when Benno Ohnesorg was killed in West Berlin, acted as a moment of clarification for Japanese 

protesters over the use of “counter-violence” and the death of a protester helped to motivate 

more direct forms of action. 

Although they began as practical means of protection and counter-violence against the 

police, wearing construction helmets and staves soon evolved into a kind of protest identity, 

recognizable and adaptable to movements in West Germany and around the world. The multi-

colored construction helmets with the names of their faction painted on the front became a type 

of uniform. Even with masked faces, it was clear with whom the protester affiliated. Chūkaku-ha 

had, for example, a white helmet with the characters “Chūkaku” for “core” faction in black, 

while Kakumaru-ha wore a while helmet with a red line around the base with a large, black letter 

“Z” in front and the their name “Revolutionary Marxist Faction” written along the side or in 

back.20 

                                                
18 See Havens, 130-135; Marotti, 97-135. 
19 Marotti, 103-106; Steinhoff, “Memories of New Left Protest,” 134-140. 
20 Dowsey, 246-250. The publisher of Zengakuren: Japan’s Revolutionary Students, the Ishi Press, which was 
founded in the late 1960s in California, mainly published books in translation about the game Go – which perhaps 
explains why Zengakuren ends with a description of the rules of that game after a detailed run down of the various 
factions of the student movement. 
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Figure 2.1: Zengakuren Factional Helmets. Shakai Mondai Kenkyūkai, Zengakuren kakuha: gakusei 
undō jiten (Tokyo: Futabasha, 1969). 

 
Protesters also employed a specific protest style, first popularized during the ANPO 1960 

protests, which was often called the “snake dance” or “zigzag” protest. Protesters linked arms 

and marched in a serpentine motion, supposedly exposing fewer demonstrators to the batons of 

the police.21 The effect was a massive column of students marching in unison, arms locked, in an 

attempt to look intimidating and supposedly helped prevent the riot police picking off as many 

students to arrest. 

The final piece of the fighting Zengakuren uniform was the gebabō, a stick or pole that 

could be used to hold a sign and quickly converted to fight off the police, or, as often happened, 

a member of a rival student faction. The term gebabō itself was a contraction of the German 

word Gewalt, which was often used in the sense of political force in Japanese radical discourse 

poeticized to gebaruto – and bō, meaning staff. In essence, the gebabō were aptly named as 

                                                
21 Zengakuren International Correspondence 15 December 1967, 2; Dowsey, 1-8.  
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political violence or political force sticks.22 A particularly instructive Japanese use of Gewalt as 

an image to be projected came from Kashiwazaki Chieko, a famous female student demonstrator 

who cultivated a street fighting image normally reserved for male students. She adopted the 

name Gebaruto Rōza: a blend of Gewalt and the name of early twentieth century German 

Marxist Rosa Luxembourg, whom many Japanese radicals idolized.23 Similarly, Japanese 

observers also employed German to describe one of the most self-destructive phenomena of the 

1960s: the sometimes deadly interfactional fighting within Zengakuren, called uchigeba, or 

“internal violence.”24 The use of the German Gewalt was especially of interest to observers in 

West Germany and those comparing the two student movements. A 1969 Konkret article about 

Zengakuren noted a banner at the Tokyo campus occupation as reading “Gewalt für uns” in 

German next to a portrait of Che.25 In their coverage of Yodogō hijacking in 1970, Der Spiegel 

quoted a radical Japanese student paper supposedly claiming, “We are proud to be crazy” and 

agreed that the “crazy ones” had shown themselves with an “unprecedented… cold-bloodedness 

and fanaticism.”26 The article noted the strange case that “The word ‘Gewalt’ belongs - in 

German - to their vocabulary.”27 The issue of Gewalt in Japanese student discourse points to both 

the difficulty of negotiating the issue of violence and counter-violence in 1960s Japan, but also a  

 

                                                
22 William Marotti has outlined that the choice of the German Gewalt was a reaction to the press in Japan using 
bōryoku – or “violence” – to reclaim the political initiative in their counter-violence. See Marotti, “Japan 1968,” 131. 
23 See Kashiwazaki Chieko’s memoirs, which prominently featured her in a helmet, carrying gebabō. Kashiwazaki 
Chieko, Taiyō to arashi to jiyū o: gebaruto rōza tōsō no shuki [The Sun, the Storm, and Freedom: The Battle Notes 
of Gebaruto Rōza] (Tokyo: Nōberu Shobō, 1969).  
24 Similarly, Patricia Steinhoff sees the term uchigeba in sociological terms as a blending of a Western and Japanese 
ideas in terms of small group cohesion. See Patricia Steinhoff, “Student Conflict” in Conflict in Japan, edited by 
Ellis Krauss, Thomas Rohlen, and Patricia Steinhoff (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 1984), 212. 
25 Michael Glaser, “Zengakuren: Blausäure und Polizisten” Konkret no. 5 (February 1969), 44. 
26 “Samurai im Jet” Der Spiegel no. 15 (6 April 1971), 117. 
27 “Samurai im Jet,” 118. 
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Figure 2.2: Streetfighters. “Zengakuren: Struggle of Japanese Students Autumn 1967,” FU Berlin, UA, 
APO-S, 432. 

 
longer history of integrating Marxism, especially German Marxist language, into the Japanese 

left.28 

The helmet, stave, and twisting snake dance were not only the most widely publicized 

image of Japan’s 1960s, but it also became an inspiration to protesters around the world, 

including in West Germany. Indeed, Japanese street fighting tactics themselves were part of a 

reciprocal transnational exchange, as students from Tokyo’s Waseda University later recalled 

that the Bund faction had borrowed from street barricades of Paris’ Latin Quarter in May 1968. 

The helmet and snake dance were visible representations of the Japanese student movement’s 

anti-war tactics, even being picked up by European groups and the Weatherman’s “Days of Rage” 

protest in 1969. This is particularly interesting to note, as the militant Sekigun-ha faction of Bund 

held their own “War” demonstrations in Tokyo, Kyoto, and Osaka in solidarity with 

                                                
28 Before World War II, students had been the key translators and importers of Marxist texts. See Henry DeWitt 
Smith, Japan’s First Student Radicals (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1972). 
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Weatherman in 1969.29 In short, the heroic image of a Japanese student wearing a factional 

helmet, wielding a gebabō, and moving in a zigzag pattern, in part from cross-fertilization with 

European protest methods, became a uniquely Japanese phenomenon, which was in turn brought 

to the US and became a point of solidarity with Zengakuren factions.  

This image of the Zengakuren protester battling riot police in the streets of Japan was 

also the main context through which the West German student movement understood their 

Japanese counterparts between 1967 and 1969. Zengakuren was, in the words of a glowing 1969 

profile of the student movement in an article by Michael Glaser in Konkret, “the hardest student 

organization in the world” – noting that a mere 200 students could hold off 8,000 police armed 

with “tanks.”30 Glaser argued that Zengakuren was more experienced than West German 

students and therefore more prepared to meet police with their own counter-force, especially in 

the recent campus occupations around Japan, specifically at Tokyo University. Glaser was 

responding to the wave of campus occupations in late 1968 and early 1969 at over 70 universities 

all over Japan that concerned a number of issues. Initially sparked as a complaint about student 

fees by the elite Tokyo University medical students, the conflict quickly expanded. Students in 

some areas erected barricades and engaged in street fights between the newly formed Zenkyōtō 

(Joint Struggle Committees), an alliance between Zengakuren factions, and administration 

officials and police. This was capped by a protracted siege of Tokyo University’s Yasuda 

Auditorium and the famous campus clock tower in January 1969 covered live for almost 21 

hours.31 

                                                
29 Dowsey, 223; Steinhoff, “Japan: Student Activism in an Emerging Democracy,” 71. 
30 Even with this praise, Glaser also relied to some extent on short hands about Japanese martial arts, claiming that 
Zengakuren employed “karate chops” against police. Glaser, “Zengakuren”, 43, 44.  
31 Ando, 70-72. 
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Praising the Japanese students’ “hardness” and the zigzagging protest West Germans 

called the “Tokyo step,” Glaser held up the heroic Zengakuren street fighter as an example to his 

counterparts in Europe.32 Others too found inspiration in the tough image of Japanese student 

street fighting. At the Vietnam Congress held by SDS in February 1968, Marxist economist Ernst 

Mandel cited Zengakuren’s tactics as “good advice” to follow, almost certainly referencing 

recent protests in Sasebo against the USS Enterprise.33 Mandel praised the initiative and direct 

action of Zengakuren, holding it up as a key model West Germans could emulate in their own 

anti-NATO demonstrations, taking note of the Japanese demonstrator’s “motoring helmets and 

sticks in their hands and other means of defense against the police.” 34 The ‘hard’ street fighting 

Zengakuren demonstrator was both a supposed model for West German protest and a heroic, 

distinctly masculine, image that Zengakuren also included in both English and German language 

material in attempts to portray a particular image to the rest of the world.35 

That West Germans in particular began to adopt the Zengakuren street fighting tactics 

was not lost on the radical Japanese student factions that had cultivated them. On 4 November 

1968, a group of 1,000 protesters massed on Tegeler Weg, a street on the waterfront of the Spree 

River bordering the Charlottenburg neighborhood of West Berlin. The demonstrators, headed by 

the 29-year-old SDS leader Christian Semler, came to protest the trial of lawyer and future Rote 

Armee Fraktion founder Horst Mahler, who was accused of participating in violent protests 

earlier that year. The Schlacht am Tegeler Weg (Battle of Tegeler Weg) was no normal 

demonstration, however, and it would go on to be remembered as a major event in the history of 

                                                
32 Glaser, “Zengakuren,” 44-45. 
33 Although the conference pamphlet, Der Kampf des vietnamesischen Volkes und die Globalstrategie des 
Imperialismus, published after the Vietnam Congress, gave the name “Sengakuren” for the Japanese students, when 
Mandel’s speech was published in Neue Kritik, they had corrected the name to “Zengakuren.” See Ernest Mandel 
“Rede auf dem Vietnam-Kongreß Berlin 18.2.1968” Neue Kritik no 47 (April 1968), 60-68. 
34 Der Kampf des vietnamesischen Volkes, 129-130. 
35  “Rückblick auf Zengakuren (1965)” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 432, [3].  
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SDS. The protesters, for the first time in the history of the Extra-parliamentary Opposition 

(APO), came clad in plastic construction helmets and carrying wooden clubs as they locked arms 

and attempted to fight off police and breach the courthouse – an exact mirror of Zengakuren 

street fighting tactics on display throughout 1967 and 1968. For two hours, the protesters clashed 

with police, leaving 151 injured – 130 police and 21 protesters – before finally retreating to the 

Technical University.36 The battle was a high point of violent protest in West Germany before 

some called for armed resistance, and represented a moment of radicalization in protest tactics. 

Semler, after the fact, declared “Our struggle on the street has reached a new level of 

militancy.”37 Indeed, the Schlacht am Tegeler Weg precipitated a wider debate about the use of 

violence in protest, one that helped hasten the break up of SDS.38 The use of these tactics was not 

constrained to Tegeler Weg, however, as other protesters recalled stockpiles of helmets for 

skirmishes with police.39   

In a profile of SDS in mid-1969, the Japanese language edition of Bund’s weekly 

newspaper Senki described the crippling state crackdown on West German students and like-

minded APO factions. In response, Senki claimed, “Under these unlawful conditions, the extra-

parliamentary factions have armed themselves with gebabō and helmets and are waging a 

concrete struggle against those in power.” This was the same faction that later in fall 1969 

invited Christian Semler to an anti-imperialist conference in Japan. Indeed, Bund’s description of 

the SDS dressed as Zengakuren street fighters was implied to be part of their own struggle in 

                                                
36 For a press account of the Schlacht am Tegeler Weg, see “Berlin: APO” Der Spiegel no 46 (11 November 1968), 
67-72. 
37 Quoted in “Berlin: APO,” 67.  
38 See Thomas, 152-153. 
39 See Anna von der Goltz, “Attraction and Aversion in Germany’s ‘1968:’ Encountering the Western Revolt in East 
Berlin” in Journal of Contemporary History 50(3) (2015), 536–559.  
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Japan and their ultimate goal: “Towards an International Anti-Imperial Party.”40 Increasingly 

radicalized, Bund interpreted the internationalization of Japanese protest tactics as a confirmation 

that the struggle against imperialism was becoming increasingly globalized. For the hard core 

that would eventually break away into Sekigun-ha, West Germany appeared to be a key ally in 

the increasingly militarized struggle against imperialism. 

 

Aversion and Attraction to Radical Anti-Imperialism in Japan and West Germany  

 

While many in the West German New Left saw heroic potential in the methods of 

Japanese radicals, the press was decidedly set against such tactics. Responding to the Haneda 

Incident, Die Welt accused some of the students of acting with material support from Communist 

China.41 This was a similar case with some of the high profile protests in Japan, including 

demonstrations agaist the 1968 visit of an American nuclear-powered navy ship, the USS 

Enterprise, in Sasebo, the Okinawa Day protests of 1969, and the annual Anti-War Day held on 

21 October. In many cases, the paper described protesters, even more peaceful groups like 

Beheiren, as distributing “propaganda” or having “run amok” in the streets of Tokyo – echoing a 

similarly dismissive tone as used to describe SDS.42 West German press coverage certainly 

spiked when protests were massive or turned especially violent, as was the case for the ANPO 

1970 protests, when Die Welt emphasized what it called Zengakuren’s nearly 200,000 person 

                                                
40 “Sekai dōji kakumei o kirihiraku tame ni” (II): Doitsu SDS no kakumeteki saihen he no junbi” [For the Opening 
of the Simultaneous Global Revolution (II): The German SDS Prepares for a Revolutionary Reorganization] Senki 
(20 June 1969), 2.  
41 “Anarchistische Minderheit kritisiert Sato” Die Welt (10 October 1967), 3; “Kritik an Satos Vietnam-Besuch” 
FAZ 7 October 1967, 1. 
42 “Japan’s ‘Testfall Atom’ in Sasebo” FAZ (20 January 1968), 5; Friedhelm Kemna, “Japanische Studenten 
entfesseln Sturm” Die Welt (11 October 1969), 4. 
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showing in central Tokyo, complete with “shields, clubs, and facemasks.”43 Even though they 

were framed in a negative tone, the image of Zengakuren students, Hansen workers, and 

Beheiren citizen protesters were not an alien sight to even a casual observer in West Germany. 

For observers in Japan as well, the increasing radicalism of SDS and its successor groups 

presented issues. A major contributor to the Japanese language knowledge of the West German 

situation was journalist Nagai Kiyohiko, who had worked for both the Asahi newspaper and 

Deutsche Welle broadcasting company. In contributions to Asahi Jānaru and Gendai no Riron as 

well as a book, Nishi Doitsu (West Germany), dedicated to the politics and culture of West 

Germany in 1971, Nagai focused on the relationship between the state and SDS – especially after 

the SPD came to power in 1969. Nagai was sympathetic to the position of Chancellor Willy 

Brandt but also to the student movement’s goals of social change in his analysis of APO from 

1968 through the early 1970s. After the breakup of SDS in 1969 and the SPD’s electoral victory 

shortly thereafter, Nagai argued that West German students would go from being an Ausser- to 

an Innen- parlamentarische Opposition – meaning they would join the ideologically aligned 

government, a supposition that former SDS members contested in translation in the pages of 

Asahi Jānaru.44 In terms of Vietnam, Nagai understood the position of both the government and 

the students in West Germany, writing that the German public might agree that the war was 

brutal and even criminal, the presence of US troops protected them in the Cold War and 

therefore the larger population would never agree to the more radical student calls to dismantle 

                                                
43 Along with the general front-page coverage of the ANPO protests, Die Welt also reported that Communist China 
supported large portions of the protests. See Martin Saller “Peking unterstützt Proteste gegen Japans Pakt mit den 
USA” Die Welt (25 June 1970), 1-2. 
44 See Nagai Kiyohiko “Shudōken wo Nigitta Taisei Kokufuku Rosen (Nishi Doitsu),” [Route to Seizing the 
Initiative and Overcoming the System (West Germany)] Asahi Jānaru 13 no. 6 (February 1971), 13 and two rebuttal 
essays in the same journal: “Nishi Doitsu Shinsayoku to Gakusei Undō,” [West Germany’s New Left and Student 
Movement] Asahi Jyānaru 13 no. 21 (May 1971), 98-108. The latter issue also contained a translated version by 
Nagai himself of Hans Jürgen Krahl entitled “Scientific Intelligence and Proletarian Class Consciousness,” which 
the West German students intended as a rebuttal of Nagai’s views on APO moving towards political participation.  
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NATO.45 Similarly, Nagai criticized SDS and its successor groups for what he saw as the attempt 

to solve the Vietnam War through communal living experiments and vague solidarity, an 

approach he claimed took political meaning away from serious issues like the plight of black 

Americans and the Vietnamese people. Rather, Nagai saw the Jusos (Young Socialists), a SPD 

affiliated youth group, as a better model for social change and ending the war in Vietnam.46 

To outside observers, the concept of the student street fighter was a major point of 

comparison between Japan and West Germany. Japanese authors frequently remarked on the 

similar goals and trajectories of the two student movements, even going as far as referring to 

SDS as “Germany’s Zengakuren.”47 Beyond the similarities in revolutionary New Left positions, 

the increasingly radical clashes on university campuses in 1968 and 1969 were clearly parallel 

for many observers like Shimizu and Nagai.48 Yet, to some Japanese observers, tactically and 

organizationally, SDS and Zengakuren appeared dissimilar. Though West German students 

confronted police in the streets like Japanese students, they lacked the organization of 

Zengakuren. Similarly, although they debated the use of political force and disagreed over issues 

and often devolved into factionalism, they showed much less proclivity for violent infighting. 

After the breakup of SDS, and the formation of numerous Marxist-Leninist groups, West 

Germany’s New Left experienced factionalization, or shibungoretsu (being scattered) as Nagai 

called it – but the journalist argued that the FRG saw nothing like the violence between 

Chūkaku-ha and Kakumaru-ha. Nagai also noted that the Japanese term “uchigeba” came from 

German, but claimed that the German SDS actually had a much more stable temperament.49 In a 

                                                
45 Nagai Kiyohiko, Nishi Doitsu [West Germany] (Tokyo: Sanichi Shobo, 1971), 181. 
46 Nagai, Nishi Doitsu, 161-176; Nagai, “Nishi Doitsu Shinsayoku no Genjyō”, 79-80. 
47 See Yoshiyuki Nishi “Doitsu no Zengakuren” [West Germany’s Zengakuren] Yomiyuri Shinbun (11 March 1966), 
7 and “West German ‘Zengakuren:’ ’Red Rudi’ Grates Citizens” The Japan Times (30 January 1968), 12. 
48 Nagai, Nishi Doitsu, 158. 
49 See, Nagai, “Shudouken wo Nigitta Taisei Kokufuku Rosen (Nishi Doitsu),” 18. Also see Nagai, Nishi Doitsu, 
163-165; Nagai “Nishi Doitsu Shinsayoku no Genjyō,” 74-75; Nishikawa, “SDS no Gakuseitachi,” 105. 
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way, these Japanese interpretations represented a mirror image of radical West German 

admiration for Gewalt. Whereas anti-war activists saw a forceful dynamism in the Zengakuren 

street fighter, Japanese observers argued they did not see the risks inherent in the fighting style 

of the Japanese student movement. Even sympathetic Japanese commentators saw the lack of 

ideas of Gewalt, including the unintended consequences of uchigeba as a positive feature of SDS. 

At the same time, West Germany’s students were considered some of the most radical and 

violent in Europe – and that Semler, who had pushed for more violent confrontation in protest, 

was closely connected to Japan bears noting. 

 West German anti-war protesters were especially interested in Okinawa and ANPO 1970 

for a number of reasons, especially because of the two protests’ connection between Japanese 

and US imperialisms. West Germans recognized Okinawa as a key base for US strategy in Asia 

as well as a potential depot for chemical and nuclear weapons, and, as such, paid relatively close 

attention to Japanese protest surrounding the island. This included both the Okinawa Day mass 

protest on 24 April 1969, but also smaller demonstrations by Beheiren and Okinawans 

themselves. As the Satō and Nixon governments announced the planned reversion of Okinawa 

back to Japanese control by 1972, however, West German radicals also began to echo the views 

expressed on the Japanese left. The move was an imperialist “Schachzug” (chess move) – a 

distraction from the increased reliance by the US Air Force on bases there.50 Just as West 

German anti-war protesters and students saw NATO as a counterrevolutionary army in Europe, 

demonstrations against ANPO 1970 also galvanized attention as a crucial protest against 

                                                
50 See, for example, “Kurze Informationen über den antiimperialistischen Kampf der Völker“ Rote Fahne no 13 
(January 1971), 4; “15. Mai: die ‘Rückgabe’ Okinawas – ein imperialisticher Schachzug gegen die Völker 
Ostasiens,” Rote Fahne 3 no. 43 (May 1972), 5; “Totaler Polizeistaat in Japan,” Kommunistischer Nachrichtendienst 
3 no. 49 (August 1972), 8. 
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cooperating with the US war in Vietnam.51 SDS had stepped up its interest in their Japanese 

counterparts around the time of the campus occupations in 1969, including Zengakuren in a book 

series on anti-war and social revolutionary groups around the world.52 The book, in part written 

by Johannes E. Seiffert with contributions from the faculty of Humanities at Hirosaki University 

in Aomori Prefecture, was mainly concerned with the background and ideological implications 

of Zengakuren’s complaints against the university as an institution, but traced the student 

movement back to pre-war Japanese fascism and wartime militarism.53 Nevertheless, the “life 

and death struggle” against Vietnam in Japan also featured in the book, tracing the major events 

of the anti-war movement and even outlining, and critiquing, Sanpa-Zengakuren’s theses on the 

use of counter violence against riot police.54 

The farmers in Sanrizuka represented a point of particular fascination for West German 

observers, which they held up in the heroic comparison to the farmers of Vietnam, Laos, and 

Cambodia, resisting the Japanese state and the US imperial war machine. Although protest over 

land seizures and property rights would continue well into the 1980s, the conflict around the 

construction of Narita Airport in Sanrizuka began at the height of Vietnam protest in Japan. 

Their high-profile, often violent, struggle against the Japanese state was widely publicized by 

Japanese and West German outlets alike.55 Sanrizuka was a particular mainstay of AMPO 

                                                
51 “Die Ausbeutung Südasiens durch den Japanischen Imperialismus,” Rote Presse Korrespondenz 2 no. 71 (July 
1970), 4. 
52 Unlike many of the materials produced by Germans about Japan’s anti-war movements, this book seems to have 
had a much firmer grasp of the Japanese language. Indeed, it lacked some of the small errors in transliteration that 
can be found in other texts and even made a point to correct the German spelling of Japan’s capital city “Tokio” to 
“Tokyo,” claiming it was more accurate and because “language is a political issue.” See, Johannes E. Seiffert, 
Zengakuren: Universität und Wiederstand in Japan (Munich: Trikont Verlag, 1969), 7. 
53 Seiffert, 18-28. 
54 Seiffert, 68-70, 78-79, 96 
55 Although it is mainly focused on the post-Vietnam period, for the key text on the protests around the Narita 
airport see David E. Apter and Nagayo Sawa, Against The State: Politics and Social Protest in Japan (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1984). German fascination with the farmers of Sanrizuka continued into the 1980s as well. 
An anti-nuclear group produced a bilingual English-German pamphlet in 1982 that detailed the continuing fight 
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magazine and German-language publications on the left like the KPD-AO’s Rote Presse 

Korrespondenz. A handful of documentary films by a group called the Film Collective Ogawa 

also made it to West Germany, playing at West Berlin’s Technical University and at the radical 

theater Arsenal. These were a major part of the League Against Imperialism’s “Japan Campaign” 

in the fall of 1971 in protest of the Japanese Emperor’s visit to West Germany. Indeed, that the 

AMPO collective had distributed their material to SDS and later to Christian Semler and another 

contributor to RPK had visited Sanrizuka helps to explain part of the wealth of information on 

the subject.56  

Japanese and West Germans alike saw the Sanrizuka struggle largely in the context of 

anti-Vietnam war protests beginning in 1966. The Japanese government planned a new 

international airport larger than Haneda to service Tokyo and after being rebuffed by other rural 

communities surrounding the capital, they settled into a protracted conflict with the farmers in 

Sanrizuka, a rural area to the East of Tokyo. Opponents to the airport claimed that the longer 

runways of Narita would be used for US military transports – and even bombers – further 

implicating Japan in the war in Vietnam. At the same time, the farmers’ struggle was also 

appealing because many of those protesting compared it to the kind of heroic struggle going on 

in the Third World – one that transcended the factional disputes that had hobbled the student 

movement. It was significant, West German observers noted, that the anti-Yoyogi Kakumaru-ha 

                                                                                                                                                       
against Narita and the nuclearization of Japan. See “Fight: No More Hiroshima! / Kampf: Nie wieder Krieg!” (1982), 
FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 432. 
56 See articles in AMPO no 3-4, 5, and 9-10. Issue 9-10 of AMPO was especially important as it appeared translated 
to German in multiple KPD publications. See “Der Kampf vom 16. September in Sanrizuka,” Rote Presse 
Korrespondenz 3 no. 136 (October 1971), 3-5. In their detailed analysis of Japanese imperialism in response to 
Emperor Hirohito’s visit to West Germany in 1971, the League Against Imperialism also included an article from 
AMPO no. 9-10 about Sanrizuka, translated into German. See Liga gegen den Imperialismus, Der japanische 
Imperialismus: Dukumente und Analysen zur Entwicklung des Klassenkampfes in Japan (West Berlin: 1971),105-
114; An author, listed only as H. R. also mentions a visit to interview and collect documents from the farmers. See 
H.R. “Bericht über den Kampf der Bauern in Sanrizuka,” Rote Presse Korrespondenz 3 no. 115 (May 1971), 5-11; 
A Japanese Documentary: “The Uprising of the Farmers from Sanrizuka” [1968?], FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 432, 
[1]. 
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students and Minsei (the Democratic Youth, a Japanese Communist Party affiliated Zengakuren 

faction) could put aside differences and fight for the farmers.57 Similarly, by the early to mid 

1970s, the farmers appeared more like the heroic peasants of Indochina fighting for their own 

land against US imperialism that dominated so much of the anti-imperial and Maoist imagination. 

Recounting a particularly violent confrontation between farmers and the Airport Corporation 

(Kodan) in September 1971, AMPO described farmers armed with sticks and Molotov Cocktails 

as adopting the tactics of “liberation forces” and cheered on the clash as “Guerrilla Warfare in 

Japan.” The article heavily emphasized the contrast between militaristic modern weaponry and 

the tactics of the heroic peasants close to the land. The land around the proposed airport was 

“already a vast expense of flattened earth flanked by a half-completed airport tower and the pre-

fab dormitories of the construction workers. But like the ‘Iron Triangles’ of Vietnam, people are 

living all around the devastated area of Sanrizuka, defying the destructive forces by their struggle 

to carry on their farmers’ existence.”58 The use of direct action – throwing stones, Molotov 

Cocktails, and “guerrilla tactics” against the police helped to reinvigorate the heroic image of the 

Japanese protester that had diminished in the wake of massive police crackdowns in 1969 and 

the disastrous Rengō Sekigun internal purge and hostage crisis at Asama Sansō in early 1972.59 

 Protests at Haneda and Sanrizuka as well as struggles against the FRG state became 

moments that helped contribute to the Japanese and West German anti-imperial transnational 

imagination. Between initial attempts at coordination in the early to mid 1960s and the highpoint 

of inspiration in the late 1960s and early 1970s, national events helped spur increased and 
                                                
57 H.R. “Bericht über den Kampf der Bauern in Sanrizuka,” 5-6. Zengakuren also used its English language material 
to advertise their participation in Sanrizuka. See “Zengakuren: Struggle of Japanese Students Autumn 1967,” 20-21. 
58 “In the Name of Japanese Peasants we Reject Land Confiscation” AMPO: A Report From the Japanese New Left 
no 11, 5. 
59 “Kämpfe der Japanischen Bauern gegen Militarismus und Imperialismus,” Kommunistischer Nachrichtendienst 2 
no. 18 (March 1971), 12; “Die Bauern von Sanrizuka: die Bauern kämpfen für ihr Land und für ihre 
vietnamesischen Brüder,” Rote Fahne 2 no. 26 (September 1971, 5); “15. Mai: die ‘Rückgabe’ Okinawas – ein 
imperialisticher Shachzug gegen die Völker Ostasiens,” 4. 
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detailed interest in each other’s anti-imperial struggles against the state. In national histories of 

Japan and West Germany’s 1960s, these events are cited as key turning points, and it must be 

noted here that they also represented moments of fascination for each other’s movements. For 

both Zengakuren and for SDS, however, increasingly pitched battles with police similarly led to 

a series of tactical and ideological dead ends. In the Federal Republic, the student movement was 

beginning to splinter over the question of radical tactics, including violence. In Japan, Zenkyōtō 

had faced down the state in campus occupations, but largely failed in their efforts to radically 

change society and everyday life. In the fall of 1969, the New Left in both states looked for 

solutions to these problems – and the solutions appeared to come from learning from each 

other’s experiences.  

 

Christian Semler in Japan, Fall 1969 

 

By the height of the anti-Vietnam War movement, mutual correspondence and contact 

became more pressing for activists in both nations. As discussed in Chapter One, the 1968 Anti-

War meetings put on by SDS and Bund were well known to each other. Yet, only in 1969 was an 

activist from West Germany able to visit revolutionary counterparts in Japan. Christian Semler 

traveled to Japan in the fall of that year to attend Bund’s second International Anti-War 

Conference in Tokyo and Kyoto. While in Japan, Semler came into contact with a number of 

other groups and individuals involved with the anti-war movement. The trip, conducted at the 

invitation of Japanese students and funded by a West German student organization, put Semler in 

contact with Bund, the farmers from Sanrizuka, anti-war GIs in Japan, and also an early iteration 

of Sekigun-ha. His experiences, compiled in a pair of long articles in Rote Presse Korrespondenz 
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published in 1970 were perhaps the most important contribution to a body of shared anti-imperial 

knowledge about Japan and West Germany of the era.60 Similarly, after the fragmentation of the 

West German student movement, it was mainly publications and groups associated with the KPD 

that showed the most interest in Japan, likely due to the influence of this fall 1969 trip. 

Rather than simply a meeting between students, Semler’s visit to Japan exposed him to a 

diverse cross-section of the Japanese left and the anti-Vietnam War movement. Semler was 

especially impressed with the work of Hansen, which he saw as the kind of cooperation between 

students and workers in a revolutionary alliance that he too wanted to help create in West 

Germany. While in Tokyo, he described meeting a 25-year-old Hansen member from Sony who 

was “preparing for combat” in a mass strike with a couple hundred of his fellow workers – half 

of them “girls,” Semler noted.  These were workers outside of the traditional labor movement, 

struggling against rigid conservatism and the state’s violence but still creating a true anti-

imperial proletarian youth group.61 Semler also recounted meeting a group of American anti-war 

GIs near Tokyo while in Japan and discussing their views about Vietnam and US-Japanese 

imperialism. Specifically, they discussed the possibility of new US imperial expansion, 

especially a war against North Korea, as detailed in the book Again Korea by Wilfred Burchett, 

which Semler received from the GIs.62 The meeting was likely arranged by Hansen Beihei Enjo 

Nihon Gijutsu Iinkai (Japan Technical Committee to Aid Anti-war GIs, or JATEC) Beheiren’s 
                                                
60 Semler’s account was scattered with small misspellings of Japanese words. When discussing the role of Sanpa-
Zengakuren street fighting in Sasebo in Rote Presse Korrespondenz, the text listed Chūkaku-ha as “Chukako” and 
Sasebo as “Saneba.” See Christian Semler, “Der Kampf des japanischen Volkes gegen den US-japanischen 
Sicherheitspakt,” Rote Presse Korrespondenz 2 no. 61 (April 1970), 7-8. 
61 Christian Semler, “Der Kampf des japanischen Volkes gegen den US-japanischen Sicherheitspakt II,” Rote Presse 
Korrespondenz 2 no. 65 (May 1970), 13; Rote Presse Korrespondenz 2 no. 61 (April 1970), 10. 
62 Although Burchett had alleged ties to the Soviet Union and its intelligence services, Again Korea was based on a 
1967 visit to the DPRK. Wilfred Burchett, Again Korea (New York: International Publishers, 1968). Burchett’s 
book was directly quoted by the underground anti-war US soldier’s paper Hair, which is possibly the GI 
organization that gave Again Korea to Christian Semler when he visited Japan in late 1969. See “Korea: Our Next 
Duty Station” Hair no 3+4 February 20, 1971, Rikkyō University Center for Cooperative Civil Societies [hereafter 
CCCS], R02 A-1-2, (1-7) and “Korea: Our Next Duty Station….. (II) Again Korea?” Hair no 3+5 March 31, 1971, 
CCCS, R02 A-1-2, (1-3). 
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GI agitation wing. JATEC also maintained a Rolodex card with Rote Presse Korrespondenz and 

Semler’s information.63 Finally, Semler also had a chance to speak both with a Maoist working 

with Burakumin, a class of “untouchables,” in Tokyo’s Sanya district and to discuss the issues of 

farmers protesting in Sanrizuka with an older worker.64  

 Traveling in late 1969, the Japanese left Semler encountered was deeply invested in the 

issues of Okinawa, ANPO and, more generally, the cooperation between US and Japanese 

imperialisms. Reporting back on the state of Japan’s class struggle, Semler’s RPK articles 

echoed familiar arguments that US and Japanese imperialisms were working in tandem to help 

prop up the American economy and war effort in Japan. As the US tax burden increased, so too 

did US reliance on Japanese firms to shoulder the burden of the war in Indochina, and the more 

the Japanese monopoly classes could increase their competitiveness against other imperialists in 

the global market. Okinawa, a new “Malta” or “Gibraltar” for US imperialists, was indeed the 

keystone to the entire system of US control in Asia. The recently announced reversion to 

Japanese control in 1972 was, therefore, a ruse and collusion between US and Japanese 

imperialisms to maintain bases and allow exploitation by Japanese capitalists. Throughout, Japan 

was leveraging its position as an invaluable partner to US imperialism in Vietnam, and Asia 

more generally, looking to regain its old empire.65 While Semler touched on themes common in 

discussions on Japanese imperialism and Vietnam in the past, including the Three Arrows 

military plan which leaked in 1963 and plans to expand the Jieitai into a traditional military, he 

also alluded to a major feature of New Left thought in the period. This was that imperialism, in 

                                                
63 The JATEC Rolodex card lists Semler’s last name as “Sember.” See CCCS R02-D-1-1. 
64 Semler “Der Kampf des japanischen Volkes gegen den US-japanischen Sicherheitspakt,” 12-14. 
65 Semler also compared the attempts by Prime Minister Sato to inflame nationalist passions over Okinawa to a West 
German politician trying to gain left-wing support by claiming the Saarland had always been part of Germany. This 
was a reference to the Nazi past of annexations before World War II and a jab at the conscious attempts by the 
Japanese government to blunt left-wing protests surrounding US bases on Okinawa. Semler, “Der Kampf des 
japanischen Volkes gegen den US-japanischen Sicherheitspakt,” 3-5. 
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Japan but also more globally, was moving to a new form. Indeed, Japan was not attempting a 

classic military occupation of Vietnam. Unlike many of Japan’s former colonies and wartime 

occupations, postwar relations with Vietnam were not as strained as with South Korea or China. 

Japan and France negotatied reparations payment agreements in 1950, maintaining relations with 

both North and South even after Vietnam split in 1954.66 For anti-imperialists, however, it was 

through these through “reparations” and investments that Japanese capital was going to achieve 

the old 1940s dream of an East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere by subtler means.67  

Rather than explore the connections between Japanese and West German imperialisms, 

Semler’s Japanese hosts mainly wanted to discuss the state of the West German revolutionary 

movements and the possibilities for coordinated action. In an interview with Shimizu Takichi 

published in the left-wing journal Jōkyō, Semler discussed the recently dissolved SDS and the 

state of the intellectual in the West German movement. Shimizu addressed Vietnam only briefly 

in the context of Semler’s own political development in the mid-1960s as well as the West 

German student’s activity against the war, especially in 1968.68 Although by no means an organ 

of Bund, Jōkyō had connections to current and former members of the Zengakuren faction and as 

such, the Semler conversation likely came out of the Anti-imperial Conference, detailed in 

chapter 6. This is further backed up by an interview with then Black Panther Party deputy 

minister of information, Elbert “Big Man” Howard, who also attended the conference, in the 

same issue of Jōkyō as Semler.69 

                                                
66 K. V. Kesavan, “The Vietnam War as an Issue in Japan's Relations with the United States” in International 
Studies 16, no. 4 (10, 1977). 
67 Semler, “Der Kampf des japanischen Volkes gegen den US-japanischen Sicherheitspakt,” 6. 
68 Shimizu Takichi, “Henkakuki ni okeru Doitsu SDS to Chishikijin” [The Changing of the German SDS and 
Intellectuals] Jōkyō no 15 (November 1969), 22, 24-25. 
69 Tomioka Masuo, “Kaikyū Tōsō to shite no Kurojin Kaihō Tōsō” [The Black Liberation Struggle as Class 
Struggle] Jōkyō no 15 (November 1969), 29-38.  
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The interview in Jōkyō came at a moment when both Shimizu and Semler were both 

looking to better understand the state of the student movement in their respective nations. Semler 

saw his trip as a way to learn from Zengakuren “which superfluous mistakes we have already 

made, which we can hope to avoid in the future.”70 Shimizu’s concern was mainly how to move 

on from the stalled university reforms after the failure of the campus occupations earlier that year. 

He had translated documents from the West German Kritische Universität (Critical University) – 

an experimental anti-authoritarian university – in earlier issues of Jōkyō and clearly wanted to 

discuss the project with someone involved with SDS. Indeed, both Semler and Shimizu saw a 

potential connection between the establishment of the Critical University and the Japanese 

campus struggles.71 The interview represented a desire by some in the Japanese and West 

German New Left to learn from each other, especially at moments of crisis in 1969. In retrospect, 

however, fellow commentator on West German issues, journalist Nagai, argued later in 1973 that 

West German students who “sought refuge” in Japan – likely a reference to Semler – had shirked 

their duty of affecting true social change by distracting themselves through seeking foreign 

revolutionary models.72 

Nevertheless, it is clear that there were sincere attempts to understand each other and 

coordinate action in solidarity. Semler noted that the West German press coverage provided a 

“half ridiculous, half terrible” image of Zengakuren presented in papers like Die Welt, even as he 

and his other West German radicals celebrated their anti-imperial struggle. SDS and Zengakuren 

had established an “abstract internationalism” through early 1960s correspondence, but now that 

                                                
70 Semler, “Der Kampf des japanischen Volkes gegen den US-japanischen Sicherheitspakt,” 7-8.  
71 See translations in Shimizu Takichi (Translator) “Hihan Daigakuron (Ichi)” [The Critical University (One)] Jōkyō 
no 3 (October 1968), 54-59 and Shimizu Takichi (Translator) “Hihan Daigakuron (Ni)” [The Critical University 
(Two)] Jōkyō no 4 (November 1968), 95-101; Shimizu “Henkakuki ni okeru Doitsu SDS to Chishikijin,” 21. 
72 Nagai also claimed that unlike Shimizu, he had understood the problems pulling SDS apart in the late 1960s. See, 
Nagai Kiyohiko “Nishi Doitsu Shinsayoku no Genjyō” [The Present Condition of West Germany’s New Left] 
Gendai no Riron no 110 (March 1973), 81. 
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the West German student movement had descended into crisis, Semler noted, it was time to learn 

from the Japanese.73 Shimizu, writing “it hardly needs to be said that the West German and the 

Japanese situations are in extremely similar conditions,” focused his interview on the ways each 

nation could learn from each other.74 Even so, the transmission of information about SDS and 

Zengakuren came filtered through the sources exchanging that knowledge. In an oblique 

reference to Semler’s exposure to Zengakuren’s factional disputes, in his recounting of the 

Japanese student movement’s history, he referred to Kakumaru-ha as a representative of 

“Trotskyist” tendencies that needed to be overcome to make a new movement – suggesting the 

influence of Bund and Chūkaku-ha.75 Filtered through the Japanese understanding of their own 

student movement discourse, Shimizu introduced Semler as part of West Germany’s “anti-

monopoly, anti-authoritarian, anti-Stalinist main faction,” echoing the common Zengakuren, and 

especially Bund and Sekigun, refrain of “han suta,” or “anti-Stalinism” to denote a New Left 

orientation.76 

 Semler’s visit to Japan in the fall of 1969, when compared to either the SDS or Bund anti-

Vietnam War conferences in 1968, was a smaller scale meeting; however, the transmission of 

ideas and texts on this trip helped to inform Japanese-West German radical imaginations through 

the 1970s and set up a key network of anti-imperial information between groups in the two states. 

The trip represents an important moment of entanglement in the history of the global 1960s in 

that it shows direct attempts to share information and create international solidarity between 

Japanese groups and a group from Europe, not just the more commonly recognized US-Japan 

                                                
73 Semler, “Der Kampf des japanischen Volkes gegen den US-japanischen Sicherheitspakt,” 6-7. 
74 Shimizu “Henkakuki ni okeru Doitsu SDS to Chishikijin,” 21.  
75 Semler, “Der Kampf des japanischen Volkes gegen den US-japanischen Sicherheitspakt,” 6. 
76 Shimizu “Henkakuki ni okeru Doitsu SDS to Chishikijin,” 21. 
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entanglement of anti-war activists.77 Japanese anti-war groups made concerted efforts to find 

international audiences for their ideas and partners for their activism, and with Semler, they 

found a partner in the West German left. More specifically, Semler’s experiences and writings 

would inform much of the West German anti-war and anti-imperial discussion about Japan in the 

1970s. As Japan’s capital investments increased in Asia in general, and Southeast Asia more 

particularly, Semler’s analysis seemed more prescient. When urban guerrillas took up arms in 

both nations, they already had a firm knowledge of each other. When the Japanese Emperor 

came to Bonn in 1971, Rote Presse Korrespondenz, KPD material, and English-language 

Japanese magazines would be the key documents anti-imperialists used to understand 

contemporary Japan as is discussed in the next chapter. 

 

Creating Alternate Information Networks 

 

Anti-war groups also attempted to facilitate cooperation through their own media and 

alternative networks of information to circumvent the diffusion of information mediated through 

domestic mass media. A somewhat unique aspect of Japanese anti-war groups throughout the 

1960s and 1970s was a concerted effort to translate a wide variety of foreign material and, in turn, 

circulate their own material as broadly as possible. Language certainly posed a barrier to any 

international cooperation – despite the widespread goal of taking Japanese activism across 

borders. Indeed, while some West German groups circulated newsletters aimed at international 

                                                
77 Indeed, unlike much of the knowledge about other East Asian nations the West German understanding of Japan 
was based on personal connections. Most Germans, by contrast, only knew about China through multiple 
translations of Mao’s “Little Red Book.” As Quinn Slobodian notes, however, for many the text was also mainly an 
ornamental piece to signify a certain ideological outlook. See Quinn Slobodian, “Badge Books and Brand Books: 
The ‘Mao Bible’ in the Two Germanies” in Mao’s Little Red Book: A Global History. Alexander Cook, ed. (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2014). 
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audiences, a mutual understanding of European languages – especially English – helped to 

facilitate action. Likely very few West Germans spoke or read much Japanese at the time, 

however. For Japanese activists, therefore, much of the project in creating international and 

transnational action against the Vietnam war and US imperialism was drawing in material to be 

translated into Japanese and disseminating information about their own struggles back out into 

the world in English, often to be translated into languages like German for wider consumption. 

 This linguistic issue created a particular genre of document – Japanese protest material in 

English intended specifically for an international audience. In the years 1967-1969, Zengakuren 

published a number of pamphlets and books for this purpose. Perhaps the most widely 

distributed was a collection of essays by Waseda University students and published in 1970 in 

the United States. This book, titled Zengakuren: Japan’s Revolutionary Students, was an attempt 

to spread Zengakuren ideas abroad and trace the history of the Japanese student movement from 

its origins in 1948 through the major protests leading to ANPO 1970.78 Along with a detailed 

description of the disputes and ideological dispositions of Zengakuren’s various factions, the 

volume also helped to explain the theories that linked Okinawa, ANPO, and Vietnam. In a 

section on protests, a student named Harada Hisato traced a familiar line in anti-war and anti-

imperial thinking: that since 1965, Japan had cooperated with the US plan to escalate the war in 

Vietnam while simultaneously looking to reignite their own interests in Asia, beginning with 

South Korea.79  

 Zengakuren also put together less formal documentation in English for international 

consumption especially around the Haneda Incident. These brochures explicitly stated that their 

goal was to educate the world about Zengakuren and the issues Japanese students struggled 

                                                
78 Dowsey. Zengakuren, iv-v, 1-8.  
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against.80 A major effort was made in these documents to trace the history of the student 

movement since 1948 and its role in confronting the Japanese wartime past. From these 

brochures, readers could learn about various student concerns: ANPO, the struggle of Sanrizuka 

farmers, and the reversion of Okinawa all made prominent appearances in this literature. While 

the documents tried to give a sense of the larger postwar context for resisting the Japanese state, 

however, explaining the context of the Haneda Incident was clearly the foremost goal of these 

documents – from the Sanpa Zengakuren perspective.81 These English language documents also 

gave a detailed description of Japanese student protest over American imperialism in Vietnam.82 

They underscored the global imperial goals of the United States in subduing socialist nations in 

Asia as part of a larger plan, but also emphasized how crucial the system of US bases all over 

Japan were to this strategy. Indeed, the Japanese students singled out Okinawa as one of the most 

important US bases for attacking Asia after the 1965 bombing campaign against North Vietnam. 

Similarly, these pamphlets detailed other anti-base actions connected to Vietnam at US military 

installations near Sunagawa, which supposedly funneled war material and even CIA agents 

through Japan and into Southeast Asia. 83 These documents were especially important for 

spreading ideas about the state of Japanese imperialism to the world as well. Here, Zengakuren 

warned about the increasingly rapacious Japanese imperialism taking advantage of the global 

crisis in US imperialism and capitalism. Here as well students had a chance to translate their 

ideas as well as transmit them – including the watchword for ANPO 1970, “Anpo funsai,” as the 

                                                
80 See two detailed brochures: Secretariat of Zengakuren, Zengakuren: Twenty Years’ Struggle 1967 IISG and 
“Zengakuren: Struggle of Japanese Students Autumn 1967,” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, 432, the latter of which ended 
up in West German student archives. This document included many photographs, some of which were cut out – 
likely used as reference material for German students publishing on the Japanese context. 
81 Zengakuren: Twenty Years’ Struggle, 2-13; “Zengakuren: Struggle of Japanese Students Autumn 1967,” 1-4. 
82 Sanpa-Zengakuren also published documents in Japanese advertising their ideas and the differences between their 
faction and other students. See, for example, Nakajima Makoto, Zengakuren (Tokyo: Sanichi Shobo, 1968). 
83 “Zengakuren: Twenty Years’ Struggle,” 3-4, 7-9, 16-17, 44-45. 
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headline “Crush revision of Japan-USA Security Treaty” and spread it to the world.84 

Zengakuren’s English language material was a conscious attempt to spread news about and the 

ideas of Japan’s radical students to the other movements that could rarely speak Japanese and 

could less easily visit Japan. 

 The English language magazine AMPO, initially published in conjunction with Beheiren, 

served to introduce Beheiren and its anti-war, anti-security treaty stance to an English-speaking 

audience. At the same time, the magazine addressed numerous topics important to the Japanese 

New Left – from the struggle in Sanrizuka to the Sekigun JAL airline hijacking in 1970.85 

Originally, the magazine was published by a group calling themselves the “AMPO Collective” 

but changed in 1973 to the overview of the Pacific-Asia Resource Center, a group tied to 

Beheiren and their efforts to help anti-war GIs. Between the years 1969 and 1973, the magazine 

and its editorial staff took on a number of titles. The subtitle began as  “A Report From the 

Japanese New Left” until 1972-1973 when it changed to “A Report on the Japanese Peoples’ 

Movements” after becoming a quarterly.86 Indeed, AMPO was so integrated into the West 

German anti-imperialist left’s collection of international information that imprisoned RAF 

member Gudrun Ensslin took notes on the history of the Japanese Zengakuren and Sekigun 

movements from an article by Kitazawa Yoko and Muto Ichiyo in the magazine.87  The express 

                                                
84 “Zengakuren: Struggle of Japanese Students Autumn 1967,” 6, 16-18. 
85 This was an offer that West German radicals took up on at least one occasion in Rote Presse Korrespondenz, 
which cited AMPO’s first issue in an article on Japanese imperialism in Southeast Asia. Beheiren, the KPD-AO 
magazine wrote, was an “anti-imperialist front organization” affiliated pacifists and “radical democrats.” They 
organized almost 100,000 in a protest that included a group of foreigners called the “Gaikokujin Beheiren” which 
included some American SDS and GI cooperation. “Die Ausbeutung Südasiens durch den Japanischen 
Imperialismus,” Rote Presse Korrespondenz 2 no. 71 (July 1970), 5. Issue 13-14 of AMPO also made it into the 
APO archive of SDS materials.  
86 See AMPO: A Report on the Japanese Peoples’ Movements no 16 March 1973 for information on the transition of 
the publication to PARC. 
87 Kitazawa and Muto, 19; Hamburger Institut für Sozialforschung, RA 02/035/002 
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goal, one issue stated, was “unified international action against Japan-U.S. imperialism.”88 The 

overt anti-imperial stance of AMPO distinguished the magazine from some of the more moderate 

Beheiren activists. In the inaugural issue’s interview with Oda Makoto, for example, the writer 

played coy with the idea of endorsing “revolution” outright – even as subsequent issues would 

employ this kind of radical rhetoric.89 To facilitate this, the AMPO Collective encouraged like-

minded groups to publish AMPO articles for their own readers, and even attempted to teach a 

little revolutionary Japanese. The first issue contained a list of “essential” Japanese phrases, 

including: “Ampo funsai! – smash the Ampo!,” “Okinawa kaiho! – liberate Okinawa!,” and 

“Betonamu ni heiwa o! – peace in Vietnam!”90   

On the other hand, magazine authors and translators brought an immense amount of 

material related to global student movements – including much on the West German context – to 

Japan through translation. This included a number of works more generally connected to German 

thinkers who exerted an important influence globally on the student movements and New Left 

groups. Readers of the Japanese leftwing press had access to information as diverse as Rudi 

Dutschke’s 1967 interview with Günter Gaus in which he discussed struggling against NATO 

and support for the Vietnamese revolution to documents relating to the Critical University.91 

These short translations were regular features in the Japanese press, which, between 1967 and 

1969 included numerous special editions on the state of the global student movement, especially 

in France, West Germany, and the US.  

                                                
88 See the back cover of AMPO: A Report From the Japanese New Left no 11 [1970?], 32. 
89 “AMPO interviews Makoto Oda” AMPO: A Report From the Japanese New Left no 1 (November 1969), 10. 
90 The goal of spreading information also meant that the magazine had to be shipped overseas – an expensive 
proposition. The AMPO Collective justified what they called an “admittedly outrageous price” precisely for 
international distribution, as they did not expect to make a profit. See the back pages of Okinawa: A Special Issue of 
AMPO: A Report From the Japanese New Left no 7-8, 56 and AMPO: A Report From the Japanese New Left no 1, 
11-12.  
91 See Rudi Dutschke “Sutārinshugi kara no Ketsubetsu” [Separating from Stalinism] trans. Shimizu Takichi and 
Kishi Tetsunori Jōkyō no 9 (April 1969), 30-43; Dutschke “Hyōgikai Minshushugi he,” 134-141. 
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More substantial texts about West Germany specifically also made it into translation in 

Japan. Swedish journalist Rolf Bigler’s book concerning West German students Enteignet 

Deutschland! (Germany Expropriated!), recounted the influence of the Frankfurt School on SDS 

as well as detailed descriptions of everything from the Springer Campaign to the Emergency 

Laws.92 Japanese translators also produced a collection of anti-authoritarian SDS essays, 

including a number by Dutschke, intended as a manifesto of sorts for the extra-parliamentary 

opposition, originally titled Rebellion der Studenten (Rebellion of the Students).93 Among the 

issues discussed in the text was a detailed progression of the anti-Vietnam War movement in 

West Germany through 1968. The text outlined ideas of late stage capitalism, influenced by the 

Frankfurt School, that saw the origins of the Vietnam conflict in cycles of consumption and over 

production. Notably, the book also employed the Maoist phrase “Sieg im Volkskrieg!” and called 

the US war in Vietnam “genocide,” two crucial themes of West German anti-war rhetoric.94    

 Along with sources in English intended for a wide international audience, the Japanese 

left and students in particular produced a limited amount of German-language material to spread 

their ideas specifically to Germans. An early example was a 1965 pamphlet that described the 

history and ideas of Zengakuren and a brief section from an annoymous professor at Kyoto 

University. The express purpose of the document was to explain the situation of Japanese politics 

that led to the emergence of Zengakuren to a European audience. This included a comparison 

between the Federal Republic and Japan, both in terms of having witnessed economic miracles, 

but also having weak traditional left-wing parliamentary parties, which necessitated a new kind 

                                                
92 Rolf R. Bigler, Enteignet Deutschland! Der Bankrott des Marxismus oder der Aufstand der Studenten (München: 
Molden, 1968) translated as Rolf R. Bigler, Taisei to hanran: yoroppa gakusei undō ha moeru Suziki Tōmin trans. 
(Tokyo: Shinjidaisha, 1969). 
93 Uwe Bergmann, Rudi Dutschke, Wolfgang Lefèvre, and Bernd Rabehl, Rebellion der Studenten oder die neue 
Opposition (Hamburg: Rowholt, 1968); Uwe Bergmann, Gakusei no hanran, Funato Mitsuyiku trans. (Tokyo: Gōdō 
Shuppan, 1968). 
94 Bergmann, 18-20, 33-57. 
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of opposition. While also evoking the influence of the Frankfurt School and anti-authoritarianism, 

the main issue the unnamed professor highlighted was the increasing danger that Japan, already 

becoming fascist again, would be drawn into the Vietnam War.95 Zengakuren also sent a pair of 

their own documents in German to their counterparts in West Germany in 1965 and 1969. In the 

early stages of the anti-war movement in Japan, the student’s main complaints were the 

suppression of the FLN’s demands for self-determination against colonial rule and the danger of 

the United States drawing Japan into their war.96  

At the same time, Zengakuren included an analysis of the causes of the war that centered 

on the weakening of the US dollar and increased competition from competing organizations, 

such as the EEC, IMF, and the division of the world solidified by the Yalta agreement were all 

set to tumble as a result of Vietnam.97 These were core elements of the Japanese anti-war and 

anti-imperial worldview directly targeted at a German audience. By 1969, interest in the 

Japanese student movement had peaked with the street fighting at Sasebo and the well-publicized 

campus occupations, especially at Tokyo University – and mass protests against the reversion of 

Okinawa, and ANPO. Zengakuren’s German pamphlet in these years touched on all of these 

issues, connecting US bases, the cooperation between US and Japanese imperialisms, and the 

university’s role in creating knowledge for the furtherance of war and empire.98 Critically, they 

also posed the idea that the world was at an inflection point in Vietnam and more globally that, 

with international cooperation and coordination, could be the tipping point for “a new historical 

epoch” putting it in line with Bund and Sekigun’s increasingly radicalized anti-imperialism.99 

Zengakuren intended documents like these to be the basis for a concrete internationalism that had 

                                                
95 “Rückblick auf Zengakuren (1965),” [1-5].  
96 “Thesen unserer Bewegung gegen den US-Krieg in Vietnam, [1965?]” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 432, [6-7] 
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been at the core of debates about anti-war strategy through the 1960s. Indeed, along with the 

parallels in the context for both West German and Japanese students and anti-war movements, 

these documents likely shaped the similarities in anti-war and anti-imperial discourse. 

 

Beheiren in West Berlin, 1974 

 

 Though most studies on the 1960s present 1968 as the highpoint of anti-war protest and 

note a decline after the violence of 1972, even the US military’s withdrawal from the conflict in 

Vietnam by 1973 did not stop activists from demonstrating. Neither did Semler’s meeting 

present an end to Japanese-West German anti-imperial exchange. President Thieu’s regime in 

South Vietnam, as well as overt and rumored American interventions alike helped to direct West 

German and Japanese actions against the continued conflict through 1975, when the North 

finally defeated the South. Many groups considered the Paris Peace Accords a diversionary tactic 

by US imperialism to withdraw and lick its wounds before finding new ways to intervene in 

Indochina. Similarly, that the withdrawal of the American military from Southeast Asia 

coincided with increased Japanese and West German investment in Indochina all seeming to 

point to a continued need to protest imperialism. Even at this late stage, Japanese and West 

German activists looked to coordinate their efforts across national borders. This was the context 

for an International Vietnam Day Conference held by the League against Imperialism on 26 

January 1974 in West Berlin, the one-year anniversary of the Paris Peace Accords. The 1974 

International Vietnam Day conference had all the hallmarks of previous international actions, yet 

a remarkable feature was the direct participation of Beheiren in West Germany. 
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 The League preceded the International Vietnam Day meeting with a protest on 25 

January and a keynote speech by Australian journalist and anti-war activist Wilfred Burchett – 

the author of Again Korea, the book given to Semler by anti-war GIs. Members of anti-war 

groups from around Europe along with a group of Japanese activists attended. The day before the 

conference, 5000 people from 25 different groups led a march to the Amerika Haus – an 

American cultural institute and a frequent target for West German anti-war protests.100 The 

League put out fliers advertising the conference and protest, citing the bombing of Cambodia and 

political prisoners in South Vietnam – two common themes among early 1970s Vietnam protest. 

At the same time, they also maintained that the “Essence of imperialism does not change!” and 

specifically charged the social democratic Brandt government and the Japanese as covering their 

imperialist intentions with the veil of “humanitarian” aid.101 This protest was not the first 

Beheiren action in Europe; however, in subsequent speeches and interactions it was clear that the 

West German-Japan relationship, even on the stage of international anti-war activism, had a 

unique character. 

 The highlight of the International Vietnam Day conference was a speech by Burchett 

denoucing the war and continued American interference in the conflict attended by an estimated 

2,000 activists. The conference’s slogan, “Strict Adherence to the Paris Peace Agreement,” 

included some Maoist references to the North Vietnamese victory in the “People’s War” (Sieg im 

Volkskrieg!).102 One of the opening speakers at the conference was a member of Beheiren, listed 

in the after-action report only as a “comrade.” “Japan and Germany have a stage of common 

                                                
100 For the significance of the Amerika Haus, see Reinhild Kreis, Orte für Amerika : Deutsch-Amerikanische 
Institute und Amerikahäuser in der Bundesrepublik seit den 1960er Jahren (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2013). 
101 “Internationaler Vietnamtag in Westberlin am 26.1.74,” Internationale Solidarität 3 no. 2 (February 1974), 24; 
“Internationaler Vietnam-Tag: Westberlin – 26. Januar 1974,” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1216.  
102 Liga gegen den Imperialismus, Liga Aktuell 2: Vietnam nach dem Friedensabkommen  (1974) International 
Institute for Social History, Amsterdam [hereafter IISG], 1-2.  
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history” the speech began, “They both belonged to a fascist alliance. A twenty-year Economic 

Miracle followed the American occupation. Japan and the Federal Republic of Germany have 

become imperialist powers.” Beheiren noted that the West German and Japanese anti-war 

movements had an “advantageous” situation: both nations had direct access to the American 

military machine in order to more directly challenge the war in Indochina and foster the GI 

movement. On that front, Beheiren claimed an even more critical place in international anti-war 

protest, citing Okinawa as the best site for attacking Indochina and Asia more generally.103 	

 The League also gave Beheiren a platform to describe their ideology and action across 

multiple issues of their magazine Internationale Solidarität. An unnamed Beheiren member 

discussed at length the tactics and goals of the anti-war group and the history of Japanese 

cooperation and coordination in the war in Vietnam. The interview also illustrated that the 

faction that visited West Germany for International Vietnam Day fell much more on the anti-

imperialist side of Beheiren’s ideological spectrum. The activist recounted that in 1967, one part 

of Beheiren had separated itself from students and Hansen, yet there was still a “very radical” 

faction that cooperated with students, especially in regard to GI agitation.104 Indeed, this faction 

of Beheiren spoke explicitly about the renewal of Japanese imperialism, echoing groups like 

Zengakuren and Hansen in identifying 1965 and the South Korean Treaty as the start to Japanese 

corporations in other Asian nations, even Vietnam. The interview stressed Beheiren’s objection 

to Japanese cooperation in terms of US bases – especially in Okinawa and Iwakuni, two of the 

major airfields associated with the American war effort and outlined in great detail the tactical 

                                                
103 Liga Aktuell 2, 15. 
104 “IS-Interview mit Beheiren (Japan): Solidarität mit dem vietnamesichen Volk” pt. I,” Internationale Solidarität 3 
no. 4 (April 1974), 21.  
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efforts to disrupt troop and material transports.105 Just as they had emphasized in their address to 

the Vietnam Day crowd, Beheiren recommended that the League and other West Germans were 

in a unique position to act against the US military directly. Indeed, many West German protests 

had targeted US bases before the 1970s, yet the interviewer recounted a 1969 operation to help a 

CIA deserter escape Iwakuni as a prime model to follow.106
	

 Beyond a description of the anti-war organization’s tactics and goals, a major part of the 

interaction between the League and Beheiren came from comparing and contrasting Japan and 

West Germany’s relative situations regarding imperialism and Vietnam. Although there had been 

somewhat limited or unsuccessful attempts at cooperation between Beheiren and SDS, the West 

German League noted that they had watched anti-war protests on the news eagerly, and Beheiren 

recalled inviting SDS to both their 1966 and 1968 international Anti-War Conferences.107  

Beheiren noted that what Japan had done in Asia through the mid-twentieth century and was 

trying to do again was no different than the Nazi project of finding “Lebensraum,” or so-called 

“living space” in the East. The only difference between the tactics of Imperial Japan and postwar 

Japan was that the current regime was using investments, rather than the military to penetrate 

Asia. Rather than converting the Jieitai into an invading army, Beheiren told the League, it could 

simply cooperate with the US in the Mekong Project or Asian Development schemes. They 

noted, pointedly, that West Germany was very often the third largest investor in both of these 

projects.108  

                                                
105 As was often the case with German publications, with notable exceptions, Internationale Solidarität also seems 
to have had issues with translation and transliteration of Japanese names – as evidenced by the magazine referring to 
Iwakuni airbase as “Iwakumi” throughout the interview.   
106 “IS-Interview mit Beheiren (Japan): Solidarität mit dem vietnamesichen Volk, pt. I,” 21-23. 
107 “IS-Interview mit Beheiren (Japan): Solidarität mit dem vietnamesichen Volk, pt. I,” 22. 
108 “IS-Interview mit Beheiren (Japan): Solidarität mit dem vietnamesichen Volk pt. II,” Internationale Solidarität 3 
no. 5 (May 1974), 10. 
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 The Beheiren trip to West Berlin brought together many of the strands of Japanese and 

West German anti-Vietnam War anti-imperial thought that had emerged throughout the war. 

Crucially, even more so than the 1968 conferences in Tokyo and West Berlin and even Semler’s 

visit, International Vietnam Day represented a coordinated effort between Japanese and West 

German activists against the war. Both sides clearly recognized a shared position as former 

imperialists and current abettors of American aggression in Vietnam. Both also called for more 

action against their own nation’s imperialist intentions in Asia. Beheiren called the need to 

struggle against the US and their own nations a “double duty” for both the West Germans and 

the Japanese. American imperialism might be the cause of the war in Vietnam; however, when 

considering the second and third most economically invested powers in the region, it was Japan 

and the FRG. The struggling people of Indochina called for “the cooperation of Avant-guard 

power in these imperialist countries” and it was up to groups like the League to provide concrete 

solidarity with liberation struggles.109  

West German-Japanese interactions were part of a larger story of transnational linkages 

between New Left and anti-war groups through the 1960s and 1970s and show both the 

possibilities and barriers that these groups faced in attempting to coordinate. For example, 

despite some allusions to the animosity between groups like Kakumaru-ha and Minsei or 

Chūkaku-ha, West German observers largely treated Zengakuren as a homogeneous group. 

When they communicated with Japanese students there was rarely a marker to demonstrate 

which faction was speaking. SDS certainly communicated early on with Kakumaru-ha, as their 

correspondence appeared in Tatakau Zengakuren, but when Christian Semler visited Japan, he 

met with the Kansai region’s Bund faction, a group that had been part of Sanpa-Zengakuren with 

Chūkaku-ha, Kakumaru-ha’s bitter rival. This was not just a matter of minute detail, as factional 
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dispute in Japan was a matter of life and death. The rivalry between Chūkaku-ha and Kakumaru-

ha killed dozens of otherwise like-minded protesters in inter-factional violence and conflict.110 

Not knowing these fault lines shows some of the detail lacking in West German-Japanese 

interaction. In one sense, this shows that from the international stage, social movements could 

appear more unified than they actually were. On the other hand, it also speaks to how contact 

with one faction of a movement could sway the interpretation of outside observers. 

 

Conclusion: Japan and West Germany in the Global 1960s 

 

 Though rarely included in the same contexts when historians speak of the global 1960s, 

Japan and West Germany had numerous connections throughout the decade. This included both 

the circulation of media and people across borders and demonstrated inspirations through protest 

tactics and anti-imperial ideology. In the years surrounding 1968, there was an immense amount 

of interest in social movements around the world in both states, and, in that moment of 

possibility, the hope that a true internationalism could be achieved to overcome domestic 

roadblocks. That cooperation between people in the various national contexts of the world could 

function as a kind of counter-force against the global reach of imperialism was the basis for the 

multiple international conferences and congresses put on by Zengakuren, Beheiren, SDS, and the 

League against Imperialism. In this context, the Japanese contribution to the movement of people 

and ideas across borders must be part of any discussion of a “global” 1968. Japanese activists, 

students, and authors absorbed an immense amount of information about global anti-war 

movements, both by traveling abroad but also by collecting and translating a wide variety of 

                                                
110 For the definitive history of this conflict, see Takashi Tachibana, Chūkaku vs Kakumaru vol I-II (Kōdansha, 
1983). 
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texts. Moreover, these groups also poured a wealth of information back into the world. Japan, 

geographically separated as it was from European and US-based New Left movements, did not 

have the luxury of proximity. Nor did they have the advantage of a shared linguistic or cultural 

background – they needed to speak to the world in English and teach others revolutionary 

Japanese.   

 For West Germany, the Japanese influence was less visible than the well-studied 

American contacts or the influence of the Third World. Yet, it would be too easy to reject the 

entanglement between the West German and Japanese anti-war movements as less important 

because fewer individuals crossed those borders. In fact, Japan and its New Left movements 

made clear impacts on the anti-war and anti-imperial thinking of West German protesters. The 

attempts to cast the farmers of Sanrizuka as heroic peasants struggling against imperialism were 

a conscious effort to draw inspiration from the Japanese context. Similarly, the image of the 

street fighting Zengakuren demonstrator with factional helmet and gebabō ready to fight off the 

state provided both practical and aesthetic inspiration for West German protesters. This operated 

much like the aesthetic influence of the Black Panthers, who gave a kind of “look” to anti-

imperialists around the world, even if those groups did not always understand Black Nationalism. 

A similar process happened with Zengakuren: there was little demonstrated knowledge about the 

factional disputes within the movement, but the helmet, snake dance, and gebabō presented both 

a tactical innovation and a revolutionary stance to be emulated. For his part, however, Christian 

Semler was skeptical about the revolutionary anti-imperial utility of what he called the 

“Samurai-Movie-Style” of some Zengakuren factions.111 Yet, these examples show how the 

movements went to lengths to know more about each other and share despite the difficulties of 

space and language. In the vast majority of situations where either side discussed the other, they 
                                                
111 Semler, “Der Kampf des japanischen Volkes gegen den US-japanischen Sicherheitspakt,” 9. 
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remarked how similar their situations were: a struggle for social change in the heart of a 

capitalist nation with a humming economy, a troubling past never to be recreated, and two 

nations in the closest of cooperation with the United States in their war in Vietnam.  

 When discussing the entanglements of the global 1960s, it should be noted that the true 

interactions between West Germany and Japan did not happen until after 1968 and the effects of 

this linkage were not immediately apparent. That the major entanglements between Japanese and 

West German individuals did not happen until 1969 helps to explain why there was not as much 

coordination between student protesters. Beyond trading letters and telegrams of solidarity and 

protest literature, it was not until Semler attended Bund’s 1969 Second Anti-War Conference that 

the two New Left movements met officially – almost simultaneously with the dissolution of SDS. 

However, entanglement viewed through a purely student-driven kind of activism similarly 

misses some of the most important connections and fascinations between West Germany and 

Japan in the 1960s and 1970s, as it privileges SDS over radical successor groups like the KPD 

and its affiliates and also misses Beheiren, which was a key driver of international cooperation. 

Looking for transnational linkages in the 1960s is not an exercise in merely identifying cursory 

meetings or information presented about one group or the other. Rather, these articles, pamphlets, 

translations, and conferences were the material and intellectual basis for a number of important 

developments. As detailed in subsequent chapters, this is where both the KPD and Bund formed 

their ideas about resurgent German-Japanese imperialism. As will be important to note in the 

following chapters as well, this is where the League Against Imperialism would get its 

information about Hirohito and Japanese imperialism. This was also where West Germans first 

encountered the Red Army concept of armed resistance.  
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Chapter 3: “Hirohitler” on the Rhine: The Emperor’s West German State Visit and 

Resurgent Japanese-West German Imperialisms, 1971-1973 

 

Introduction 

 

Around noon on 25 September 1971, a white rental car approached the Sakashita gate on 

the southwest side of Japan’s Imperial Palace in central Tokyo. When confronted, four student 

protesters sprang out of the vehicle wielding staves and throwing smoke bombs and bottles. The 

four surged past the initial guard and attempted to break into the palace grounds, struggling to 

open a locked door before fleeing. These men and women were members of Okiseii (Okinawan 

Youth Committee), a group affiliated with the Chūkaku-ha.1 Okiseii stormed the palace wearing 

white construction helmets with both the Chūkaku-ha factional logo and their own printed on the 

side. The Imperial Palace Break-in Incident (kōkyo rannyū jiken), as it was later known, was part 

of a larger series of protests around Tokyo that day, including almost one thousand Chūkaku-ha 

protesters just outside the palace.2 While also denouncing US and Japanese imperialism, 

common themes for the anti-imperial left, a unique target of these protests was the Japanese 

Emperor himself. 

                                                
1 Okinawan groups would attempt a number of other break-ins at Sakashita gate from 1975-1976. As a result, the 
Okiseii attempt in 1971 is sometimes called the First Sakashita Gate Break-In Incident. See a government-published 
history of the imperial guard: Kōgū Keisatsu Honbu, Kōgū keisatsushi (Tokyo: Kōgū Keisatsushi Hensan Iinkai, 
2006).  
2 There was some debate over what the Okiseii members were carrying. Some claimed that the group had bamboo or 
short wooden sticks, while the English-language paper Japan Times wrote that they wielded “nunchaku, a traditional 
weapon for Okinawans.” There was also confusion if the protesters had Molotov cocktails, or were simply carrying 
empty cola bottles to throw. See “Four Youths Storm into Palace Grounds,” The Japan Times (26 September 1971), 
1; “Chūkaku-ha kunaishō he rannyū hakaru,” [Chūkaku-ha Attempts to Break into the Imperial Household Agency] 
Yomiyuri Shinbun (25 September 1971), 11; “Shiro heru kōkyo ni rannyū,” [White Helmets, Imperial Palace Break-
in] Asahi Shinbun (25 September 1971), 11.  
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On the other side of the globe, on 18 September, two left-wing West German groups held 

a conference entitled “Down with Japanese Imperialism,” which similarly targeted the Japanese 

monarchy.3 In West Berlin, members of the KDP inaugurated a new anti-imperialist organization, 

calling themselves the League Against Imperialism, referencing socialist groups of the late 

nineteenth century. The group’s inaugural actions included the so-called “Japan Campaign,” a 

series of demonstrations and information meetings about Japanese imperialism in general and the 

Emperor in particular. The campaign was successful enough that the League made the Japanese 

news as Hantei Renmei (Anti-Imperialist League), where some noted the participation of 

Japanese exchange students with concern. Around the same time, at Bonn University, left-wing 

students founded an ad-hoc Komitee Kampf dem japanischen Militarismus (Committee for 

Struggling against Japanese Militarism or KOKAJAMI).4 The League against Imperialism would 

go on to count thousands as members and publish widely on issues like the Vietnam War, 

Nixon’s bombing of Cambodia, and even the supposed revitalization of West German 

imperialism with plans in both Eastern Europe and Southeast Asia. However, this group proudly 

held up the Japan Campaign as their first major event. Why, then, were left-wing student 

protesters, located a world apart, simultaneously denouncing the septuagenarian figurehead 

monarch of Japan visiting Western Europe?   

In the history of West German political protest in the 1960s, visits to the FRG by foreign 

monarchs and state leaders were often a catalyst for increased protest – most notably the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo’s president Moïse Tshombe in 1964 and the Shah of Iran’s 

visit in 1967. Bonn University saw major protests against the Iranian monarch in that year, 

                                                
3 “Aufruf der Liga gegen den Imperialismus zu Protestmanifestationen gegen den Staatsbesuch des japanischen 
Kaisers Hirohito” [1971], FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 432, [1]; “Resolution der Teilnehmer der Konferenz: ‘Nieder 
mit dem japanischen Imperialismus’ am 18.9 in Bonn,” Rote Presse Korrespondenz, 3, no. 136 (October 1971), 1-3. 
4 “W. Berlin Protest,” The Japan Times (11 October 1971), 5; “Ryōheika, nishidoku hari,” [The Imperial Couple 
Arrives in West Germany] Yomiuri Shinbun (12 October 1971), 14. 
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including many of the same participants who would protest the Emperor 1971.5 By contrast, that 

year the conservative daily Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ) celebrated the Japanese 

monarch as the third emperor to visit the Federal Republic, after Haile Selassie of Ethiopia in 

1954 and the Shah.6 The Japanese official state visit included a tour of a handful of Western 

European states including Denmark, France, the United Kingdom, and Switzerland, yet the 

monarchs scheduled the most time in West Germany.7 While the trip was intended as a way to 

sell a peaceful, international Japan to the world, the visit was also a key moment of anti-imperial 

protest and the crystallization of a fear that Japan and West Germany were plotting to once again 

expand their empires. Protests against Hirohito in many ways represented the culmination of 

information sharing between West German and Japanese anti-imperialists, as this entanglement 

consisted of conferences, exchanging students, as well as distributing magazines and pamphlets. 

Protests against Japanese imperialism and the Emperor provided concrete examples of Japanese 

anti-imperialists attempting to forge international connections and West Germans acting as a 

receptive audience.  

This chapter examines the theories of resurgent Japanese and West German imperialism 

in the late 1960s and early 1970s and the discussions that anti-imperial activists in both states 

had about each other. At the center of the debates about revitalized imperialisms was protest 

against the state visit of the Japanese Emperor to West Germany in October 1971.8 For West 

German protesters, the Emperor represented not just a reminder of past crimes and a symbol of 

                                                
5 For Tshombe and the Shah, Slobodian, Foreign Front, chapters 2 and 4. Christina von Hodenberg has also written 
about the Bonn protests against the Shah. See Christina von Hodenberg, Das andere Achtundsechzig: 
Gesellschaftsgeschichte einer Revolte (Munich: C.H. Beck: 2018), chapter 2. 
6 “Die dritte kaiserliche Majestät in Bonn,” FAZ (12 October 1971), 3. 
7 “9 gatsu 27 nichi shuppatsu,” [27 September Departure] Asahi Shinbun (24 February 1971), 1. 
8 The Emperor’s state visit has not been a major point of historical study except for its place in the diplomatic 
relations of the Federal Republic. See, for example, Simone Derix book on the political and diplomatic aspects of 
state visits to West Germany that takes a diplomatic and protocol approach to the Emperor’s European trip. Simone 
Derix, Bebilderte Politik: Staatsbesuche in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 1949-1990 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 2009). 
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dangerous imperialism in the present. Far from the embodiment of a new, peace-loving Japan, 

the Emperor was an agent of an imperialist Japan that, as the result of US failure in Vietnam, 

looked to re-embark on expansion, especially in Southeast Asia. The chapter examines how West 

Germans were also beginning to articulate a parallel theory of BRD-Imperialismus (FRG 

imperialism), which similarly saw the Federal Republic as a newly refreshed imperialist state 

taking advantage of US failure in Indochina. Crucially, while Hirohito’s visit was seen as a 

moment of conspiracy between Japanese and FRG imperialism, through the 1970s, anti-

imperialists noted how both imperialisms were competing against each other as well as the US. 

Though this configuration corresponded to the global strategy of imperialism, it showed 

important innovations as well. The chapter begins with the Emperor’s visit, including protests 

against it and the aftermath, then examines the roots of protest against Japanese and FRG 

imperialisms that drove much of the protest in 1971. Finally, the chapter shows how these 

theories evolved in specific ways through the 1970s, especially in contrast to the protest over 

South Vietnam’s President Thieu’s 1973 state visit to the FRG. 

Most notably, FRG and Japanese imperialisms were not attempting the same kind of 

military subjugation of Vietnam that the US had tried; rather, economic expansion into Indochina 

employed a new, subtler method of domination. West German development and humanitarian 

aid and Japanese consumer products and corporate interests – not napalm – were the tools of 

imperialism by the mid-1970s. Historians are only beginning to write global approaches to the 

history of the Federal Republic.9 This chapter helps to show the mirror image of the attempts by 

                                                
9 The most prominent of these studies is William Glenn Gray, Germany's Cold War: The Global Campaign to 
Isolate East Germany, 1949-1969 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2003), but also see Young-Sun 
Hong, Cold War Germany, the Third World, and the Global Humanitarian Regime (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2015). This chapter also acts as a response to the call for more global and transnational studies of 
West Germany made in Frank Biess and Astrid Eckert, “New Narratives for the History of the Federal Republic,” 
Central European History, 52 no. 1 (2019). 
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the West German government to engage with the broader international community, namely the 

fear that this aid would be used for the regeneration of old plans to dominate the globe. Similarly, 

the story of Japan’s 1970s has largely been told as an economic and political one. The forces that 

drove Japan’s emergence as a massive global commercial powerhouse, however, were also the 

touchstones for anti-imperialists around the globe to fear a new Japanese imperialism.10 In both 

cases, attempts by the West German and Japanese states to overcome the “postwar” period and a 

return to “normalcy” became the basis by which protesters condemned new forms of old imperial 

tropes. Far from the smooth and successful rise of a peaceful Japan or Federal Republic, the very 

attempt to become normal helped drive and radicalize protest. 

 

“Tennō Go Home!” Protests Against the Emperor’s Visit in Japan and West Germany 

 

From the moment the state visit to Europe was announced, anti-imperialists began 

planning protest actions. Okiseii, in concert with Chūkaku-ha, believed that the trip to Europe 

was a front, singling out the Emperor as a war criminal because he had needlessly sacrificed the 

lives of so many Okinawans in the last months of the Second World War.11 Chūkaku-ha further 

claimed that sending the Emperor abroad was a mask for rehabilitating the image of the Japanese 

government in the eyes of the world. Reintroducing a peaceful Japan to the world was certainly 

one goal of the trip, but students integrated the visit into their anti-imperialist worldview, seeing 

it primarily as a step towards reviving the Japanese military and colonial empire.12 Some 

                                                
10 See especially John W. Dower “Peace and Democracy in Two Systems: External Policy and Internal Conflict,” in 
Postwar Japan as History, Andrew Gordon ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 3-34. 
11 “Chūkaku-ha kyoten o sōsaku,” [Chūkaku-ha Base Search] Asahi Shinbun (26 September 1971), 1; “Aki tōsō he 
toppakō,” [An Opening to a Fall Struggle?] Asahi Shinbun (26 September 1971), 3. 
12 “Kuruma no yoningu taiho,” [The Car Group of Four Apprehended] Yomiuri Shinbun (25 September 1971), 11; 
“Chūkaku-ha kyoten wo sōsaku,” [Chūkaku-ha Base Searched] Asahi Shinbun (26 September 1971), 1.  
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students protested the day of the departure as well. A group calling themselves the “Stop the 

Visit to Europe” faction (hōō soshi) announced mass protests at the airport, including reported 

threats of “guerrilla activity.” Chūkaku-ha and the smaller Zengakuren faction Front both 

mustered around a thousand protesters in parks around Tokyo; however, Haneda remained 

quiet.13 Even so, the protests and break-in incident made international news, including in the 

influential West German weekly Der Spiegel.14 These Zengakuren protests set the tone for the 

imperial trip, and despite positive official commentary and media reporting, protest would follow 

the imperial couple to Europe.  

The League against Imperialism’s Japan Campaign had a number of goals all focused on 

a renewed and unrepentant Japanese imperialism in Asia, and the major thrust of their thinking 

concerned the collaboration between West German and Japanese imperialisms. The group’s 

foundational ideas held that US imperialism was using Japan, just as it was using West Germany, 

to help facilitate the war in Vietnam. These claims represented a transformation of the theory of 

imperialism’s global strategy, as the League stressed Japan’s role in taking over the conflict in 

Indochina, rather than simply acting as a base for it. The group claimed that Japan still harbored 

dreams of an East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere, a plan from the Second World War to control 

Asia by dominating the markets of their neighbors. Though Japan and Korea had signed the 

Treaty of Basic Relations in 1965, the former colonizer was seeking to again control Korea, 

through a new stream of capital exports and exploiting cheap labor. In the League’s eyes, Japan 

was the next threat to Vietnam and its neighbors, engaging as it was in war profiteering and 

                                                
13 “3500 Cops Guard Palace, Airport” The Japan Times (27 September 1971), 1-3; “Zenshitsu kara genkai taisei” 
[Strict Guard Organization since Yesterday] Asahi Shinbun (25 September 1971), 11; “Demo ha heion” 
[Demonstration is Peaceful] Yomiuri Shinbun (27 September 1971), 1. Indeed, the Tokyo Post’s description of the 
first day of the Emperor’s trip only mentioned that the weather was “crisp autumnal weather cleared after a storm.” 
See Tokyo Post, Tennō kōgō ryōheika gohōō shashinshū no. 256 (Tokyo: Tokyo Post, 1971), 90. 
14 Report: “’Japan ist die erhabenste Nation der Welt,’” Der Spiegel, 41 (4 October 1971), 148-149. 
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rebuilding its military under the guise of “self defense.” Though there had been some discussion 

of Japan in anti-imperialist circles in West Germany before 1971, the Emperor’s visit in 

particular helped to crystalize these themes. The resolution, drafted at the “Down with Japanese 

Imperialism” conference on 18 September 1971, ended with slogans against Japanese and US 

imperialisms as well as global monopoly capitalism, and declared solidarity with all struggling 

peoples of Asia, including the farmers of Sanrizuka.15 In the eyes of West German and Japanese 

anti-imperialists, Hirohito’s visit to Bonn therefore represented the “conspiracy between German 

and Japanese imperialism” and the desire for both nations to plan their future domination of Asia 

and the world.16 

Over the Emperor’s three-day visit protests were especially heated in the Federal 

Republic’s capital of Bonn, as well as in West Berlin, and various cities across West Germany. 

Parallel to the Japan Campaign, the KPD planned protests in Bonn on 12 October and on 13 

October in Munich, culminating in a demonstration in West Berlin on 14 October. The day the 

Emperor arrived on 11 October, a group of around 300 students affiliated with KOKAJAMI 

gathered in Bonn University’s Hofgarten and marched to confront the imperial motorcade on 

Friedrichstraße. The group held up signs with slogans such as “Hirohito is a Murderer” and 

“Hirohito is a Fascist and a War Criminal” in both Japanese and German. Japanese exchange 

students also put up banners reading “Go Home Tennō,” again in both languages, along the 

motorcade’s route.17 Protests continued in Cologne where the couple planned on visiting the 

Japan Cultural Institute on 13 October. Conflict around the Cultural Institute, where students 

held a sit-in and attempted to block nearby streets, mirrored similar protests of the era, especially 

                                                
15 “Aufruf der Liga gegen den Imperialismus zu Protestmanifestationen gegen den Staatsbesuch des japanischen 
Kaisers Hirohito” [1971]; Rote Presse Korrespondenz 3, no. 136 (October 1971). 
16 “Fortschritte beim nationalen Aufbau der Liga gegen den Imperialismus” Internationale Solidarität, 1 no. 1 
(February 1972), 4. 
17 “Bonner Polizei löste Studenten-Demonstration gewaltsam auf,” 1-4; “Ryōheika sā dōzo,” 23. 
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at the West Berlin Amerika Haus, a cultural institute that drew some of West Germany’s most 

contentious demonstrations in the 1960s. The final day of the Emperor’s visit, at West Berlin’s 

Breitscheidplatz – a major public square in the city center – an estimated one thousand 

participants held a rally under the banner “The Criminal Role of Japanese Imperialism in East 

Asia.”18  

 

The Imperial Couple in Europe and the Long German-Japanese Connection 

 

On the morning of 11 October, the imperial couple, accompanied by an entourage of 

thirty-eight attendants, politicians, and diplomats, flew into Bonn-Cologne airport, escorted by 

four West German fighter jets. On the tarmac, a contingent of Bundeswehr soldiers and around 

one thousand Japanese and German citizens waving both national flags met the Emperor and 

Empress. A Bundeswehr military band played the Japanese national anthem, which, as the press 

noted, had been composed in 1870 by the German military conductor Franz Eckart. The pair then 

drove through Bonn, where bilingual posters declared “The people of the world hope for peace 

and harmony for the Showa imperial reign.”19 The two met with important figures, including 

both the Federal President Gustav Heinemann and Chancellor Willy Brandt, and took in German 

cultural performances. The tour included a visit to the Beethoven House, Cologne’s iconic 

cathedral, and a much-publicized cruise on the Rhine. With the notable exception of a wreath-

laying on a memorial to victims of the Holocaust, this itinerary mirrored almost exactly the  

 

                                                
18 “Raus mit dem Kriegsverbrecher und Imperialisten Hirohito!” Rote Fahne, 2 no. 27 (October 1971); “Aktionen 
gegen Hirohito,” 7. 
19 Tennō kōgō ryōheika gohōō shashinshū, 120; “Hirohito am Rhein,” Die Welt (13 October 1971), 1; “Herzlicher 
Empfang für Hirohito in Bonn,” 1. 
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Figure 3.1: Der Tenno in Bonn. General-Anzeiger (12 October 1971), 7. 
 

cultural events for the Shah’s visit in 1967.20 

While in Bonn, the Emperor and his hosts focused mainly on the long history of German-

Japanese cooperation with minimal discussion of the wartime alliance or defeat in 1945. Japan 

was the “Wirtschaftswunder (economic miracle) of the Far East” as one paper put it, and just as 

the German nation had unified only a century ago, so too had the Meiji Restoration only 

occurred recently as compared to other states. The two nations shared a moment in history and 

supposed “close spiritual ties” as well.21 At a state dinner at Brühl Castle, the Emperor gave a 

short speech in which he referenced this shared nineteenth century cooperation. He discussed the 

importance of the Japanese embassy to Europe, which stopped in Prussia – a major influence on 

the later Meiji Constitution.22 He also remarked that there were “bitter memories… we must 

suffer together” and “for all these reasons, the Japanese people have a special esteem and deep 

sympathy with the German people.”23 This was, as the Japanese media noted, the only time the 

                                                
20 von Hodenberg, 19. 
21 Christian Roll “Wirtschaftsmacht in Asien,” General-Anzeiger (9-10 October 1971), 5; “Bonn empfing den Kaiser 
freundlich,” 1. 
22 “Am Abend im Barockschloß Brühl eine entspannte Majestät,” Die Welt (13 October 1971), 7. For more on the 
exchange of knowledge in the nineteenth century, see Hoi-Eun Kim, Doctors of Empire: Medical and Cultural 
Encounters Between Imperial Germany and Meiji Japan (Toronto, University Of Toronto Press, 2016). 
23 “Bonn empfing den Kaiser freundlich,” 2; “Herzlicher Empfang für Hirohito in Bonn,” 1. 
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Emperor discussed the war while abroad.24 These mutual perceptions pointed to a widely 

expressed view of understanding between Japan and the West German hosts: even before the 

Second World War, Japan and Germany had followed similar paths to become nation states. 

After 1945, they both focused on economic output and, in the 1960s, diplomatic outreach to once 

again become “normal” states. The Japanese Emperor’s trip was intended to do what West 

Germany had achieved since the 1950s – a reintegration into the liberal capitalist international 

system. These efforts, however, were precisely the measures that protesters argued were the 

foundations for new imperial exploitation, just by subtler means. 

 

The Academic Tennō and the Criminal Hirohito 

 

The public image of the Emperor as presented by the Japanese delegation and the West 

German press represented a controversial issue through the trip. There were attempts by some in 

postwar Japan to recast the emperor as a national figure; however, at the same time, some 

skepticism remained about the monarch’s past in West Germany. In the official response to the 

Belgian royal family’s invitation, reprinted in the Japanese press, the Emperor wrote that Japan 

was a friendly nation that had been able to “with great effort, overcome the difficult era” and 

now, the Emperor came to Europe “as a symbol of the Japanese people’s collective desire to 

achieve world peace.”25 The statement acknowledged attempts to overcome the past, at the heart 

of which was a tension between the presentation of an introspective “Seibutsu Gakusha Tennō,” 

or “Biologist Emperor,” and Hirohito, the wartime leader of the Japanese military. Both the West 

                                                
24 “Majesties Enjoy Rhine Cruise,” The Japan Times (13 October 1971), 5. 
25 Tennō kōgō ryōheika gohōō shashinshū, 90. 
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German and Japanese press noted the emperor’s hobby of studying marine biology.26 This was 

an image that the trip clearly attempted to cultivate – as diplomatic negotiations about the 

imperial visit often specifically requested visits to zoos and botanical gardens. In Bonn, the 

monarch set up a meeting with marine biologist Hjalmar Thiel, who had been in contact with the 

Emperor since 1967 when the Japanese embassy sent an academic paper authored by Hirohito to 

Hamburg University for review.27 For some, the image was an effective one. The FAZ described 

the Emperor as a “cultivated professor emeritus” and the Empress, in a decidedly gendered and 

orientalist phrase, as a “porcelain figure.” The conservative Die Welt called the monarch a 

“model of humility” and proudly recounted an anecdote of the Emperor quoting Goethe to US 

General MacArthur upon Japan’s surrender – solidifying his cultured image.28
	

Not all West German media was as taken with the image of a humble professorial 

monarch. On the one hand, there were West German commentators who viewed the visit as 

“primarily a political act” by a newly resurgent Japan on the global stage – not unlike West 

Germany’s position.29 Others, however, did not so easily forgive the Emperor’s role in the 

Second World War, most concretely displayed in a scathing article in the magazine Der Spiegel, 

which cited the dangerous rise in romantic ultra-nationalism in Japan connected to the Emperor. 

The feature based its argument on nationalist groups and the high-profile attempted coup and 

                                                
26 The project of recasting the Japanese monarchy in the postwar was a complicated one. The Allied Occupation and 
the resulting Japanese constitution helped mold the monarchy into a more ambiguous institution that could be used 
by disparate groups for their own political purposes. See, Kenneth Ruoff, The People’s Emperor: Democracy and 
the Japanese Monarchy, 1945-1995 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2001). 
27 “Medusen im Meer,” Der Spiegel, 43 (18 October 1971), 38. In Denmark, the Emperor also made time to meet 
with well-respected scientists from the University of Copenhagen The Tokyo Post also referred to the meetings as 
the Emperor’s time to keep up with his “daily research” which it chronicled in detail. Tennō kōgō ryōheika gohōō 
shashinshū, 94-95; “Ryōheika sā dōzo,” 23. 
28 “Die dritte kaiserliche Majestät in Bonn” FAZ (12 October 1971), 3; “Am Abend im Barockschloß Brühl eine 
entspannte Majestät,” Die Welt (13 October 1971), 7. 
29 See especially Georg Schröder’s opinion piece “Politik, nicht Sentimentalität bestimmt Kaiser Hirohitos Reise,” 
in Die Welt (13 October 1971), 3. Schröder especially evoked the image of “A Japanese Emperor in Western Europe, 
Hirohito on the Rhine” as a powerful symbol of both West German and Japanese resilience after the war. 
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ritualized suicide of author Mishima Yukio at Jieitai headquarters on 25 November 1970.30 In 

essence, Der Spiegel concluded that, unlike West Germany, the Japanese people had never 

overcome the structural and mental patterns that had led them to war – primarily represented in 

the continuation of the position of the Emperor, which the US had decided not to abolish in 

1945.31 Also crucial to denouncing the Emperor was the book Japan’s Imperial Conspiracy 

published in the US just three months before the Emperor and Empress departed for Europe and 

reviewed in the same issue of Der Spiegel that criticized Hirohito and Japanese society as a 

whole. The book’s author, David Bergamini, largely placed the responsibility for the war at the 

Emperor’s feet, arguing that the monarch, above the military or a militarist culture, was the 

driving force towards war and atrocities. Indeed, Bergamini ended his book with a call to action 

for the Japanese public and scholars alike to “face reality” by “exorcizing the spell of the 

ancestors” and removing “taboo” from the imperial institution.32 

At the same time, Der Spiegel also relied on essentialized, even racist, characterizations 

in an effort to denounce the Emperor and distance the West German experience from the 

Japanese one. Along with blaming the continuity of the position of the Emperor, the article 

claimed that 1945 could not possibly be an inflection point because the Japanese concept of time 

was “static; what happened in the beginning always remains present.” Furthermore, the lasting 

sense of Japanese racial superiority showed “the unworldliness - and naivety - of a people who, 

despite the emergence of mass media and mass tourism, have not found their connection to the 

                                                
30 Indeed, as political scientists Peter Katzenstein and Yutaka Tsujinaka estimate, there were around 30 “major 
attacks” against the Japanese state by right wing groups between 1945 and the 1990s, including coup attempts in 
1961 and Mishima’s suicide in 1970. See Peter J. Katzenstein and Yutaka Tsujinaka, Defending the Japanese State: 
Structures, Norms, and the Political Responses to Terrorism and Violent Social Protest in the 1970s and 1980s 
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University East Asia Program, 1991), 30-33. 
31 “’Japan ist die erhabenste Nation der Welt,’” 153-156. 
32 “’Japan ist die erhabenste Nation der Welt’” and “Der Tenno – doch ein Kriegstreiber?” in Der Spiegel 41 (4 
October 1971), 148; 162; David Bergamini, Japan’s Imperial Conspiracy (New York: William Morrow, 1971), 
1081. 
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rest of the world.”33 In contrast to the West Germans who had allegedly become good democrats, 

Der Spiegel found the Japanese lacking in a moral and racial sense that could not be separated 

from their Emperor.  

Ambivalence and instances of outright hostility came as a shock to many in Japan and 

pointed to an important facet of the Imperial visit – that the Japanese felt a particular affinity for 

West Germany and expected better treatment there. In response to Der Spiegel, the left-leaning 

Asahi Shinbun published an article decrying Western anti-Japanese sentiment. In particular, the 

article took exception to the press describing the Emperor’s trip as simply an exercise in “public 

relations” and the perceived mocking tone of Der Spiegel. The Asahi noted how strange this anti-

Emperor article was in contrast to the generally favorable reception in the rest of West Germany. 

In “former enemy nations” like Holland and the United Kingdom, the Asahi wrote, it was 

“reasonable that the past has been harder to let go of,” but the former German ally’s stance was 

more perplexing.34 While the Japanese and West German press sparred over the Janus-faced 

figure of the Emperor as either a wartime leader or peaceful academic, the student protesters 

aligned against him spoke in more urgent tones. It was not that either state had done a better job 

coming to terms with the past, but that both were still unrepentant and dangerous. 

 

The Hirohito Trial and Aftermath  

 

The West German and Japanese media tended to downplay the demonstrations against 

the Emperor in Bonn, yet it is clear that student protests had an effect on observers of the trip. 

The cheerful response at Bonn’s airfield contrasted with the frostier reception in other parts of 

                                                
33 “’Japan ist der erhabenste Nation der Welt,’” 153. 
34 “Nishidoku shi ga nihon hihan kiji,” [A West German Magazine Publishes an Article Critical of Japan] Asahi 
Shinbun (7 October 1971), 10. 
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Europe, including in Holland where protesters smashed the windshield of the Emperor’s 

limousine. To some in Japan, the West Germans had “good manners” as opposed to their 

European neighbors.35 Other Japanese accounts of the trip tended to emphasize pro-Japanese 

sentiment from a fellow miraculous economy. As for the students, they were noisy, but 

ultimately did “not know war” and their loud denunciations of crimes in the past and in the 

present were be taken with skepticism.36  

The West German state, unlike the press, treated these protests against the Emperor as 

serious threats to both the monarch and the public. Around eighty police in Bonn met student 

protesters, announcing over a megaphone five times that the group would have to disperse. When 

the students did not disband, the police met protesters with force – deploying a new type of water 

cannon designed specifically with mass protests in mind. A spokesperson later claimed that the 

police had focused efforts on students making direct allusions to the Nazis, arguing that these 

individuals had violated Paragraph 103 of the Criminal Code that forbade insulting a foreign 

head of state.37 The protests in Bonn resulted in a number of arrests, mainly for rioting, but also 

for insulting the Japanese Emperor. Protesters denounced these tactics as the same kind of police 

“repression” that had been in use against SDS anti-Vietnam War protesters and those who 

demonstrated against the Shah.38 

What would become known as the “Hirohito Trial” of a dozen Bonn students from 1971 

to 1975 hinged on the question of insulting a foreign head of state – yet for protesters, the trial 

                                                
35 Tennō kōgō ryōheika gohōō shashinshū, 110. 
36 “Ryōheika ōshū no 16 hiai,” [The Imperial Couple’s 16 Days in Europe] Asahi Shinbun (12 October 1971), 8. 
37 Paragraph 103 was rarely cited in criminal prosecutions. It was, however, the section of the Criminal Code that in 
2016 then Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan pressured the German government to use to prosecute a 
comedian for insulting him in song. “Demonstration gewaltsam aufgelöst. Polizei setzte neuen Wasserwerfer ein,” 
General-Anzeiger (13 October 1971), 4. 
38 Rote Hilfe, Liga, KPD, KSV, Sofortige Einstellung des Hirohito-Prozesses! Sondergericht 26 June 1975, 
Universitätsarchiv der Rheinischen Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn [hereafter Bonn-UA], Sammlung 
Politische Studenten Gruppen 6 [hereafter Slg Pol Stud], 2-3. 
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represented the problems of the Nazi and militarist past as well as the imperialist present. 

Supporters of the anti-imperialist students on trial referred to the process as Sondergericht, or a 

“Special Tribunal,” specifically comparing it to the extra-judicial courts used by the Nazis in the 

1930s and 1940s.39 At the same time, groups on the left saw the strict police reaction to the Japan 

Campaign and anti-Emperor protests in Bonn as proof that the West German government was 

conspiring with US imperialism to stifle any anti-imperial thought in West Germany against the 

Vietnam War. The state response was proof to protesters that the FRG recognized struggle 

within West Germany was actually a struggle for the Vietnamese and against global 

imperialism.40 Still others argued the Hirohito Trial was a part of the West German state’s 

backsliding into fascism, coming around the same time as the trial of Rote Armee Fraktion’s first 

generation. These protesters claimed the police had been warned of Japanese terrorist attacks 

against the Emperor on West German soil, which similarly connected the state response to a 

perceived overreaction to left-wing violence in the early 1970s.41   

The trial of the anti-Emperor protesters centered on seven of the arrested students, and for 

the accused and for their supporters it quickly became a referendum on the Japanese Emperor 

and the West German state. Among the students charged with insulting a foreign head of state 

was Bonn University history student Hannes Heer, a major figure within SDS and an important 

participant in the protests against the Shah in 1967.42 The accused disputed the definition of 

“head of state” in terms of Paragraph 103, but also attempted to argue that the protesters had not 

been wrong to call the Emperor a “war criminal” and a “Fascist.” They were reinforced in this 
                                                
39 IKG, KSG, Rote Zelle “Hirohito-Prozeß,” [1-2]; Sofortige Einstellung des Hirohito-Prozesses! Sondergericht, 
Bonn-UA, Slg Pol Stud 6, 6. 
40 Sofortige Einstellung des Hirohito-Prozesses! Sondergericht, Bonn-UA, Slg Pol Stud 6, 3, 13-14; Fortschritte 
beim nationalen Aufbau der Liga gegen den Imperialismus” Internationale Solidarität, 1 no. 1 (February 1972), 4.  
41 IKG / Sozialistisches Plenum Bonn, “Hirohito-Prozeß: Gericht und Polizeizeugen arbeiten Hand in Hand,” FU 
Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 907; “Hirohito Prozess: Sondergericht gegen Meinungs – und Demonstrationsfreiheit” FU 
Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 432, 24. 
42 “Hirohito Prozess,” 8; von Hodenberg, 44-56. 
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defense by a letter of support signed by twenty Japanese academics and fourteen European Asian 

specialists submitted to the court on the third day of the trial. The letter backed up the accused 

claims that the Emperor was responsible for the war, not just because he was in direct control of 

all political and military decisions but also because the social construction of the Japanese state 

under the Tennōsei (Emperor System) placed him in a commanding role for the people as well.43  

Foremost among these expert opinions was prominent Marxist historian Inoue Kiyoshi, a 

prolific author and an outspoken critic of Japanese militarism, the Emperor, and the Vietnam 

War. On 25 June 1975, the defendants submitted a brief to the court on behalf of Inoue, citing 

him as an expert witness. The defendants used Inoue’s work on the International Military 

Tribunal Far East after the Second World War to show two things: that the Emperor was the 

head of the Japanese state recognized by the Allies at the time and, more importantly, that all 

military decisions had to have originated with the him. In this case, citing Inoue’s work from the 

late 1960s on the Tennōsei, the students argued that the Japanese state had used a false 2000-year 

history to “implant” the Emperor as supreme leader into the consciousness of the Japanese 

people. This system, with an unquestioned leader at the top, was the true driving force in modern 

Japanese history. More specifically, Inoue had already argued that the Imperial Conference of 7 

July 1941 had proved the Emperor’s role in deciding for war in the Pacific, and as they noted, 

eventually in then-French Indochina.44 The trial, which ended not long after 1975 without a 

conviction and little fanfare from protesters or the media, shows the deep commitment of these 

                                                
43 The concept of Tennōsei was a widely studied issue among Japanese historians attempting to explain the 
development of Japanese society. See, for example Irokawa Daikichi, The Culture of the Meiji Period trans. Marius 
Jansen, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1985). Sofortige Einstellung des Hirohito-Prozesses! 
Sondergericht, Bonn-UA, Slg Pol Stud 6, 10-12, 15; “Hirohito Prozess,” 15.    
44 Sofortige Einstellung des Hirohito-Prozesses! Sondergericht, 7-8; “Hirohito Prozess,” 20-23. The work on 
Tennōsei that the West German students were citing was likely a history of Japanese imperialism published in 1968 
that drew a direct line between the Tennōsei and the “aggressiveness” of modern Japanese imperialism. See Inoue 
Kiyoshi, Nihon teikokushugi no keisei (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1968). 
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protesters to their stance against Japanese imperialism.45 The reliance on Inoue’s work and the 

famous historian’s letter of support indicate that even after the Emperor had departed, West 

German and Japanese anti-imperialists sought and obtained connections. Moreover, the West 

German analysis of Japanese imperialism was decidedly well researched, and, as will be shown, 

part of a shared body of knowledge between protesters.  

  

“Hirohitler:” Protest Discourse and Literature  

 

The image of Hirohito presented by demonstrators represented a blending of both 

Japanese and German past and present, yet protest against the Japanese monarch became much 

more urgent as a direct line to both the crimes of the past in the Second World War and the 

crimes of the present in the Vietnam War. A major slogan of the protests denounced “Hirohitler” 

which merged the names of both Japan and Germany’s wartime leaders, and therefore crimes, 

into one.46 A cartoon of the emperor, appearing on 60,000 leaflets passed out by the League 

during the Japan Campaign, clearly depicted these perceived entanglements. The image was of 

the elderly Japanese monarch bowing deeply, with his body making up the shape of a gasmask-

covered face crying a single tear. The Emperor looks up from his bow to glance at his shadow: a 

Nazi swastika.47 In one sense, it is clear that anti-imperialists saw the imperial visit through the  

                                                
45 There is no indication in protest material around the trial as to its outcome, beyond a leaflet that mentions a delay 
in the proceedings in 1974. Many of the pamphlets produced about the trial have descriptions of daily events 
through 1975, however. See “Hirohito-Prozess Vertagt!” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 432 and “Einstellung des […] 
keine Einschränkung der Rede – und Versammlungsfreiheit für Antifaschisten und Kommunisten!” FU Berlin, UA, 
APO-S, Sig 432; “Hirohito Prozess,” 26-27. 
46 “Aktionen gegen Hirohito,” 7. 
47 It is not immediately clear why the League against Imperialism depicted the Emperor shaped like a gas mask. This 
could have been a reference to chemical warfare testing and manufacturing by the infamous “Unit 731” which tested 
chemical and biological weapons on civilians in China, which the League against Imperialism mentioned in other 
protest material. It could also be a reference to napalm or the gassing of European Jews, both common reference 
points in West German Vietnam War protest. See “Eine Demonstration wird am Sonnabend, dem 9-10 ab 15 Uhr in 
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Figure 3.2: “Hirohitler” Cartoon. Hirohito Prozess: Sondergericht gegen Meinungs – und 
Demonstrationsfreiheit FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 432, 8. 

 
lens of the German wartime experience. At the same time, the figure of Hirohito was also a 

living connection to past crimes as the wartime leader of Japan – a member of the fascist Anti-

Comintern Pact. As one sign put it, the Emperor was also “Hitler’s Sworn Friend.”48 “Hirohitler” 

was an encapsulation of the shared dark histories for both states and called into question Japan’s 

claims of reformation while simultaneously condemning the West German past. Students in SDS 

often linked their protest to the collective memory of the Nazis and referenced the continuities 

with the crimes of the 1940s, yet the figure of Hirohito presented a uniquely concrete 

representative of that very past as will be discussed in Chapter 4.   

Agitation against the Emperor among Japanese and West German students did not simply 

concern the Second World War; rather, the analysis of Japanese imperialism was filtered through 

the lens of America’s war in Indochina. When the Emperor faced criticism in places like the UK 
                                                                                                                                                       
Westberlin Stattfinden,” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 432; “Fortschritte beim nationalen Aufbau der Liga gegen den 
Imperialismus,” Internationale Solidarität 1 no. 1 (February 1972), 4.  
48 “Ryōheika konya gokikoku no to ni,” [The Imperial Couple Returns to Japan This Evening] Asahi Shinbun (14 
October 1971), 8.  
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and Holland, the focus was aggression against their former empires and victimization of 

POWs.49 For West Germans, protest came from a different angle, specifically emphasizing Asian 

victimization. A major slogan of the protests read: “Hitler – six million Jews. Hirohito – 50 

million Asians.” Indeed, this formulation conflated Asian victims of wartime Japanese 

imperialism with Jewish victims, contrasting starkly with other European anti-Emperor protests. 

A further implication of this slogan, that the Japanese emperor was actually worse than Hitler, 

also hinged on Asian victims. Another slogan used at the protests, “Hitler 1937 – Hirohito,” 

referencing the Japanese invasion of China –implied that the Emperor was not only worse, but an 

earlier iteration of the German dictator.50 Citing Japanese crimes as early as 1937, betrayed an 

important element in the anti-imperial thinking of 1971 that concerned itself much more with the 

People’s Republic of China and, ultimately, Southeast Asia. When these students thought of 

Asian victims in imperialist war, they were also thinking of the Vietnamese. 

 

Hirohito’s Visit and Revitalized Japanese Imperialism, 1965-1971 

 

 Materials analyzing and denouncing the imperial visit largely concerned themselves with 

what West German and Japanese exchange students saw as Japanese imperial ambitions in 

Southeast Asia. This was the case with a pamphlet published by a group of Japanese students in 

West Germany called Der Japanische Jugendverband in Deutschland (Japanese Youth League 

in Germany).51 In scholarship on West Germany, the role of exchange students, from both the 

“First” and “Third” world has been an important point in showing transnational influence on the 

                                                
49 “Bonn empfing den Kaiser freundlich,” 1-2.  
50 “Hirohito Prozess: Sondergericht gegen Meinungs- und Demonstrationsfreiheit,” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 432, 
12-13. 
51 See Klimke, The Other Alliance and Slobodian, Foreign Front. 
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student movement. As noted earlier, Martin Klimke has pointed to Michael Vester as a key actor 

in the US-West German connection in the 1960s. The example of Japanese exchange students in 

the Federal Republic is slightly different than that of Third World students, as many in West 

Germany saw the Japanese as a fellow struggle in the metropole. The Japanese Youth League, 

which did not give an indication of their factional allegiance, put out the forty-page pamphlet Die 

neue japanische Expansion in S-O-Asien (New Japanese Expansion in Southeast Asia), in 

September 1971 in response to the impending state visit. In this analysis, the Emperor – who had 

been responsible for wartime aggression against Asia – was now visiting Europe in an attempt to 

make a revived Japanese capitalism palatable to the world.52 The Japanese industrial class, 

meanwhile, was finally realizing its former dreams, but this time in a “Lesser East Asian Co-

Prosperity Sphere,” through economic exploitation in South Korea and Taiwan. This was a 

common refrain for Japanese anti-imperialists in the 1960s and 1970s and it had now made it 

into the imaginations of their West German counterparts. As the Japanese economy improved, 

the Japanese Youth League claimed, it needed new sources of raw materials for its industrial 

expansion, and an “overheated” US economy due to the Vietnam War effort provided Japan with 

an opening.53  

 For the Youth League, Indochina was the true vehicle for Japanese imperial regeneration 

– both in terms of facilitating the US war effort and as a target for the new Japanese empire. The 

economic miracle of the 1960s had profited from development projects in neighboring countries, 

most clearly South Korea after the normalization treaty in 1965. Similarly, keeping up with US 

                                                
52 Japanische Jungendverband in Deutschland, Die neue japanische Expansion in S-O-Asien (1971), FU Berlin, UA, 
APO-S, Sig 432, 1-3. 
53 Because this basic progression of revitalized Japanese militarism, capitalism, and imperialism was wide spread 
through anti-imperial discourse within Japan, it is unclear specifically where the Japanese Youth League in 
Germany obtained these ideas. Neither is it entirely clear what factional affiliation these students had, as these ideas 
were widespread among Zengakuren factions and more anti-imperial sections of Beheiren. Die neue japanische 
Expansion in S-O-Asien, 2; 29-30. 
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war demands was lucrative but demanding on Japanese industry. Therefore, the Japanese 

monopoly capitalist class needed the raw materials and cheap labor of Vietnam – as well as 

Thailand and the Philippines – to fuel their regeneration. This, the Youth League argued, was 

how Japan’s economy had grown so rapaciously through the 1960s and how it planned to 

compete with and eventually overtake the US and Europe among the imperialist powers. Not 

unlike in the Korean War two decades earlier, Japan benefited from war procurements and 

armament production; however, the deepening crisis in the US war in Indochina had an even 

greater value to Japan – allowing it to both cooperate and compete with US imperialism.54 

Another leaflet, written by an ad-hoc “German-Japanese Student Committee,” stressed the role 

of the Japanese armament industry and the Jieitai, a defensive military expanded in the 1950s. 

They ended their leaflet with “The new invasion of Tenno [sic] domination in Asia has already 

begun!” A handwritten note scrawled at the bottom of the flier in broken Japanese echoed a 

common slogan normally aimed at the people of Vietnam, Cambodia, or Laos: “Victory to the 

Struggling People of Japan!”55 

Though coming from exchange students in West Germany, Die neue japanische 

Expansion in S-O-Asien contained many of the same themes that Japanese anti-imperialists had 

been developing over the course of the Vietnam War. Especially beginning in 1965 with the 

Korean Normalization Treaty and the simultaneous landing of US troops in Vietnam, many on 

the Japanese left saw Japanese imperialism as taking advantage of its US partner to renew its 

position in Asia. Hansen, the New Left workers’ anti-war organizations, had largely been 

founded in protest of the Korea treaty, but quickly found common cause with other organizations 

protesting the expanding war in Vietnam. At a delegate meeting on 1 August 1965, Hansen even 

                                                
54 Die neue japanische Expansion in S-O-Asien, 7-15. 
55 The Japanese in the handwritten note was likely written by a German, as it lacked some basic Japanese grammar. 
“Info II: Vom 11.-13. Oktober besucht der japanische Kaiser (Tenno) Bonn” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 432. 
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adopted the official organizing slogan “Rise up, all youth to smash the schemes of the Japanese 

government supporting American imperialism’s Vietnam strategy and the ratification of the 

Korea Treaty!”56 Japan was using the treaty, groups like Hansen and Kakumaru-ha alike argued, 

to reengage with Asia through capital expansion and looking to access cheap labor – something 

that could only be done though normalizing relations.57 No less an authority on Japanese 

imperialism than Inoue Kiyoshi echoed this sentiment when trying to define early anti-Vietnam 

War thought and what that would mean to the Japanese people. Japan, Inoue noted, had between 

the 1870s and the 1950s been the most prominent imperialist power dominating Asia, and by 

cooperating with the US war in Vietnam, the Japanese threatened the continent once again. “The 

Japan-Korea Treaty is Japanese imperialism as the head clerk finally bringing South Korea under 

its influence under the permission of American imperialism…” he wrote in a special issue of the 

magazine Bungei in 1965. Furthermore, Inoue wrote, “through opposing the American 

imperialism’s war of aggression and supporting the Vietnamese people’s liberation struggle, the 

Japanese can take a practical step in beginning to atone for the criminal exploitation and 

oppression of Asia’s various peoples over the past decades.”58 

 Japan, the theory held, may have started down the road of imperial resurgence in South 

Korea; however, as the US war in Vietnam expanded, Japanese anti-imperial groups saw an 

opportunistic attempt by Japan to use US imperialism as a means to their own ends. This was a 

slightly different interpretation than declarations of peace, which often warned against Japanese 

implication in the war – either through procurements and bases. As Chūkaku-ha explained in a 

                                                
56 “Kankoku – Haneda – Sasebo – Betonamu Hansen – kara 70 Nendai Anpo no Tatakai” [From Korea – Haneda – 
Sasebo – Anti-Vietnam War to the 70 AMPO Fight”] Hansen Seinen Iinkai Hen. Hansen Seinen Iinkai: Tatakai no 
Kiroku to Kōdō no Genri [Anti-War Youth Committee: Fighting Documents and Movement Principles] (Tokyo: 
Hansen Seinen Iinkai, 1968), 9. 
57 Zengakuren Central Action Committee “Zengakuren Dai 22 Kai Teiki Zenkoku Daikai Gian,” 80-81. 
58 Inoue, “Betonamu senso hantai no imisuru mono,” 35-36. 
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1967 declaration of the Japanese New Left’s “mission,” Japan had become the foremost ally in 

US imperial strategy to quell global contradictions brought on by the Vietnamese liberation 

struggle, which helped Japanese imperialism overcome the growing contradictions within its 

own society, which was fueling the Japanese class struggle.59 Indeed, this was the general idea 

driving protest at the Haneda Incident – the view that Satō’s visit to South Vietnam was simply a 

cover for imperial expansion into Asia. Writing in Zengakuren International Correspondence, 

the Sanpa-Zengakuren faction called Japan the “only Asian imperialist country,” making their 

goal to “strengthen the military system over East Asia on the basis of Japan-U.S. security treaty” 

and to solidify a “higher position in the imperialist camp.”60 As the war progressed, and 

especially as the prospects of an American victory waned, many expressed fear that Japan would 

dominate Asia again through their commercial and economic might rather than through the 

military. AMPO magazine ran numerous articles making this exact point, singling out not just 

Vietnam, but Thailand, the Philippines, and other poorer Southeast Asian countries as potential 

colonies. A March 1973 issue focused on the prospects of Japan’s renewed penetration of Asia, 

claiming, “this is the idiosyncrasy of the present-day New Imperial Japan which, even while 

committing itself to the war of the United States, offering military bases and backing the Thieu 

regime, is devoted to money-making by peace as well as war.”61 The evolution of Japan’s 

imperial resurgence and planned domination of Asia was a subtle economic plan, one that ran 

through the US and the War in Vietnam. 

Through the late 1960s, anti-imperial thought blended the US-Japan cooperation in 

Vietnam, the reversion of Okinawa, and revitalized Japanese imperial plans underneath the 

                                                
59 “Zengakuren to Kakumeiteki Sayoku no Ninmu,” 3-4. 
60 Zengakuren International Correspondence, 1; see also Takebe Hatsurō “Nihon Teikokushugi no Kiki to Haneda 
Tōsō no Sekaiteki no Igi,” 15-20. 
61 “The Aftermath…Japan in Southeast Asia: Vietnam ‘Rehabilitation’ Boom Hits JAPAN” AMPO: A Report on the 
Japanese Peoples’ Movements no. 16 (March 1973), 14. 
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banner of ANPO 1970. Whereas the Haneda Incident in 1967 or Anti-War Day in 1968 were 

largely concerned with Japan’s role in the Vietnam War, preparations for the struggle against the 

renewal of the US-Japan Security Treaty in the Spring of 1970 began to encompass a wealth of 

issues related to Japanese imperial revitalization. Beheiren, often presented as a single-issue 

group solely aimed at ending the Vietnam War similarly blended their anti-war, anti-reversion 

treaty, and anti-ANPO stances into a weekly journal published in the run-up to 1970 called 

Shūkan ANPO. The first issue, published in June 1969, declared: “This is not simply a 

magazine… This is a weapon” against the “US-Japan military system.”62 Organized under the 

slogan “Anpo funsai!” (smash ANPO!), Oda Makoto wrote that the magazine was not “limited to 

Vietnam. As long as this treaty is in place, we have been subjected to an inhuman role that 

suppresses innocent people in other countries and torments us.”63 The dual role as people 

victimized by US imperialism and aspiring imperialist victimizer was a key component of the 

anti-ANPO struggle. AMPO magazine, itself an attempt by Beheiren to spread protest material in 

preparation to the US-Japan Security Treaty, saw ANPO as the crowning moment of the 

“imperialist camp’s strategic reorganization of the Pacific by restoring Japan to the status of full-

fledged imperialist power”64 Crucial to these debates were how the “Japanese-American 

Imperialist Alliance” (nichibei teikokushugi dōmei) would facilitate a newly emboldened Japan 

to dominate Asia. Nakatani Fumio, writing in the journal Chūkaku wrote “Japanese imperialism, 

dismantled through crisis and defeat in war, is once again quickly accomplishing international 

participation in the emerging postwar imperialist global order through extreme economic, 

                                                
62 “Shūkan Anpo to ha nani ka,” [What is Shūkan Anpo?] Shūkan Anpo no. 0 [June 1969], [i]. 
63 “Anpo he Ningen no Uzumaki wo…” Shūkan Anpo no. 0 [June 1969], 2. 
64 The article also traced the revitalization of Japanese imperialism through the Korean War, which the authors 
compared to the West German case, even going as far as to call the postwar conservative Prime Minister Shigeru 
Yoshida the “Adenauer of Japan.” See “AMPO 70: Part 2: The Deal” AMPO: A Report From the Japanese New Left 
no. 2, 2. 
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political, and military dependence on American imperialism”65 The lead up to the 1970s ANPO 

sparked a massive debate among the New Left about Japan’s role in US imperial plans and their 

state’s own imperial expansion. 

A particularly contentious facet of theories around revitalized Japanese imperialism 

revolved around Okinawa – the planned reversion of which was either seen as a liberation from 

US-imperialism or simply a trade-off in imperial domination. Okinawa, as discussed in chapter 1, 

was seen as both the lynchpin of US imperial plans in Asia as well as a potential fatal crack in 

the global imperial system. When, in 1969, the Satō and Nixon administrations announced that 

the United States would begin negotiations to return the island to Japan, the anti-imperial new 

left was split. The newly inaugurated Zenkyōtō student alliance and Hansen disagreed on the 

issue. Kakumaru-ha and Beheiren took to the streets to denounce the plan.66 At the heart of the 

debate was a view of Okinawa as doubly imperialized – a return to Japanese imperial control 

would simply be a further victimization of the Okinawan people. Chūkaku-ha, which aligned 

itself with Okiseii, claimed that the island’s “Japan-American rulers” (nichibe shihaisha) were 

both interested in using Okinawa for the same purpose: as a keystone in a plan to dominate 

Asia.67 When, on 27 April 1972, three Jieitai dissenters delivered a list of demands at the Tokyo 

Headquarters, among them was a refusal to be stationed in Okinawa as occupiers. “They never 

forget that 200,000 of them were killed under the beautiful slogan of ‘Defend Okinawa and the 

Emperor’s Land!’” the three soldiers wrote.68 AMPO magazine similarly declared plans to send 

3,300 Jieitai troops with other equipment in the first half of 1972 and 3000 more in the later half 

                                                
65 Fumio “Okinawa Mondai no Kakumei Ronteki Kaimei he no Kokoromi,” 32. 
66 “Editorial: Sato and a Semi-Crisis” AMPO: A Report From the Japanese New Left no 11, 4.  
67 Nakatani “Okinawa Mondai,” 18. 
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as “double occupation,” and noted that the deal amounted to a changing of the imperial guard.69 

Especially in terms of a greater strategy for Asia, Japan appeared through the late 1960s and 

1970s to be taking steps to regain its old imperial position, in cooperation and in competition 

with its closest ally, US-imperialism. 

The League against Imperialism published its own lengthy pamphlet in response to the 

imperial visit with the intention of contextualizing the rise of Japanese imperialism and the 

current efforts to revive dreams of empire. The book, Der japanische Imperialismus: Dokumente 

und Analysen zur Entwicklung des Klassenkampfs in Japan (Japanese Imperialism: Documents 

and Analysis of the Development of Class Struggle in Japan) drew on of a number of sources to 

create an anti-imperialist source book for the struggle against the threat of Japanese imperialism. 

The first half of the text, dedicated to tracing the years from the Meiji Restoration in 1868 to 

1945 was mainly based on translations of works by Japanese historians Inoue Kiyoshi and Hani 

Gorō.70 The second section concerned the revitalization of militarism, monopoly capitalism, and 

imperial ambitions in Asia since 1945. In this second section, the book relied in part on articles 

from the Peking Rundschau, a German-language state organ that clearly represented the anti-

imperial and anti-Japanese sentiment of the Peoples Republic of China. Yet, the majority of this 

analysis of Japanese imperialism came from activists in West Germany and Japan, not from 

Chinese propaganda. 

Indeed, the book quoted directly from a report of a meeting between New Left students as 

well as anti-imperial material meant for international consumption. Christian Semler’s 1969 visit 
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to Japan, as discussed in Chapter 2, and the a pair of long articles in Rote Presse Korrespondenz 

in 1970, helped to inform much of the debate about the state of the Japanese class and anti-war 

struggles on the West German radical left.71 Information about Japan’s anti-imperial struggle 

also came from Japanese protest material in English intended specifically for an international 

audience. The magazine AMPO served to introduce the decentralized Japanese group Beheiren 

and its anti-war, anti-US-Japan security treaty stance to an English-speaking audience. The 

express goal, one issue stated, was “unified international action against Japan-U.S. imperialism,” 

especially through encouraging the translation and dissemination of their articles.72 The overt 

anti-imperial stance of AMPO distinguished the magazine from some of the more moderate 

Beheiren activists, which appealed to the KPD who used it to explain the expansion of Japanese 

imperialism into Southeast Asia.73 Indeed, the League against Imperialism also included a 

translation of a detailed history of the Sanrizuka farmers from a recent issue of AMPO in 

Japanese Imperialism.74 Semler’s visit and AMPO magazine were major conduits of information 

sharing between movements in Japan and West Germany. This concrete exchange, not merely 

some vague sense of solidarity or parallel development, was the basis for understanding the 

Emperor’s state visit as well as a larger critique of a growing imperialist power. 

 Japanese Imperialism’s thesis tied constant imperial expansion and aggression to the 

unique and pervasive influence of monopoly capitalism – first instilled through the Zaibatsu 

industrial conglomerates in Meiji and enabled by US imperialism in the postwar. Japanese 
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society remained in thrall to a semi-feudal class system, dominated by ex-samurai elite and 

beholden to a clique of all-powerful family-run Zaibatsu. The promotion of an “Emperor Cult” 

through schools and the military, meanwhile, dominated the Japanese state-society relationship.75 

The Emperor system, or “Tennoism,” was a “feudal” and “paternal” grounding for Japanese 

fascism. At the apex of this system was the “god-like” figure of the Emperor, who, crucially, 

controlled the military and therefore imperial expansion. The League against Imperialism argued 

that “unlike Nazi-Fascism,” the Tennō-centered Japanese fascism had a strict structure from top 

to bottom, allowing them to directly blame the “Tenno’s horde” for slaughtering millions of 

Asians in the Second World War.76 The comparison of Nazi and Japanese fascisms aligned with 

“Hirohitler:” in a way both systems were similarly evil, yet the argument was made in 1971 that 

the Japanese version was worse as it definitively could be traced back to one, still living, man. 

This flash of orientalism hinted that even ideologically aligned anti-imperialists could rely on 

similar stereotypes as the press when analyzing Japanese society. 

 Just as the Japanese Youth League in Germany had argued, the League against 

Imperialism concluded that through the occupation and American imperialist Asian wars, Japan 

was on the cusp of regaining its past imperial position. The Korean War sparked the militarist 

regeneration, with the abandonment of national pacifism and the transformation of security 

police into a full-fledged military in the form of the SDF. For the West Germans too, the Japan-

South Korea treaty in 1965 marked the revival of Japanese imperialist ambition in Asia.77 Yet, 

American intervention in Vietnam showed the true danger of the new Japanese imperialism. The 
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US, which had attempted its own version of a Co-Prosperity Sphere after 1945 and relied on 

Japan to supply and guard their flanks while attacking Vietnam, was now losing in Indochina. 

This now meant that the Japanese militarists and capitalist classes, who had until then been co-

conspirators in the effort to be a “world gendarme” in Asia, could now overtake the US at their 

own global game through economic penetration of Asian markets.78 In all of this, the 

contemporary war in Vietnam was the model by which past imperialism was understood. Indeed, 

the League concluded that the Vietnamese struggle against the Japanese military occupation was 

the true model for the anti-colonial struggles in the postwar.79 Through the late 1960s and early 

1970s, around the same time the Emperor visited West Germany, a theory of global imperial 

strategy would increasingly dominate the way anti-imperialists viewed US, as well as West 

German and Japanese, imperialism in Vietnam and Indochina. 

 

BRD-Imperialismus: Revitalized West German Imperialism  

 

While the founding actions of the League against Imperialism concerned Japan and the 

Emperor’s visit, the group later turned their attention towards a litany of issues within the global 

strategy of imperialism. At the first delegate meeting of the League in January 1972, the group 

discussed not only the “new” character of US and the Warsaw Pact’s “social” imperialism, but 

also how the West German state had embarked on their own imperialist plan of revitalization: 

BRD-Imperialismus.80 “Our struggle here especially focuses against FRG monopoly capitalism 

that has grown into an expansive power,” the group declared in Internationale Solidarität, while 

planning for May Day 1972. The Federal Republic, the group argued, had begun its expansion 
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though a relationship with US-imperialism and participation in NATO. This had sparked 

capitalist exploitation in the Third World in places like Angola, exploiting millions of guest 

workers within the Federal Republic, and supporting dictators in Europe’s south.81 That same 

year, the group published the third in their anti-imperial documentary reader series inaugurated 

by Der japanische Imperialismus, an even longer and detailed text titled Kampf dem BRD-

Imperialismus (The Struggle Against FRG imperialism). The almost 400-page book served 

mainly as a collection of detailed information about the political, and especially commercial, ties 

the Federal Republic had forged since 1945, listed in chapters on Spain, Greece, Turkey, South 

Africa, Guinea, Portugal, Iran, and Brazil.82  

Much like the League had done for Japan, BRD-Imperialismus also traced the 

development of West German imperialism from 1945, arguing that the Federal Republic was 

both a continuation and an innovation of past German imperialism. Germany, the League noted, 

was responsible for two World Wars, and, much as the United States in the 1970s “epitomized” 

the “festering” problems of global imperialism, so too was Germany once the “archenemy of 

humanity.” Indeed, the League argued, “Only the US-aggression against the people of Indochina 

has surpassed the fascist German imperialism in regard to imperialistic violence-machinery.”83 

Since defeat in the so-called “Second Imperialist World War,” however, the Western section of 

Germany had been allowed to rebuild and reintegrate into the capitalist system. At first, this had 

been a part of the American strategy for securing their place as top imperialist power, using the 

FRG to hold the line against the Soviets while also actively encouraging their West German 

allies to penetrate into the East. With the advent of Peaceful Coexistence, and an economic 

miracle that had risen West German monopoly capital from the dead, the Federal Republic had 
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begun its own imperialist expansion into the East. Working “together and in competition” with 

the US and Social Imperialism to subjugate the “people of Europe, the Middle East, the 

Mediterranean, and the world,” the FRG looked to expand and “militarily” subjugate other 

struggling peoples.84 Between 1971 and 1972, the League against Imperialism published three 

Schulungs- und Agitationshefte. That the first documentary reader concerned Japan, the second 

the Vietnamese revolution, and the final one their own imperialism showed the priorities of one 

of West Germany’s most prominent leftwing groups. While US-imperialism was still a threat, it 

was largely being surpassed by Japan and West Germany. 

Though the Emperor’s visit provided a catalyst for those who warned against “refreshed” 

imperialisms, the concept that the Federal Republic was attempting a new imperial project had 

roots in the late 1960s. In his speech at the 1968 Vietnam Congress, Rudi Dutschke hinted 

towards the threat of a new West German imperialism, especially as the FRG participated in 

NATO. “West German imperialism has taken on an important helping role” in the attempts to 

crush global liberation movements, and especially through balance of payment adjustments and 

sending financial aid to South Vietnam.85 Even in 1968, Dutschke implied that the West German 

position as junior partner and accomplice was shifting to a new relationship with the imperialist 

world. Citing bilateral cooperation between the FRG and Portugal in 1966, which included 

selling cheap armaments to Lisbon, and the presence of 100 West German officers and military 

observers in Rhodesia by 1967, Dutschke pointed to the same forces of “BRD-Imperialisms” 

enumerated by the League in 1972.86 This, of course, was an important moment in the 

development of a theory of global imperial strategy. While the fear that one of the world’s 

foremost capitalist economies was on pace to take over in this system was deeply rooted in 
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interpretations of the Vietnam War, it was especially in the early 1970s that West German and 

Japanese radicals alike began to see their own imperialism rising again.  

Though theories of resurgent FRG imperialism concerned the West German attempts to 

penetrate Eastern Europe and to support counterrevolutionary regimes in the South of Europe, 

anti-imperialists also saw a clear goal of exploiting Vietnam, especially as the United States 

withdrew. In February 1973, just after the peace agreement between North Vietnam and the 

United States, the radical Maoist magazine Roter Morgen, the main paper for the KPD-ML, 

celebrated the victory of the Vietnamese people, yet sounded a note of caution. President Thieu 

was still building a private police army to suppress the South Vietnamese people, and US-

imperialism – though wounded – still looked for excuses to violate the agreement and North 

Vietnam’s borders like Hitler had done to Poland in 1939. What was more, the FRG had “not 

‘simply’ remained silent about the genocide of US Imperialism” but had been supporting the war 

all along through foreign currency exchanges. West Germany’s government had also supported 

“West German companies like Bayer Leverkusen, Farbwerke Höchst, and BASF in the 

production of napalm for the US Air Force” because of the profits reaped by these companies. 

Finally, the article argued, “Now this Federal regime, with all its known demagoguery, will seek 

to act as a friend and helper to the Vietnamese people, while handing out untold millions for the 

resumption of imperial control over South Vietnam.”87 Unlike the US, which had tried to control 

Vietnam through bombs, the Federal Republic would do so through aid and investment. 

This was a new kind of imperialism, one that did not involve a direct military 

engagement in Vietnam, like US imperialism had attempted. A lengthy brochure published the 

next month titled “Der BRD-Imperialismus in südostatischen Raum” (FRG imperialism in 
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Southeast Asian Space) made a similar case for West German imperial interests in Indochina. 

Rather, the Federal Republic, as “the second strongest imperialist power in the world” was 

looking to expand its sphere of influence and is in competition with the other “imperialist powers 

(USA, Japan, France…)” for these areas. This meant that the FRG could no longer depend solely 

on the areas it already brought under its influence “like South Africa and South America”, but 

“must also sink its imperialist claws” into other areas like Southeast Asia.88 The brochure also 

traced West German interests in Vietnam as far back as the 1950s, when the Federal Republic 

gave over 50 million Deutschmarks to South Vietnam for a chemical fertilizer business in Hao 

Tal, which ran until 1965. In the years since, the FRG had contributed 40 million more DM in 

humanitarian aid, and sent the hospital ship Helgoland to Asia at the end of 1971 for a 5-year job 

of delivering aid. Perhaps most damningly, The FRG continued “political and propaganda” 

support for Thieu and his government, and the Christian Democratic Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung 

supposedly supported training for agents of the government in conjunction with the CIA.89 

Numerous other sources echoed this construction, with the League against Imperialism even 

arguing that building hospitals in Da Nang was actually a sinister act of imperialism.90 Even 

through 1975, anti-imperialists saw menacing CIA-backed plans to meddle in Vietnam, but also 

FRG credits and investments as a part of a competition between imperialisms, including Japan, 

looking to take over for the Americans in Indochina.91 

 Most narratives of anti-war protest in West Germany largely present 1968’s Vietnam 

Congress as the highpoint, at which point the factionalism of the New Left and proliferation of 
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protests are presented as scattered and ineffectual; however, this approach obscures one of the 

largest protests against imperial meddling in Vietnam: the January 1973 Sternmarsch in Bonn. 

Ideologically desperate groups planned the protest against the continued conflict in Indochina as 

a unified action to create the “largest possible” demonstration. In accordance, participating 

organizations agreed not to criticize each other or discuss touchy issues, like communist China.92 

Not only did the march draw an estimated 20,000 participants, easily the largest anti-war 

demonstration of the era, it also featured Rudi Dutschke’s first public appearance after surviving 

but being severly impairedby an assassination attempt in 1968.93 That Dutschke appeared at the 

Sternmarsch was such an event that the major West German dailies marked his speech in Bonn’s 

Marktplatz as the highpoint of the demonstration. Even Japanese media reported on the former 

student leader’s presence.94 The protest, while massive, was immediately a controversial one. 

After the break up of SDS, national and regional Vietnam Committees drove much of the 

organized protest against the war in Indochina. Affiliated with the KPD-AO, over 100 regional 

committees existed by 1973. At the Sternmarsch dozens of Vietnam Committees clashed with 

each other and other anti-imperial groups about fine-grained issues of anti-imperialist thought: 

was it enough to offer mere “solidarity” with the Vietnamese people rather than wish them swift 

victory in the Volkskrieg? Was Willy Brandt, by then a Nobel Peace Prize winning politician, 
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actually a “social imperialist?”95 Such concerns plagued the anti-imperial left in the 1970s, 

transcending calls for unity and concerted action. 

Even Dutschke’s short four-minute speech raised controversy among the assembled 

protesters. “Anti-Imperial Friends and Comrades!” he began, noting the “historic moment” when 

the defeat of “subjugation of US imperialism” by a victorious Vietnamese Volkskrieg was “near.” 

In many ways, Dutschke’s speech to the Sternmarsch represented a clear continuation of his 

thinking at the 1968 Vietnam Congress:  

We are aware of the fact that in the beginning of the anti-imperialist enlightenment… that is, 
since 1964, until today the understanding has increased that the suppression and exploitation of 
the Vietnamese South and the US imperialist attempts to neutralize the DRV do not only concern 
Vietnam, but that this strategy of scorched earth is a method to maintain the global strategy of 
political domination and socio-economic exploitation in Asia.96   
 
Yet Dutschke also showed the influence of new strains in anti-imperial thought, especially those 

critical of the SPD and their alleged complicity and participation in exploiting Vietnam. Even as 

SPD politicians gave lip service to protesting the “genocide” in Indochina, the FRG was 

supporting the US through balance of payment adjustments from behind a Social Democratic 

mask. Dutschke ended his brief remarks with a call for the West German government to give up 

support for the “policy of imperialism” and to support the workers’ movement.97  Uli Kahmann, 

writing for the radical magazine Neues Rotes Forum	(NRF), lambasted Dutschke for a lack of 

revolutionary content in his speech, however. Noting that the former SDS leader had spoken for 

fewer than ten minutes, Kahmann complained about the lack of detailed discussion of Volkskrieg 

and decried Dutschke’s calls for mere “solidarity.”98 The Sternmarsch and Dutschke’s address 
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both point to key insights about continuities and ruptures in anti-imperial thought between 1968 

and 1973: while there was still a general agreement about the global strategy of imperialism, the 

contours of the theory had changed enough that even Rudi Dutschke could be on the wrong side. 	

 

Japanese and FRG-Imperialist Cooperation and Competition 

 

As articulated at different points throughout the Imperial state visit in 1971, from the 

perspective of the radical left, the presence of the Japanese Emperor on West German soil was 

part of a broader strategy by both states to regenerate their imperialist plans. While official 

sources and the bourgeois press spoke about economic miracles and shared burdens, protesters 

saw conspiracy. This, anti-imperialists argued, was the reason a rehabilitated Emperor was 

visiting West Germany: to collude with a newly independent fellow imperialist power.99 By the 

1970s, The US – through economic crisis and military over extension, both as a result of 

Vietnam – had lost control and new imperialists were now ready to take over and dominate the 

world.100 Yet, these newly refreshed imperialisms still operated within the boundaries of the 

global strategy of imperialism, even as the focus of anti-imperial protests shifted over the late 

1960s and early 1970s. US, Japanese, and FRG imperialisms would attempt to cooperate and 

compete in the global capitalist market in their larger quest for domination.  

While the Shōwa Emperor’s visit to the West German capital appeared as an acute and 

unambiguous example of imperialist cooperation between the Japanese and FRG, the role of both 

states in the postwar capitalist order similarly lent themselves to anti-imperial interpretations of 
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‘refreshed’ imperial powers. For much of the 1960s, the Japanese and West German ‘economic 

miracles’ put them in the second and third rankings for largest economies behind the United 

States. This, added to the recent history of the Second World War, only confirmed that West 

German and Japanese goals were ultimately aligned. The Maoist KPD-ML was particularly 

attuned to competition between the imperialist powers. The group argued that as far back as 

Lenin, communists had been warning about the threat that Japanese and German imperialisms 

posed to the people of the world, only becoming “colonies” of the US pursuing “super-

imperialism” after 1945.101 In stark contrast to the wider New Left in Japan or West Germany 

which had rejected the Stalinism of the Soviet Union, the KPD-ML even went as far as claiming 

Stalin was right when he warned about the possible revitalization of Japan and Germany after the 

Second World War.102 Crucially, however, though Japanese and West German imperialisms had 

a history of attempting world domination, it was through economic infiltration – facilitated by 

the protection of the US military – that they pursued their imperialist goals in the early 1970s. 

The KPD-ML news service Kommunistischer Nachrichtendienst (KND), in particular, followed 

the minutiae of the FRG-Japan relationship. Indeed, Japan and West Germany appeared to be 

cooperating on a number of levels. Helmut Schmidt’s October 1971 visit to Japan became more 

than a diplomatic visit, rather, just as Hirohito’s the previous month, it was a coordination 

between fresh imperial powers: “West German imperialists must engage in a bitter rivalry 

against Japan… However, provisionally, there is a priority on a temporary alliance between West 

Germany and Japan against US imperialism.” 103 This temporary alliance, KND argued, was 
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intended to use the dollar crisis against Nixon, and secure the markets the US would be forced to 

vacate.104 

 That Japanese, US, and FRG imperialisms cooperated at points – especially in 

prosecuting the war in Indochina – this did not obscure the basic fact that the imperial global 

strategy was based on the idea of competing capitalist and imperialist powers. There had already 

been, in the first half of the twentieth century, two “imperialist world wars” after all, and the 

fundamental continuity of capitalism in the postwar did not solve the problem. This was a key 

element of the global imperial strategy, as noted by a Heidelberg K-Gruppe months before the 

Emperor’s visit: “The USA, as the leading imperialist power, for the preservation of its 

international position, must always keep the economically weaker imperialist powers in mind. 

The losing powers of the Second World War, German and Japanese imperialism, have today 

become competitors to their protecting power. Still, they have formed a united global 

strategy.”105 Japanese imperialism, in particular, was seen as constantly ramping up its 

competition with its supposed US ally. In a 1967 speech, then ex-President of Zengakuren, 

Satoshi Kitajoji argued that although the Korean Normalization Treaty had marked Japanese 

imperialism’s first steps into their own imperialist project, it was still “not competent enough for 

foreign aggression” and needed to rely on the US for the time being.106 FRG imperialism too was 

forced to rely on the US to some extent, radicals surmised. The KPD, arguing that the claim of 

protecting “Western freedom” in West Berlin and around the globe was, in fact, protecting only 

the “freedom of the capitalist classes.”  Even a passive support for the US was actually 

“complicity…with US imperialists through the expansion of West German and West Berlin 
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monopolies (like AEG, Siemens, Voith, Hochtief, etc.) in all parts of the world (and also in 

Indochina) under the guise of development aid.”107 Simultaneous economic competition and 

strategic cooperation with other imperialist powers was how the capitalist world had been 

organized. The United States might be a useful imperial ally, but even the ‘junior partners’ were 

only looking out for their own – Japan and West Germany may also seem to cooperate, but they 

too were looking towards the same prizes, especially Vietnam.108 

 Yet these theories about Japanese and West German imperialisms fit into the larger 

framework of the global strategy of imperialism. Nowhere was this more pronounced than in 

discussions of oil, especially after the so-called oil shocks of the 1970s. Anti-imperialists argued 

that both Japan and the FRG needed raw materials, especially after the various shocks of the 

1970s laid bare supposed terminal contradictions in the global system of capitalism. For Japan 

especially, the oil shocks were a dire threat to the economy. It was no wonder, therefore, that 

anti-imperialists would see attempts by Japanese companies to explore Southeast Asian oil fields 

as part of their imperialist rise. As AMPO wrote in an evocatively titled article section “One 

Drop of Oil, One Drop of Blood – Japanese Imperialism & Oil in Asia,” Japanese capital, along 

with a newly formed Organization of Petroleum Importing Countries (“mainly with the former 

Axis members, W. Germany and Italy”) was supposedly looking to use the political instability of 

places like Vietnam to rob the natural resources of Southeast Asia.109 The KPD-ML similarly 

saw a conspiracy between FRG and Japanese imperialisms taking place around oil in Southeast 

Asia. Whereas the US needed petroleum for its war in Vietnam, Japanese imperialism needed oil 

to maintain its economic expansion: “If it goes against the interests of the Indonesian people, 
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then the Japanese and US imperialists are ready to work together.”110 Access to oil, a crucial 

resource for imperial expansion, was just one issue in the 1970s, yet it evoked an important 

intersection of West German and Japanese imperial plans in the minds of anti-imperialists. 

 Discussions around renewed Japanese and FRG imperialisms constituted a distinct shift 

in the theory of global imperial strategy as it had been articulated in the late 1960s. A major part 

of this change was a focus on the non-military, economic aspects of imperial expansion – a 

theme that more closely resembled how the Federal Republic and Japan were expanding their 

influence in the world after the US defeat in Vietnam. A prime example of humanitarian aid as 

masked imperialism was the Mekong Project, a development project in Indochina intended to 

help build up the region around the major river and delta. In a book published about the 

Cambodian revolution, the League against Imperialism singled out the Mekong Project as a long-

running aspect of US imperial strategy and a part of West Germany’s attempted penetration of 

the Indochina peninsula. Proposed as help for an “underdeveloped” country to modernize rice 

fields, roads, and other infrastructure, they used the project as cover for the interests of 

imperialist monopoly capitalism. Furthermore, since the US had taken over for the French in the 

1950s, this regional development project placed US interests in key strategic positions to 

undermine China and exploit cheap labor.111 The project began in the late 40s as an international 

effort for development. By 1956, the US had convinced Thailand, South Vietnam, Laos, and 

Cambodia to join. In the 1960s, Japan examined the possibility of helping build reservoir dams, 

and other companies (like Shell) came in to help. Eventually the participating states included the 

US, France, Canada, the UK, the FRG, Japan, and others. The project was to build around 30 

dams around the Mekong in Thailand, Laos, and Cambodia. They also tried to focus on dredging 
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the river for ships, which was actually a way to make it more navigable for ships to take out raw 

materials, argued the League. Financing came to almost $105,664,147 by 1966 and by 1968 

almost 30 percent came from so-called imperialist powers. Indeed, for the League and other anti-

imperialists, the FRG’s official investments into development schemes like the Mekong Project 

and companies such as Siemens and AEG investing millions more DM in Indochina were the 

new point of the spear.112 

 In the 1970s, a particular form of anxiety over Japanese economic domination of Asia fed 

into narratives of revitalized imperialism. Just as development aid appeared as a new innovation 

on old imperialist tricks, so too did the explosion of Japanese consumer products and corporate 

wealth into the world seem to be a new kind of imperialism. Michael Glaser, writing in 1971 in 

Konkret, asked if a “Japanization” of the war was taking place simultaneously. “A stroll through 

Saigon forces this question. Japanese television antennas on rooftops, Japanese Hondas in front 

of the doors.” Glaser observed “The teenagers prefer [gadgets] from the island nation: watches, 

cameras, and dark glasses.”113 Indeed, if Japan, an “Asian giant,” was to keep up with China, 

another “giant,” it needed the millions of customers in Vietnam. Glaser concluded: “Japan has 

already established a foothold in South Korea and Thailand. They have outstripped the 

Americans with their investments. But they still need Indochina.”114 This article was one 

example of the widespread anxiety over Japanese capital expansion into Asia and how it might 

comport to imperial goals. Indeed, that the Japanese military had been dismantled after their 

defeat in 1945 actually helped their planned imperial expansion, the KPD-ML argued. With US-

imperialism providing military protection for the island nation, Japan could embark on “indirect” 
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aggression against the “colonies and half-colonies” of South Korea and Taiwan for labor and 

resources.115 That Japan was using economic expansion to pursue imperialist goals was a concept 

actively pushed by English-language materials produced by Japanese anti-imperialists. In 1973, 

AMPO advertised Beheiren’s “Vietnam Week” – a series of protests to highlight the “more 

sophisticated forms of aggression,” which disguised opportunities for Japanese steel industry 

profits as “rehabilitation aid” for South Vietnam.116 In the anti-imperial worldview, both 

Japanese and FRG imperialisms had taken advantage of their client-state relationship with the 

US, biding their time but also learning how to more discreetly pursue the same global structures 

of domination as pursued by the Axis and the Americans. 

 

Thieu in Bonn: The Continuities and Ruptures in Anti-Imperial Thought 1971-1973. 

 

South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu’s state visit to West Germany in 1973 

provides both a counterpoint to Hirohito’s trip and an insight into views of the role of FRG 

imperialism in the Indochina conflict. The West German government began diplomatic 

discussions with South Vietnam about a brief stopover in Bonn “for a few hours” on his way to 

London “to thank the Federal President for the Federal Republic’s discreet [unaufdringlich] and 

effective humanitarian aid” at Thieu’s request in March 1973.117 The South Vietnamese noted 

that since 1966, the FRG had contributed nearly 154 million DM to South Vietnam, making it 

second only to the United States. For their part, the West Germans expressed concern over what 

the visit might mean for the anti-war movement, concluding that the visit is, at the moment, “not 
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opportune,” citing the message it would send diplomatically.118 Despite the Federal Republic’s 

trepidation, President Thieu traveled from Rome to Bonn and met with Federal President Gustav 

Heinemann at a villa with a group of reporters on 11 April.119 Indeed, the Auswärtiges Amt was 

correct to fear the image of the South Vietnamese president on West German soil. Anti-

imperialists had seized on Thieu as the symbol of of South Vietnam’s desent into fascism, and 

viewed the “discreet” aid provided by West Germany as a clear manifestation of resurgent FRG 

imperialism’s ultimate goals in Southeast Asia. Thieu was a “mass murderer” and a “president 

without people” as well as a “vassal of US-Imperialism.”120 

Protests against the visit began almost a week in advance. Around the country, groups of 

anti-imperialists passed out leaflets denouncing Thieu and the Federal Republic’s cooperation 

with South Vietnam.121 On 9 April 1973, a coalition of anti-war groups, including local Vietnam 

Committees and the League pasted a number of leaflets reading “Thieu – murderer – Brandt 

gives money” to Bonn’s Münster Church before a group of 250 radicals attempted to confront 

police.122 The next day, 10 April, nearly a thousand anti-imperialists arrived in Bonn’s 

Marktplatz demanding that Thieu leave West Germany and that the Federal Republic cease 

sponsoring South Vietnam. At 11:30 AM, a “radical core” of almost a hundred protesters 

stormed the city’s Rathaus (Town Hall) at the west end of Marktplatz, occupying the historic 

building and hanging red flags out the windows. The conservative FAZ later claimed that the 

Rathaus had been “completely destroyed” and the Foreign Office estimated that protesters had 

caused 162,000 DM of damage.123 For their part, protesters argued that the Rathaus occupation 
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had been necessary to protest the “genocide in Vietnam.” The KPD denounced ‘bourgeois’ 

accounts of the occupation, including claims that protesters had damaged ancient tapestries, as 

sensationalist.124 Furthermore, the focus on the occupation distracted from the shameful 

complicity of Heinemann and the SPD in meeting with Thieu. In response, the KPD wrote that 

anti-imperialists needed action, not more “paper.”125 

Protesters opposing Thieu’s visit to Bonn in 1973 presented it as part of a long line of 

previous high-profile state visits by representatives of US imperialism or South Vietnam, yet the 

demonstrations shared many of the same themes illuminated in Hirohito’s state visit. Namely, 

protesters were deeply concerned about how the visit clarified a renewed FRG imperialism. 

Certainly, anti-imperialists seized on the reported 200,000 political prisoners in South Vietnam, 

including those held in so-called “tiger cages” – tiny cells used to torture dissidents, which were 

major issues for the international anti-war movement.126 A Heidelberg K-Gruppe, for example, 

denounced the axis of cooperation between “Nixon-Thieu-Brandt,” arguing the American 

government sought a face-saving resolution to the Vietnam conflict, the South Vietnamese 

looked for even more money, and “West German imperialism wants to participate in the 

exploitation and pillaging of Vietnam.”127 The League singled Thieu out as the “worst war 

criminal of all time” (quite a distinction, given their treatment of the Japanese Emperor less than 

two years earlier), who was taking money sent by imperialist powers disguised as aid for his own 

purposes. Crucially, the League linked this with FRG-imperial plans: “The more US-imperialism 
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was weakened, the stronger the competition between imperialist countries becomes. Above all, 

FRG imperialism seeks to take up the lost position of USA-Imperialism. They have purchased 

their competitiveness through work stress, wage gouging, political disenfranchisement, and the 

exploitation of the workers in their own land” and a tendency to support fascist regimes around 

the world.128  

 The trepidation of the SPD government and the violence of anti-Thieu protests had a 

direct and negative effect on West German-South Vietnamese relations. In a sternly written letter 

to Gustav Heinemann in May 1973, President Thieu expressed immense displeasure at his 

treatment at West German hands. Though he reiterated that aid dating back to 1966 including 

“technology, professional training, health and social welfare, etc.” was deeply appreciated by the 

Vietnamese people, he was still shocked by the official and public response.129  

Based on this way of thinking, I had believed that my meeting with your Excellency within this 
intention and without any political hints, should have been considered favorably [sic] as a 
gesture of goodwill and a matter of protocol. However, it was regretful that my courtesy call on 
Your Excellency has been exploited by the opposition party in West Germany. I fully understand 
your problems and share your worries. I also realize that our friendship has been [based] on a 
mutual struggle against a common enemy, during the last twenty years, and that our similar 
interest and ideals must be preserved… I was surprised and shocked when, on April 11, 1973, I 
heard the Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany declare during the Social Democratic 
Party’s Convention in Hanover, that ‘there are some visitors we would rather see leaving than 
coming’ … a deliberate and discourteous act toward a friendly nation.130 
 

The reaction to South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu illuminates a number of key 

factors about the evolution of West German anti-imperialism in the 1970s. Hirohito’s 1971 visit 

marked a moment when anti-imperialists began to see FRG and Japanese imperialisms as the 

new arch enemies of the people of the world. By 1973 protesters claimed West Germany’s 
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imperialist revival appeared nearly complete. Though the basic contours of the global strategy of 

imperialism were still present – most notably the consistently held view that the US was losing – 

a new constellation of imperial powers had taken over. Even though the US had withdrawn from 

Vietnam did not blunt the zeal of a radical core of anti-imperialists who still saw a nefarious plot 

in the international actions taken towards Indochina.  

 

Conclusion 

 

In contrast to the strain of Thieu’s visit in 1973, late in October 1971, the mass media 

considered the Emperor’s visit to Europe to have been a success. Near the end of the imperial 

couple’s stay in West Germany, the Asahi Shinbun published a full-page spread of pictures that 

included the Emperor’s river cruise, smiling Germans selling souvenirs, and the Empress 

greeting a young boy. Tellingly, even this seemingly apolitical and celebratory spread also 

featured an image of protesters, described as “radical students” fighting with police in the streets 

of Bonn. In the West German press too, commentators included demonstrations as a nasty 

footnote to the overall visit.131 What had been planned as a friendly meeting between two states 

with a deeply entangled history, and an attempt to showcase the postwar success of these newly 

reformed states, became the basis for raucous protest against a seemingly cynical attempt to 

regain old imperial goals. Protests clearly affected the tone of the trip and how it was 

remembered. The Japanese media concluded that protests in Europe revealed an unwillingness to 
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let go of the past and laid bare an “anti-Japanese" sentiment still smoldering even after 1945.132 

The continuing legal battle over insulting Hirohito as head of state similarly showed the Federal 

Republic’s insistence on punishing protesters for disrupting the visit. Yet, for anti-imperialists in 

both Japan and West Germany, protest against the Emperor’s visit represented a denunciation of 

a constellation of issues key to their worldview. Much as protests against the Shah’s visit help to 

explain the Third Worldism of West Germans and the role of students from the Third World in 

the Federal Republic, so too does Hirohito’s visit hilight the intricacies of anti-imperial politics 

and how exchanges between West Germans and Japanese helped to shape these politics. 

As will be discussed in Chapter 4, the direct confrontation with a living symbol of the 

Second World War illuminated ways that the past shaped political activism in the present. Often 

(West) Germany is presented as the good penitent example and Japan the bad obstinate one for 

overcoming the past; yet, in 1971 protesters in both states openly denounced their own and each 

other’s past crimes. “Hirohitler” was a shared problem of history between West Germany and 

Japan. Perhaps more importantly, however, theories of renewed Japanese and FRG imperialisms 

articulated in the protests around the Emperor’s visit were inseparable from the present for 

radicals, which was deeply concerned about the US imperial war in Vietnam. This went beyond 

the concepts of West Germany and Japan as bases. Japan and West Germany were not simply 

accomplices to the Vietnam War, they were using it and their purported US ally as a tool to 

regain what had been dismantled, however incompletely, in 1945. Moreover, in the anti-imperial 

imagination, West Germany and Japan were both cooperating and competing, jockeying for the 

number two or number three slot behind US imperialism, ready to take over at a moment’s notice. 

Two points should be taken from the development of this particular strain in anti-imperial 
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thought. First, it was only through looking at each other that protesters were able to form this 

particular set of ideas. These were not simply rhetorical cudgels to use against the state; rather, 

they were motivating ideas that, when taken in global context, appeared especially dire. Secondly, 

anti-imperialism in the 1970s looked different than even in 1968. Reflecting the parallel moves 

to a new kind of international capitalism and human rights regime, protest against empire 

focused increasingly on how investment and aid continued structures of violene and 

domination.133 The two most dynamic looking states engaging in these practices happened to be 

the two that had also very recently attempted a different kind of global ascendancy.  
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Chapter 4: Auschwitz, Hiroshima, Napalm: The Japanese and German Past and Anti-

Imperial Protest Against the War in Vietnam 

 

Introduction   

  

 In 1967, British philosopher Bertrand Russell and an international committee gathered 

in Stockholm to present evidence of American war crimes in Vietnam. The Russell Tribunal, as 

it became known, was an important moment in the global anti-Vietnam War movement, 

providing an organized and detailed depiction of the horrors of the war in Indochina. In an effort 

to both cite the precedents defining war crimes and also to evoke the moral authority of the past, 

the tribunal specifically modeled itself on the international trials following the Second World 

War in Nuremberg and Tokyo.1 Indeed, even its conclusions about the Vietnam War were 

squarely situated in the experience of the past, as Russell himself wrote in an appeal to the 

American people:  

in order to suppress a national revolution, such as the great historic uprising of the Vietnamese 
people, the United States is obliged to behave as the Japanese behaved in Southeast Asia and the 
Nazis behaved in Eastern Europe. This is literally true. The concentration camps to which I have 
referred, and which held nearly sixty per cent of the rural population of South Vietnam, were 
scenes of torture, massacre and mass burial. The special experimental weapons, like the gas and 
chemicals and jelly-gasoline, are as horrible as anything used by the Nazis during the Second 
World War. It is true that the Nazis systematically exterminated the Jews and the United States 
has not yet done anything comparable in Vietnam. With the exception of the extermination of the 
Jews, however, everything that the Germans did in Eastern Europe has been repeated by the 
United States in Vietnam on a scale which is larger and with an efficiency which is more terrible 
and more complete.2 
 

                                                
1 The proceedings even had a special section about the International Military Tribunal for the Far East, explaining 
how the proceedings there were different than Nuremburg and how they applied to Vietnam. See, John Duffet, ed. 
Against The Crime of Silence: Proceedings of the International War Crimes Tribunal (New York: Simon and 
Shuster, 1968). 
2 Bertrand Russell, Appeal to the American Conscience [1967], FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1215, 3. 
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Russell’s conclusions are worth quoting at length because they informed many of the most 

lasting arguments of anti-war protest. That the American military was walking in the footsteps of 

Japanese imperialists and German storm troopers, that napalm was actually more ‘efficient’ than 

the Nazi gas chambers, that the Vietnam War was a genocide: these themes were key to the 

understanding of the war in Indochina. These premises were even more prominent in Japan and 

West Germany, where these pasts were far from tamed. 

This chapter traces how collective memories of the Japanese and German past influenced 

protest against the Vietnam War and how anti-imperialists understood the crimes of fascism and 

applied them to the US war in Indochina. Vergangenheitsbewältigung (coming to terms with the 

past) has long dominated scholarship on postwar German history, and discussions of the so-

called “68ers.” In common narratives, only recently challenged, a new generation of West 

Germans moved beyond focusing on German victimhood or outright silence and for the first time 

asked what their parents had done in the war. Especially in comparison to the model of West 

Germany, many scholars present Japan’s relative coming to terms with the past as lacking. The 

classic interpretation of this discrepancy in dealing with the past comes from anthropologist Ruth 

Benedict in her famous 1946 book on Japanese culture, The Chrysanthemum and the Sword: 

Patterns of Japanese Culture. Benedict identified the difference as one of “shame” versus “guilt” 

cultures – meaning the Japanese would avoid speaking about embarrassing topics in their past 

whereas westerners are conditioned to atone for their sins.3 This “shorthand,” as historian of 

Japan and Germany Sebastian Conrad has called it, while orientalist, has been a dominant 

paradigm for explaining the apparent lack of contrition about Japan’s wartime past.4 Historians 

looking specifically at West Germany or Japan in the immediate postwar period and into the 
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1950s have shown that there was no “silence” in the wake of the Second World War. Rather, 

social groups and popular culture were inundated with discussions of the past. These discourses, 

however, largely elevated German or Japanese suffering in the war over that of other victims.5 

Ian Buruma’s landmark study of comparative Japanese and (West) German collective 

memory regimes, The Wages of Guilt, notes a wide “gap” in West German and Japanese views 

on the war. For Buruma, the 1968 generation is a key marker in understanding how the past 

featured in postwar Japan and West Germany alike. Buruma critiques both states’ movements: 

on the one hand chiding the West Germans for fixating so intently on their own guilt. On the 

other, he singles out Oda Makoto in particular as a figure out of touch and a symptom what was 

wrong with the Japanese coming to terms with the past. Buruma dismisses Oda’s views linking 

the Vietnam War to the 1931 invasion of Manchuria as cynically anti-American.6 When other 

historians have attempted comparisons of postwar memory regimes, it has largely been through 

the lens of official memory and especially textbooks. In a coauthored book, Laura Hein and 

Mark Selden compare American, German, and Japanese war memory, including analysis of 

American collective memory surrounding the Vietnam War. Hein and Selden similarly see a lack 

in the way the Japanese have dealt with the past, but they point to differences in international 

expectations during the Cold War and after the fall of Communism to explain these discrepancies. 

Whereas the West Germans focused on European integration after 1945 and 1989, which 

necessitated a full and detailed reckoning with the Holocaust, Japan’s role in the post-Cold War 

was much more ambiguously placed between Pan-Asian cooperation or the primacy of the 

                                                
5 See especially Robert G. Moeller, War Stories: The Search for a Useable Past in the Federal Republic of Germany 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001) and James Orr, The Victim as Hero: Ideologies of Peace and 
National Identity in Postwar Japan (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2001). 
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American alliance.7 They also point to the US as particularly oblivious to its own war memory in 

Vietnam. While Hein and Selden reject a cultural approach to understanding memory, the two 

still place Japan in a category with East Germany as negative examples of coming to terms with 

the past.8  

Taking a more focused approach to comparative war memory regimes that concentrates 

on the Vietnam War reveals how similar West Germany and Japan’s cases actually were in the 

1960s and 1970s. Thomas Berger, writing on war memory and international politics, notes that 

the very kind of mass street protests discussed here were largely absent in the GDR and in 

Austria, two other victimizers in the Second World War, suggesting that West Germany’s later 

penitence on the international stage was actually the outlier, rather than the model.9 Franziska 

Seraphim’s work on memory and social movements reveals that the experience of the Vietnam 

War resulted in a number of public reassessments of Japanese conduct in the Second World War. 

At the same time, Seraphim notes that this reappraisal of the past was still “locked in a dynamic 

that pitted (liberal) citizens against the (conservative) state.”10 Indeed, discussing official 

histories, like government statements, commemorations, or textbooks, increases the distance 

between the West German and Japanese relationships to the past, while looking to social 

movements and cultural history provides a more nuanced picture.  

Tracing the transmission of ideas about Auschwitz and Vietnam in West German and 

American discourse, historian Wilfried Mausbach has shown how entangled these events became 

in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Indeed, through popular culture, especially television, 
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Americans and West Germans began to see the Vietnam War through the lens of the German 

past. This corresponded to the emergence of a new understanding of what the Holocaust meant 

through the 1960s beginning with the Auschwitz trials in the middle of the decade, and the US-

produced TV miniseries in the 1970s, shown in the FRG in 1979.11 The German past was, 

therefore, a key component of the international language of protest around the Vietnam War. 

However, it is important to note that this exchange was not simply on a West German-American 

axis. This chapter shows how narratives of Japanese victimhood and perpetration similarly 

permeated anti-imperialist discourse around the Vietnam War. Firstly, Japanese activists invoked 

Auschwitz and Hitler in their denunciation of the American war in Indochina. The Nazi past was 

the currency that anti-war protesters traded in – on a global scale. Secondly, the Japanese past 

was often a close second in historical precedents anti-war activists used to understand the 

Vietnam War. For activists in West Germany and Japan, however, employing the past to 

understand the war was an especially fraught exercise, which negotiated both the meaning of 

Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan’s crimes, and the suffering of German and Japanese civilians 

in the Second World War.  

Protest over the Vietnam War was not necessarily a “coming to terms with the past,” nor 

was it entirely defined as a generational rejection of the narratives of the war generation’s past, 

and finally, it certainly was no mere anti-Americanism.12 Rather, protest in West Germany and 

Japan was a combination and a culmination of a number of key developments driven in part by 

memory, but intimately shaped by a developing concept of imperialism. For radical anti-

                                                
11 Wilfried Mausbach, “America’s Vietnam in Germany – Germany in America’s Vietnam” 
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imperialists, it was the final defeat of capitalist structures, which had created Nazi Germany, 

Imperial Japan, and the current American military adventure in Indochina that would constitute a 

full reckoning with the crimes of the past. At the same time, it did not take a doctrinaire Marxist 

to see continuities in the crematoria of Auschwitz, the atomic fireballs over Japanese cities, and 

the supposedly technologically advanced bombers dropping fire on Vietnamese jungles. 

Auschwitz was, for many, a logical endpoint of Nazi German capitalist and imperialist expansion, 

especially in its seemingly horrific appropriation of rational and scientific thinking. 

Hiroshima/Nagasaki were similarly modern technological horrors: American scientists had 

produced weapons that could end the world engulfed in flames. Views of imperialism’s ties to 

capitalism helped strengthen the anti-imperial worldview linking all three of these events. 

Genocide, either through death camps and poison gas or nuclear annihilation, was how 

imperialism waged war. When imperialists could not crush a liberation struggle like the 

Vietnamese, it had to completely exterminate the people and render the land useless, especially 

as land reform was so crucial to post-colonial struggles. Similarly, imperialist war was driven by 

technology and gadgetry – the atomic bomb being, perhaps, the ultimate gadget of destruction – 

which capitalism produced for profit and for new ways to subdue the Third World.  

A major argument of this chapter is that the Japanese did discuss the past, especially in 

the 1960s, and that at the level of anti-imperialist movements, Japan and West Germany were 

actually much more alike than historians have noted. Whatever the peculiarities of their 

interpretations, Japanese and West German protesters against the Vietnam War were discussing 

the past constantly. This chapter further argues that protesters in both states used each other’s 

pasts in this anti-war discourse. This chapter begins with a section discussing how protesters 

evoked the past to explain US conduct in Vietnam, followed by a section that shows how this 
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discourse saw the crimes of the past being re-created in Indochina. In the first part, anti-war 

activists viewed past victimization in war as a motivation for protest. In the second, they saw the 

same tactics of imperialist warfare being recreated in the Vietnam War. The chapter concludes 

with a section that explains how protesters viewed Vietnam as a testing ground for new 

innovations on old imperialist tactics. Even if the United States was engaging in the same kind of 

imperialist war that the Japanese and Nazi empires had in the 1930s and 1940s, modern 

technology allowed the US to surpass the Holocaust or the Japanese army in Asia.  

 

The Crimes of the Past and Anti-War Protest: Victim Narratives, Hiroshima, and World 

War III 

 

In late 1967, the American government informed the Satō administration that it would be 

sending an aircraft carrier, the USS Enterprise to port in the home of the US Seventh Fleet in 

Sasebo, Kyūshū on 19 January 1968. Satō, still pursuing a pro-American stance in Vietnam to 

help regain Okinawa from the US, thought that hosting the nuclear-powered ship could help 

Japan overcome the so-called ‘nuclear allergy’ that disposed the public against weapons and 

energy production alike. Protests, beginning before the ship even arrived, brought tens of 

thousands of protesters to the streets in what is remembered as the highpoint of 1960s 

demonstrations.13 This included widely broadcast images of student protesters and bystanders 

being badly beaten by police, which, in contrast to the First Haneda Incident, brought public 

                                                
13 Havens notes that neither protesters or the Japanese public had responded nearly as strongly to he conventionally 
powered aircraft carrier, the Ticonderoga had docked in Sasebo just nine days before the Enterprise. Havens, 145-
151; Marotti, 112-128. 
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sympathy for demonstrators.14 This was a key turning point for Zengakuren: as William Marotti 

has shown, the broadcast image of police beating and pepper spraying students, especially 

female students, brought public sympathy for Zengakuren for the first time – goodwill that 

would not last past 1968.15 The well-publicized demonstrations at Sasebo similarly brought 

international attention to the Zengakuren street fighter, as this was the moment when, at the 

Vietnam Congress held by SDS in February 1968, Marxist economist Ernst Mandel cited 

helmets and gebabō as a model for West German protesters.16 Beheiren also arrived in mass to 

protest the Enterprise – notably demonstrating by playing recordings of nuclear powered 

turbines, F-105 jets dropping napalm, and the sounds recorded from a nuclear blast.17 These 

protests, therefore, brought together many of the key elements of Japan’s global and local 1960s: 

inspiring European protest tactics while tying together US global imperial strategy through 

Japanese bases, the Vietnam War, and the nuclear victimization of the past.  

For Japanese and West German protesters, viewing the war in Vietnam evoked painful 

collective memories of being both victim and perpetrator of crimes in the Second World War. 

This meant, for example, that SDS could invoke both the Allied air war over Germany that 

targeted civilians and the SS killing Jews in their objection to the Vietnam War – sometimes 

even in the same document. Japanese activists too could see their own past as a colonizing power 

in Asia and simultaneously the experience of being the sole victims of nuclear weapons. On the 

one hand, victim narratives, which had dominated West German and Japanese collective memory 

in the 1950s, certainly continued through protests against nuclear arms and into protests against 

                                                
14 Though Havens views the peaceful Beheiren protests as a reassertion of the peaceful anti-war movement, 
Marotti’s article on Japan’s 1968 makes the point that violence actually opened up political space for more 
participation. Havens, 149-150; Marotti, 128. 
15 Marotti, 117-123. 
16 See Chapter 2. 
17 “Beheiren Ryōshyūsho Hagaki” [Beheiren Formal Postcard] 1967 in Beheiren, Shiryo Beheiren Undo Volume I 
(Tokyo: Kawade Shobo Shinsha, 1974), 185. 
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the Vietnam War.18 In part, this was a moral argument about having experienced the horrors of 

war. When Hansen denounced Satō’s visit to South Vietnam in 1967, they argued that as 

“Japanese people who have directly experienced war, opposition to the Vietnam War is a natural 

sentiment and thinking that our government’s participation in the war is unacceptable is a 

justified conclusion.”19 Many West German documents echoed this moral imperative towards 

protesting war: an announcement for the 1973 Sternmarsch protest in Bonn called on West 

Germans who had seen “nights of bombing (Bombennächte) with their own eyes.”20 Yet, West 

Germans and Japanese protesters did not only demonstrate against the Vietnam War because 

they saw themselves as fellow victims with the Vietnamese. When protesters evoked the tactics 

of the Second World War – especially aerial bombardments or nuclear weapons – it was to show 

that the current war in Indochina was orders of magnitude more destructive than what they had 

experienced. 

The horrors of the past provided a shorthand for activists to explain the seemingly 

unprecedented destruction in Indochina and a warning not to repeat the crimes of the Second 

World War. One of the most common of these tropes was comparing the total number of bombs 

dropped on Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia to the tonnage of conventional bombs in the 1940s or 

explaining the explosive power in measures of “Hiroshima” bomb yields.  Estimates on the 

comparative tonnage of bombs ranged depending on the source. Some limited their numbers only 

to those dropped over Germany, others included all of Europe, and still others all bombs in the 

                                                
18 Susanna Schraftstetter, “The Long Shadow of the Past: History, Memory and the Debate over West Germany’s 
Nuclear Status, 1954-69,” History & Memory 16, no 1 (Spring 2004), 118-145. 
19 Document 4: “Seimei” [Declaration] (14 October 1967) in Hansen Seinen Iinkai Hen, Hansen Seinen Iinkai: 
Tatakai no Kiroku to Kōdō no Genri [Anti-War Youth Committee: Fighting Documents and Movement Principles] 
(Tokyo: Hansen Seinen Iinkai, 1968), 17. 
20 “Auf zum Sternmarsch nach Bonn!” [1973], FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1213. 
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all theaters of the war.21 In part, the strategy was to remind those who had been bombed that now 

the Vietnamese were experiencing, two, three, maybe even five times worse than they had at the 

hands of the Americans. On the other hand, another goal was to show how interlinked the two 

conflicts actually were: groups could claim they recognized “carpet bombing of cities and the 

strategy of scorched earth” as a tactic form both the 1940s and the 1960s or 1970s.22 Taken alone, 

comparasons of bombing levels were just part of the horror of Vietnam, combined with 

concentration camps, chemical weapons, and a threatened escalation into a nuclear World War 

III.23 

Another similar strategy was to compare the total yield of bombs dropped over Indochina 

in terms of a magnitude of Hiroshima bombs – both to evoke past suffering and to connect the 

Vietnam War with a dangerous scientific kind of warfare. In August 1945, the first bomb 

dropped on Japan was a relatively low-yield weapon, especially compared to the hydrogen 

bombs available to the US in the 1960s and 1970s, yet the city of Hiroshima remained a potent 

talisman. Many anti-war texts included estimations of daily and weekly bombing totals in 

Vietnam expressed in multiples of Hiroshima bombs.24 In 1972, for example, West Berlin’s 

Vietnam Committee estimated that between 1965 and 1971, the US dropped 11.8 million tons of 

bombs on Indochina, which was the energy level of 450 Hiroshima bombs. In another leaflet 

protesting the 1972 “US Air Force Day” in West Berlin the stakes were even higher: that the 

                                                
21 The comparison was common, see for examples “Solidarität mit dem Volk von Vietnam” [1967] HIfS SBe 495, 2; 
“Informationen zur Abrüstung Nr. 43 (Sonderausgabe) Mitte Februar 1967: Ein Reisebericht von Egon Lutz” FU 
Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1212, 10; KPD-ML “Demonstration, Samstag 12.2 1430 Uhr,” [1972?] FU Berlin, UA, 
APO-S, Sig 1216, [1]. 
22 “Protest against the US-genocide in Vietnam” [1972] FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1213. 
23 Protest material for the Ostermarsch (Easter March) movement included a comparison to the bombs dropped on 
Germany in the Second World War to all three of these, for example. See Campaign for Disarmament Ostermarsch 
“Appell für Frieden in Vietnam” [1968?] FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1212. 
24 See, for example, Liga gegen den Imperialismus, Kambodscha, i; “Amis raus aus Vietnam! Nach der totalen 
Bombardierung Nordvietnams: Kein Vertrauen in den ‘Friedenswillen’ der US-Regierung” [1/2/73] FU Berlin, UA, 
APO-S, Sig 1213. 
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total explosive power of US bombing surpassed “700 Hiroshima-type atomic bombs.”25 In 

general, the concern over the explosive power of conventional bombing was tied to concerns 

about new, more dangerous weapons in the US arsenal. These new bombs in Vietnam were 

supposedly of a different class: “The American super-bombs, which are ‘as good as an atom 

bomb’ (so says an American military spokesman), are absolutely deadly within 1 km” an article 

in Roter Morgen claimed, contributing to the US dropping “five times” as many bombs as 

against Germany in World War II.26 

Protesters similarly evoked Hiroshima and Nagasaki specifically because of fear that 

Vietnam would become a nuclear conflict. Annihilation through atomic warfare was certainly a 

concern and source of deep fear before the Vietnam War. Japanese students in the 1950s voiced 

concern that the Korean War would become “World War III” if the US made good to deploy 

nuclear weapons on Japanese soil and rearmed Japan by expanding the Jieitai.27 The thorny issue 

of West Germany’s role in a nuclearized world too raised the specter of the past and a new war. 

Already in anti-nuclear protests of the 1950s, Hiroshima had emerged as an international symbol 

of destruction, as one slogan employed against the stationing of nuclear missiles in the FRG 

denounced “Euroshima” – an effective internationalization of the Japanese historical experience 

in protest discourse that presaged the international language of protest surrounding the Vietnam 

War.28 At the same time, nuclear war had particular resonance in Japan and West Germany, 

which had experienced nuclear and fire bombing, and were positioned on the frontlines of any 

potential global war between the US and the USSR or China. This included a special relationship 

with the past: at a 1972 anti-war demonstration in West Berlin, author Helmut Gollwitzer 

                                                
25 “Weg mit dem Demonstrationsverbot: Kommt zur Vietnam-Kundgebung” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1216. 
26 “Wieder Bomben auf Nordvietnam,” Roter Morgen 6 no. 1/2  (January 1972), 1. 
27 Masuda Hajimu, “Fear of World War III: Social Politics of Japan's Rearmament and Peace Movements, 1950-
3” Journal of Contemporary History 47 no. 3 (2012): 551-571. 
28 Schraftstetter, 139. 
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compared the "cynical” and “meaninglessly nihilistic” American threats of nuclear annihilation 

to Hitler’s “destruction mania” (Zerstörungswahnsinn) in the last years of the Second World 

War.29 For Japanese protesters and activists, the nuclear threat of the Vietnam War naturally 

filtered through Hiroshima/Nagasaki, and the anti-nuclear war protests of the 1950s in many 

cases blended into protest of the American war in Indochina. The fear of World War III or a 

“nuclear holocaust,” itself a blending of Hiroshima / Nagasaki and Auschwitz, bled over into 

discourses about the Vietnam War.  

The return of nuclear victimization to Japan through the USS Enterprise was connected to 

the fear of Japan being drawn into a larger nuclear conflict through Vietnam.  The threat that the 

US would base nuclear weapons on installations in Japan was an important theme throughout 

Japanese anti-Vietnam war protest. In 1969, Kakumaru-ha included “Smash US-Imperialism the 

allied Japanese-Imperialism’s ‘return to nuclear bases’!” (kakukichidzuke henkan) in their 

official slogans in Tatakau Zengakuren.30 The radical students were responding to both rumor 

and, eventually, official confirmation. On 16 November 1971, Narazaki Yanosuke, a member of 

the Japanese Socialist Party and the Diet, accused the US of violating the ANPO agreement by 

secretly housing nuclear weapons at Iwakuni Airbase. Many, including anti-war GIs stationed at 

the airbase, noted that Iwakuni was only twenty-two miles from Hiroshima.31 In a December 

issue of the underground paper Semper-Fi, US marines released a list of demands that included 

“that Iwakuni base be given back to the Japanese people and stop being run by the imperialistic 

Amerikan [sic] Government” and that the Japanese people be authorized to search Iwakuni base 

                                                
29 Helmut Gollwitzer “Ansprache bei der Vietnam-Demonstration in Westberlin am 22.4.72” FU Berlin, UA, APO-
S, Sig 1216, [1]. 
30 “Tatakau Surōgan” [Fighting Slogans] Tatakau Zengakuren no 11-12 (September 1969), 4. 
31 Semper-Fi, Iwakuni’s major underground GI paper, focused a number of articles in December and January about 
the so-called “Narazaki Statement.” For distance to Hiroshima, see [Title Illegible], Semper Fi 2 no. 17 (December 
1971), 4. 
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to determine the truth about nuclear weapons on this base.” Indeed, nuclear weapons were, in 

fact, passing though Japanese ports throughout the Vietnam War, with 32 nuclear tipped missiles 

stationed in Okinawa.32 The presence of new forms of atomic victimization by the US – either 

through the nuclear-powered Enterprise so close to Nagasaki or alleged nuclear weapons 

stationed at Iwakuni just miles away from Hiroshima – emerged in close relation to the Vietnam 

War and became part of a wider discourse about the past and the dangers of the present. 

 Especially in the first few years of the American war in Vietnam, the threat of nuclear 

weapons or the escalation of the war into an atomic one were some of the most pressing concerns 

for anti-war protesters, essentially fearing a new World War. For various factions of Zengakuren, 

the fight against nuclear proliferation was a key component of any anti-war stance, as seen 

especially in the initial outreach between SDS and Kakumaru-ha or Shagakudō discussed in 

chapter 2. In, 1965 Sekai published the notes from the second meeting of anti-war scientists in 

Hiroshima. The participants, mainly physicists from elite Japanese universities, identified the 

two most dangerous global developments as escalation in Indochina and Chinese nuclear tests, 

creating a consensus among the participants that the Vietnam War would be a “flashpoint” 

(hakkaten) for a modern nuclear war.33 That same year, at the twenty-second National Meeting 

of Zengakuren, debates over the Gulf of Tonkin Incident largely revolved around how escalation 

of the war (esukarēto) would bring secret nuclear weapons to Japanese soil, which was illegal 

under the stipulations of ANPO.34 The threat of escalation into nuclear war was more 

pronounced in early West German protest discourse, fading out largely in the 1970s. A 1966 

Konkret article provided a speculative timeline of how Vietnam would spin out of control into 

                                                
32 “Demands of American Servicemen and Women at Marine Corps Air Station, Iwakuni,” Semper Fi (December 
1971), CCCS, S01 Folder 1478, 30; Havens, 88. 
33 Takagi Shūji, Yamada Eiji and Maki Jirō “’Heiwa no Kōrikei’ wo motomete” [Seeking an “Axiomatic System of 
Peace”], Sekai no 236 (July 1965), 114. 
34 Zengakuren Central Action Committee “Zengakuren Dai 22 Kai Teiki Zenkoku Daikai Gian,” 51-53. 
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World War III, heavily influenced by the 1965 BBC-produced TV movie The War Game: 

“hawks” in Washington would advocate a preemptive nuclear strike against Peking after the 

People’s Republic invaded Vietnam in response to US incursions.35 Japanese and West German 

war memory and narratives of victimization helped to inform the threat that the Vietnam War 

would spin out of control into World War III, this time as a nuclear world war. 

The protest discourse that blended the air war in Vietnam with that of the Second World 

War served to help tie Japanese, West German, and Vietnamese suffering together in a larger 

protest against the violence of US imperialism, especially in the bombing of civilians.36 

Comparing the bombardments in Indochina to the past was not simply a moral argument to 

oppose war in general. Many activists went further, expressly claiming that the same crimes were 

creating a whole new set of victims of imperial warfare. In this way, it was possible to see aerial 

bombing of civilians, both conventional and nuclear, by the Nazis, the Allies, and the US 

military in Vietnam as a part of the same phenomena. A coalition of anti-war student groups at 

West Berlin’s Technical University made the theme of continuity abundantly clear through a 

1972 flier titled “Rotterdam – Warsaw – Dresden – Hiroshima – Hanoi” that drew a line from 

Nazi and allied air campaigns through to the current war. 37 The KPD-ML similarly saw a 

relationship between Allied bombings in “Dresden, Hiroshima, and Nagasaki” and the potential 

                                                
35 Notably, the film speculated that the next flashpoint after Vietnam would be West Berlin, which would fall 
quickly to Soviet and East German forces, requiring a tactical nuclear response from NATO. See “Kriegsspiel: Ganz 
ungeilterter Horror” Konkret no 4 (April 1966), 6. 
36 See Richard Overy, The Bombers and the Bombed: Allied Air War Over Europe, 1940-1945 (New York: Penguin 
Books, 2013) and Marilyn Blatt Young and Toshiyuki Tanaka, eds. Bombing Civilians: A Twentieth-Century 
History (New York: New Press, 2010). 
37 This flier stated that the explosive power of two Hiroshima bombs were dropped on Vietnam daily. “Rotterdam – 
Warsaw – Dresden – Hiroshima – Hanoi”[1972], FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1216.  
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for a repeat of this past in the Vietnam War.38 What united the horrors of these examples were 

the particulars of imperialist warfare. The KPD-ML also wrote: 

 
Every German should be clear about this: the American terror bombardments and English air 
squadrons in the Second World War, which left Berlin, Hamburg, Dresden, Dortmund, etc. etc. 
in ashes were nothing compared to US imperialism’s current rampage against the Vietnamese 
people. Every German should remember that Hitler saw only one alternative when facing that 
coming defeat: the barbaric policy of scorched earth! When it becomes close to impossible to 
halt the victory of the people, so will drowning imperialism still seek to intimidate the people of 
the world with a sea of blood and cities of ash.39  
 

  Many saw their own experience as a perpetrator of crimes in the Second World War as 

simply a prelude for what the United States would try in Vietnam. Seeing imperialist war as an 

outgrowth of capitalism allowed German workers and Vietnamese farmers to share an identity as 

victims, yet, it was not merely a strict adherence to a Marxist dialectic that drew out continuities 

between the Second World War and the Vietnam War. Beheiren’s insistence on drawing 

comparisons between nuclear bombings and the modern weapons used in Vietnam similarly 

allowed for a collective victim identity between Japanese and Vietnamese citizens. A 1966 flier 

for a town hall in Osaka on 14 August cited the US military using radiation as a weapon as 

reason to oppose the war. The flier warned, “now in Vietnam, a war more frenzied than the 

Second World War rapidly expands.” This text, juxtaposed next to an image of an origami crane 

– a potent symbol of nuclear victimization – solidified the message: the Vietnam War was a 

direct continuation of the same methods that had caused past Japanese suffering.40 The League 

against Imperialism acknowledged that German imperialism had started two World Wars but 
                                                
38 When activists compared bombing in Vietnam to the nuclear bombs dropped on Japan in 1945, they hardly ever 
evoked Nagasaki. Though some Japanese sources discussed the past in terms of the second bomb, the touchstone of 
cultural memory and the international language of protest tended towards Hiroshima as the symbol of a dangerous 
trend in modernity. The same could also be said of Auschwitz, as few protesters ever evoked Treblinka or other 
death camps when discussing Vietnam. “Atombomben auf Vietnam?,” Roter Morgen 7 no. 2 (January 1973), 5. 
39 “Sieg im Volkskrieg!,” Roter Morgen 6 no. 26 (December 1972), 1.  
40 “Shōsen Nijyūichi Shūnen Betonamu ni Heiwa wo Negau Yū” [21st Anniversary of the End of the War and Wish 
for Peace in Vietnam Night] CCCS, S01 Folder 0016 [Page 28]. 
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“US-aggression against the people of Indochina has surpassed fascist German imperialism in 

regard to the imperialistic violence-machinery.”41 Similarly, anti-imperialists could claim that the 

Six-Day War and the Soviet incursion into Czechoslovakia were simply improvements of the 

Nazi tactic of Blitzkrieg, a kind of warfare that “had vanished into thin air for more than 20 years 

since the catastrophic defeat of the German and Japanese fascist blitzkrieg leaders.” What was 

new about the Blitzkriege in the 1960s and 1970s, however, was a “technical and material 

superiority” unknown in the 1940s.42 Indeed, these discourses about modern imperialist warfare 

shaped how Japanese and West Germans viewed the Vietnam War and their own (and each 

other’s) pasts. 

 This dynamic functioned in interpretations of imperialism outside of Vietnam as well: 

now American, West German, and Japanese domestic forces responsible for policing anti-

imperial protests were viewed through the lens of the Nazi past. For example, in the first issue of 

their paper, Sekigun-ha used the Nazis as a reference when discussing the Kidōtai, calling their 

“storm troop-ification” (tostugekitai-ka) part of a creeping fascism to control revolutionaries.43 

An article in Jōkyō about the campus occupations around Japan in 1968/69 similarly evoked the 

Nazi past in describing the administration’s attempts to prevent student meetings. A hastily 

constructed wall topped by barbed wire around a campus building, described by the author 

Kazekura Shirou as “within… Auschwitz,” immediately evoked a Nazi death camp.44 Just as 

theories of global imperial strategy saw the increase of domestic repression against anti-war 

protesters and blacks within the US as a logical progression as US imperialism fell deeper into 

                                                
41 Liga gegen den Imperialismus, Kampf dem BRD-Imperialismus, 11.  
42 “Zerschlagt die imperialistischen Blitzkriegspläne,” Roter Morgen no. 3 (September 1969), 9. 
43 “Zendankai hōki – Sekai kakumei sensō ni muke, kyōsandō Sekigun ni kesshūse yo!” [Preliminary Uprising – 
Turn Towards World Revolutionary War, Rally Behind the Bund Red Army Faction!] Sekigun no. 1 (4 September 
1969) [TC 5865], 1. 
44 Kazekura Shirō, “Ankoku Daigaku: Nichidai Aushyubiitsu kara,” [The Dark University: From the Nihon 
University Auschwitz] Jōkyō no. 12 (July 1969), 124. 
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crisis, so too was the fascization of repression in Japan and West Germany a signal of their own 

imperialist governments’ precarious place in the world order. 

 

Continuities of Past Crimes in Vietnam: Genocide, Auschwitz, and Napalm 

 

In 1966, an SDS pamphlet series on issues in the Third World, Informationen über 

Vietnam und Länder der Dritten Welt, asked a simple question about the American War in 

Southeast Asia: “Why must the United States exterminate everything that lives in Vietnam to 

free the land?”45 The question not only presaged concerns over defoliation and environmental 

‘ecocide’ but also alluded to another common theme in interpretations of the war in Vietnam. 

Though it could be and has been dismissed as hyperbole, the charge that the US was committing 

genocide in Vietnam was a staple of anti-war protest. The following year, in 1967, a Beheiren 

affiliated group, the Japanese Committee to Investigate American War Crimes in Vietnam 

published a book titled Jenosaido: Minzoku Minagoroshi Sensō (Genocide: A War to Annihilate 

a People). Tellingly, the book’s title used the transliteration “jenosaido” rather than a word 

native to the Japanese language – most likely in an attempt to more clearly tie it to the 

international anti-war protest language that traded in references to the Nazi past. Jenosaido 

echoed the calls by the Russell Tribunal to investigate American war crimes and argued that 

America was waging a “criminal imperialist aggressive war” with new and dangerous weapons 

in Vietnam. At the same time, Vietnam was not simply a war in the traditional sense, as the US 

planned something “much more vicious than colonialism” in Indochina.46 By 1972, there was 

even more certainty about American intentions in Vietnam among radical groups. That year, 

                                                
45 Informationen über Vietnam und Länder der Dritten Welt no 2 (October 1966), [1] 
46 Betonamu ni okeru Amerika no Sensō Hanzai Chōusa Nihon Iinkai, Jenosaido: Minzoku Minagoroshi Sensō 
[Genocide: A War to Annihilate a People] (Tokyo: Aoki Shoten, 1967), 157-158. 
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West Berlin’s Vietnam Committee published a book-length pamphlet, which laid bare the 

group’s views of the war: Völkermord als Politik (Genocide as Policy). In the pamphlet, the 

Vietnam Committee wrote that the US was conducting a “war of extermination” that had “no 

comparison in gruesomeness and perfection” – explicitly stating that eliminating the Vietnamese 

people from their land was the express purpose of the war.47  

 For many anti-imperialists, genocide was not just a byproduct of conflict, but was rather a 

distinct tactic of imperialist warfare. As a strategy, the genocide in Vietnam evoked the past, but 

it was seen as a new, or more effective, instance of mass slaughter as well. An early Beheiren 

appeal to the Japanese people described the use of air power, chemical weapons, and napalm as a 

“strategy of annihilation” (minagoroshi sakusen) that would surely lead to a new nuclear 

conflict.48 Even bombing campaigns had advanced since the Second World War. In 1966 Jürgen 

Horlemann, future co-founder of the KPD-AO, coauthored one of the West German New Left’s 

earliest key texts on the war in: Vietnam: Genesis eines Konflikts (Vietnam: Genesis of a 

Conflict).49 Writing in a 1971 article for Rote Presse Korrespondenz, Horlemann described the 

war as having a “new character,” due to the advent of weapons of mass destruction being 

launched from the air.50 A few years later the KPD-AO characterized US Air Force tactics as 

Nixon trying to “perfect a murder machinery” – one that had certainly existed before, but now 

had reached a new stage of effectiveness.51  

While most could agree that “extermination” or “annihilation” was the purpose of the 

Vietnam War, there was certainly debate over the exact origins of a genocidal strategy. Was it 

                                                
47 Vietnamkomitee, Völkermord als Politik [1972], FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1216, 30.  
48 “Apiiru” [Appeal] [25 March 1966], CCCS, S01 Folder 0015, [8]. 
49 Jürgen Horlemann and Peter Gäng, Vietnam: Genesis eines Konflikts (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1966). 
50 Jürgen Horlemann, “Vietnam,” Rote Presse Korrespondenz 1 no. 30 (September 1969), 10. 
51 Student Commission of the KPD-AO “Die US-Armee – Ein Waffe des US-Imperialismus, die stumpfer wird.” 
[1971], HIfS SBe 495, [1]. 
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simply the result of a particular bad actor – especially Nixon in the early 1970s – or was it part of 

a systemic problem?52 Was the US simply trying to punish the Vietnamese for their victory and 

leave the country unlivable as they retreated?53 The answer to these questions was often found by 

tracing the evolution of genocide through either the Leninist view that imperialism was the 

highest form of capitalism, or through a less doctrinaire but still anti-capitalist conception of the 

armaments industry dictating policy. Just as Imperial Japan and Nazi Germany had chased profit 

and committed horrible crimes in the 1930s and 1940, so too was the US in Vietnam. 

Linking Japanese and German suffering in the Second World War with Vietnamese 

suffering in the present coexisted, sometimes awkwardly, with a narrative of how the US war 

mirrored past perpetration by the former Axis powers. The most pervasive of these examples was 

the Nazi extermination campaign against Europe’s Jews, commonly encapsulated in the 

metonym of Auschwitz. As numerous accounts of West Germany’s 1960s have argued, the 1961 

prosecution of the Holocaust’s architect Adolf Eichmann in Jerusalem and Frankfurt  

“Auschwitz Trials” from 1963 to 1965 renewed discussions about German perpetration in the 

war, in particular the nature of the Holocaust and death camps.54 The concentration camp was the 

frame through which West Germans understood much of what was happening in Vietnam; 

however, the understanding of the Holocaust and Nazi camps were filtered through the anti-

imperial politics of the 1960s and 1970s. The implementation of “Strategic Hamlets,” a tactic by 

the US military to collect South Vietnamese farmers in areas so as to isolate Viet Cong guerrillas, 

certainly appeared as “KZs” to many West Germans.55 Later in the war, when the US had 

                                                
52 “Bericht aus einem westberliner Kampfkomitee,” Internationale Solidarität 1 no. 2 (March 1972), 4. 
53 Vietnamization helped prove the latter, as the US dependence on South Vietnamese troops required even more air 
power. This only seemed to confirm to many that the exact weapons of US genocide in Vietnam – napalm, cluster 
bombs, and chemical defoliants – were only going to increase. See Kommunistische Gruppe (NRF) Mannheim-
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54 Tony Judt, Postwar: A History of Europe since 1945 (New York: Penguin Press, 2005), 416. 
55 See, for example, “Aufstände der Volksmassen,” in Kommunistischer Nachrichtendienst 3 no. 37 (May 1972), 12. 
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already begun Vietnamization and a withdrawal of troops, South Vietnamese President Nguyen 

Van Thieu’s massive political prisons were also held up as successors to the Nazi concentration 

camps.56 West German anti-imperialists relied on Auschwitz even when discussing the Japanese 

past. In the sourcebook Der japanische Imperialismus, produced in preparation of the Emperor’s 

state visit to West Germany, the League against Imperialism noted the war crimes of the 

Japanese military in occupied China by recounting the story of Unit 731, run by microbiologist 

Ishii Shirō, which killed nearly 4,000 through experiments exposing Chinese civilians to plague, 

cholera, typhus, dysentery, and experimental nerve gasses. What was more, the League argued, 

“the bodies were, as was customary in the concentration camps of the Hitler-fascists, burned in 

crematoria.”57 Nazi crimes, very specifically embodied by the crematoria of Auschwitz, became 

a pervasive trope employed in anti-war protest throughout the Vietnam War, and memories of 

German crimes became the most compelling comparison for the crimes of the present. 

 It was not only Auschwitz that encapsulated the continuation of Nazi methods in the 

Vietnam War, because US actions in Indochina reminded protesters of SS death squads in the 

East. There was a sense that GIs in Vietnam had been “specialized” and had so many new 

“gadgets” that were so far removed from the killing. Visions of detached soldiers with 

technologically advanced weapons behaving “as they would in National Socialist concentration 

camps” were, in a sense an argument parallel to Hanna Arendt’s “banality of evil.”58 At the same 

time, activists worried that US anti-guerrilla tactics in the Vietnam War, especially the use of 

counter-insurgent Special Forces and the CIA, had become the true inheritors of the Nazi legacy 

in the East. In 1967, Konkret published an article reviewing American journalist Robin Moore’s 

                                                
56 See chapter 3. 
57 Liga gegen den Imperialismus, Der japanische Imperialismus, 54. 
58 SDS Informationen über Vietnam und Länder der dritten Welt no. 3, 2. Auflage (November 1966); Hanna Arendt, 
Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil (New York; Viking Press, 1963). 
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1965 book The Green Berets titled “SS in Vietnam.” About these so-called “Green Devils,” 

Konkret wrote, “In Vietnam the Americans have deployed a killer troop that is in no way inferior 

to the special units of the SS. They kill, torture, extort, and destroy houses and industrial 

facilities.” The goal, the review stated, was to help inform the West German public what their 

NATO ally, the “American SS-men” were up to in Indochina.59 By the early 1970s, as the US 

began to withdraw troops from Vietnam, and even after the 1973 peace, the CIA emerged as 

clandestine “‘specialists’ in genocide” aiming to continue the US imperial plan for Southeast 

Asia.60 The secret war in neighboring Laos and a CIA-sponsored coup in Cambodia drove the 

increasing alarm over the influence of unconventional US warfare in Indochina. The “Phoenix 

Program,” a CIA-run counterinsurgency plan, which sought to target and infiltrate the Viet Cong, 

appeared to many to be a “private army” to help Thieu round up political prisoners to put in 

“KZs.”61 On the other hand, as discussed in chapter 5, the image of the ordinary soldier as a Nazi 

clashed with attempts at agitation among anti-war GIs. 

Beheiren employed the memory of the Japanese crimes in the Second World War 

extensively, especially in English language material meant to speak to the American public and 

GIs stationed in Japan. A deserter identified only as Davidson who wrote an essay about his 

experiences for Beheiren’s GI agitation wing recalled that group members helped GIs because of 

their own experiences in war, under US military occupation, “which seems to experience the 

horrors of the past once again as the US remains intent on using Japan as a ‘first warning system’ 

in carrying out their unholy designs in the rest of Asia.”62 Beheiren made good use of Japan’s 

colonial past in Asia as proof that a war on the continent would end in disaster. As a series of 

                                                
59 “SS in Vietnam” Konkret no 1 (January 1967), 27-28. 
60 FU-Vientamsschüsse “Frieden in Vietnam – ein Frieden der Ausbeuter?” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1216. 
61 “Newsletter IIVS 24 November 1972” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1219; “Aufruf zur zentralen 
Vietnamdemonstration der ‘Initiative Internationale Vietnam-Solidarität” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1219. 
62 “DAVIDSON no Essē” [C-4-3], CCCS, R02, [7]. 
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English leaflets argued, in the 1930s, Japan’s military was in nearly the exact same situation as 

the US in the 1960s. “In 1931, our Government launched an undeclared war against China… 

Few people realized then that it was the beginning of the Second World War. Now in 1966, we 

feel that another undeclared war going on in Asia may turn out to be the beginning of World War 

III,” read a “Message to US soldiers” distributed around bases in Japan.63 This was a reference to 

the so-called “Manchurian Incident,” a manufactured crisis by the Japanese Imperial Army in 

1931, which preceded the invasion of Northeast China and the establishment the puppet state 

Manchukuo. 

An example of the victim-perpetrator dynamic came from a 1967 full-page advertisement 

in the pages of The Washington Post published by Beheiren, titled “Stop the Killing! Stop the 

Vietnam War! An Appeal from Citizens of Japan and the Voice of Hiroshima.” Along with 

warning the reader that the Vietnam War would strain relations between the Japanese and 

American people and threatened to start a new world war, the advertisement included messages 

from Hiroshima citizens.64 These messages were later reprinted in Japanese in the pages of the 

left wing Japanese journal Sekai. The English-language version of the advertisement’s text 

directly connected Japanese and Vietnamese victimhood while still acknowledging past crimes 

in the Second World War: “The Vietnam war reminds us of Hiroshima and all our own bitter 

past. Having inflicted bombs and suffered them as well, we can imagine the feelings that lie deep 

in the hearts of the bombed Vietnamese. We can also imagine the emotions of American 

youngsters who are now sent out to destroy Vietnamese.”65 When the same collection of 

testimonies was printed in Sekai, however, the text had changed slightly: “The Vietnam War 

                                                
63 “Message from Japan to American Soldiers,” 181. 
64 Reprinted in Beheiren, “Stop the Killing! Stop the Vietnam War!” in Shiryo Beheiren Undo vol 1(Tokyo: Kawade 
Shobo Shinsha, 1974), 209. 
65 “Stop the Killing! Stop the Vietnam War!,” 209.  
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makes us recall our own past of Hiroshima. We who have the experience of falling bombs, can 

understand the feelings of the American youth sent to destroy the bombed Vietnamese people.”66 

When advertising to American audiences, Beheiren included the Japanese incursion into China 

as a parallel to the US war in Vietnam, just as it had in GI agitation material; however, even in 

the leftwing Japanese press, the invasion was absent. 

 Among the most important events that linked the Vietnam War and the fascist past was 

the massacre of My Lai. On the morning of 16 March 1968, one hundred US army soldiers 

entered hamlets My Lai 4 and My Khe in the central Vietnamese village Song My and proceeded, 

over the next few hours, to slaughter between 347 and 504 Vietnamese civilians. The event, 

initially known as the “Pinkville Massacre” based on GI slang for the area, was initially 

investigated internally by the American military, but done so under tight secrecy. It was not until 

more than a year later, in November 1969, that American investigative journalist Seymour Hersh 

would reveal the event to the world, sparking widespread backlash.67 Especially for Japanese and 

West German protesters who had been denouncing the Vietnam War as genocide, the massacre 

that became known as My Lai immediately confirmed some of the most dire estimations of the 

US war in Indochina. The massacre appeared to be a direct continuation of the tactics of the 

fascist past and was easily slotted into a sequence of images that included Nazi death squads 

murdering Jews in the East. At the same time, My Lai was seen as just one manifestation of a 

systematic program to murder Vietnamese.  

 For many, My Lai was simply proof of the continuation of fascist war tactics in Vietnam. 

This was not just tied to the widely distributed images of atrocities in Vietnamese villages that 

                                                
66 “Korosuna! Betonamu Sensō wo Yameyo! – Nihon Kokumin to Hiroshima kara no uttae” [Do Not Kill! End the 
war in Vietnam! – Testimonies from the Japanese People and Citizens of Hiroshima] Sekai no 258 (May 1967), 136. 
67 For My Lai, see especially Bernd Greiner, War Without Fronts: The USA in Vietnam, Anne Wyburd and Victoria 
Ferntrans, trans. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010). 
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evoked the Nazi partisan war in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. Certainly, the connection 

helped, as was the case with SDS materials that juxtaposed images and descriptions of an SS 

slaughter in 1942 Poland with newly released images of My Lai.68 At the same time, the 

massacre affected the way activists understood past fascist violence as well. “My Lai in 

Okinawa,” a 1972 article by Muto Ichiyo in AMPO declared after a local Okinawan newspaper 

revealed a 1945 atrocity committed by Japanese forces on the island that killed 20 islanders and 

Koreans.69 Yet, the very tactics of partisan warfare against the Viet Cong in South Vietnam 

appeared to be learned from the SS, as one Munich SDS leaflet claimed that the GIs in My Lai 

were trained “with old Nazi films that feature torture in German concentration camps, the 

tradition and techniques of fascism are handed down.”70 Many took this direct line to the past 

tactics of fascist war crimes and noted, often with deep irony, that My Lai was exactly the kind 

of crime the US had been so quick to prosecute in 1945. “The Americans have already dealt with 

their future in Nuremberg” wrote journalist E.A. Rauter in a Konkret article about the 

massacre.71  

 If My Lai appeared on the one hand as a confirmation that the US was using, or even 

perfecting, fascistic warfare in Vietnam, the massacre was also presented as just one part of the 

wider American imperialist genocidal strategy. To argue that My Lai was part of a larger 

“system” was not to argue, as many did, that the mass killing was attributable to a breakdown in 

command. Rather, it was “no accident,” a West German anti-war group argued, that a military 

that was already dropping “3.5 times as many bombs” in Vietnam as they did over all of Europe 

                                                
68 “Ist Nixon ein Mörder?” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1216. 
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in the Second World War was a military capable of shooting civilians and burning their 

villages.72 The massacre of civilians mirrored the “million-fold murders of Hitler's fascism” but 

it was simultaneously “the fruit of a criminal system” – one that, unlike the Nazis’, could always 

threaten to employ a nuclear bomb.73 Focusing on the role of GIs or on the actions of an 

individual like Lt. William Calley, the only American convicted for the massacre, distracted 

from the genocide of the Vietnamese people and the ecocide of the Vietnamese jungle. In this 

context, My Lai represented “only a high point of the genocide” and “not a 'case of insanity,' not 

an act of insanity committed by a small person…”74 The massacre at My Lai rightfully 

scandalized the American and international public and is regularly identified as a turning point 

that galvanized the anti-war movement in the US and globally; for many already disposed 

against the US war effort, the event further crystalized their views.  

Perhaps the most potent symbol of the Vietnam War was napalm – a petroleum-based 

incendiary jelly used both against enemy troops and as a defoliant for jungle warfare. Originally 

developed by Harvard scientists in 1942, napalm was used extensively in the Second World War 

by the American military against both Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan. The thick flammable 

jelly provided a particularly useful substance in weapons such as flamethrowers against fortified 

positions and as a particularly destructive element of the Allied firebombing of cities like Berlin 

and Tokyo.75 Far from simply being a facet of the American war effort in Indochina, however, 

the substance itself became both a reminder of the horrors of the past and shorthand for the 

modernized genocide of the present. Napalm linked the crimes of the past to those of the present 
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in a material sense, and it further showed how much anti-imperial discourse viewed the conflict 

in Indochina as significantly more dangerous than the Second World War. Developed by 

scientists and coopted by US imperialism in the Second World War, manufactured by companies 

for massive profit, tied to West German and Japanese universities and chemical companies, and 

finally engulfing Vietnamese civilians in flame, napalm was a perfect encapsulation of modern 

imperialist warfare in the anti-imperialist imagination. 

A potent aspect of the connection between war memory and napalm came from the 

symbolism of fire. For West Germans, Vietnamese bodies burned by napalm consistently evoked 

connections to the crematoria of Auschwitz. In Japan, American bombers dropping fire on the 

Vietnamese immediately reminded many of the massive fireball and heat emanating from the 

atomic bombs in Hiroshima / Nagasaki. Yet, the conflation of burned Jewish or Japanese bodies 

in the 1940s with Vietnamese bodies in the 1960s and 1970s presented its own problems. For 

West Germans, using images of non-white bodies, or as Quinn Slobodian has called them, 

“corpse polemics,” often devolved into the territory of exploitation. Students might share 

effectively lurid images of burned Vietnamese, but doing so dehumanized the individual 

presented. The visibility of “suffering Asian bodies” in Vietnam had a similarly ambiguous role 

in Japanese war memory, argues Yoshikuni Igarashi, both reminding the Japanese of their own 

suffering while simultaneously pointing to their status as an “accomplice” to the war.76  

Connecting Auschwitz and Vietnam through the image of burning fire was central to two 

of the most infamous incidents in the history of West Germany’s 1960s. Two fires, one 

unintentional and the other an act of arson, were used by radicals in West Germany to attempt to 
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call attention to the Vietnam War through the lens of napalm use.77 In May 1967, a department 

store in Brussels burned down, killing 251. In the wake of the fire, the West Berlin group 

Kommune 1, an experimental communal living group with radical politics, published an 

infamous leaflet that linked the fire with the war in Vietnam. The most famous quotation from 

the text – the line which led to accusations of arson – was the conclusion: “A burning department 

store with burning people conveys for the first time in a major European city that crackling 

Vietnam-feeling… that we’ve missed in Berlin so far.”78 The leaflet provided a commentary on 

the blending of napalm, the past, and capitalist modernity. “The power of the American industry 

is, as is known, only surpassed by the extent of American advertising:” the group wrote, “Coca 

Cola and Hiroshima, the German economic miracle, and the Vietnamese War…”79 In this 

conception, the capitalism that had created Coca Cola and the Wirtschaftswunder had also 

created the atomic bombs and the war in Vietnam – a connection that Japanese anti-imperialists 

similarly identified. In 1968, when future Rote Armee Fraktion founders Gudrun Ensslin and 

Andreas Baader burned down a Frankfurt warehouse – the second of the two fires – they too 

attempted to make the fire in the metropole a symbol for violence in the Third World, especially 

evoking napalm.80  

Protest discourse surrounding napalm and other forms of imperialist warfare informed 

how anti-imperialists began to incorporate the Arab liberation struggle against Israel into the 

same framework they used to understand Vietnam – even when discourse veered dangerously 

close to anti-Semitic tropes. An anti-Israeli stance was an especially difficult position for the 
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West Germans to navigate due to the history of German anti-Semitism and the Holocaust. Some 

historians have attempted to tell the story of the West German New Left’s “anti-Zionism” in 

terms of a deep strain of anti-Semitism in Marxism and German left-wing thinking, or, more 

plausibly, a postwar inclination to identify with victims and against any imperialist power.81 

Examining how the West German and Japanese New Left understood imperialism helps to 

inform this debate among historians. Rather than an inherited antipathy to Jews or a fatal flaw in 

Marxism, the West German New Left’s stance against “Israeli imperialism” was part of a global 

fight against imperialism. A response to the Six-Day War in June 1967 that emphasized anti-

Israeli imperialism was not simply a German story. In 1967, Bund and Chūkaku-ha were already 

debating whether the Arab liberation struggle was as important as Vietnam.82 

An undated SDS poster  “Imperialismus – das ist Unmenschlichkeit” (Imperialism – This 

is Inhumanity) made the connections between the Middle East and Vietnam clear: a photo of 

American soldiers posing next to burned Vietnamese bodies was juxtaposed with Israeli troops 

standing over dead Jordanian fighters. On the other side of the poster, a Bundeswehr soldier, 

“trained in the image of the USA-killers” practiced hand-to-hand combat. An image of Nazi 

police officers rounding up dissidents was captioned “So it began in 1933 in Germany” and 

displayed above an image of West German police using a water cannon to break up a Vietnam 

War demonstration: “Today, water cannons and tomorrow?” 83 These progressions marked a 

particularly clear articulation of the global strategy of imperialism: the methods of fascist 

                                                
81 In contrast to Jeffery Herf, who places the blame for anti-Israel sentiment squarely on Communism and the (West 
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repression were still operating as they had in the 1930s, and the violence of imperialism was the 

same no matter where it emerged around the world. In particular, accusations that the Israeli 

military used napalm in their wars tied them to the same imperialistic forces operating in 

Vietnam.84 However, the comparison between the Arab-Israeli conflict and the Vietnam War was 

not simply a cynical juxtaposition of two wars. Neither was it just an adherence to a rigid 

Marxist dialectic. In the theory of imperialism’s global strategy, napalm was the key weapon of 

modern imperialist warfare. If a government produced napalm or deployed it on any battlefield, 

it was participating in a tactic for crushing liberation struggles that had been tested and perfected 

in Vietnam. 

 Even more concretely, West German and Japanese protesters claimed that their own 

governments and corporations were complicit in producing napalm for the US military. In 1966, 

the New Chinese News Agency, a state press office for the People’s Republic of China, published 

an article claiming that 92 per cent of napalm was produced in Japan, a statistic that had a deep 

impact on an already negative Japanese public opinion about the war.85 Such statistics 

subsequently appeared in a variety of anti-war publications. Zengakuren’s 1969 German-

language pamphlet sent to SDS implicated the Japanese government in the Vietnam War through 

ANPO and US military bases and because “85% of the napalm bombs used by the Americans 

and their allies were constructed in Japanese factories.”86 West German protesters similarly 

warned that their own capitalist class was involved in producing chemical weapons and napalm 

for the US war in Vietnam. West German aerospace manufacturing workers in Bremen reported 

they had seen “napalm containers for the Pentagon” and were actively sabotaging the Vereinigte 
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Flugtechnische Werke in solidarity with the people of Vietnam.87 IG Farben and Bayer, two of 

the largest West German companies working in chemical engineering, were often targets of the 

anti-war movement not only for their supposed complicity in the Vietnam War and for perceived 

continuities from when they had produced chemical weapons for Nazi troops and for death 

camps. Indeed, some claimed that the United States had imported key Nazi-era figures from 

these companies for the “technical knowledge” behind some of their most insidious weaponry.88 

As potent symbol for both the crimes of the past and for the dangerous modern imperialist war in 

Vietnam, complicity and active participation in napalm production once again singled out the 

West German and Japanese capitalist classes in a genocidal war. 

Protesters’ discussion of the continuities of fascism and imperialism in Vietnam 

coalesced in one particular figure: US president Richard M. Nixon. Few politicians provoked 

such virulent animosity from the Japanese and West German left in the era of the Vietnam War, 

and it was common to encounter the equation of Nixon with Adolf Hitler. Even figures like 

defense secretary McNamara, who speculated that West German troops might be used in 

Vietnam, or South Vietnamese leader Nguyen Cao Ky, who praised Hitler inspired far less 

hatred than the American president.89 At an early stage in the protest movements, activists 

blamed Presidents Kennedy and Johnson for the war, yet these men did not become avatars for 

the crimes of the Vietnam War in the way Nixon did. Ulrike Meinhof, future Rote Armee 

Fraktion founder, even partially defended Kennedy on Vietnam, claiming that Johnson had  
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Figure 4.1: Nikuson ha jigoku ni ike. [Nixon Can Go to Hell] (20 January 1973) in Shiryō Beheiren 
Undō: Volume III (Tokyo: Kawade Shobo Shinsha, 1974), 293. 

 
squandered Kennedy’s legacy in the region and was returning to the “all-or-nothing-strategy of 

John Foster Dulles: that is politics at the precipice of a great war.”90  

The reasons behind Nixon’s unique unpopularity were, in part, his own fault. In the first 

place, Nixon campaigned on a platform of ending the war in 1968, only to widen the war and 

increase bombing as president. On the other hand, the cultivation of the so-called “Madman 

Theory,” a diplomatic strategy that intentionally painted the president as unpredictable and 

capable of anything, including using nuclear arms, confirmed the worst fears of the anti-war 

movement.91 Yet, Nixon was not simply another president of the US, the policeman of the 

capitalist order. Instead, for many factions of the anti-imperial left in Japan and West Germany, 

Nixon was much worse: a truly genocidal tyrant, akin to Adolf Hitler. The overwhelming 

prevalence of the Nixon-as-Hitler paradigm helps to explain how the Nazi past was employed  

                                                
90 Ulrike Meinhof, “Vietnam” Konkret no 5 (May 1965), 2. 
91 For Nixon’s foreign policy see Daniel Sargent, A Superpower Transformed: The Remaking of American Foreign 
Relations in the 1970s (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017). 
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Figure 4.2: Hitler / Nixon Mask. Semper Fi vol 2 no. 7 June 1971 CCCS, S01 Folder 1471, 2. 
 

and understood in Vietnam War protest. Similar to the seemingly reflexive description of the 

Vietnam War as genocide, these examples went beyond mere invective or shorthand.  

 Part of the ubiquity of this trope was a wealth of cartoon imagery associating Nixon with 

Nazi imagery or depicting the American president as Hitler himself. These cartoons were 

illustrative examples of international protest language borrowing from both Japanese and 

German histories.  The construction was often as simple as stamping a small mustache on a 

picture of the US president, or replacing the ‘x’ in his name with a swastika. A 1971 Issue of  
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Figure 4.3: Ist Nixon ein Mörder?. FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1216. 

 
Semper Fi made a similar point, including an image of Hitler lowering his Nixon Mask.92 Often, 

these comparisons illustrated a tension in employing the Nazi past: was Nixon the true 

continuation of Hitler or was Hitler an earlier model of a type of leader since perfected by 

Nixon? This tension paralleled the wider debate over Nazi and US imperialism: were the 

Americans more ‘efficient’ in their technological genocide in Vietnam or were the Nazis more 

disciplined without so much internal military resistance? The frequency with which these kinds 

of images appeared in both Japanese and West German protest material points to a seriousness 

that transcended mere insults. A darkly satirical leaflet distributed in West Berlin complained 

“When one compares Nixon with Hitler today, that is not right!” making the case in a 

comparative bullet-pointed list: 

Hitler had a mustache, Nixon is always clean shaven.  
Hitler was an Austrian, Nixon is American.  
Hitler only spoke German, Nixon speaks English.  
Hitler invaded the USSR, France, Holland, and the Soviet Union, Nixon has to date only invaded 
Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia.  
Hitler exterminated the Jews, Nixon the Vietnamese 
No, one cannot compare Nixon with Hitler! Anyways, in 1970 alone 35 officers have been shot 
by their own men in Vietnam. That would never have happened under Hitler!93 
 
 
Concluding the text was a portrait of both Nixon and Hitler, altered to look like they were slowly 

morphing into Frankenstein’s monster and then into each other. In 1972, an issue of Jōkyō  
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 Figure 4.4: Ko no kao ni pin tokitara 110 ban!. Jōkyō no. 44 (March 1972), 79. 
 

published a similar “Ajibira” (Agitation Flier) by Ikeda Hiroshi, meant to draw continuity 

between the fascist past, the US war in Vietnam, and Japan’s own imperialist politics.94 The 

cartoon, a satirical wanted poster modeled on those posted in local Kōban (small neighborhood 

police stations, often called “Police Boxes”), featured a host of familiar faces with a caption 

urging the reader: “If you recognize this person, dial 110!” – Japan’s emergency police number. 

The poster dipicted major figures in Japanese politics, such as Prime Minister Satō Eisaku and 

right-wing author and failed coup leader Mishima Yukio, as well as Nixon. Yet, featured 

prominently were the wartime leaders of Japan and Nazi Germany: Emperor Hirohito and Hitler 
                                                
94 Ikeda, an active participant in the Tokyo University campus struggles released a collection of his work that 
includes this cartoon. The version of the wanted poster in this book, however, has Hitler, Satō, and Mishima crossed 
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See Steinhoff, “Memories of New Left Protest,” 141-150; Ikeda Hiroshi, Ese Monogatari [Essay – Legends] 
(Tokyo: Inpakuto Shuppankai, 2005), 155-158. 
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captured the top spot.95 Ikeda’s cartoon effectively linked Hitler and Nixon, a common theme, 

while more generally blending the Japanese and German pasts. In this sense, Nixon operated 

much the same as “Hirohitler,” the cartoon amalgamation of the Shōwa Emperor and the Nazi 

leader described in Chapter 3.   

 

Surpassing the Crimes of the Past: The Vietnam War as Experiment in New Imperial 

Warfare 

 

 Although the Vietnam War evoked clear parallels and continuities with the crimes of the 

fascist past, many aspects of the conflict appeared to be innovations on 1930s and 1940s 

concepts of imperialist warfare. Among protesters, a common theme throughout the war was that 

the war was an “experiment” by US imperialism, and Vietnam itself was the “testing ground” for 

developing and perfecting new tactics and weapons for use against the Third World. Though 

these discourses were deeply tied to views about connections between capitalism – especially the 

armaments industry – and imperial expansion, anti-imperialists often tied the modernity of these 

technological advancements to the recent fascist past as well. Anti-imperialists argued that the 

United States sought to intimidate other liberation struggles by crushing the Vietnamese 

revolution. It was therefore in Indochina that the US would need to test new tactics and new 

weapons for anti-guerrilla warfare.  

 In many ways, what separated the Vietnam War from past wars and liberation struggles 

in the anti-imperial imagination was the asymmetrical application of technologically advanced 

modern weaponry against a tiny nation by the most powerful military in the world. Along with 
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the previously described fixation on the tonnage of bombs dropped on Vietnam, activists singled 

out particular weapons used by the US as cruel and specifically designed to kill civilians. The 

“gadgets of destruction,” as a 1966 SDS brochure called them, included napalm, phosphorous 

bombs as well as anti-personnel cluster bombs.96 Beheiren dedicated large sections of the book 

Jenosaido to detailed descriptions of these very same weapons, explaining in intimate detail how 

each operated. It was these “inhuman new weapons” that distinguished the “criminal imperialist 

aggressive war” in Vietnam from any historical precedent.97  

Though napalm was by far the most visible of the novel weaponry in the Vietnam War, 

cluster bombs held an important place in the anti-imperial imagination. These weapons would 

scatter in midair, raining small projectiles in all directions, and then explode on contact to kill 

lightly armored infantry. Often, these bomblets would fail to detonate, essentially leaving behind 

a landmine. The West Berlin Vietnam Committee argued that the objective of this type of bomb 

was, “not to destroy military facilities or farming huts – it is a weapon whose sole purpose is to 

be engineered to kill people and animals.”98 Anti-imperialists saw these new weapons, therefore, 

as specifically designed to kill civilians, and, to commit genocide in Vietnam. As one 

underground GI paper in West Germany argued, thanks to Dow Chemical’s napalm and modern 

technology, “it is possible to take the ovens to the people rather than the people to the ovens.”99 

 If the global strategy of US imperialism included developing new weapons specifically 

designed to eradicate liberation struggles, then in the anti-imperial imagination Vietnam became 

the testing ground for the tools needed to fight uprisings around the world. Early views on the 

war often framed US tactics as a kind of response to the decolonization conflicts of the early 
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1960s. If revolutions in places such as Cuba had inaugurated a new form of anti-imperial 

struggle marked by the image of the heroic guerilla, so too would imperialism need a new form 

of warfare to maintain its control over the globe. SDS’ winter semester pamphlet, their first 

major text published on the war in 1965, recounted the colonial and postwar history of Vietnam, 

concluding that at present it was a “testing ground state, that should serve as a test of new 

weapons and tactics in the present and future struggle against ‘communist infiltration’ in all 

corners of the world.”100 This theme was similarly present in SDS materials produced around the 

conference Vietnam: Analyse eines Exempels (Vietnam: Analysis of an Example) held in 

Frankfurt on 22 May 1966. The conference, which drew 2000 participants and featured talks by 

famous German philosophers Jürgen Habermas and Herbert Marcuse, marked both the 

emergence of the West Berlin faction of SDS as the leading force within the student movement, 

and the importance of imperialism in Vietnam for the first time.101 The invitation circulated for 

the conference made the argument that the US was increasingly being drawn into a civil war they 

knew nothing about. The American military fought to destroy the Viet Cong, “but also 

simultaneously for the testing of new weapons and technologies for the suppression of peoples 

uprisings in other parts of the world.”102 This was an important link to the development of a 

theory of global imperialism. Kurt Steinhaus, writing in preparation for the 1966 SDS conference 

in the journal Neue Kritik, argued that the war “anticipate[d]” the emancipation of the entire 

continent and therefore a major threat to the capitalist world system. Vietnam was a “testing 
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ground” for the anti-guerilla “weapons systems, fighting tactics, and social techniques” to be 

used against other liberation struggles.103 

 The image of new ‘modern’ weapons being tested on Asians also evoked the memories of 

Hiroshima/Nagasaki. A notable entry from Beheiren’s 1967 Washington Post advertisement 

came from author and Hibakusha (a victim of atomic bombing) Kurihara Sadako. The first 

atomic bomb, she wrote, was used “largely as an experiment. Now, we survivors of the atomic 

bomb see Vietnam being used as a proving ground for new American weapons” and offered 

“deep solidarity as a kindred people with a similar fate as the bombed people of Vietnam.”104 

The inclusion of Hibakusha testimony was particularly noteworthy, as the group experienced 

social exclusion and cultural stigma, and would not gain political recognition for their suffering 

until the 1990s. Kurihara, in particular, provides an important perspective into the connections 

between the past and present in Japanese anti-war thinking, as she wrote prolifically about the 

comparisons between the commemorative cultures surrounding Hiroshima and Auschwitz.105 

Other members of Japan’s anti-war movement similarly accentuated the similarities between 

Hiroshima/Nagasaki and victims of napalm especially. Indeed, one of the most enduring images 

of Hibakusha were the horrific burns they received from the intense heat of nuclear blasts. When 

in March 1967, a local Hiroshima Beheiren chapter sent Dr. Hamada Tomin to Saigon to 

examine Vietnamese orphans burned by napalm, the group explicitly attempted to make the 

continues between the wars clear. Though Beheiren tried to bring these napalm victims back to 

Hiroshima for treatment, the city’s mayor blocked the plan.106 Such internationally visible 
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actions had an effect on the West German understandings of the continuities between 

Hiroshima/Nagasaki and napalm: a 1972 brochure about the Vietnam War from a Vietnam 

Committee in Kiel quoted an un-named Japanese source detailing US targeting waterways, using 

defoliants, and poison gas “all in the application for using the Vietnamese people as a research 

subject for their modern weapons and newest war materiel… We, as Japanese, cannot overlook 

the fact that the US is always testing its new weapons first in Asia.”107 

 Experimentation, testing grounds, and genocidal technology all pointed to a corruption of 

science in the pursuit of imperialist goals in Vietnam, a theme accentuated by student protesters 

who saw the production of knowledge at their universities as deeply tied to these processes. This 

critique had deep connections to the US imperial strategy in West Germany and Japan – not only 

was the US using these two states as military outposts for its aggressive imperialist wars, it was 

also misappropriating West German and Japanese science to help build modern technology for 

its war in Vietnam. While the wave of university occupations around Japan in 1968-1969 have 

largely been portrayed as a purely concerned with campus issues, some of the most radical 

students saw these protests as a key site of anti-imperial struggle.108 Bund, one of the last factions 

to be ejected from the clock tower of Yasuda Auditorium, wrote in its international newsletter 

The Senki – Battle Flag that the occupations had not been “initiated to enjoy student life but to 

liberate their own ‘study’ and ‘intellectuality’ in universities that had been made into tools of the 

ruling class. The dominant idea in the students’ rebellion against the re-organization of the 

educational system and university, revealed the imperialistic reorganization of the whole 

society…”109 This, they connected to Vietnam: the university was the “power base” for Japanese 

capitalism, which was itself the main driver of imperialist aggression in Vietnam. By striking at 
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the university, which produced knowledge for imperialism, Bund argued they were fighting 

imperialism in Indochina.110 

 While critiques of capitalism and imperialism linked the university and Vietnam in an 

abstract systemic analysis, in a more concrete sense, the university did provide imperialism the 

very scientific knowledge it needed to produce the new weapons it was testing in Vietnam. The 

blending of anti-imperial and anti-authoritarian university protest in West Germany was a direct 

parallel to the groups like Bund in Japan, arguing that while the university pretended to produce 

apolitical science it was an unavoidable consequence that it had become a partner in the Vietnam 

War.111 The founding platform of Mannheim’s Vietnam Committee accused the FRG of 

facilitating genocide in Indochina by allowing the Pentagon to “finance at West German 

Universities commissioned research, the results of which are directly used in the war and for US 

imperialism.” Though science produced at West German universities was intended for peaceful 

purposes, it contributed to a “knowledge of destruction” that facilitated imperialism.112  

The relationship between the university, science, and imperialism was similarly 

connected to the past. Protesting the role of West Berlin’s Technical University in the genocide 

in Vietnam, the local Vietnam Committee called on students and faculty in scientific departments 

to protest the war: “Precisely because the TU contributed to the eradication of an entire people in 

the Second World War through the advancement of science and technology it is so much more 

important today that we not withdraw from science but rather take up the cause of the 

Vietnamese people. We cannot prevent the imperialistic application of science and technology, 

so we must shame [the university president] and expose the cause of your inhumane 
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appropriation.”113 Protests over the university in both West Germany and Japan were inseparable 

from the struggle against capitalism, war, and imperialism. These protesters linked their 

campuses to the jungles of Vietnam in a very serious sense, through a structural critique of the 

university as producer of the advanced capitalist workforce that propped up the system of 

imperialism, and through a critique of universities’ direct cooperation with the companies and 

organizations making weapons like napalm. 

 As the Vietnam War entered its later years, protesters increasingly spoke about the 

ecological disasters caused by the American war in Indochina. Given the particularities of jungle 

warfare, the US military had long used napalm and other chemicals like the infamous “Agent 

Orange” as defoliants designed to strip away natural cover for North Vietnamese troops and the 

Viet Cong. Dropped from the air, these compounds would quickly kill all plant, animal, and 

human life, leaving massive swaths of jungle totally barren. These tactics became major issues 

for protesters, especially as they appeared to indiscriminately target civilians who were often left 

with horrific burns and long-term genetic damage. Similarly, by the early 1970s the anti-war 

movement began to show the effects of a burgeoning environmental movement as well.114At the 

same time, the physical destruction of the land in Indochina similarly became a point of protest 

in itself, perceived as an imperialist strategy against the struggling people of the Third World, a 

strategy that both evoked the “Scorched Earth” tactics of the Nazis in Eastern Europe and 

blended with environmental concerns of the 1970s.  

 Ecocide and environmental concerns were clearly influenced by international protest. In 

1972, Sekai published a review of Harvest of Death: Chemical Warfare in Vietnam and 

Cambodia edited by Berkeley chemical biology professor J.B. Nielands. The book, a collection 
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of essays about the use of toxic gasses and defoliation in the Vietnam War, was intended to spur 

congressional action against chemical warfare. As Nielands wrote in the introduction to the 

collection, he and his colleagues hoped to “escape the charge ‘Guilty in the crime of silence’” by 

publishing their findings.115 Sekai summarized the book and interviewed Nielands about the use 

of chemical weapons in the war, concluding that Harvest of Death proved “the actual state of the 

bombing of North Vietnam as a genocide and ecocide…”116 An article in Scientific American 

similarly provided an important source for anti-imperial environmental protest. The article, “The 

Cratering of Indochina” by Arthur H. Westing and E. W. Pfeiffer, detailed the estimated 26 

million craters that had been left by American bombs and the environmental effects of the US air 

war – citing, in the very first paragraph of the article, a statistic that twice as many bombs had 

been dropped on Vietnam as in both theaters of the Second World War.117 One brochure handed 

out in West Berlin gave that same figure of 26 million craters and referenced the pockmarked 

lunar landscape, announcing “you don't have to fly to the moon” to see a “Sea of Untranquility” 

created by US imperialism.118 Scientists’ contributions to the international discourse of protest 

were key sources used by Japanese and West German activists. The dire warnings about 

technological destruction were especially ominous for those who had used science in the pursuit 

of imperialist goals in the past.  

Völkermord als Politik, for example, cited the 26 million figure, but the brochure did not 

simply view these craters as an unintended ecological disaster. Rather, US imperialism had 
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“employed great scientific effort on producing means of destruction” and was using them for 

their precise purpose.119 Indeed, for some it was logical that US imperialism would naturally 

target the very land of Indochina precisely because the Vietnamese revolution centered on land 

reform. In this early conception, articulated by SDS, if the American military could not destroy 

the people making revolution, it could at least make their goals untenable. KND reported in 1971 

that the North Vietnamese, who were attempting to destroy “feudalism” were having trouble 

rebuilding liberated areas of the South because of the desolation caused by the American 

military.120 Radicals portrayed this tactic as robbing the Vietnamese people of the very land for 

which they were fighting. Similarly, the strategy of salting the earth was a result of the perceived 

crisis in imperialism. As the war worsened for the United States, many also argued that, the 

imperialists would not stop at genocide against the Vietnamese people but would also attempt a 

“scorched earth” policy against the land itself to intimidate others. The US had no plans for 

victory, one West German group claimed in an advertisement for the International Anti-War Day 

protests in 1972. Even if they could defeat the Vietnamese, they would only be conquering “a 

bombed-out wasteland.”121  

 The planned ecocide of Indochina presents a particularly stark, if not conspiratorial, 

example of how anti-imperialists blended the past with a fear of new technological crimes in 

their views of the Vietnam War. In 1972, Heidelberg’s Vietnam Committee published a lengthy 

pamphlet on the Vietnam War that specifically focused on what they called “Extermination 

through Environmental Destruction” (Umweltvernichtung). The strategy was a novel one in the 
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history of warfare, the group argued, in which the US would attempt to “trigger… artificial 

flooding” of the Mekong Delta through manipulation of monsoon clouds over Vietnam, 

Cambodia, and Laos. As proof the US military was controlling the weather itself to defeat the 

Vietnamese, they cited CIA experiments with spraying silver iodine crystals into the air  in 1963, 

and the real-life “Operation Popeye” in 1967 that flooded the Ho Chi Minh Trail, a path through 

the jungle of neighboring Laos by which North Vietnamese military equipment and troops 

traveled into the south.122  

The idea of weather control as a tactic of imperialist warfare brought together a number 

of strains in anti-imperial thought. On the one hand, it evoked a dangerous perversion of science 

and technology. The Vietnam Committee’s Informationsblatt cited reports that the US 

government was using computer simulations, a network of satellite meteorological information, 

and other modern technology normally used for civilian purposes in their war against the 

Vietnamese. This, they argued, had changed civilian science into a “science of destruction” and 

continued, “one could argue that this is tantamount to the destruction of science itself.”123 On the 

other hand, the Heidelberg Vietnam Committee saw legacies of the past in the tactic as well. 

Weather control might be a weapon “more wicked than the atom bomb,” deploying the 

destructive power of “more than 7 Hiroshima bombs” over Quang-Tri alone; however, flooding 

the Mekong Delta was essentially what the French air force had attempted by bombing dykes in 

1947.124 The Mekong Delta’s geography made it the “Holland of Asia” and some West German 

radicals recalled the tactics that the Reich Commissioner of occupied Holland, Arthur Seyss-

Inquart, used against the Dutch in the Second World War.125 Supposed US attempts at climate 
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warfare brought together a number of anti-imperial themes of the anti-war discourse: they were 

at once a modern field of experimentation, a legacy of the tactics of colonial warfare, and a 

reminder of the Nazi crimes and US atomic weapons of the Second World War.  

 

Conclusion 
 
   

In contrast to the US military machinery was the ‘simple’ Vietnamese farmer standing in 

defiance of imperialist violence. Protesters not only celebrated the resilience of the Vietnamese 

in the face of genocide, but also championed this type of struggle as the correct method by which 

to bring down global imperialism. As a particularly celebratory 1971 caption of a photo of a 

Vietnamese farmer watching a US jet shot out of the sky proclaimed in Rote Fahne: “The 

technical superiority of the American aggressors continues to fail, as the entire Vietnamese 

people unite against the aggressor. The Vietnamese men, women, and children who plucked this 

US bomber from the sky fight a just war.”126 For the New Left in West Germany and Japan, this 

stand against the technological superiority of imperialism was not just a stand against the most 

powerful nation in the world – it was a resistance to the very forces that had created the horrors 

of fascism as well. The characterization in the anti-imperialist imagination of American warfare 

in Vietnam came from a number of sources, some old and some new. On the one hand, protesters 

could claim that the US was simply attempting to fulfill the dreams of past fascists and 

imperialists – creating its own East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere or using Nazi anti-partisan 

tactics.  On the other hand, the advent of new technology unavailable to the Axis made the US 

even more dangerous than what had come before. The genocidal and ecocidal methods seen in 

Vietnam were the means by which imperialism planned to maintain power in the face of national 
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liberation struggles’ new challenges to its global control. While anti-war protesters denounced 

the scientific destruction being rained down at the behest of American monopoly capitalism, 

many also promoted the humble Vietnamese farmer or Viet Cong freedom fighter as the 

antithesis to a rampant imperialist modernity.  

There were certainly discrepancies in how the past emerged in protest discourse. In some 

ways, for example, Hiroshima/Nagasaki operated differently as a metonym than did Auschwitz. 

In the most condensed form, Hiroshima was something that happened to the Japanese people and 

Auschwitz was something the Germans had done to the Jews. Ian Buruma has argued that the 

“Japanese can identify with the victims of Hiroshima, but it is impossible for Germans to feel 

victimized by Auschwitz.”127 This was certainly not the case in anti-imperialist discourse. 

Moreover, some, especially on the Japanese left, agreed that the (West) Germans were better 

coming to terms with their past. In his book Nishi Doitsu, journalist Nagai Kiyohiko recounted 

Chancellor Willy Brandt’s visit to the Warsaw Ghetto in December 1970, when the West 

German politician famously fell to his knees in penitence for Nazi crimes (Kniefall in German 

and kihai in Japanese). Nagai wrote that this, combined with Brandt’s reengagement with the 

East in Ostpolitik, represented an “attitude of moral duty to frankly accept the recognition of the 

consequences of the Second World War.” Above all, in terms of “moral introspection” about the 

war, he claimed that there were more “mixed feelings” among the Japanese people about the past 

than among Germans.128 Nagai was part of the Japanese left, but he was no anti-imperialist. 

A key argument of this chapter is that while there may have been differences in official 

memory, Japanese and West German anti-imperialists in the 1960s and 1970s spoke about the 

past, both their own and each other’s, in similar terms. Coming to terms with the past was only 
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part of the issue. When integrating West German discourses concerning the Allied air war in 

Hamburg and Dresden, the contrast between the two protest movements breaks down further. 

Much in the same way that the Japanese were both victims and perpetrators, so were the 

Germans. Despite the broadly comparable official stance of the FRG or Japan on issues of the 

past, those who subscribed to theories of global imperialism that warned about Nazi tactics in 

Indochina and a new East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere were largely unconcerned about which 

government was “coming to terms” with the past better. Both were unreformed and regenerating 

imperialisms, alternating between cooperation and conflict with the leader of the imperialist 

world.  

Looking back on the 1960s and 1970s, it is easy to criticize how anti-imperialists 

approached the issue of the past in protesting the Vietnam War. Certainly, the self-identification 

of German suffering in Allied bombings with Jewish suffering in death camps, or equating those 

who died at Hiroshima and Nagasaki with a continuity of Asian suffering from 1931 through the 

Vietnam War appears ghoulish by contemporary standards. However, for protesters these were 

not cynical equations: for those who saw a global strategy at work around the world, imperialism 

explained how Auschwitz and Hiroshima could have happened in the first place, and how these 

horrors from the past were happening again. The best way to overcome imperialism was by 

fighting it; the best way to overcome the past was to struggle against its current form operating in 

Vietnam. By the time the most extreme West German and Japanese radicals had organized into 

Red Armies, even targeting Israel was a form of coming to terms with the past. 
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Chapter 5: “Be a Man, Not a War Machine:” Japanese and West German Activists, US 

Bases, and Anti-Imperial GIs Against the War in Vietnam 

 

Introduction 

   

In summer 1971, two black US soldiers, sergeant Ronald Bolden and specialist Samuel 

Robertson went on trial for desertion. The two soldiers had gone away without leave (AWOL) 

from a military base in West Germany as a protest against the American war in Vietnam before 

eventually surrendering to US authorities. Among their complaints was that US troops were 

stationed in West Germany under the pretext of a Soviet attack on Europe as well as the racism 

of both Army superiors and German police breaking up meetings of black soldiers. In his defense, 

as reported by the underground newspaper Forward, Bolden identified himself as “an oppressor, 

not only of the people of the world, but also as a GI being oppressed by the military itself.”1 A 

few months later, across the globe, a group of GIs stationed on Marine Airbase Iwakuni met with 

local Japanese anti-war activists to discuss the war. As detailed in the underground newspaper 

Semper Fi, the GIs complained first and foremost about the US military presence in Asia and the 

deeply ingrained racism on bases. These soldiers also described the feeling of atomization and 

mechanization that made them unthinking “parts” of the American “War Machine.”2 In both 

cases, ordinary US soldiers, called “GI” or “General-Issue” troops, called into question the 

purpose for their stationing in forward bases and the racism of both local authorities and 
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American forces. Simultaneously, these GIs presented themselves as unthinking, mechanical 

perpetrators and also fellow victims of a system that persecuted the world. 

 Both Forward and Semper Fi were papers produced by GIs, part of the Army and the 

Marines, and facilitated by local activists in West Germany and Japan who sympathized with 

growing anti-war sentiment within the US military in the late 1960s and early 1970s. As noted in 

Chapter 1, Japan and West Germany were the largest hosts of the US military anywhere in the 

world outside of Indochina during the Vietnam War. In these years, the US stationed between 

220,000 and 240,000 enlisted US soldiers on dozens of military installations within the Federal 

Republic.3 Japan’s mainland hosted around 35,000 to 40,000 US troops – half belonging to the 

air force, a fourth in the army, and the rest in the navy – spread out over 148 installations, before 

the US returned some in 1968 and 1969. 50,000 more troops were stationed in Okinawa and on 

nearby islands in 88 installations, and it was the “jumping off point” for the first troops to be sent 

to Vietnam in 1965.4 In this period, the military began to note dramatic cratering in the morale of 

soldiers, including increased insubordination, racial conflict, and drug use. Before the advent of 

the professional volunteer army in 1973, the US military in Vietnam was a conscripted force that 

often relied disproportionately on lower class whites and blacks.5 At the same time, that a crisis 

was growing within the military, anti-imperial thought in both West Germany and Japan was 

also changing: whereas anti-war activists had once called for the simple removal of bases and 

troops from their soil, many now saw a revolutionary opportunity. 
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This chapter provides two key arguments to the study of GI resistance and the anti-war 

movements of Japan and West Germany. The first is to place movements in the Federal Republic 

and in Japan in comparative perspective. The second insight points to a shared anti-imperial 

imagination among activists and US soldiers, which looked to integrate GIs into the resistance to 

the global strategy of imperialism. Anti-war sentiment among US soldiers and acts of GI 

“resistance” were topics of analysis even as the war was still raging. Massive press coverage of 

returning anti-war veterans and memoirs published even before 1973 presented the issue of 

protest within the military as one of the defining aspects of the American anti-war movement. 

Much of the early writing and scholarship on GI resistance, therefore, focused solely on the 

protest on domestic bases or on soldiers returning home.6 Indeed, exhaustive early studies like 

David Cortright’s 1975 Soldiers in Revolt collapses the entire issue of GI protests overseas into a 

single chapter.7 Although there has been a wealth of scholarship concerning GIs, and especially a 

recent expansion of work on the experience of black GIs in West Germany, there is 

comparatively less concerning GIs in Japan – especially in the 1960s and 1970s.8 A key 

distinction here is that the exchanges between activists in Japan and West Germany and GIs 

stationed on bases helped to shape the formation of anti-imperial thought. Indeed, much of the 

most contentious protest on bases in Japan and West Germany only began in the late 1960s and 

early 1970s, taking place largely after what the established historiography notes as the high point 

of domestic anti-war protest. In general, the sentiment towards GIs went from slogans calling for 

“Amis” (a pejorative German word for Americans) and GIs to “go home” to helping soldiers do 
                                                
6 Richard Moser, The New Winter Soldiers: GI and Veteran Dissent During the Vietnam Era (New Brunswick: 
Rutgers University Press, 1996). 
7 David Cortright, Soldiers in Revolt: GI Resistance During the Vietnam War (Chicago: Haymarket Books, 2005). 
8 The West German historiography on black GIs in particular has expanded rapidly in the last decade. See Höhn and 
Klimke, A Breath of Freedom, Martin Klimke, The Other Alliance, and Maria Höhn, “The Black Panther Solidarity 
Committee and the Trial of the Ramstein 2” in Changing the World, Changing Oneself: Political Protest and 
Collective Identities in West Germany and the U.S. in the 1960s and 1970s Belinda Davis, Wilfred Mausbach, 
Martin Klimke, and Carla MacDougall (New York: Berghahn Books, 2010).  
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just that by desertion. Only later in the 1960s did activists and GIs alike move to actively trying 

to destroy the imperialist military from within.  

 

GI Agitation and Resistance: Goals and Tactics in Japan and West Germany 

 

 Activists working with anti-war GIs employed a number of tactics to help extricate 

soldiers from the bases and to hinder the effectiveness of the US military in Indochina. The most 

important problems for activists working with GIs were first and foremost to get soldiers out of 

the military that exploited the everyday soldier and killed the Vietnamese. Desertion and the 

aiding of desertion was therefore the main focus of GI agitation in the late 1960s and through the 

advent of an all-volunteer military in 1973. Between 1966 and 1973, desertion rates over all 

services increased from 8.43 to 24.3 per thousand enlisted soldiers, spiking in 1969. The Army 

and the Marines, who ended the war with 52 and 63.2 per thousand by the end of the US 

involvement in the Vietnam War respectively, drove the high rate of desertion.9 Many of these 

desertions came with the aid of local activists on overseas bases. In this attempt, Beheiren 

represented a decidedly focused organization compared to the more aspirational West German 

case. Still other, more radical, factions of the anti-war movement also recognized sabotage and 

even violent action as acceptable and even necessary strikes within the heart of the military itself 

to help end the war and destroy the American empire. 

 A major early step in the coordination between anti-war activists and GIs came with the 

desertion of four US navy men on 17 October 1967. The “Intrepid Four,” as they were known, 

were aided by Beheiren activists to abandon their ship, the USS Intrepid as it was docked in 

Tokyo harbor. From Japan, activists aided the four in traveling through the Soviet Union and into 
                                                
9 Cortright, 13. 
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Sweden, a neutral country that would not extradite them back to the US for trial. Beheiren 

announced the desertion on 13 November, just as Prime Minister Satō returned from a trip to 

Washington.10 The desertion of the Intrepid Four marked a distinct shift in the Japanese anti-war 

movement, as a GI deserter later recalled Beheiren transitioning their messaging from the general 

“‘GI go home” to “GI let us help you go home” and a new focus on printing English language 

papers like We Got the BrASS.11 The Intrepid Four also became important spokespeople and 

symbols for anti-war agitprop that was aimed at both GIs and the American public more 

generally. In a 1968 flier “Message to American Soldiers,” Beheiren quoted statements from the 

Four condemning the “criminal” systemic and technology-driven slaughter of innocent farmers 

as well as predicting the war could escalate into World War III. Immediately following this 

statement, Beheiren asked “Will You Consider?” detailing the option for GIs to desert with the 

aid of Japanese activists.12 The Intrepid Four were likely the most prominent examples of 

activist-aided desertion, even appearing in West German anti-war literature and GI papers as 

examples of the success of the tactic. In these texts, the Four promoted desertion as a tactic for 

helping to end the war and appeal to the moral character of individual soldiers.13 In both nations, 

the mid-1960s marked a shift from condemning US soldiers for their presence in Europe or Asia 

to trying to help GIs leave. 

1967 also marked the formation of a faction of Beheiren with the stated mission of aiding 

desertion and facilitating GI protests through the group JATEC, which came directly out of the 

shift in late 1967 in Beheiren towards actively working with GI activists on Japanese soil. 

                                                
10 Havens notes that the number of daily desertions in the Vietnam dwarfed the Intrepid Four, yet few did so in 
active war zones or in “staging areas” close to the front lines. Havens, 141-142 . 
11 “DAVIDSON no essē,” [Davidson’s Essay] CCCS, R02-C-4-3, (2-3). 
12 “Message to American Soldiers No. 2,” CCCS, S01 Folder 0023, [2]. 
13 The entire first issue of the paper The Second Front was dedicated to this exact concept. The subtitle of the paper 
even read: “Be a man, not a war machine DESERT. Take a leave and your ID-card. In Germany see the students 
(SDS or ASTA).” See The Second Front 1 no. 1 (8 May 1968), FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 50. 
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Through preparations for the ANPO 1970 protests, JATEC pivoted from aiding desertion to 

promoting direct action to help “destroy from the inside” the US military. The guiding principle 

behind JATEC was that American soldiers were subject to punishments for crimes like desertion 

under guidelines set forth by the US-Japan Security treaty, rather than Japanese law. This meant 

civilians could help GIs avoid military police and escape into Japanese society, which they 

reportedly did sixteen times between 1968 and 1969.14 At the same time, Japanese police could 

present a problem for deserters, who would often face extradition back to US military justice. 

Yoshikawa Yuichi, a Beheiren activist and active GI agitator, described the strategic shift for 

JATEC in the early 1970s, which brought the group out of the underground and put a renewed 

focus on publishing GI newspapers and coordinating with anti-war GIs – a major factor in the 

foundation and spread of papers like We Got the BrASS and Semper Fi.15
	

West German anti-war activists also helped to stress the option for GIs to desert their 

bases, but had a different experience than their Japanese counterparts, situated closer to friendly 

nations. Whereas GIs in Japan would have to assume aliases in an attempt to go underground or 

be smuggled a long distance to Sweden, GIs on West German bases had the option of fleeing to 

neighboring France, which would not extradite an AWOL soldier back to US jurisdiction and 

even offered work permits. In the late 1960s, SDS coordinated with the German-American 

Vietnam Committee as an intermediary for helping GIs get off bases.16 In the process, West 

German students were aided by the fact that some GIs could already speak German well, not to 

mention the English ability of activists like prominent SDS member Karl-Dietrich Wolff, and 

that getting deserters to France, and at that time ultimately to Sweden was less arduous than 

                                                
14 “GI Join Us,” AMPO: A Report From the Japanese New Left no. 9-10, (67); “Dassō Beihei Denisu ha doko he 
Kieta?” [Where has Deserted US Soldier Denis Disappeared To?] Shūkan Anpo no 0 [June 1969], [4-8]. 
15 “AMPO interviews Yoshikawa Yuichi on G.I. Resistance,” AMPO: A Report From the Japanese New Left no. 2, 
4,11. 
16 See Klimke, The Other Alliance, chapter 2. 
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smuggling soldiers through the Soviet Union.17 At the same time, SDS made it clear to GIs and 

anti-war activists that deserters could not stay in West Germany. SDS feared crackdowns by both 

Military Police and the police as well as rumored CIA monitoring.18 Still, SDS promoted 

desertion as an option for anti-war GIs, pointing to networks of former soldiers living in Europe 

and pointing to thousands of reported cases of desertion and promising living accommodations 

and even jobs. France, in particular, appealed because it would allow for US soldiers to obtain 

legal documents and employment.19 Max Watts, an Austrian immigrant to the US who resided in 

West Germany, helped to spearhead civilian aid to GI resistors especially through the publication 

of a number of papers directed at US soldiers.20 Watts also wrote a guide for GI agitation in 1968 

that provided strategies for appealing to GIs based not only on politics, but also on bringing up 

their everyday complaints. The pamphlet gave instructions on how to distribute anti-war material 

without implicating the soldier, but also made very clear that the ultimate goal was desertion: 

“Civilian support groups must also, from the outset, be prepared to aid all soldiers who sincerely 

wish to leave the military permanently.”21 Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, SDS and other anti-

war organizations promoted desertion in their agitation towards GIs. As one English language 

flier from a Vietnam Collective based in West Berlin’s Schaubühne am Halleschen Ufer theater 

satirically declared: “Major General R. G. Fergusson (US-Commander Berlin) is asked to desert 

                                                
17 “Letter to the German-American Committee from Mark Stuart, 13 July, 1968,” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 50. 
18 “Letter to the Hawaii Resistance from Frank Wolff, German-American Vietnam Committee 23 July 1968,” FU 
Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 50; “Letter to Mark Stuart from Frank Wolff, German-American Vietnam Committee 23 
July 1968,” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 50; “Letter to the National Lawyers Guild from Frank Wolff, German-
American Vietnam Committee 23 July 1968,” FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 50. 
19 SDS Frankfurt, “Of Course Some GIs Want to Go to Vietnam” [1967?], FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1145; Where 
it's At no 1 (April 1968), FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1145, [2]. 
20 See Alexander Vazansky, An Army in Crisis: Social Conflict and the U.S. Army in Germany, 1968-
1975 [Forthcoming] and Max Watts, US-Army-Europe: Von der Desertion zum Widerstand in der Kaserne oder wie 
die U-Bahn zur RITA fuhr (West-Berlin: Harald Kater Verlag, 1989). 
21 Among the many tips for civilians trying to organize GI resistance, Watts cautioned that smoking marijuana could 
signal a countercultural stance, but these soldiers were often “difficult to persuade… to organize active or public 
resistance.” Max Watts, Handbook for Desertion and for Building Resistance in the U.S. Army [1968], IISG, Brünn-
Harris-Watts Collection [Hereafter BHWC] 37, 4-5. 
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and fight on the side of the Vietcong against the American war-crimes and to help the Vietcong 

to victory!”22 

Activists in both nations attempted to aid GIs materially and legally through resistance 

networks and established anti-war book and coffee shops to meet soldiers and distribute 

underground materials. Unlike West German students who could often rely on networks of 

Americans in Europe and easier communication, Beheiren and JATEC had to construct their own 

framework for GI action. To this end, Beheiren helped to found the Hobbit Bookstore in 

February 1972 as a center of GI agitation outside Iwakuni marine base. Coffee shops as spaces 

for GI activism were common around US bases in the American mainland beginning with efforts 

spearheaded by Fred Gardner, a former soldier and writer for the Harvard Crimson. Yet the 

Hobbit was perhaps the most prominent example in Asia.23 As advertised in GI newspapers and 

in Beheiren material, the bookstore was intended to be a meeting place for American soldiers to 

be able to research the war and learn more about Japan. The intention was to increase the contact 

between GIs and like-minded Japanese activists to overcome the barriers of base security and a 

place to “fight imperialism.” The space itself was designed with a library, carrying alternative 

books and helping to print underground papers, and conference space and often helped to 

organize events for GIs and local activists to meet. The Hobbit, in conjunction with PARC, also 

helped to organize legal aid to GIs found going AWOL or in trouble for other anti-war activity. 

Although the Hobbit, and its spokesperson, who went by the name “Roger Hobbit,” stated that 

they were only in the business of aiding GIs, the Japanese state saw more radical goals.24 The 

bookstore faced direct opposition from both commanding officers at Iwakuni, pro-war American 

                                                
22 Vietnam-Kollektiv des Ensembles der Schaubühne am Halleschen Ufer, “We appeal to all US-Soldiers,” FU 
Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1216.  
23 GIs involved with the paper Hair had founded the short-lived OWL bookstore at Misawa airbase in 1969 as well. 
Tischler, 23-29; Cortright, 53-53; 128. 
24 Roger Hobbit “Notes on G.I. Organizing in Japan,” AMPO no. 3-4 (March 1970), 36-39.  
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soldiers, and Japanese police. In late 1972, the Hobbit even attempted to organize a mobile book 

cart in response to even more restrictions on GI activity at the bookstore including a complete 

ban in March of that year.25  

In West Germany too, activists attempted to establish centers for agitation that could act 

as meeting places between civilians and soldiers as well as distribution centers for GI papers. 

Unlike the Hobbit, these bookstores and coffee shops appeared as less established in activist 

circles and less connected to the task of printing GI papers. Beginning in early 1972, around the 

same time that the Hobbit was founded, the paper Forward advertised the establishment of a 

“liaison center” in West Berlin “for GI’s and Germans, a place to sit and rap or just sit and listen 

to the sounds or read or whatever.”26 Much like the Hobbit, the “New Times” offered both food 

and leisure activities, including reading materials in both English and Spanish, as well as 

“underground” films. Though the paper Forward certainly predated the New Times, the editorial 

staff also offered the space to GIs to provide input towards the content, hoping to avoid seeming 

“one-sided.”27 Where it’s At similarly proposed that a coffee house “jointly sponsored by GI’s 

and American civilians will open in Berlin” and would act in much the same way as the Hobbit 

or the New Times, but coordinating such a project seemed to have been difficult. In a call for 

collaborators, the paper also asked “Oh yeah, – what shall we call it?”28 

Sabotage and desertion were also intended to be inspiration for others. A 1968 issue of 

the West German GI paper Second Front, for example, gave the Intrepid Four as a prime 

example for a number of GIs stealing trucks and driving for the West German-French border.29 

                                                
25 “Make the Hobbit into an Anti-Military Place!!” Semper Fi 3 no. (4 March 1972), CCCS S01 Folder 1479, 3; 
“Hobbit Mobile Bookstore,” Semper Fi 3 no. 25 (December 1972), CCCS S01 Folder 1478, 15. 
26 “What’s the New Times?” Forward no. 8 [1972], IISG BHWC 252, 4. 
27 “How to Get to the New Times,” Forward no. 7 (February 1972), IISG BHWC 252, 14; “Editorial,” Forward no. 
8 [1972], IISG BHWC 252, 2. 
28 “Coffee House,” Where it’s At 2 no. 1, IISG BHWC 645, [1]. 
29 The Second Front 1 no. 1 (8 May 1968), FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 50, [1]. 
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Figure 5.1: Pentagon Surrounded Cartoon. Semper Fi vol 2 no 7 May 1971, CCCS, S01 Folder 1478. 

 
In 1973, near the end of the US involvement in the war, the Free University’s Vietnam 

Committee claimed that by the early 1970s, there had been a reported 68,000 desertions in the 

US military. Throughout the war, desertion had been a key element of GI protest and a focus for 

anti-war activists. These groups also noted prominent examples of sabotage, such as a 1973 

incident aboard the aircraft carrier USS Ranger where a group of sailors named “Stop Our Ship” 

had set fires and done an estimated $800,000 worth of damage.30 The idea of shared action 

among soldiers around the globe was neatly summed up in a Semper Fi cover featuring a cartoon 

of GIs around the globe forcing the officials at the Pentagon back into the continental US.31 

Individual acts were admirable, but unified action could help send the imperialists back to where 

they came from, so the argument ran. 

Not all GI protest was as radical as desertion, nor were activists concerned with GIs only 

advocating for destroying the military from the inside. Soldiers could display their objection to 
                                                
30 Unterstützen wir den Widerstand in der US-Armee [1973], FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1216, [1]; Broschüre der 
Vietnamausschüsse der FU no. 2 1973, (8); “Resistance on the Midway,” Fall in – At Ease Special Issue: Stop 
Homeporting! [1973?], CCCS, CCCS, S01, Folder 1486, 15. 
31 Semper Fi 2 no. 7 (May 1971), CCCS, S01 Folder 1478. 
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the war through civil disobedience such as hunger strikes or vows of silence. Fall in — at Ease, 

taking inspiration from a Life magazine article about Gandhi, even provided a short note that 

could be cut out and pinned to a uniform explaining silent protests if needed.32 Beheiren 

attempted numerous “Folk Guerrilla” actions, concerts, and sit-ins at bases in part to help spread 

their message, but also in an attempt to affect change through counter-culture. The most 

prominent was a 1971 “FTA” concert near Iwakuni. The FTA was a traveling show that acted as 

an “alternative USO” organized by celebrities like Jane Fonda and Donald Sutherland.33 

Between performances, GIs and Beheiren activists delivered a list of demands to the higher-ups 

that included an end to the war in Vietnam as well as an end to racism on the base, but also 

called for the removal of troops from bases around the world – including West Germany – and 

reparations for the Japanese people’s years of occupation by US imperialism.34 Other concerts 

held in the early 1970s around Iwakuni had the express purpose of “freaking out” the brass and 

borrowed heavily from the US “yippie” movement.35 That peaceful protest, or protest through 

proper channels, did not appear to be working helped drive more radical action among GIs. Fall 

in – At Ease argued that “guerrilla” actions, such as throwing blood onto base walls or even 

going as far as the armed resistance of Weatherman, were simply misunderstood but ultimately 

valid actions against the war.36 

Yet, bases could also be loci of anti-imperial violence for radicals and the armed left. On 

the more violent end of GI action was “fragging” – soldiers rolling grenades under the bunks and 

                                                
32 “Protest by Silence” Fall in – At Ease Special Okinawa Issue (February 1972), CCCS, S01 Folder 1486, 7. 
33 Moser, 92. 
34 FTA, as defined on advertisements for the concert, meant “Free Theater Associates;” yet, to many GIs, the 
acronym also stood for “Fuck The Army.” “Demands of American Servicemen and Women at Marine Corps Air 
Station, Iwakuni” Semper Fi (December 1971), CCCS S01 File 1478, 30-31. The KPD-ML took “Fuck The Army” 
to be a particularly potent example of rhetorical frustration with the military transitioning into concrete and radical 
GI action. See “Kriegsübung in Franken: ‘Wie in Vietnam,’” Roter Morgen 7 no. 5 (February 1973), 7. 
35  Vince, “How to Freak Out a Marine Base!” Semper Fi 2 no. 12 (August 1971), CCCS S01 File 1478, 3-4. 
36 “Okinawa: the Keystone” Fall in – At Ease Special Issue (August 1971), CCCS, S01 Folder 1486, [1-3]. 
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Figure 5.2: Freedom Tools. A’bout Face vol 1 no 1 (3 November 1971), IISG BHWC 5, (6). 
 

killing particularly hated officers. Although these incidents happened exclusively in the field, 

some radicals celebrated the practice as an example of GI anti-imperialist consciousness. The 

KPD-ML cited a report from the American media that claimed around 45 officers had been 

fragged by late 1971 as evidence that US soldiers had realized their interests were the same as 

the Vietnamese. This number was almost certainly exaggerated, but it pointed to the place of GI 

violence in the West German radical anti-imperial imagination.37 The radical black GI paper 

A’bout Face, published in Heidelberg, shared this sentiment. To facilitate a decidedly urban 

guerilla posture within the military, A’bout Face also published a series of “commandments” 

which included diagrams and instructions for improvised weapons – or “freedom tools” – 

including bombs that would create a “napalm-like effect.”38 Yet, access to military grade 

weaponry was one of the main draws for groups looking for an armed struggle against the state. 

                                                
37 Cortright includes a chart of “confirmed fragging incidents,” which lists 39 deaths in 1969, 34 in 1970, but only 
12 in the first 11 months of 1971. Cortright, 44; “Der Kampf der GI’s” Broschüre der Vietnamausschüsse der FU no 
2 (1973), IISG BHW 91, 7; “US Bombardierungen,” Rote Fahne (KPD/ML) 3 no. 1 (January 1972), 9. 
38 “Disciple’s Commandment 2: Freedom Tools,” A’bout Face 1 no. 1 (3 November 1971), IISG BHWC 5, 6; 
“Disciple’s Commandment 3: Freedom Tools,” A’bout Face 1 no. 3 (1 December 1971), IISG BHWC 5, 8. 
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In other issues, A’bout Face advocated for stockpiling weapons and gave detailed instructions 

about how to do so effectively. A late 1971 issue listed the number of MPs that carried which 

kinds of guns and how many bullets. The article also discussed which were best to steal: 

“Choose only weapons for which ammunition can be easily found. In the way of hand guns, 

remember that the .45 cal automatic, the standard army issue, is practically useless and if a 

choice exists between that and the M-16, take the M-16”39 This particular weapon had a deeper 

significance, the author contended: “the pig knows that we know the same M-16 given us to 

destroy the Vietnamese is now being turned toward him.”40 

A pair of unattributed fliers meant for GIs in Japan took the argument further: the only 

way to prevent resurgent Japanese imperialism and a “Japanization” of the Vietnam War was the 

kind of “well regulated militia” guaranteed by the American Constitution’s Second Amendment, 

a right that had been denied to the Japanese people going back to sword confiscations in 1588. 

The second of these fliers, entitled “Japan and the People’s Weaponry” pointedly noted that 

while Japanese protesters used sticks and Molotov Cocktails, the state would soon be shooting at 

demonstrators, ending with the request: “if you are one of those who radically oppose the U.S. 

imperialism carrying on the war in Viet Nam … and think that everyone who is struggling to 

overturn these established authorities should be given a hand, you may understand what is left 

for you to help them with.”41 The implication was clear: GIs who enjoyed a constitutional right 

to bear arms, supposedly to fight off a tyrannous government, should supply Japanese protesters 

                                                
39 “What’s Going On: The Need for Unity,” A’bout Face 1 no. 1 (3 November 1971), IISG BHWC 5, 8. 
40 “Escalation in the Military,” A’bout Face 1 no. 3 (1 December 1971), IISG BHWC 5, 2. 
41 It is unclear if these fliers came from a radical faction of Beheiren or from Nihon Sekigun. It is also possible, 
given the mutual reference to sword confiscations and the second amendment, that Jieitai resistor Konishi Makoto 
wrote the letter. Given that the Hobbit was often under suspicion of aiding Japanese radicals, including a 1972 
incident in which Japanese police raided the bookstore under suspicion that they had harbored stolen guns for Nihon 
Sekigun, it is possible other radicals produced the documents in the hope of securing a source for military-style 
weaponry. “Let’s Discuss It: Something About Japan I” and “Something About Japan II: Japan and the People’s 
Weaponry,” CCCS, R02 B-1-3. 
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with guns to do the same. The Okinawa edition of the GI paper Demand for Freedom echoed this 

statement in the early 70s with an article titled “The Gun is the Tool of Liberation” calling for 

“revolutionary violence against reactionary violence” by picking up the gun against 

imperialism.42 Given that the police would raid the Hobbit in 1972 in response to rumors that 

Nihon Sekigun (Japanese Red Army) used an M-16 stolen from Iwakuni in the Lod Airport 

attack, it is possible that some took these calls seriously.43 

Issues of culture, and especially language, represented a significant barrier to GI activity 

in different ways in West Germany and Japan. In a letter on GI agitation in AMPO, Roger Hobbit 

wrote that the cultural, linguistic, and racial differences between the Japanese and mainly white 

and black GIs made cooperation and coordination for anti-war action much more difficult. It was 

this very reason that commanding officers sent “trouble makers” to Japanese bases: so they 

would not be able to communicate with the locals and agitate further. It was more likely, he 

argued, that GIs would be familiar with a European language other than English or with the 

philosophy of Locke and Rousseau instead of speaking Japanese or even Vietnamese and who 

knew the teachings of Confucius or Buddha.44 A GI deserter, identified only as “Davidson” by 

Beheiren, similarly recalled the language barrier working in favor of those that would prevent 

cooperation between soldiers and Japanese activists. He claimed that his base had used false 

translations of Japanese anti-war slogans to drive a wedge between GIs and the community, 

which he only learned after deserting and meeting the true side of the anti-war movement.45  

                                                
42 A Black Revolutionary, “The Gun is the Tool of Liberation” Demand for Freedom no 5 (Okinawa) [1971?], 
CCCS R02 A-1-3, (2). 
43 See chapter 6. 
44 Hobbit, “Notes on G.I. Organizing in Japan,” 36-38. 
45 “DAVIDSON no essē,” 1-3. The first Asian edition of We Got The BrASS addressed this problem as well, writing 
an article that explained what intimidating Japanese street protesters were trying to say (including those wearing 
“helmets”) and offering some common slogans in translation. See “About Japanese Demonstrations” We Got the 
BrASS Asian Edition no 1 (Fall 1969), CCCS S01 Beheiren Hakkō Bunjo, Folder 0029, 2. 
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Proximity to bases brought the advantage of increased access to soldiers, but bases were 

also close to military police and the conflict over the installations raised difficult issues of the 

relationships between the US, Japanese, and West German governments. For West German 

students, it was often too difficult to coordinate with GIs for desertion because of these intense 

state and military pressures. Still, as noted in agitation material, friendlier neighboring European 

countries were just a stolen jeep ride away. Japanese groups had many obstacles hindering GI 

agitation: most obviously the issue of language, but also the relative isolation of US bases in 

Japan. More practically, overcoming hurdles such as communication was one of the reasons why 

papers like Semper Fi and AMPO helped to advertise weekly English lessons at the Hobbit 

Bookstore and provided translations of “radical” Japanese.46 The phrases that Semper Fi 

attempted to teach GIs reflected both the priorities of Japanese anti-war activists as well as the 

more immediate concerns of soldiers. While a GI could learn “I struggle for revolution and to 

smash ANPO,” they were also given the words to describe everyday life: “black man” and 

“white man,” as well as “boring” and “groovy” – translated as “Kakkoii.”47 Language was a 

political issue for West German agitators as well. An issue of Up Against The Wall denounced 

that GIs only learned so-called “LIFER” words in German: “Fallschirm (parachute) and Panzer 

(tank)” and called for learning words such as “Frieden (peace), Befreiung (Liberation), 

Gleichheit (equality), and Solidarität (solidarity).”48 Even with these limitations, JATEC’s tactics 

exemplified by the Hobbit Bookstore proved successful on numerous occasions. Beyond these 

issues, the principles and tactics behind GI agitation were largely similar. Activists used their 

direct access to the US military to both try to convince soldiers that deserting was preferable to 

                                                
46 “Information about Hobbit Events,” Semper Fi 3 no. 5 (March 1972), CCCS, S01 Folder 1479, 1. 
47 “Jimin no Nihongo Part Two,” Semper Fi 2 no. 2 (February 1971), CCCS, S01 Folder 1478, 39.  
48 “Thanks to German Students” Up Against The Wall [April 1970?], IISG BHWC 611, 1. 
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killing or being killed in Vietnam, while also distributing material that went further: advocating 

the dismantling of the US military from within. 

 

GI Papers as Anti-Imperial Alternate Information Networks 

 

 Desertion, sabotage and, in some occasions, violence were not the only tactics employed 

by GIs and their allies off base. The GI anti-war movement produced a large number of 

documents both for internal and external consumption often in conjunction with anti-war 

activists in West Germany and Japan. These underground papers emerged across a wide 

spectrum of US military installations printed in secret and distributed covertly. Indeed, much of 

the material in these GI papers could get a soldier in trouble with his superiors, even if, as the 

papers emblazoned on many issues, the paper was personal property and could not be legally 

confiscated. Even activists who distributed these papers could find themselves in trouble with 

local authorities too.49 The content of these GI papers was diverse. On the one hand, the papers 

reflected the everyday complaints and struggles of soldiers overseas, including numerous articles 

denouncing particularly harsh officers, free speech issues, and problems with base conditions. 

Black GIs also produced papers specifically focused on their issues, which were often different 

from their white counterparts: a difficult superior for black GIs was not just a truculent “lifer” 

but also a racist one, as black GI papers detailed repeatedly. Everyday issues, including pressure 

from officers, came in forms like a lack of relevant reading material or hair products for black 

                                                
49 Up Against The Wall reported that in March 1970, a woman and her boyfriend reported a German guard 
demanded to see a copy of the papers they were handing out on Finkensteinallee. When they refused another guard 
showed up and when the boyfriend ran back to the car to put the papers away the guards threatened to shoot him if 
he did not stop. The same issue reported a February incident near McNair Airbase where half of the 20 Germans 
handing out UAW were given tickets for littering. GIs were not always interested either, as another German reported 
“I was trying to pass out UAW and many of the GIs asked how much I cost…” See “Up Against The Wall 
Harassed: Germans threatened with Pistol!” Up Against The Wall [April 1970?], IISG BHWC 611, 2. 
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GIs.50 On the other hand, these papers also conveyed decidedly radical and even revolutionary 

ideas, especially in regard to the Vietnam War and US imperialism. Scholarship on GI papers in 

the Vietnam War era has generally focused on the connections between the domestic anti-war 

movement and dissent within the ranks of the US military. Others have tried to point to the 

effectiveness of these underground papers as a tool for affecting change within the military or the 

US government.51 This chapter argues that GI anti-imperial sentiment was similarly a way to 

connect activists in host countries like West Germany and Japan with like-minded soldiers. 

Much like the alternative information networks between New Left groups in Japan and West 

Germany detailed in Chapter 2, GI papers were a way to fill gaps in the mainstream press. These 

papers have provided the main source base for studies of GI resistance.52 GI papers were part of 

a transnational exchange of anti-imperial ideas, not only between the soldiers and their civilian 

hosts, but also across the US base empire.53  

 Soldiers and activists around Japanese bases produced a number of underground papers 

in part aided by groups specifically organized around helping soldiers publish and distribute anti-

war material. 54 Semper Fi, based outside of the Marine airbase in Iwakuni and first published in 

1970, represented one of the longest running underground papers in Japan. The paper itself was 

largely produced by soldiers, yet through the early 1970s, Beheiren and other groups also aided 

                                                
50 Even when these products were made available to black GIs, however, some more radical groups saw it as an 
attempt to placate anti-imperial or revolutionary action. A’bout Face complained about stores carrying Afro-Sheen 
at the front in Vietnam and base mess halls serving “soul food” as the commanders “patting yourself on the back.” 
See, Prince of Africa “Done Gone Afro-Sheen Crazy,” A’bout Face 2 no. 2 (20 February 1971), IISG BHWC 5, 7. 
51 See, for example, Barbara L. Tischler, “Breaking Ranks: GI Antiwar Newspapers and the Culture of Protest,” 
Vietnam Generation 2;1 (1990), 20-30 and James Lewes, Protest and Survive: Underground GI News Papers 
During the Vietnam War (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2003). 
52 Tischler, 23. 
53 Cortright, similar to his chapter on overseas GI protest, combines all of the overseas GI papers into one section in 
an index in an appendix to Soldiers in Revolt. See Cortright, 331-335. 
54 The left-leaning weekly Asahi Jānaru included a detailed section about JATEC activity in support of anti-war GIs 
in late 1970, which included translated sections of seven major GI papers in Japan, including Yokosuka David, 
Freedom Rings!, Semper Fi, Fall in At Ease, Right On, GI Newsletter, and YAND. See “Uneru chikasui no 
funshutsu,” [“The Eruption of the Winding Underground River”] Asahi Jānaru 12 no. 47 (November 1970), 16-21. 
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in the printing and distribution of the paper through the Hobbit Bookstore after a crackdown by 

officials on the base.55 As such, Semper Fi often included sections written in English by 

Beheiren explaining the Japanese perspective on the war and asking for coordinated action 

alongside more general GI complaints about base life and anti-war sentiment.56 Semper Fi also 

became a touchstone for GI agitation because the airbase was within twenty-two miles of 

Hiroshima, making it an obvious reminder of both the Japanese past and the potential for a 

disastrous future for US action in Vietnam. 57  

Although Semper Fi was likely the most organized of GI papers in Japan, other 

likeminded soldiers and local anti-war groups similarly published underground papers through 

the 1970s. Though there are too many to detail in depth, some GI papers provide instructive 

examples. On the other end of Japan’s main island from Iwakuni, a Japanese anti-war group 

called the “OWL Collective” helped GIs at Misawa Airbase publish an underground paper called 

Hair, which similarly positioned itself as a bulwark against Japanese-US imperial expansion – in 

this case into the Soviet Union, due to the airbase being so far north. Hair initially ran for only 

three issues before being shut down and then “revived” in 1971, yet the paper and the agitation 

around it affected the larger Japanese anti-war movement.58 GIs at Misawa partnered with the 

                                                
55 “Base Survives Vicious Suicide Attack” Semper Fi 1 (May 1970), CCCS, S01 Folder 1478, (2); “Iwakuni,” Fall 
in – At Ease Special Issue: What is Vietnam Veterans Against the War / Winter Soldier Organization [1974], CCCS, 
S01, Folder 1486, 10. 
56 See, for example an acknowledgment of Beheiren’s aid in publishing in “American Servicemen have Friends in 
Japan” Semper Fi 15 (April 1970), CCCS S01 Folder 1478, 1; a report on a joint GI-Japanese protest at the nearby 
Kintai Bridge in Jim “Saturday, August 7” and Paul “Sunday, August 8,” Semper Fi 2 no. 12 (August 1971), CCCS, 
S01 Folder 1478, 3-4; a transcript of a press conference held by Beheiren about racial conflict at Iwakuni in Iwakuni 
Beheiren “Press Conference in Tokyo,” Semper Fi 3 no. 4 (March 1972), CCCS, Folder 1479, 1-4; and a statement 
on the end of US involvement in Vietnam in Iwakuni Beheiren and The Hobbit “Statement by Beheiren,” Semper Fi 
4 no. 2 (January 1973), CCCS, Folder 1480, 10. 
57 See articles questioning the necessity of the atomic bombs in “Were the Hiroshima and Nagasaki Bombings 
Necessary?” Semper Fi 2 no. 12 (August 1971), CCCS, S01 Folder 1478, 12-13; Semper Fi 2 no. 17 (December 
1971), CCCS, S01 Folder 1478, 4. 
58 Because it was brought back after the first run of three issues, further issues of the underground paper added “3+” 
to indicate further issue numbers. See Hair (Revived) no 3+1 (December 1970), CCCS S03 Folder 214, 4; Hair no 
3+4 (February 1971), CCCS, R02 A-1-2; “AMPO interviews Yoshikawa Yuichi,” 4. 
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Beheiren and JATEC-affiliated Pacific Asian Resource Center and released an “Open Letter to 

the Japanese People” to the Mainichi newspaper in late 1970 and early 1971.59 Hair similarly 

mixed every day life issues on the base with more pressing anti-imperial and anti-war stances 

and collaboration with local activists – including a 5 May 1971 joint Japanese-GI protest on the 

Children’s Day holiday.60 The greater Tokyo area also acted as an important nexus for GI papers. 

Freedom Rings! – a newsletter edited by James Williams, a GI who eventually went AWOL 

from a Tokyo-area base – similarly employed the tactics of collaborating with local activists, 

especially Beheiren, and appealing to the Japanese press. In 1971, the Japan Times, an English-

language Japanese paper, published an account of a press conference held by Williams, in which 

he denounced the “warmonger” US military and the Japanese government for cracking down on 

the rights of foreigners.61 

 GIs and activists in West Germany similarly produced a number of underground 

newspapers that addressed both conditions on base and general anti-war and anti-imperial 

sentiments. Many of the papers published in West Germany were the work of one activist: Max 

Watts. Watts was responsible for papers like Where it’s At, first published in West Berlin in the 

spring of 1968, which sought to present what it called the “flip side of the coin” from the official 

narratives of the US military. Specifically, the paper was aimed at helping to coordinate GI and 

West German student action, something that had been roundly suppressed by local West Berlin 

and American Military authorities. During mass protests over Easter 1968, the “Berlin Brigade,” 

a group of anti-war GIs, had attempted to leave their base and demonstrate with SDS, which had 

                                                
59 “An open letter to the Japanese People” Hair no 3+3 (January 1971), CCCS S03 Folder 214, 1-2; Hair no 3+4 
February 1971, CCCS, S03 Folder 214, 8.  
60 Hair also reported that local Japanese from “the WWII generation” were “upset” about the protest. See “Incident 
on May 2nd” Hair nr 3+5 (May 1971), CCCS S03 Folder 214, 14. 
61 Kenbo “Dedicated to Jim and Barb” Freedom Rings! no 3 (November 1970), CCCS S03-211, 3; The Japan Times 
(21 October 1971), 3. 
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been prevented by military police. Indeed, a founding concern for Where it’s At was the 

possibility that US troops, of which 20,000 were stationed in West Berlin, would have to put 

down demonstrations as riot police.62  

 Watts and other civilians living in West Germany also produced Up Against the Wall and 

the successor paper Forward in 1970-1971 focusing on both the concerns of GIs and the attempt 

to link American and West German civilian agitators. The publishers of Up Against the Wall 

(UAW) began by passing out protest material and copies of We Got the BrASS to GIs around 

McNair and Andrews bases and developed into an attempt to promote both anti-war politics but 

also a revolutionary stance without the baggage of Marxist jargon.63 In later issues, the editorial 

staff described themselves as “American civilians in West Berlin. Some of us are former GIs, 

some are students, some are working here.” Even as the editorial staff made clear that they spoke 

to soldiers as civilians and their belief that “only the soldier himself can make such far-reaching 

decisions about his life, since only he will be made to bear the consequences.”64 Forward, first 

published 1971, took their anti-war and anti-imperial agitation further. In an editorial heading the 

inaugural issue, the editors stated their were to show to GIs the paper was “on the side of the 

National Liberation Front of South Vietnam” just as it was “on the side of the striking postal 

workers…”65 These papers, like those around Japan, also documented anti-war activity, as well 

                                                
62 For more on Watts and the West German GI movement, see a forthcoming book by Alexander Vazansky. Where 
it's At no 1 (April 1968), FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1145, 1. 
63 In this discussion, the group still sought to emphasize “contradictions” within capitalism and linking America’s 
anti-communist wars with the needs of US capital. Similarly, the group sought to blame anti-Americanism on capital, 
rather than on the individual GI and strongly urged the paper to avoid any anti-patriotic themes to prevent the 
semblance of  “outside agitation.” See, “Information sheet from Up Against the Wall. Undated” [1970], IISG 
BHWC 25, 1-2; “We are a Group of Americans who Believe…” [1970], IISG BHWC 25 1-2; “Concepts for 
Agitation” IISG BHWC 25, 1-3. 
64 “Military Attacks ‘Where-it’s-At,’” Where it’s At 2 no. 1 [1971], BHWC 645, 1. 
65 “Editorial,” Forward 1 no. 1 [1971], IISG BHWC 252, 1. 
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as incidents of racism and conflict on bases like McNair in West Germany.66 West German GI 

papers benefited from a deep network of Americans living in places like West Berlin who could 

help to facilitate printing and distribution, yet they too made reference to a more global network 

of underground papers traded across borders.67 

 The paper Voice of the Lumpen, published by black GIs in conjunction with a group of 

West German students, was at once an outlet for soldiers’ complaints, a key anti-war source, and 

a link to a wider network of anti-imperialism. Founded in reaction to the trial of the so-called 

“Ramstein 2” – a pair of black former GIs who had been charged with shooting a guard at 

Ramstein Air Base – the paper helped link SDS members like Karl Dietrich Wolff to the US 

black power movement.68 Founded in 1970, the paper declared that their main goals were to 

support the resistance to oppression and racism in the US army and to promote within the army a 

“struggle against the actual function of the Army: as a suppressive power, as a World gendarme 

in the countries of the Third World like Indochina and Latin America; as a Civil War Army in 

the USA and in Germany.”69 In general, the paper maintained this blending of anti-racism, anti-

war, and anti-imperial sentiments into a combined critique, much the same way that SDS and 

GIs had picked up from the Black Panthers. Indeed, underground papers like Voice of the 

Lumpen would eventually become part of a questionably effective global strategy of the Black 

Panther Party’s international wing as a kind of alternative information network called the 

                                                
66 See, for example, a series of papers published about racism at McNair Racism at McNair: Up Against the Wall 
Special September 1970; and various incidents around West Germany in Forward, such as an incident where West 
German police supposedly beat a group of black GIs near Stuttgart. “Incident in Stuttgart Forward no 2 (December 
1972), FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1160, 29. 
67Where it’s At claimed that despite suppression from military police, they had requests for the paper “from bases all 
over the world” “Military Attacks ‘Where-it’s-At,’” 1. 
68 For the origins of Voice of the Lumpen and the Ramstein 2, see especially Höhn, “The Black Panther Solidarity 
Committee and the Trial of the Ramstein 2” 
69 AtsA “Teach-In mit der Gruppe Voice of the Lumpen Montag 13 Uhr HGB10” IISG Anarchiv Collection 328, 1. 
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Revolutionary Peoples Communications Network (RPCN).70 The Panthers helped to facilitate GI 

papers as an alternate source of revolutionary literature; however, other GI papers also helped to 

function as a part of a transnational network of anti-imperial information as well.	

The paper We Got the BrASS represents a unique example as a document that crossed 

between bases in West Germany and Japan. Originally, the paper was published by soldiers in 

West Germany as a part of GI agitation against oppressive conditions on bases. This included 

showing subversive films and printing agitprop for other soldiers similarly disposed against the 

war.71 The paper featured articles denouncing the axis between modern technical warfare in 

Vietnam and capitalism – as one article argued, thanks to Dow’s napalm and modern technology, 

“it is possible to take the ovens to the people rather than the people to the ovens.”72 Much like 

other underground papers, it also spoke to more local issues, including calls for solidarity and 

identification with American GIs and West German workers: “Clearly the U.S. is the bosses’ 

army, the same army that kills the Vietnamese workers, screws German workers and American 

GIs and workers.”73 Uniquely, We Got the BrASS was perhaps the only paper to appear on both 

West German and Japanese bases. In early 1970, GIs stationed around Tokyo began to publish 

an Asian edition of the paper, intended to be an organ for the international GI movement. 

The Asian edition of We Got the BrASS similarly called for solidarity with Japanese anti-

war activists and advertised joint protests. The first Asian edition was printed in 1969 by inviting 

GIs stationed in Asia to join with those in Europe and the US and reprinting articles from 

                                                
70 This was a counter-strategy to Eldridge Cleaver’s adoption of transnational revolutionary violence, inspired by the 
actions of Black September and Rote Armee Fraktion, in what he aspired would be the formation of groups of 
“cosmopolitan guerrillas.” Instead, RCPN was to be a way to create a global community of revolutionary peoples, 
rather than networks of commandos. See Malloy, 193-197.	
71 For origins of the paper, see We Got the BrASS no 3 [West Germany], CCCS, S00.  
72 “GI Movement in Germany” We Got the BrASS no 3 [West Germany], CCCS, S00, [4]. 
73 “Your Mission in…” We Got the BrASS no 4 [West Germany], CCCS S00, [8].  
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numerous American-based underground papers.74 This issue was edited in part by prominent 

American anti-war activist Jan Eakes, who had worked closely with the American SDS in 

California to help organize GIs and also traveled to South Vietnam in 1967. Eakes, who 

published a number of GI agitation texts including a joint-authored book, Sensō no kikai o 

tomero! Hansen beihei to nihonjin (“Let’s Stop the War Machine! Anti-War US Soldiers and the 

Japanese People”), even attempted to visit North Vietnam to continue his activism.75 In We Got 

the BrASS, articles compared the US military to the Nazi armies of World War II, even as it 

continued to make a distinction between the “whipping boy” GIs and officers giving criminal 

orders.76 Ultimately, the paper’s Japanese iteration was short lived, however, as in the fall of 

1970, the paper officially changed titles to Fall in! At Ease! in solidarity with the anti-war 

movement in the Jieitai (Japanese Self Defense Force), which published a paper by the same 

name – itself inspired by American underground GI papers.77  

Beyond the geographical distance between the origins of We Got the BrASS in Europe 

and the Asian edition, there were many similarities in the content and ideological disposition of 

the paper. The evolution of We Got the BrASS also serves to show how the GI could act as an 

intermediary subject and actor between movements in West Germany and Japan. This was 

clearly a goal of groups like JATEC, who collected publisher contact information for the original 

We Got the BrASS in Frankfurt, as well as Were it’s At and Up Against the Wall from West 

Berlin and included an issue translated into Japanese in their weekly anti-security magazine 

                                                
74 See We Got the BrASS Asian Edition no 1 Fall 1969, CCCS S01 Beheiren Hakkou Bunjyo, Folder 0029, 1. 
75 Eakes also published a “guidebook” to Hong Kong that included thinly veiled information on how to desert while 
on leave along with legitimate travel advice. See “Personal & Political Background” CCCS, R02 A-5-6, [1-2]; 
“Letter from Jan Eakes to the Government of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam 4 March 1971,” CCCS, R02 A-5-
2, [2]; “Letter from Jan Eakes 26 March 1971” CCCS, R02 A-5-8, 4; Jan Eakes, G.I. Hong Kong Handbook (1970); 
Jan Eakes, Ono Nobuyuki, and Tsurumi Shunsuke, Sensō no kikai o tomero! Hansen beihei to nihonjin [“Let’s Stop 
the War Machine! Anti-War US Soldiers and the Japanese”] (Tokyo: Sanichi Shobō, 1972). 
76 “Obedience or Dis-Obedience: Orders to Commit War Crimes” We Got the BrASS Vietnam no 1 (Early 1970), 
CCCS, R02 A-1-6, 2. 
77 Fall in! At Ease! (Autumn 1970), IISG BHW 717, [1]. 
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Shūkan ANPO.78 That the paper ultimately renamed itself after Jieitai resisters  – themselves 

inspired by the GI movement – shows a reciprocal transfer of ideas around the globe and within 

movements. That GIs could move beyond borders, and, indeed, that they were often forced to do 

so, could hinder organized and coordinated action between soldiers and local activists; however, 

the global scale of the American base empire could also be an opportunity for border-less action. 

Groups like JATEC, the Black Panthers, and GI activists endeavored to both facilitate the 

publication and spread of soldiers’ anti-war literature in the 1970s as a part of a larger goal of 

creating alternative networks of anti-imperial news and information.  

GI papers in West Germany and Japan were documents produced for both internal and 

external consumption, both on and off the base, and for both local and more global effect. 

Soldiers used these outlets as a way to express their frustration with bureaucracy and racism in 

the military as well their role as part of the imperialist military machine oppressing the world. 

Similarly, the production of underground papers represented one of the most concrete 

expressions of cooperation between local anti-war activists and the soldiers stationed next door. 

In Japan, JATEC and Beheiren saw these papers as a “gift” to the anti-war movement and in turn 

claimed that Japanese participation in publishing GI papers showed soldiers that they were “not 

alone.”79 West German activists also promoted GI papers in an effort to coordinate actions with 

anti-war soldiers in Europe.80 The efforts to link GIs with civilian groups, global revolutionaries, 

and their fellow anti-war soldiers on bases spread across the globe represents a wider attempt to 

spread anti-imperial ideas across borders – and points to the creation and reproduction of a 

                                                
78 Rolodex Entries, CCCS R02-D-1-1; Shūkan Anpo no. 1 (November 1969). 
79 Hatta Hideo, “Kichinai no Beiheishi mo tatakau,” [Anti-War US Soldiers Also Fight Within Bases] Asahi Jānaru 
13 no. 18 (May 1971), 101; Beheiren “All Power to the People ‘The Final Victory Shall be Ours,” CCCS, S03 
Folder 214. 
80 See, for example, an advertisement for Up Against the Wall by the “GI-Support Group” and a meeting to discuss 
legal and political strategy for the GI movement in Rote Presse Korrespondenz 2 no. 56/57 (March 1970), 22. 
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number of anti-imperial tropes that may have originated with the Panthers, or in Iwakuni or 

McNair Airbases, but which nevertheless appeared in a variety of new places. 

 

 

The GI as Anti-Imperial Revolutionary Subject  

  

 American soldiers stationed on bases in Japan and West Germany were not simply 

passive actors. Much of the agitation by anti-war activists targeted at GIs was implicitly and 

explicitly based on growing ideological and material conflict within the US military, which was 

only exacerbated by anti-war sentiment off base. Yet, the GI as an abstraction presented potential 

issues for activists even as individual soldiers offered some obvious prospects for revolutionary 

action. Theories of global imperial strategy, which often underwrote the anti-war standpoints of 

groups like SDS or JATEC, saw the American military as hostile occupiers and 

counterrevolutionary armies placed in strategic positions around the globe. These views were 

matched by a GI imagination, which spoke in similar terms about their own place and role in a 

global imperial structure that both oppressed them at home and stationed them in forward bases 

around the world to do the same to others. Moreover, this was the same military that was raining 

technologically advanced destruction on the Vietnamese, committing crimes that rose to the level 

of genocide in some eyes, even following in the footsteps of the Nazis. This understanding of the 

US military’s role in the global imperial strategy needed to be squared with a sympathetic view 

towards the ordinary soldier used as “cannon fodder” for the US military machine.   

 In general, the shift from protesting the military to aiding GIs also precipitated a shift 

towards the idea that the GI movement was part of the global anti-imperial struggle. By the early 
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1970s, in radical West German papers, the GI was seen as part of the growing crisis in 

imperialism: much in the same way that conditions for workers within the US and black 

Americans in the ghettos became worse when imperialism was on the ropes, so too did the GI’s 

conditions worsen with US imperialism’s fortunes more globally. This was especially the case 

for black GIs, who fit both models of an underclass “reserve army” for US capitalist interests 

both in battle and for labor.81 In keeping with ideas about the structure and crisis of global 

imperialism, Vietnam acted as a focal point for GIs to understand their exploitation by capitalism, 

but also to grasp that they were witnessing contradictions in the stated goals and methods of 

American values. Increasingly, experiences in Vietnam put the lie to the core justifications of the 

war – protecting democracy and fighting for “freedom” while killing Vietnamese looking to 

liberate their own nation, especially as many GIs experienced discrimination at home.82 Activists 

and GIs alike recognized this contradiction or betrayal of purported American values, and 

applied it liberally in anti-war material – even citing the conquest of the American West and 

wars with Mexico, placing Vietnam in a long line of such duplicity.83 Arguments based on moral 

values or self-preservation were often presented as a non-ideological side of GI agitation, though 

these did not contradict more anti-imperialist approaches. Desertion could be a way to stay alive 

or to stop killing even as it also served the purposes of bringing imperialism down from the 

inside. 

GI agitation had to negotiate a tension between viewing American soldiers as perpetrators 

in the imperialist US army and victims of the same imperialist violence as the Vietnamese, 

German, and Japanese people. A common refrain in materials produced by and for GIs was that 

                                                
81 Roten Zellen “Seize the time – Power to the People (Nutze die Zeit – Alle Macht dem Volke)” [1970], FU Berlin, 
UA, APO-S, Sig 1216.  
82 Broschüre der Vietnamausschüsse der FU no 2 (1973), IISG BHW 91, 5. 
83 SDS Frankfurt “Who’s Afraid of the Vietcong?” [1967], FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 52; “Vietnam von Bertrand 
Russell” 25 May 1967, HIfS Sbe 495, [3]. 
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the ordinary soldier was used as “cannon fodder” for the military in Vietnam.84 Indeed, both 

West German and Japanese GI agitation by the late 1960s made a point to note the class and 

racial make up of the US army that disproportionately relied on poor whites and an under-class 

of blacks. These themes were especially key in pointing out the “contradictions” of GIs fighting 

for capitalism against other workers, or other non-whites.85 In part, this formation fit in nicely 

with the concept of an imperialist, genocidal “machine” at work in Indochina. As an issue of 

Semper Fi asked, “You are not a machine, are you?”86 While the product of that impersonal 

military force might be horrible, the individual cogs in that system could not necessarily be 

blamed for the overall result. GI agitation often tried to draw a firm line between the kind of 

modern scientific warfare, embodied by napalm, and the human element in the US military. An 

early SDS pamphlet argued that GIs in Vietnam were certainly not all “sadists” like the Nazis 

had been, but the kind of warfare driven by indiscriminate napalm attacks and “kill-ratios” was 

the cause of brutalization for American soldiers.87 By identifying with GIs as fellow victims, 

anti-war activists could promote solidarity between groups struggling against imperialism and 

soldiers in the army. Beheiren stressed this point repeatedly in their agitation material and in GI 

newspapers. Whereas the Japanese might have once thought of US soldiers as invaders and 

occupiers, currently, the people understood how the military exploited both American GIs and 

Japanese citizens.88 

If GIs were fellow victims of imperialism, anti-war agitators had to identify the true 

perpetrators in Vietnam: officers as well as the command staff at the Pentagon, or, simply, the 

                                                
84 “Kampf dem US-Imperialismus in Indochina!” Kommunistischer Nachrichtendienst 1 no. 16 (July 1970), (8); the 
cover of Demand for Freedom no. 5 (Okinawa) [1971?], CCCS, R02 A-1-3, 1. 
85 KPD-AO “Die US-Armee – Ein Waffe des US-Imperialismus, die stumpfer wird.” [1971], HIfS Sbe 495, [1-2]. 
86 Japanese Group in Support of War GIs in Kyoto, Stop the War Machine Now Special Issue (May 5, 1971?), CCCS, 
R02 A-2-1; Semper Fi 3 no. 7 (April 1972), CCCS, S01 Folder 1479, 2. 
87 Informationen über Vietnam und Länder der dritten Welt no 3 November 1966, HIfS, Sbe 495, [4-5]. 
88“Beheiren,” Semper Fi 3 no. 5 (March 1972), CCCS, S01 Folder 1479, 9. 
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“Brass.” This concept combined soldiers’ dissatisfaction with their everyday conditions with the 

larger themes of imperialist exploitation. Not only were GIs, especially black GIs, harassed by 

their officers about any number of military regulations, but they were also the ones ordering 

massacres like My Lai. The distinction between the officers and “Pentagon gangsters” and the 

GIs drafted into the military, for example, was the centerpiece West German agitation around a 

1972 US military parade and German-American Volksfest in West Berlin.89 Intended to be a 

demonstration of friendship between the US and the FRG, the left denounced it as a “shabby” 

attempt to promote tourism and American consumer goods after the dollar shocks. Forward 

noted too that the design of the event – with a ‘Hawaiian’ theme – actually promoted a colony of 

the US where there were likely nuclear weapons stationed.90 By seeking an end to US 

imperialism’s goals in Vietnam, these soldiers would ultimately have to leave the bases run by 

the imperialists. The Japanese, one Beheiren flier explained in English, were similarly against the 

commanding officers “that keep you” on Japanese soil in bases like Iwakuni.91 There were clear 

practical barriers to organizing and agitating among GIs for West German and Japanese anti-war 

activists, yet drawing a clear line between the bad imperialists in the officer corps and the good 

anti-imperial victims among enlisted soldiers helped to overcome the ideological contradictions 

of identifying with the US military in Vietnam.  

The image of US soldiers in Vietnam split between that of Nazi foot soldiers and cogs in 

a larger genocidal system was especially pronounced in protest discourse surrounding the My 

Lai massacre. Lieutenant William Calley, a platoon leader in My Lai was the only soldier tried 

for the massacre, for killing “109 Oriental human beings.” Calley was not a graduate of the 

                                                
89 “With Friends like These, Who needs Enemies” [1972], HIfS Sbe 495; “Militärparade in Berlin Krieg in Vietnam,” 
1972, FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 1216, [1]. 
90 “Volksfest ’72” Forward no 10 (August 1972), 4-6. 
91 SDS “Hands Off Vietnam” [1967], FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, Sig 50; “Message of the Japanese People to Iwakuni 
GI’s: May 5th Action,” CCCS, R02 A-2-2, [1]. 
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Army’s elite officer training schools, allowing the military to pass the blame for the massacre off 

on a lower level officer, rather than a more institutionalized figure.92 Journalist E.A. Rauter’s 

article in Konkret represented one extreme end of the spectrum, warning his readers that the trial 

of the “little lieutenant” is to “make you forget that all US soldiers in Southeast Asia are 

Calleys.”93 For GIs stationed in West Germany, however, the denunciation of all US troops as 

potential genocidal Nazi-era holdovers clashed with their self-conception as fellow victims of 

war or imperialism. GI papers viewed My Lai both as part of a larger system, and one of the 

Army’s plans to turn soldiers into killing machines. As an article in Forward asked: “Is Calley a 

young insecure misfit who was accidentally put in a position of authority and gleefully shot up 

hundreds of Vietnamese civilians? Or is Calley a better than average product of the Army’s 

psychological program which tries to destroy a G.I.’s consciousness […]?”94 This conspiratorial 

tone was echoed in Where it’s At, which argued that Calley had been “trained for brutality. He is 

also trained that orders are orders and must be obeyed.”95 In both instances, the US soldier was 

part of a larger, genocidal, system; however, the key distinction was where victimhood could be 

claimed. 

Both anti-war activists and GIs themselves also subscribed to the theory that the growing 

crisis in Vietnam was exacerbating contradictions in the structure of US imperialism, which was 

only aided by the victim role of anti-war soldiers. Similarly, these activists and GIs tended to 

speak in the same sort of international language of protest. A 1970 issue of Semper Fi, trying to 

differentiate the anti-war GI from the indoctrinated career soldier, or “lifer,” described the crew-

cut hairstyle as “not American – they are Prussian (remember the close-cropped hair of Hitler’s  
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Figure 5.3: Hitler’s Complaints Cartoon. We Got the BrASS Vietnam nr 1 (Early 1970), CCCS, R02 A-

1-6, (2). 
 

SS men?)”96 Hair was one of the most important everyday complaints for GIs, yet this too could 

be seen in context of the Nazi past. A cartoon of Hitler in the Asian edition of We Got the BrASS 

depicted the German dictator initially complaining about the US military’s reliance on 

technology to commit genocide that he and the German military never had access to. By the end 

of the cartoon, however, Hitler had come around and even admitted that he admired the US 

efforts to walk in his footsteps.97 GI papers were littered with cut and pasted cartoons, some 

parodies of contemporary comic strips, so it is likely this Hitler cartoon was widely spread in 

other such papers. More generally, protest material tried to emphasize the perceived connections 

between the fascist past and the imperialist present. In their planning for GI agitation, UAW 

encouraged activists to play up the idea that German and Italian fascisms were “the result of 

racism or suppression of minorities, nationalism and capitalism. Wherever these conditions exist, 

facism [sic] is possible”98 Where it’s At tried to make a similar argument: “Germany, Italy, and 

Japan developed fascism as another way to end the crisis in the free enterprise system. The Nazi 
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government got the German economy going again by spending more money on warfare instead 

of welfare.” Just what the Nazis had done in the 1930s, the FRG was attempting in the 1970s – 

jumpstarting a stalled global capitalism with the economics of war, this time in Vietnam.99 

For GIs, genocide in Vietnam was something facilitated by their presence. In a very 

similar way as groups like Beheiren or SDS employed both Auschwitz and Hiroshima / Nagasaki 

in their understanding of the brutalization of Vietnam, so too did GIs see themselves as part of 

the machine that had killed before. Similarly, blending the crimes of Imperial Japan and Nazi 

Germany with the military situation in Vietnam was a part of international protest language that 

GIs shared with domestic anti-war movements. The confluence of past and technological present 

was exemplified in the constant discussion of the Vietnam War as “genocide,” which was as 

common among anti-war GIs as it was among West German or Japanese activists referencing 

their own pasts.100 A 1972 issue of Semper Fi from Hiroshima Day, 15 August, claimed that the 

US military currently bombed Vietnam “without regard for civilian life” and would not hesitate 

to make the jump to nuclear weapons as they had in the past: 

The use of the nuclear weapon on Hiroshima was on of the worst tragedies in all of history. It is 
comparable to Hitler’s massacring of the Jews. But remember it was America who dropped the 
bomb. It was done by the pigs in power at the time… It was through pigs like these that the 
people of America were led to believe that the massacring of over 100,000 civilians was needed 
on August 6, 1945; and it is through pigs like these that the bombing of civilians continues in 
Vietnam today.101  
 
As Fall in! – At Ease! warned, if “helicopters, napalm, and computers” could not defeat the 

Vietnamese, the US would resort to nuclear weapons once again.102 Many GIs protested not just 

the chemical destruction rained on Vietnamese farmers, but also the fact that as soldiers, they 

were forced to live near the depots that supposedly housed these weapons and caused health 
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problems. On numerous occasions, soldiers accused the US military of illegally storing poison 

gas or nuclear weapons on Okinawa, for example, putting both the local population and ordinary 

GIs in danger.103   

 Using the analogies of Nazi Germany or Imperial Japan, however, placed the GI in a 

delicate spot – much as anti-war activists had to take steps to differentiate the Nazi-like officer 

and commanding ranks, so too did GIs have to place themselves in particular roles. Featured 

articles and letters written to Semper Fi often framed issues of officer misconduct or racial 

discrimination in terms of Nazism, even for soldiers stationed in Japan. Just as Germany had 

blamed its problems on Jews to distract from exploitation from the capitalist classes, for example, 

so too were American blacks the scapegoat of US monopoly capitalism, argued the GIs of 

Semper Fi.104 In a 1971 letter to JATEC, Jan Eakes expressed the tension GIs felt as soldiers in a 

military seemingly doing exactly what Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan had done just a few 

decades earlier. Eakes argued that the circumstances of the Vietnam War had become so dire, 

that resisting conscription into the American military was now analogous to refusing to join the 

armies of Germany, Italy, or Japan. Citing evidence presented at the Nuremburg War Crimes 

Tribunal, Eakes made the case for Japan accepting draft resisters for political asylum, arguing 

that just as Axis soldiers would have experienced in World War II, an American conscripted in 

1969 could also expect to be ordered to commit heinous acts like the massacre at My Lai.105 

American soldiers comparing themselves to Jews and other Nazi victims was a strategy 

inherently in tension with the widely shared discourse of the US as following in Nazi footsteps; 
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however, the attempt to negotiate these conflicting roles constituted the heart of the anti-war GI 

identity.  

 GIs also participated in the same kinds of discussions about global imperial strategy as 

well as contributing to this discourse by identifying their place at the center of US imperial plans. 

GI anti-imperial discourse was a mixture of the kind of Marxist-Leninist interpretations of 

monopoly capitalism and more immediate concerns with being deployed to fight wars of 

imperial aggression. GI papers certainly echoed anti-war sentiments about the influence of 

capitalist classes in US imperial expansion, even citing competition with a resurgent Japan and 

West Germany as an impetus for their increasingly harsh attacks on both the Vietnamese people 

and the domestic working class, including soldiers.106 For GIs in Asia, forward bases in Japan 

and on Okinawa, along with the war in Indochina, pointed to the distinct possibility that they 

would be deployed soon for a larger continental, even global, conflict. This concern was in part 

based on the escalation of the Vietnam War, but also the idea that they fit into a larger, and more 

sinister, strategy at work. That GIs in Japan cited Australian journalist Wilfred Burchett’s 1968 

book Again Korea as a prime example of US imperial strategy revealed both their own 

observations and the influence of outside ideas. Burchett’s main claim revolved around the 

Japanese military’s 1963 “Three Arrows” plan, based on a hypothetical invasion of the Korean 

Peninsula by North Korea and China. The connection between Three Arrows and Japanese 

imperial expansion was an idea shared by the Japanese and international left. That the plan was 
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revealed to the Diet in 1965 put it neatly into a pattern with the South Korean Normalization 

Treaty and Rolling Thunder of US-Japanese imperial ambition.107  

Residing at the center of US and its junior partner’s imperial plans also helped to 

motivate GIs to act – much in the same way their Japanese and West German counterparts also 

saw themselves as striking at the heart of the metropole. If Okinawa was the supposed “keystone” 

in the US military’s system of bases, and by extension also for US imperialism, then soldiers on 

those bases too could act as a focal point for the anti-imperial movement.108 In the same way that 

Japanese and West German anti-war protesters saw their own struggles, and each other’s struggle, 

as a fight in the heart of imperialism, so too were GIs in a position to dismantle the machinery at 

work in Vietnam. Activists and GIs alike identified the dictates of monopoly capitalism in 

brutalizing US imperialism’s wars in Indochina as well as the crackdown on US workers. Indeed, 

the GI was another part of that story: exploited at home and shipped to Vietnam to be cannon 

fodder, both for the needs of the capitalist classes. Similarly, GIs either absorbed or 

independently identified the same threats in the rising imperialist junior partners, who also 

happened to host the bases where they were stationed.  

 

Black GIs  

 

 Black GIs held a unique and key position in the imagination of West German and 

Japanese activists. While much has been written on black GIs, especially in terms of solidarity 

movements and the spread of Black Nationalism to the European radical imagination, the story 
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of black GIs in Japan is considerably less robustly studied.109 Nevertheless, there were 

similarities as well as nuanced differences with West Germany. Black soldiers faced 

discrimination even within a desegregated army, finding separate facilities and expectations from 

officers and the local population. At the same time, the experience of the black GI and activist 

imaginations of the black GI as revolutionary subject were similarly tied to events off the base, 

especially the radicalization of the Black Panthers and increasing violence against black activists 

in the US. 

In the context of the late 1960s and early 1970s, larger debates about Black Power and 

the Black Panther Party’s views on self-defense began to influence debates around active 

measures of resistance against US imperialism – especially after the assassination of Martin 

Luther King Jr. in April 1968.110 Iwakuni and McNair saw a number of race-based protests that 

escalated into riots on occasions, which Beheiren, SDS, and GIs interpreted as continuations of 

liberation struggles on the bases. This included a summer 1969 riot at Iwakuni that saw a group 

of black GIs seizing and occupying the base’s Correctional Custody Center for 14 hours.111 At 

McNair, in August 1970, 60 black GIs staged what the GI paper Up Against the Wall referred to 

as a “rebellion” against the army after a fight between a white soldier and a black soldier spiraled 

into a larger conflict. Up Against the Wall and West German activists framed these incidents in 

larger terms of a coming “race war” and directly cited the self-defense policies of the Black 

Panthers as a way to help defend Black GIs from the fascism of the US military.112 Racial 
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conflict on bases was not always explicitly anti-imperialist, but those observing or reporting 

could read these events as such and help distribute that narrative widely. 

Indeed, the conflicts at places like McNair and Iwakuni cited here both began with 

interpersonal racism and escalated; however, instances of racially motivated rioting were also 

presented and consumed as continuations of broader fascism brought on by US imperialism – a 

key argument borrowed from the Black Panthers. In the summer of 1970, for example, an 

estimated 700 black GIs rallied in Heidelberg, the headquarters of the US military in Europe, 

calling for an end to imperialism in Vietnam – as well as in Africa – and demanding better living 

conditions for the families of GIs on bases. They too circulated Black Panther Party materials.113 

Up Against the Wall contextualized the conflict at McNair airbase in 1971 and larger racial 

segregation and working class exploitation on bases as a microcosm of fascism back in the US – 

citing the Panthers as the key example for fighting back.114 The Black Panthers provided a 

radical solution for GIs in Japan as well. In 1970, Fall in At Ease! published a letter from 

Eldridge Cleaver	that called on black GIs not only to desert and stop killing the Vietnamese, but 

to “start killing the racist pigs who are over there with you giving you orders” instead.115 These 

examples show a wide spectrum of the Black Power influence on the activism of black GIs, both 

in terms of self-sufficiency and self-defense. These were debates happening outside of the base, 

but could also be applied to the GI situation and interpreted as a part of larger trends.	

The affinity between the non-white Japanese population, and especially with the 

Okinawan people as doubly imperialized and internally colonized peoples, helped to facilitate a  
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Figure 5.4: Koza de no GI Zengunrō no Shūkai, 1970. [GI and Zengunrō Meeting in Koza, 1970] 
CCCS, R02 A-3-2. 

 
particular kind of anti-imperial solidarity on bases in Japan. Black GIs recognized that white 

Americans, especially in the context of imperialism, discriminated against non-whites 

equally.116 In 1970, black GIs on Okinawa and representatives of the Japanese base workers’ 

union in Okinawa (Zengunrō) met to discuss mutual frustrations with conditions on the island. In 

particular, GIs and Okinawans alike complained about racist taunts from the US military, and the 

experience of being called racial epithets by white soldiers in particular united the two groups at 

the meeting. Indeed, as some of the GIs, referred to as the ‘brothers’ by their Japanese hosts, 

pointed out, it was their commanders that portrayed all of the Okinawans as “sneaky gooks” in 

an effort to divide soldiers and the populace.117 This conversation reprinted in the black GI paper 

Demand for Freedom helped link the plight of black GIs and Okinawans in the imperialist base 
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system.118 An article accompanied the transcript, asking other black GIs to sympathize with 

Okinawans:  

Did you know that this Okinawan that you so frequently related to as being a ‘gook’, which is 
the same as being called a ‘nigger’ in your so-called country, is your brother? ... That Okinawan 
has experienced and still is what you and our people have been faced with for centuries. He’s a 
victim of the same racism, facism [sic], and capitalism that oppresses us.119    
 
Further articles in Demand for Freedom emphasized that both Okinawans and black Americans 

could be understood as internally colonized peoples and argued that economic self-sufficiency on 

Okinawa was the only way to kick out both the US and Japanese oppressors.120 The Zengunrō 

meeting was followed by a number of examples of black GIs joining base worker strikes or other 

anti-war and anti-base protests.121 On Okinawa, where the population already supposedly 

occupied a lower status socially and even ethnically, black GIs found more avenues for solidarity, 

as JATEC claimed in Asahi Jānaru, the two groups were “oppressed by the same kind of 

imperialism, the same kind of war mechanism.”122 

Experiences among GIs were not stable across the US base empire, just as experiences 

did not conform along racial lines in the US military. Even as black GIs promoted solidarity with 

Okinawans, at the same 1970 meeting with Zengunrō, the black GIs claimed that GIs in West 

Germany enjoyed privileges over those in Asia in regards to access to supplies. This was part of 

the capitalist conspiracy with the US, the GIs explained to the Okinawan representatives through 

a translator, and noted that Germany had started the war that ended with the nuclear bombings.123 

The GIs on Okinawa made it clear that they had experienced both duty stations; however, the 
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experiences recounted in underground papers from GIs in West Germany did not express a 

similar sense of privilege. Indeed, a black GI in Forward even claimed that the German police 

were worse than the white American MPs and that it was “a known fact that Germans don't like 

black people, including police officers.”124 A’bout Face similarly argued that “the imperialist 

lackey in West Germany along with their capitalist war-wagers if racist America” would equally 

just as soon kill black GIs for protesting then listen to their concerns.125 Ultimately, the 

experience of black GIs had parallels among the far-flung bases between Heidelberg and 

Okinawa and between the black-white divide. In both West Germany and Japan, black GIs 

experienced poor treatment from racist officers and local police alike. Both groups of GIs also 

felt the influence of Black Nationalist and revolutionary ideas emanating from back home. At the 

same time, those stationed in Okinawa saw a unique opportunity to connect with fellow people 

oppressed by both Japanese and American imperialists. Just as Okinawa was the keystone for 

anti-imperial, revolutionary activity, it also represented a unique space for the racial dimension 

of the GI movement. 

 

Towards a Domestic GI Movement 

 

Anti-war GI activism was not just an effective tool for West German and Japanese 

activists. It also served as a prime example to follow for the newly reformed militaries of both 

countries as well. Following defeat in 1945, the Allied occupations had prioritized 

demilitarization in both Axis powers – even resulting in a ban on war enshrined in Article 9 of 

the Japanese Constitution. However, in the wake of the Korean War in the 1950s, both West 
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Germany and Japan, at the behest of their American ally, began parallel rearmament projects. In 

1955, West Germany founded a small fighting force, the Bundeswehr, founded, replacing the 

Nazi-era Wehrmacht. In Japan, a police force was armed and evolved into the Jieitai under a new 

interpretation of Article 9 that allowed for defensive warfare. By 1968, the Jieitai had 234,000 

troops stationed around Japan.126 Although neither the Bundeswehr nor the Jieitai committed 

troops to Vietnam, by the 1970s, both were also targets of the anti-war movement. This included 

self-conscious attempts to mimic the GI movement in the US military both by outsiders and even 

by soldiers themselves. 

Inspiration from the GI movement was especially clear around Jieitai activism against 

Vietnam, the reversion of Okinawa, and Japanese imperialism. Helping to create an anti-war 

Jieitai movement in the image of the GI movement was a key goal of Beheiren and JATEC, 

especially as Japan was the largest base for US soldiers in Asia. As the Nixon administration 

began the drawdown of US troops in the early 1970s, it appeared that Japan’s military would 

take up more of the fight. Therefore, it was a natural step to target the Jieitai using the tactical 

and organizational lessons learned from the GI movement.127 Jieitai airmen, sailors, and soldiers 

infrequently attended anti-war demonstrations around Japan expressing both an opposition to 

Vietnam, but also their own role in Japan’s expansion into Asia. These sporadic protests, often 

inspired by the GI movement, certainly caught the attention of American protesters and appeared 

in underground newspapers.128 It must be noted that, unlike their US counterparts, the Jieitai was 

not a conscript military. Konishi Makoto, a volunteer sergeant in the Jieitai took inspiration from 

the Tokyo University campus occupations of 1969 and began his own project of anti-war 
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activism from within the Self Defense Forces. Konishi saw the existence of the Jieitai as a “focal 

point” for the Japanese revolution and set about trying to bring the organization down from 

within, going so far as to be arrested for handing out pamphlets as well as stickers reading 

“refuse anti-riot training!” and “crush Ampo! [sic].” A major issue for Konishi was the use of the 

Jieitai for riot control in the lead up to the ANPO 70 protests, but he also argued for the Japanese 

people’s right to self-defense in the face of state violence, citing the US Second Amendment and 

the historical example of Toyotomi Hideyoshi confiscating swords in Sixteenth Century Japan.129 

Konishi’s actions did not go unnoticed by American GIs in Japan, with the paper YAND 

endorsing his protest against the re-emergence of fascism in Japan with a resounding “RIGHT 

ON!!!!!!!”130 

In April 1972, three Jieitai soldiers attempted to deliver a list of demands to their 

commanders at the headquarters in Tokyo. This document included complaints about the 

conditions of barracks, a demand that soldiers stop being deployed to Okinawa, and claims that 

Japan was again planning invasions of Asia. These soldiers directly cited the “struggle” of US 

GIs, writing in their manifesto: “In France as well as in West Germany, people in military 

uniforms have proved their courage to fight against their real enemy side by side with the 

working people.”131 This protest action against the Japanese military similarly filtered back to the 

GI movement through declarations of solidarity and republication in underground newspapers, 

calling it a “Japanese GI Movement.” Noting the similarity in both content and tone to American 

GIs, the underground paper Omega Press reprinted the complaints of the Jieitai protesters and 
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even called Okinawa Japan’s Vietnam.132 Omega Press similarly published a letter from the 

Jieitai to fellow soldiers and prisoners fighting for dignity in the barracks and against “genocide” 

in Vietnam.133 Though relatively small in comparison with Beheiren or the various organizations 

representing anti-war GIs in Japan, Jieitai protesters attempted to effect change by adopting the 

tone and the tactics of the GI movement. This was presented, and understood as, a conscious 

effort to build solidarity between men and women going through similar experiences.  

 GI activism against the war provided a key example for domestic military protest and 

agitation for groups in West Germany and Japan, even if the results of such agitation were 

limited. When at West Berlin’s International Vietnam Day in 1974, Beheiren spoke of a “double 

duty” for West Germany and Japan to resist the war in Vietnam because they were the closest to 

the American military machine. So too did GI activism seemingly attack imperialism on its flank. 

The implication of starting internal military protests in the Bundeswehr and Jieitai appealed so 

much because this resistance would be striking at the heart of West German and Japanese 

imperialisms, which were, in turn, both the heart of the capitalist metropole and the reserve 

armies for US imperialism’s junior partners. The American anti-war GI movement provided both 

an inspiration for tactics and grand strategy, but also a language that Japanese or West German 

soldiers could adopt in their protests. Anti-war Jieitai underground papers like Fall in At Ease 

and the subsequent renaming of We Got the BrASS showed that even if in a limited capacity, the 

possibility of an alliance between soldiers in imperialist armies could be achieved.  
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Conclusion 

 

 If West Germans and Japanese anti-war protesters recognized their unique position so 

close to the forward bases of the US imperialist war in Vietnam, what happened when they came 

into contact with the men and women charged with waging that war? Japanese and West German 

activists were often abstract in discussions about the technological genocide, of the military 

machine at work in Indochina, and a global strategy at work in Vietnam. By the 1970s, when 

these same activists confronted the frontline soldiers sent to Vietnam to operate the technological 

weaponry of genocide or carry out the imperial strategy on the ground, the context shifted. The 

American GI, a soldier drafted into the army of US imperialism, was neither a new form of the 

SS nor was he a machine programmed to kill – even if it was the intention of his superior officers 

and the Pentagon to turn him into exactly that. Rather, the GI was a fellow victim of the forces 

that had dropped him into the jungles of Indochina as much as the Vietnamese farmers he was 

sent to kill. The dictates of American and global monopoly capitalism oppressed GIs as cannon 

fodder for their wars just as it subjugated workers in Japan and West Germany, and just as it 

needed to kill liberation fighters in the Third World. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, Japanese 

and West German activists saw GIs as a potentially new element of the anti-war struggle both 

within the system of American imperialism and positioned physically within their national 

contexts. At the same time, soldiers and their ideas could travel beyond borders in ways many 

activists could not. 

 At the same time, GIs were not simply revolutionary anti-imperial subjects; rather, they 

were often young and disillusioned Americans drafted into the military who could not defer 

service as many privileged men could. Their anti-war and anti-imperial thinking was tied to this 
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identity as much as it was entangled with a larger context of imperialism. GIs presented a 

spectrum of anti-war thought that ranged from a feeling of betraying democracy and American 

values to radical anti-imperialism that echoed calls to destroy the imperialist machine from 

within, even with violence. Nevertheless, they too participated in a kind of international language 

of protest against Vietnam, often repeating key points from groups like SDS or Beheiren. On 

Okinawa, a particularly hated officer with a close-cropped haircut could be both oppressing 

soldiers for personal fashion or displaying black pride and also be a part of the legacy of Nazism 

in the American military, blending past and present. Black GIs protesting in Heidelberg called 

for both the removal of troops from Vietnam and Africa and also better living conditions in West 

Germany, blending the global and the local. When the GI protested, it was an intermingling of 

personal and political issues: a brawl over racist comments could be read as a fight against US 

capitalist and imperialist exploitation of blacks, especially for military service. When a sailor 

went AWOL or deserted, it could be a moral objection to killing or even outright fear of being 

killed, or it could be a radical act of sabotage agaist the US military machine. 

 Yet both activist imaginations about GIs and anti-war sentiment among soldiers were 

mediated by the position of US troops on West German and Japanese soil. There was an inherent 

tension in issues of agency between Japanese and West German activists and anti-war GIs. 

Unlike their counterparts in West Germany, Japanese students in the major Zengakuren factions 

did not make such concerted efforts towards GI activism. Beheiren and JATEC, however, 

proactively sought to influence the direction of the GI movement through rallies, informational 

sessions, and publications all aimed directly at soldiers. The Hobbit bookstore helped to publish 

Semper Fi but also regularly supplied issues of underground newspapers with English-language 

material about their own groups. SDS envisioned a similar kind of engagement with soldiers in 
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Europe, but often lamented how shallow their successes were. In the case of GIs, underground 

papers and anti-war material circulated with soldiers between bases, creating specific discourse 

about Vietnam among soldiers. At the same time, GIs in Heidelberg had a much clearer idea of 

the Nazi past of their hosts, just as Marines in Iwakuni concerned themselves with the 

devastation of Hiroshima. Ultimately, it is hard to determine the origins of these anti-imperialist 

ideas and how widespread they were within the military. In some cases, they appear to have been 

deeply held beliefs for GIs, either inspired by or later integrated into a global language of protest. 

On other occasions, some of these ideas and events seem to have been molded into a larger 

understanding about the American empire and war in Vietnam. While US bases could be sites of 

cooperation and mutual understanding between domestic activists and GIs, they were also often 

the targets for some of the most radical of anti-imperialists: those who took calls to use 

imperialism’s own guns against them in the struggle for global revolution to the extreme. 
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Chapter 6: The Founding of Japan and West Germany’s Red Army Factions and the 

Transnational Imagination of the Global Armed Left, 1969-1972 

 

Introduction 

 
In 1972, a series of violent events shocked West Germany and Japan. In February, under 

the leadership of Mori Tsuneo and Nagata Hiroko, the urban guerilla group Rengō Sekigun 

(United Red Army), a faction of Sekigun-ha (Red Army Faction), took a contingent of radicals 

into the mountains of Nagano Prefecture for paramilitary training. What followed was a series of 

particularly brutal jikohihan sessions (criticism / self-criticism, a practice borrowed from 

Maoism and introduced by Mori) leaving twelve members dead. After a tipoff to police, the 

surviving Rengō Sekigun members fled their training camp and took a hostage at a nearby ski 

lodge on Mt. Asama. The resulting 218-hour siege, broadcast live and still one of the most 

watched events in Japanese history, ended with three more deaths and Mori and Nagata in 

custody. Only after the police questioned the survivors did they discover the mass grave of 

purged URA members.1  

Three months later, on 11 May, 21-year-old Frances Fowler, an American military police 

officer stationed in West Germany, noticed a suspicious individual in the lobby of the IG Farben 

building in Frankfurt. The woman, wearing a long coat, used the bathroom and then quickly left. 

Five minutes later, three pipe bombs exploded, killing a different US officer and wounding 

thirteen others.2 The bombing of the US Army V Corps headquarters inaugurated a series of 

                                                
1 As sociologist Patricia Steinhoff has noted, the Japanese public found out about the Rengō Sekigun purge and the 
Asama Sansō incident in reverse order: meaning that the siege appeared to some as a heroic stand against the state, 
only to be ultimately betrayed days later when the police revealed the true scale of the purge. For an account of the 
both incident and the aftermath see Patricia Steinhoff, “Memories of New Left Protest,” 134-140. 
2 “Witness Statement of Frances Fowler, 23 May 1972,” HIfS, SO 03/005,005.  
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attacks by Rote Armee Fraktion (Red Army Faction), a major group in West Germany’s own 

urban guerilla movement, known as the “May Offensive,” which killed four and wounded 

dozens in numerous attacks against the FRG and the US military.  Just as the May Offensive 

ended, a new attack shocked the world. On 30 May, three members of the Middle-East-based 

Nihon Sekigun (Japanese Red Army) traveled from Rome to Tel Aviv. Upon landing, at Lod 

Airport, the three pulled guns and grenades out of their luggage and fired indiscriminately into a 

crowd of tourists. The shooting killed twenty-four, and wounded seventy-nine more, with two of 

the Sekigun guerrillas dying in the attack.3 

By the 1960s, radicals in both countries were struggling with an onslaught of state-

directed violence, which led to increasingly dire predictions of the return of imperialism and 

fascism. In West Germany, intellectual debates about the nature of late stage capitalism and 

violence in the Third World combined with high-profile acts of state violence that helped to 

propel an increasingly small group of radicals underground. In Japan, the radicalization of anti-

ANPO protest and increasing factionalization within the New Left met with a massive police 

response and a struggle to define a revolutionary path forward for their fight against what they 

understood as a US-Japanese imperialist alliance. In both states, as was the case in much of the 

world around the turn of the decade, there was a debate over the utility of armed resistance. As 

historians have shown in both cases, around 1968 small groups of protesters increasingly began 

to meet the state with their own forms of counter-violence. In Japan, the introduction of helmets 

and gebabō staves beginning with the first Haneda Incident and continuing in Sasebo with 

demonstrations against the arrival of the USS Enterprise helped to define a new kind of protest 

                                                
3 Patricia Steinhoff interviewed the only survivor of the attack, Okamoto Kōzō in the late 1970s. See Patricia 
Steinhoff, “Portrait of a Terrorist: An Interview with Kozo Okamoto” in Asian Survey 16, no. 9 (September 1976), 
830-845. 
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that saw force as a means to change state policy.4 In West Germany, theories of alienation and 

consumerism in late stage capitalism had already fueled debates over the limits of force as 

resistance, even before the attacks on Ohnesorg and Dutschke.5 Both Haneda and Sasebo 

involved similar complaints over the state’s policies and repression, as well as protests against 

supposed US imperialist use of Japan as a staging ground for the Vietnam War. At the same time, 

deeper structural debates over so-called “consumer terror” were used by some to specifically 

critique and attack the situation in Vietnam. When Andreas Baader and Gudrun Ensslin burned 

down a Frankfurt department store in 1968, for example, they meant to connect the fire in the 

First World to the use of napalm in the Third.6  

Out of these debates sprang two strikingly similar groups, Sekigun-ha and Rote Armee 

Fraktion – both ‘Red Army Factions,’ dedicated to fighting imperialism through armed 

resistance. This chapter traces the emergence of the Red Army concept for anti-imperial 

resistance as it was developed in Japan and helped to inform the transnational imagination of 

West Germany’s own armed Left. Though the ideological influences of Japanese anti-

imperialism have not received the same scholarly attention as those of the Black Panther Party or 

the American Weatherman urban guerrilla movements, the Japanese contribution to the global 

emergence of armed anti-imperial groups within the democratic and capitalist First World was a 

significant one, and one that remains understudied beyond the high-profile actions of Nihon 

Sekigun in the Middle East. As Karrin Hanshew has noted, the spectacular and horrible assault 

on Lod airport by JRA militants in May 1972 is often cited in discussions of international 

                                                
4 William Marotti, “Japan 1968” 
5 This is recounted in Jeremy Varon’s comparative study of Rote Armee Fraktion and Weatherman. Varon’s work 
also provides a useful framework by which to compare the development of revolutionary violence in different parts 
of the First World. Here, see Jeremy Varon Bringing the War Home: The Weather Underground, the Red Army 
Faction, and Revolutionary Violence in the Sixties and Seventies (Berkley: University of California Press, 2004), 42-
43. 
6 See Chapter 4. 
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terrorism in the 1970s, but the group behind it is rarely discussed in depth.7 The vast majority of 

literature on Sekigun has come from sociologist Patricia Steinhoff, who not only has collected 

and analyzed Red Army documents, but has also interviewed many of the former urban guerillas. 

Steinhoff, a sociologist, mainly focuses on the organizational structure and culture of Sekigun, 

yet her works provide the best histories of the group in English.8 Outside of this limited 

scholarship, the group is sometimes treated as an oddity or even a sideshow for the more well-

defined West German or American cases.9 In much the same way as the larger scholarship on the 

New Left, historians have begun to seek out the transnational connections between RAF and 

other radical groups; however, the Japanese case is less advanced and often privileges exchanges 

with the US.10  

This chapter argues that the emergence of the Red Army concept was shaped decisively 

by the relationship between radicals in both states and that, in fact, Japan’s Sekigun movement 

shared influences with West Germany’s Rote Armee Fraktion and participated in the creation 

and elaboration of a transitional imagination of global armed resistance to imperialism. Although 

the Red Armies did not coordinate or collaborate operations against imperialism in the early 
                                                
7 Karrin Hanshew, Terror and Democracy in West Germany (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 9 n17. 
8 For article length works see especially Patricia G. Steinhoff, “Hijackers, Bombers, and Bank Robbers: Managerial 
Style in the Japanese Red Army” The Journal of Asian Studies 48 (November, 1989), 724-740 and Patricia G. 
Steinhoff “Three Women Who Loved the Left: Women Leaders in the Japanese Red Army Movement,” in Re-
Imagining Japanese Women, ed. Anne E. Imamura (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), 301-325. 
Steinhoff also published a longer sociological analysis of Sekigun’s ideology in Japanese that has not yet appeared in 
English: Patricia G. Steinhoff, Nihon Sekigun-ha: sono shakai gakuteki monogatari [Japanese Red Army Faction: A 
Sociological Story] (Tokyo: Kawade Shobō Shinsha, 1991). William Farrell, a diplomat in Tokyo, who has written 
the only English-language monograph length book on Japan’s Red Armies based his book, for the most part on 
Steinhoff’s research notes. His book, while accessible, is deeply flawed and falls more into the genre of true crime 
than history. See William R. Farrell, Blood and Rage: The Story of the Japanese Red Army (Lexington: Lexington 
Books, 1990). 
9 A key example is Jeffery Herf’s study of the connections between Middle Eastern anti-Zionist violence and terror 
to West German’s New Left. In a chapter on “Palestinian Terrorism in 1972,” which discusses the Lod Attack, Herf 
mentions Nihon Sekigun only once in the opening pages.  See, Jeffery Herf Undeclared Wars with Israel, 158-198. 
10 See Petra Terhoeven “The Transnational Dimension of German Left-Wing Terrorism in the 1970s: The View 
From Italy,” in A Revolution of Perception?: Consequences and Echoes of 1968, Ingrid Gilcher-Holtey, ed. (New 
York: Berghahn Books, 2014) and  Patricia Steinhoff, “Transnational Ties of the Japanese Armed Left” in 
Revolutionary Violence and the New Left: Transnational Perspectives, Martín Álvarez and Eduardo Rey Tristán, eds. 
(New York: Routledge, 2017), 
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1970s, it misses the point to say that there was “no relation” between the West German and 

Japanese Red Army Faction as William Andrews does. This connection was deeply entwined 

with the similar debates about the nature of global imperial strategy articulated in both West 

Germany and Japan around 1968, and the Red Armies came, in part, as a radical way to counter 

that strategy.11  

The chapter revolves around two moments of exchange: the September 1969 Second 

International Anti-Imperial Conference (dai ni kai kokusai hantei kaigi), and the dramatic 

hijacking of Japan Airlines Flight 351 (known as the Yodogō hijacking) in March and April of 

1970. Bund’s International Anti-Imperial Conference put Japanese radicals into direct contact 

with the West German Left at the exact moment Sekigun-ha emerged. As discussed in Chapter 

two, this meeting was part of Christian Semler’s wider trip to Japan. The hijacking, carried out 

by a small faction of Sekigun-ha, may not have achieved its goals of furthering the global 

revolution, but it did help to contribute to the radical imagination of West Germany’s own armed 

left. The chapter then discusses the various meanings of building a “Red Army” to fight 

imperialism, and the special role of Vietnam in this, the most radical of anti-imperialisms. Both 

the Second International Anti-Imperial Conference and the Yodogō hijacking are almost totally 

absent from the literature on the armed left and even hijackings. They rarely show up in wider 

histories of the 1960s, both global and domestic to Japan; however, these were key moments of 

internationalization for Japan’s armed left, and, as we will see, helped to shape West Germany’s 

development in specific ways. 

                                                
11 Two chapters concerning the domestic and international iterations of Sekigun from Andrew’s book have been 
compiled and translated into German, making it likely the most detailed monograph in that language about Sekigun. 
Andrews, a translator, like many other English-language accounts of Sekigun, is also largely based off of Patricia 
Steinhoff’s work on the group. See William Andrews, Dissenting Japan: A History of Japanese Radicalism and 
Counterculture, from 1945 to Fukushima (London: Hurst & Company, 2016), 207; William Andrews, Die 
japanische Rote Armee Fraktion (Wien: Bahoe Books, 2018). 
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Building a Global Party and a Global Red Army at the Second International Anti-Imperial 

Conference  

 

 Between late summer 1968 and fall 1969, radical factions within the Bund continued to 

call for the globalization of the anti-imperial struggle, leading to a second attempt at international 

cooperation. After the defeat of Anti-War Day on 21 October 1968, where Zengakuren street 

fighters had attempted and failed to breach the gates of Tokyo’s Jieitai headquarters, members of 

the Bund began internal discussions about proper revolutionary strategy. A similarly stinging 

defeat on Okinawa Day, 28 April 1969, when the ML faction of the Bund occupied Tokyo’s 

dental college but failed in an effort to invade nearby government buildings, convinced around 

fifty of the group’s hardest core in the Kansai Bund that a change of tactics was needed.12 One 

solution was a renewed attempt in Japan in September 1969 to continue the previous year’s 

international anti-war (and anti-imperial) cooperation: the Second International Anti-Imperial 

Conference. The conference was initially scheduled for late August and early September in 

locations spread over a handful of locations in Japan and including participants from the 

American SDS, the Black Panther Party, and West Germany’s SDS. Two of the three of these 

groups, the American and West German contingents, would dissolve either before the meeting in 

Japan or shortly after it. Neverthe less, the planned conference included announced meetings at 

Waseda University’s Memorial Hall, the City Workers’ Meeting Hall in Osaka, and Nagoya 

University’s Toyota Auditorium.13  

                                                
12 In 1972, Kitazawa Yoko and Muto Ichiyo published an immensely detailed history of the history of Sekigun in 
AMPO magazine. The article, aptly titled “Icarus Falls,” was intended as a kind of postmortem for the radical group 
after the disaster of the Rengō Sekigun purges in the mountains that left fourteen Red Army members dead. Even so, 
the article is an invaluable English-language source for understanding the early development of Sekigun. Also see 
Steinhoff, “Japan: Student Activism in an Emerging Democracy” and Kitazawa and Muto “Icarus Falls,” 18-24. 
13 Between the 22 August and 29 August editions of Senki, a meeting in Sendai was eliminated from the announced 
schedule. See, “Dai ni kai kokusai hantei kaigi sukejūru” [Second International Anti-Imperial Conference Schedule], 
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 The Bund intended the Second International Anti-Imperial Conference as both a renewal 

of the domestic Japanese anti-ANPO struggle and as a way to help develop the global anti-

imperial revolt. An appeal for the conference, published in the weekly paper Senki in early 

August 1969 called for a new revolutionary commitment in Japan in preparation for the 1970 

ANPO struggle, and for groups around the world to come together and form an “anti-imperial 

armed struggle vanguard” (hantei busō tōsō no sentō) for the decisive battle in the metropole.14 

The premise of the conference was that revolution in one’s own state was not enough, and the 

theory of a world transition proposed by Shiomi Takaya in 1968 dictated that, much as Che had 

argued, a concerted and international effort was needed to strike down imperialism.15 Indeed, 

along with the need to unite with Third World struggles – foremost the Vietnamese, but also 

those in the Middle East, Africa, and Latin America – the conference became an opportunity to 

meet with the “Euro-American organizations defeating imperialism in their own nations” and to 

plan the initial stages of the global revolutionary war. The goals, as Senki listed, were to meet 

imperialism’s violence with the “proletariat’s violence and proletarian internationalism” and to 

form a unified, global, anti-imperial front with a “sibling-like” exchange of ideas to supplant 

traditional communist parties.16  

 Citing events in the United States, West Germany, Italy, and, especially, the so-called 

French May protests, Bund understood global imperialism to be on the defensive. Borrowing 

heavily from the concept of internal colonization, Bund identified the Black Panthers as perhaps 

                                                                                                                                                       
Senki (22 August 1969), 1; “Dai ni kai kokusai hantei kaigi sukejūru” [Second International Anti-Imperial 
Conference Schedule], Senki (29 August 1969), 1. 
14 “Katoki kokusai dankai tōsō wo sekai purotaria dokusai [Towards the Transition Period of International Class 
War for the World Dictatorship of the Proletariat] Senki (1 August 1969), 1. 
15 “Sekai dōji kakumei o kirihiraku tame ni (8) [For the Opening of the Simultaneous Global Revolution (8)] Senki 
(8 August 1969), 2. 
16 Kyōsanshugisha dōmei kokusai bu [Bund International Section], “Dai ni kai kokusai hantei kaigi ni kesshū se yo: 
BBP, SDS(bei), SDS(nishidoku) ga sankashi” [Rally Behind the Second International Anti-Imperial Conference: 
BPP, SDS(US), and SDS(West Germany) Participate] Senki (29 August 1969), 1. 
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the key organization creating an anti-fascist frontline within the “heart of imperialism” 

(teikokushugi no shinzōbu). Similarly, the American SDS was a core of white support for the 

Panthers in their struggle, breathing new intellectual life into New Left ideas.17 Bund similarly 

praised West Germany’s SDS as a revolutionary leader of Europe’s class struggles. Japanese 

students saw similarities to their own factional struggles in the conflicting factions within the 

West German left, yet they also saw SDS as beginning to “develop to a radical party through 

strategically arming.” A major highlight of SDS radical actions were anti-NATO protests – 

paralleling the struggle against ANPO in Japan.18 Indeed, Bund found radical violence among 

some in West Germany to be an important model to follow, mirroring their own calls for the 

militarization of protest. Yet, compared with Japan, these attempts at struggling against 

imperialism’s counterrevolution were limited “by national boundaries and myopic views” the 

group wrote. “Therefore, their organizations are decentralized and weak.”19 Only through 

unification and direct action could these international organizations reach the height of anti-

imperial struggle: the world party, the genesis of which would be the conference.  

 To facilitate the internationalization of struggle, the International Section of Bund also 

published an English-language edition of Senki, which acted as both a source of information 

about the Japanese anti-imperial struggle and a connection with like-minded groups abroad. The 

paper, titled The Sen-Ki – Battle Flag, was an explicit attempt at first to make international 

connections, and later to coordinate the Second International Anti-War Conference. The paper 

                                                
17 “For the Opening of the Simultaneous Global Revolution (8),” 2; “Rally Behind the Second International Anti-
Imperial Conference: BPP, SDS (US), and SDS (West Germany) Participate,” 1. 
18 “Rally Behind the Second International Anti-Imperial Conference: BPP, SDS (US), and SDS (West Germany) 
Participate,” 1. 
19 That Marcuse’s views on alienation were retrograde was a clear focus of Bund and the International Section in 
particular. An article advertising the conference in the English-language edition of The Sen-Ki – Battle Flag’s 
August 1969 issue similarly denounced fellow revolutionaries for subscribing to the theory of alienation, claiming 
that it would, like it had for rival Chūkaku-ha, provincialize the struggle. See “Form! World Communist Party for 
Simultaneous World = One State Revolution!” Sen-ki (Battle Flag), 1,7 (20 August 1969), 2; “For the Opening of 
the Simultaneous Global Revolution (8),” 2. 
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was not simply a translation of the weekly that the Bund published for Japanese readers, but a 

work of original content for international consumption and for “the theoretical preparation for 

international party-faction struggle.”20 Reflecting the major debates within the Bund in early 

1969, the opening issue focused on deconstructing the Zengakuren defeats of late 1968; however, 

the pamphlet made pains to reach out to an international audience and to stress their intent to 

spread the ideology of world revolution. Bund opened this first issue, published in January 1969, 

with a salutation to “the people of the world struggling against imperialism, capitalism and 

oppression!” and outlined their basic purpose: “We … are fighting with the Vietnamese; to win 

national liberation, to liberate our selves; to continue our permanent revolution without letting 

the Stalinists take over and betray it.”21 This salutary declaration to fellow anti-imperialists 

outlined the radical Japanese anti-imperialist stance to the world, but the intent of the Bund was 

also to unite with like-minded groups in spreading the global revolution against imperialism in 

all its forms. 

 While further issues of The Sen-Ki – Battle Flag continued the Bund’s reporting on the 

Japanese class struggle and anti-imperial analysis, a key function of the paper was to advertise 

the Second International Anti-Imperial Conference. Through the summer of 1969, The Sen-Ki – 

Battle Flag reiterated the need for internationalization of the anti-imperial struggle, citing the 

Vietnamese revolution as a key inspiration for action in the metropole. Just two months before 

hosting avant-garde groups in Japan, the Bund declared a new stage in First World struggle. 

Whereas more moderate anti-war movements had simply tried to stop the war, the Bund and 

                                                
20 “Sekai dōji kakumei o kirihiraku tame ni” [For the Opening of the Simultaneous Global Revolution] Senki (8 
August 1969), 8. 
21 The authorship and editorship of the English Sen-ki was, at times, intentionally obscured. The responsibility for 
this first issue was listed as “Editor: Masamichi Omata, Manager, Roiji Matsumoto,” yet subsequent issues gave 
only first initials and last names. See Central Committee of the Communist League, “International Friends and 
Comrades” The Sen-Ki – Battle Flag, 1,1 (1969), 1. FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, 432. 
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aligned groups were now trying “to destroy their own governments that are also playing a 

criminal role in the Vietnam War.”22 By the middle of August, the paper went even further. The 

Second International Anti-Imperial Conference, already being advertised with the West German 

SDS, the American SDS, and the Black Panther Party as participants, was the next step in trying 

to “begin the world revolutionary war by uniting with the revolutionary war in the Third World 

and the struggle to smash U.S. and European imperialism.”23 Unlike the 8-3 Conference in 1968, 

an increasingly radical faction of the Bund reached out to other international movements, 

including West German radicals, with the express purpose of waging a war against imperialism. 

As the European and American attendees of this conference would find, the proposed vehicle for 

this global war would be the Red Army. 

The Second international Anti-Imperial Conference also came at an inflection point for 

Bund: simultaneously, the ultra-radical Sekigun-ha declared their independence, which they also 

relayed to international audiences in a special issue of The Sen-ki – Battle Flag titled From 

Fussing to Fighting: Create the World Revolution Front! The document acted as a manifesto, a 

history of Bund’s recent factional disputes, and an invitation to the Red Army Faction’s version 

of the Second International Anti-War Conference. The International Section, which by this point 

was already referring to themselves as the Red Army Faction, claimed their take on the 

conference would be differentiated from so-called “right wing” attempts to focus revolutionary 

energies simply on the Japanese front. Rather than comply with the revisionists within Bund, the 

                                                
22 “Massive Demonstration: Revolutionaries Against US-Japan Security Treaty” The Sen-Ki – Battle Flag, 1,4 (July 
1969), 1;4. FU Berlin, UA, APO-S, 432. 
23 While the two previous issues of The Sen-ki – Battle Flag cited here came from the West German APO archive, 
and therefore likely came from Semler’s travels or were sent to SDS by the Bund, issue 7 did not appear in the 
Extra-parliamentary Opposition collections. This issue, or at least the copy used here, appears to have come from 
American SDS archives, given its marginalia. Issue 7 also marked a notable change in both style and writing quality. 
While the English in the previous issues was relatively accurate, issue 7 had numerous typos and grammatical 
inconsistencies. See, The Sen-ki – Battle Flag, 1,7 (20 August 1969), 2, 4. 
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Red Army Faction did not want to wait for the contradictions in Japanese capitalism to become 

so onerous as to spur the masses into revolutionary action. Rather, Sekigun-ha argued,  

the approaching armed insurrection means the beginning of the world revolutionary war in Japan, 
and not by any means an immediate ‘take over’ of power. In our view it begins in the form of an 
urban guerilla or armed community control and develops into a form of civil war with the 
occupation of the cities similar to the Spanish Civil War in the thirties.24  
 
While the main factions of Bund and the Red Army Faction agreed on the general themes of 

imperialist world strategy, the disagreements came from strategic disputes over how to meet this 

threat.  

The document was a manifesto and an invitation – both to the Second International Anti-

Imperialist Conference and to join the world anti-imperial vanguard. The Sekigun faction 

announced to an international audience their own views of imperialism and their own version of 

the Second International Anti-Imperialist Conference, scheduled in From Fussing to Fighting in 

late August to early September in Tokyo and Kyoto.25 Sekigun-ha argued that, along with the 

misguided focus on Japan alone as the basis for revolution, the right wing of Bund had missed a 

chance for conferences to become more than an “annual event.” The Red Army decided that the 

meeting needed “a genuinely revolutionary character” and invited participants to join them: to 

“Turn from the defensive to the offensive!” offering, “We, the ‘Bund’ (Red Army Faction) are 

prepared to work with you and fight with you at any spot in the world!”26 Sekigun-ha also 

announced their conference in the second issue of the paper Sekigun, including advertisements 

both for an “All Kansai International Anti-Imperial Conference,” featuring the American SDS, 

the Panthers, and Sekigun scheduled for 20 September at Doshisha University Student Meeting 

                                                
24 International Bureau of C.L (Red Army Faction): T. Hatano / H. Kusaka / K. Sak[e]moto, “From Fussing to 
Fighting: Create the World Revolution Front!” The Sen-Ki – Battle Flag Special Edition (26 July 1969), FU Berlin, 
UA, APO-S, 432, 1-2. 
25 “From Fussing to Fighting,” 6. 
26 “From Fussing to Fighting,” 2, 6. 
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Hall in Kyoto and the “International Anti-Imperial Conference” scheduled for 25 September 

featuring SDS and BPP at Takinogawa Hall in Tokyo.27 As sections of Christian Semler’s 

analysis of Bund ideology in Rote Presse Korrespondenz appear translated almost directly from 

From Fussing to Fighting, it indicates he had almost certainly read the document.28 

In particular, From Fussing to Fighting demonstrates that Japan’s radical students and 

urban guerrillas participated in the same kinds of international debates about how to defeat 

imperialism, even employing the same tropes as better-studied groups. The manifesto echoed the 

same debates occurring in West Germany in 1968 and mirrored similar calls to action and armed 

resistance from the Weatherman in 1969. In May 1968, future Rote Armee Fraktion member 

Ulrike Meinhof famously published an article in the left-wing journal Konkret calling for a move 

from “protest to resistance” in light of a worsening state response against protesters. Meinhof 

loosely quoted Black Panther Fred Hampton at the Vietnam Congress, writing: “Protest is when I 

say I don’t like this and that. Resistance is when I see to it that things that I don’t like no longer 

occur. Protest is when I say I will no longer go along with it. Resistance is when I make sure that 

no one else goes along with it anymore either.”29 Meinhof’s article, coming a few years before 

she and her comrades picked up the gun, has been deeply studied as a key intellectual turning 

point in the history of West Germany’s armed left.30 Sekigun also borrowed from another trope 

of international revolutionary texts in the manifestos of the international armed left in using 

Beatles lyrics, somewhat ironically cribbed from the 1965 hit “We Can Work it Out,” as the title 

                                                
27 Sekigun no. 2 (20 September 1969) Takazawa Collection University of Hawaii, Manoa [hereafter TC] no. 5866. 
28 “Der Kampf des japanischen Volkes gegen den US-japanischen Sicherheitspakt [1],” 9; From Fussing to Fighting, 
5.  
29 Ulrike Meinhof “Vom Protest zum Widerstand” Konkret no. 5 (May 1968), 5.  
30 See, for example, the first chapter of Leith Passmore’s book about Meinhof’s writing and Karin Bauer’s book 
chapter that analyzes “From Protest to Resistance” in detail. Leith Passmore, Ulrike Meinhof and the Red Army 
Faction: Performing Terrorism (New York, Palgrave Macmillan, 2011) and Karin Bauer “’From Protest to 
Resistance:’ Ulrike Meinhof and the Transatlantic movement of Ideas” in Changing the World, Changing Oneself: 
Political Protest and Collective Identities in West Germany and the U.S. in the 1960s and 1970s Belinda Davis, 
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for their call to arms. Only one month earlier, Weatherman cited Bob Dylan for their manifesto 

You Don’t Need a Weatherman to Know which Way the Wind Blows published in June 1969.31 

Given the intense interest in the American SDS and Weatherman’s actions, especially the Days 

of Rage, From Fussing to Fighting was part of the same protest language that other radicals 

around the world were using. 

 For his part, Christian Semler was conflicted about the Bund and the new Red Army. As 

part of his trip to Japan in 1969, he conveyed much of the groups’ theories of Japan’s place 

within the global strategy of imperialism back to West German audiences; yet, he largely 

rejected the tactics of Sekigun-ha even as he displayed an affinity for their revolutionary zeal. In 

RPK, Semler outlined to a German audience Bund’s theory of a world under transition, their 

division of the world into three blocs, as well as their insistence on a global party and global civil 

war brought on by a weakened United States through the crisis of the Vietnam War.32 At the 

same time, Semler critiqued Bund’s revolutionary tactics. Reading the global crisis in 

imperialism and mass rejection of American policy was certainly an element in undertaking the 

path to revolution, but simultaneously, Semler saw Bund’s theory as an artificial separation of 

political and social struggle. Even so, the West German noted that Japan’s Socialist and 

Communist parties were naturally driving the proletariat to violence with staid and tired policy.33 

Semler, who, while in Japan met with many groups, provided German readers with a detailed 

and largely accurate description of Bund’s anti-imperial worldview and strategy. Even if he did 

not agree totally with the radical faction’s interpretation of imperialism, he helped transmit the 

most radical of Japanese thought to West Germany. 
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33 Semler, “Der Kampf des japanischen Volkes [I],” 9-10. 
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 Though he criticized the Japanese groups for tactics that supposedly alienated the 

Japanese working class, Selmer also expressed sympathy for Japanese radicals employing 

violence, especially Sekigun-ha. Semler discussed meeting Sekigun-ha members while in Japan, 

referring to the group as the “RAF” months before West Germans would be called the same. The 

West German Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz (the FRG’s domestic security services) made a 

note of his trip and the meeting with Sekigun-ha in a 1969 report on radical left activity.34 In his 

overview of the class struggle in Japan from Haneda to the university occupations, Semler 

questioned if Sanpa-Zengakuren’s “samurai-movie-style” of revolutionary politics had done 

anything concrete to bring about an international anti-imperial front.35 His estimation of Sekigun-

ha was somewhat more sympathetic, even as Semler wondered out loud on the pages of Rote 

Presse Korrespondenz if their struggle was even winnable. Battles with the Kidōtai– which 

Semler called Japan’s “fascist goon squad,” an echo of Sekigun-ha’s description of the riot police 

undergoing a “Storm troop-ification” (totsugekitai-ka) – brought the danger of a “ritualization” 

of violence in a losing struggle against a vastly superior opponent.36 More crucially, Sekigun-ha 

could not achieve a true revolutionary movement with so many of their most ardent members 

under arrest. Even so, Semler wrote that he was “able to admire the profound seriousness with 

which the comrades understand the theory as a guide to action and with which they place their 

entire lives at the service of the revolutionary armed left.”37 Although Christian Semler and 

much of the wider West German anti-imperial left would eventually denounce the “adventurism” 

of such radical avant-garde action, the meeting and reporting of the interaction became one of 
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West Germany’s main sources on Japanese radical anti-imperialism in general, and the so-called 

“RAF” in particular. 

As Bund held their meetings with international revolutionaries, an increasingly radical 

Sekigun-ha asserted its own independence and sought the kind of international conflict Japanese 

students had been debating for a year. Sekigun-ha made their debut on 5 September at the first 

national convention of Zenkyōtō (Joint Struggle Councils), the alliance of Zengakuren factions 

who had occupied dozens of university campuses in 1968 and 1969. In front of over twenty 

thousand students from 178 universities across Japan, Sekigun-ha demonstrated with two 

hundred supporters as a separate faction in their own factional helmets and carrying a banner 

reading “Carry out uprisings and seek victory in war!”38 Just a few days earlier, Sekigun-ha had 

released a foundational manifesto laying out their anti-imperialist ideas and the basis for armed 

struggle. In the document, Sensō Sengen, or “A Declaration of War,” Sekigun-ha challenged the 

world’s bourgeoisie in what they called a world-wide revolutionary war against the forces of 

counterrevolution in the form of “various world police such as the US army, the NATO army, 

the army of ANPO, the Allied Army in Vietnam” or the Soviet Union and allied Warsaw pact 

troops. Most crucially, Sensō Sengen laid bare the reasoning behind the use of violence and their 

connections between imperialism in Vietnam, Europe, and Japan. Sekigun-ha challenged the 

world’s bourgeoisie: “If you have the right to indiscriminately kill our Vietnamese comrades, we 

have the right to kill you indiscriminately. If you have the right to kill the Black Panthers and 

crush the ghettos with tanks, we have the right to kill Nixon, Sato, Kiesinger, and de Gaulle, to 

blow up the Pentagon, Jieitai Headquarters, and your homes.”39 The statement outlined the basic 

premise of armed anti-imperial struggle that would inspire other urban guerrillas and Red 
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Armies: if imperialists could commit acts of violence against the Third World, they would have 

to contend with violence in the First.  

Through the process of developing a “Red Army” in Japan and looking to spread the 

world revolution abroad, Japanese radicals included West Germany as a key part of the problem 

of imperial exploitation and also the revolutionary West German Left as a potential ally against 

global imperialism. The Sen-Ki – Battle Flag had already alluded to this particular fascination 

with West Germany’s creeping fascism and imperialism. In the inaugural issue, the Central 

Committee outlined their basic analysis of imperialism and domestic repression, listing Nixon’s 

“Law and Order” policies as a reaction to increasing black uprisings in the US, parallel with de 

Gaulle’s oppressive politics, the reelection of Prime Minister and “hawk” Satō Eisaku, and the 

fact that “in West Germany, the Emergency Act was passed by Kiesinger’s government; their 

military forces are growing in their size and strength.” The reason for this sudden explosion of 

repressive politics in Europe, Asia, and the United States was a crisis in imperialism, which the 

Bund credited to the Vietnam War and the dollar crisis, and a subsequent “reorganization” taking 

place within the imperialist camp. Global developments, such as the French May and the Prague 

Spring were only two of the most noticeable reactions to the new imperialist world order, but 

behind the scenes, the “rising of West German and Japanese imperialism” and the “re-

organisation [sic] of NATO and AMPO” were fighting against the revolution.40 The Bund’s 

conception of world imperialism attempted a holistic understanding of the various incarnations 

of counterrevolution. This included West Germany as a parallel to Japan as major outposts of the 

US imperial military and growing fascism domestically. 

Sekigun-ha’s disagreements with so-called right-wing factions within Bund stemmed 

from debates over the effectiveness of revolution within Japan and competing theories of global 
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imperialism that included West Germany. As they argued in From Fussing to Fighting, the 

global war against imperialism could not be undertaken in one country. Whereas the right-wing 

factions in Bund divided the world into “strong (growing) Imperialisms (Japan, W-Germany), 

stagnating imperialisms (U.S.A) and weak Imperialisms (England, France), the latter being 

‘weak links’ in the imperialist chain” Sekigun-ha argued that this would result “in the strategy 

(for Japan) of merely strengthening and broadening the influence of the revolutionaries, while it 

is understood that Japan cannot take the “first step” in revolution.”41 Inherently, Sekigun-ha 

agreed that both West Germany and Japan were growing imperialist powers, but that ignoring 

the global scale of the war would miss the opportunity for true revolutionary action. Sensō 

Sengen, published just months after From Fussing to Fighting, echoed the view that West 

Germany and Japan were both particularly dangerous in equal ways. The declaration included 

then-West German Chancellor Kurt Georg Kiesinger in their list of world leaders open for 

assassination due to the world’s bourgeoisie indiscriminately killing the Vietnamese. Sekigun-ha 

concluded the document by calling for revolutionary violence against US imperialism and “Japan 

and West Germany who act as intermediaries in counterrevolutionary war through participating 

in the oppressive war of aggression and a gradual reorganization of fascism.”42 Kiesinger, who 

would only be chancellor for another month, likely made Sekigun-ha’s hit list both because of 

NATO and for the Emergency Laws – proof, Bund had already argued, of renewed fascism in the 

Federal Republic. 

At the center of the events of September 1969 was an attempt both to take advantage of 

the crisis in global imperialism, which had been put on the defensive by defeats of the previous 

year, and to overcome factional disputes that had prevented national and international 
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cooperation against imperialism. Both West German and Japanese radical anti-imperialists, 

facing disappointment and defeats in clashes with the state, were engaged nationally in a debate 

over the next steps in the revolution. The Second International Anti-Imperial Conference 

provided an opportunity for transmission for Sekigun’s ideas of militant anti-imperialism. As 

detailed in analyses of the West German student movement in Senki, some Japanese radicals 

within Bund viewed SDS as a potential key member of the global party, which would lead the 

global revolution. Japanese interest in West Germany was sincere – not simply driven by the fact 

that a member of SDS had agreed to participate. These radicals saw the West German situation 

as much the same as their own, having argued before that NATO and ANPO represented parallel 

counterrevolutionary alliances with US imperialism. Although Semler was unconvinced by the 

initial actions of Japan’s Red Army Faction, he still included a depiction of the struggle as heroic 

but quixotic. These articles, along with radical material in English were the major conduits for 

West German understanding of the Japanese anti-imperial left, and crucially, came at the exact 

moment that Sekigun-ha would attempt their most daring action yet. 

 

The Yodogō hijacking and the Transnational Imagination of Rote Armee Fraktion 

 

 At 7:30 AM on 31 March 1970, just as fligh JAL 351 was flying over the south face of 

Mt. Fuji on its way from Haneda to Fukuoka’s Itazuke airport, Tamiya Takamaro, a 27-year-old 

Sekigun-ha leader stood up and announced to the flight’s passengers: “We are the Red Army 

Faction! We are going to North Korea!”43 The nine hijackers on board, all students ranging from 

                                                
43 The authoritative account of the Yodogō hijacking comes from Japanese journalist Kōji Takazawa’s recently 
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as an intermediary for Nihon Sekigun to publish documents in Japan. As noted in Destiny, the flight is referred to 
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ages 16 to 27, had been planning the operation – called “Operation Phoenix” – for months, even 

setting up chairs and desks in a Tokyo University classroom to practice. The hijackers had 

initially chosen Cuba as their destination – a nod towards the hold the Cuban revolution had on 

the transnational revolutionary imagination – even sending a Kyoto University student to judge 

the suitability of training in the island nation. Ultimately, however, Tamiya and Shiomi had 

picked a much closer landing-place: the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. The hijacking 

of Japan Airlines Flight 351 in spring 1970 by a group of Sekigun-ha radicals represented both 

the internationalization of the Japanese armed left and also a clear inspiration for West Germans 

looking to pick up the gun.  

Sekigun-ha’s initial attempts at a hijacking had gone poorly. Before he could participate 

in the operation, Shiomi was arrested near a Sekigun-ha safe house in Tokyo, charged with 

obtaining explosives for previous year’s protests. On 27 March, the group aborted their mission 

midway because half of the hijackers had failed to show up on time and missed the flight entirely. 

Yet on 31 March, Sekigun-ha, wielding a replica gun and a few short swords, successfully took 

control of JAL 351, first landing in Fukuoka to release twenty three hostages – mainly children 

and the elderly – before attempting to enter North Korean airspace. Almost immediately, the 

hijacking went awry. Japanese, South Korean, and American forces quickly coordinated to fool 

the hijackers. Instead of directing the plane to North Korea, air traffic controllers instead 

instructed JAL 351 to Seoul’s Gimpo airfield in the South. The Sekigun-ha hijackers, wary of the 

muted response they received on the airfield quickly uncovered the deception by asking for proof 

they were in the North: a portrait of Kim Il-sung – something impossible for the disguised South 

Korean soldiers to produce. After eighty-four hours on the tarmac in Seoul, the hijackers and the 
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Japanese government reached a deal to exchange the remaining hostages aboard JAL 351 for 

Japan’s Minister of Transport and safe passage to North Korea.44 Tamiya and his fellow 

hijackers would ultimately reach Pyongyang, but not without incident. Indeed, Sekigun-ha came 

almost entirely unprepared for the journey, even resorting to requesting a map of the North 

during the standoff – something they had neglected to bring along in the first place. The fate of 

the hijackers in North Korea, an odyssey that as of the writing of this dissertation continues for 

many of the group, has only added to the farcical nature of the events. 

Despite the ad-hoc nature of the hijacking, known as the “Yodogō” incident after the 

aircraft’s nickname, was immediately a point of domestic and international fascination.45 In 

histories of Japan’s 1960s, the Yodogō hijacking is treated largely as a separate event from the 

dramatic domestic clashes between Sekigun and the police, or as a sideshow compared to Nihon 

Sekigun cooperation with the PFLP in the Middle East and operations in Europe. The relative 

“success” of the Yodogō hijacking is not a settled issue in the historiography. Indeed, that the 

Yodogō hijackers and other Sekigun members left Japan is most often presented as proof that 

they had admitted defeat in trying to spread revolution to Japan. The interpretation of the 

operation’s relative success depends on how seriously scholars take the hijacker’s ideology and 

motivation. William Andrews, for example, mentions the hijacking in one chapter of a longer 

book on postwar Japanese political dissent, but largely ignores the events in favor of a long 

discussion of the bloody Rengō Sekigun purge. Former US diplomat William Farrell interprets 

the act as one of desperation: “tactical defeats at home seemed more palatable if the war was 

being won.” Patricia Steinhoff tempers the debate about the success of the Yodogō hijacking, 

writing both that the operation “succeeded as a media event and a means of transportation but 
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failed in its larger goals.”46 Examining the hijacking as a key moment in the international 

development of revolutionary violence and the Red Army concept moves beyond debates about 

the domestic success of the action. Indeed, the hijacking occurred just as West German radicals 

organized themselves into an urban guerrilla movement. In the spring of 1970, the mainstream 

and left-wing media covered the Yodogō extensively, only months before Rote Armee Fraktion 

emerged. Far from being isolated events, the Yodogō hijacking and the founding of RAF showed 

the entangled nature of Japanese and West German radical anti-imperialism. 

Sekigun-ha intended the hijacking to be the inaugural event for their globalized struggle 

and an inspirational act to regain momentum and leadership in the fight against imperialism 

within Japan. Since the group had declared itself an independent fighting force in the fall of 1969, 

a series of defeats and retreats had forced the group to reassess their approach to the promotion 

of world revolutionary war. In particular, on 5 November 1969, police raided a training camp in 

the mountains west of Tokyo on a tip off from an informant. There they arrested 54 Sekigun-ha 

members and dismantled what they claimed was a munitions factory. In response, factions of 

Sekigun-ha began to consider the possibilities for revolution within Japan, and, ultimately, the 

utility of using foreign nations as the bases for their struggle. This was the Kokusai konkyochi 

ron (International Base Debate) and it was the moment that propelled Japanese revolutionaries 

out of Japan and into the world.47  

The hijacking prompted a flurry of debate within Japan among leftwing activists. An 

article in AMPO magazine praised the Sekigun-ha hijackers as finally breaking through the 

revolutionary deadlock of the late 1960s, writing, “the incident revealed clearly that Japan’s 

leftist forces now contain at least one group of steeled, determined revolutionaries… The New 
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Left as a whole will be forced to re-examine its attitudes about military insurrection…”48 

Shigenobu recalled the event as a key moment of internationalizing the struggle against 

imperialism in Japan, yet she also questioned the utility of using the “workers’ nations” 

(Sekigun’s designation for the so-called “Second” World) as the foundation for international 

basing, citing a Stalinist turn in places like North Korea. Nihon Sekigun, under the leadership of 

Shigenobu, would innovate on this debate and take their struggle directly to the Third World.49 

Far from being a capitulation to the difficulty of achieving revolution within Japan, 

therefore, Sekigun-ha saw the hijacking specifically and the move to foreign basing in general as 

a culmination of their internationalist strategy against imperialism. In a manifesto, Shuppatsu 

Sengen (Declaration of Departure), penned by Tamiya and published in the Red Army’s 

magazine Sekigun, the hijackers declared their actions as a crucial “first step towards the arming 

of the party and the establishment of the global party.”50 In the view of the hijackers, the assaults 

on imperialism in Vietnam and the Middle East had primed the world for a new stage of 

revolution. Rather than focus on a “strategic retreat” by staying in Japan, they argued, the true 

method for participating in the global movement was to go out and join it. The Red Army, 

Tamiya wrote, was to become the “core” of the fighting in the global revolutionary war and in 

the last half decade of upheaval, hijacking had become a new kind of “symbol” for the 

uprisings.51 At the same time, continuing the theory of a world in transition, Tamiya explained 

that the revolution could not be pursued without proper military training to counteract the forces 

of counterrevolution, chief among them the US military. As a result, the hijacking was intended 
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to inaugurate a conflict similar to the Spanish Civil War – a key symbol often cited by 

revolutionary groups and Liberation Movements of the 1960s and 1970s.52 Ultimately, the 

hijackers would not achieve their goals of receiving military training to fight global imperialism 

or Japanese imperialism back home. Yet, the Yodogō hijacking did influence other 

revolutionaries and therefore needs to be seen in the context of contributing to a transnational 

anti-imperial imagination. 

 The Yodogō hijacking was front-page news in West Germany, with most major 

newspapers and magazines carrying daily coverage of the events and struggling to explain this 

unprecedented event – the “first televised hijack” as it was known at the time.53 Initially, 

coverage focused on the events of the hijacking, viewing it as a novel and unwelcome 

development in international crime. These reports eventually attempted to make sense of the 

“Maoist student group,” the “Luftpiraten” (sky pirates), and the “red warriors” who had taken 

over the plane.54 Papers like the conservative Die Welt reported on the group’s violent but 

seemingly futile clashes with police in 1969 and speculated that the hijackers were trying to 

prove their continued relevance. Their reporting played up the “fanaticism” and “bloody 

encounters” of the previous fall struggle and especially marveled at the “pornographic” boldness 

of their actions in hijacking a plane.55 Although universally condemning the hijacking, the event 

clearly fascinated West Germans. Coverage of the events put Japanese radicals and their ideas of 
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world revolution on the front pages of West German papers for days in the spring of 1970 – and 

it would likely have been impossible to avoid hearing about the “Red Army” from Japan. 

It should be noted that the Yodogō was early enough in the history of plane hijackings 

that it seemed unique and exotic. A major feature of this coverage was a reliance on orientalist 

tropes to describe Sekigun-ha and explain their actions, mainly represented in the use of samurai 

as a way to describe them. Papers across the political spectrum consistently mentioned the 

“samurai swords” carried by a number of the hijackers, and referring to the students as “samurais 

[sic]” or “red samurai.”56 Even the left-leaning Süddeutsche Zeitung published an article titled 

“The Kamikaze Warriors of the ‘Red Army,’” which attempted to explain the radicalism of 

Sekigun-ha in terms of overcoming “feudalism” in Japanese society and marveled at the 

“unpredictable, death-defying kamikaze, who do not know fear.”57 In reality, only one person 

aboard the Yodogō had experience with so-called “kamikaze” – the pilot of the flight, who had 

served in the Second World War in a Tokkō (Special Attack Unit) training camp for suicide 

pilots.58 Even so, to explain the shock of Sekigun-ha’s dramatic hijacking, many relied on the 

trope of the fanatical Japanese warrior spirit, even as they sought to unpack the group’s radical 

ideology only as an afterthought. In a sense, the orientalist image of the Yodogō hijackers was 

also strategy that helped exoticize Sekigun-ha violence – removing it from its critique of 

imperialism. If these were simply fanatical Japanese samurai, their violence could be explained 

through their race, rather than issues with the global order.59  
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In reality, the concept of “kamikaze” – a common amalgamation of seppuku, or ritualized 

suicide, and the Tokkō program of the Second World War – is a decidedly unhelpful way to 

understand the Yodogō hijacking, especially as no one died in the act. It was, however, similarly 

widely employed after the Nihon Sekigun assault on Lod Airport in 1972, especially after two of 

the three guerrillas (perhaps) intentionally killed themselves. In his book, Blood and Rage, 

William Farrell dedicates significant space to the idea, but notes that the framework was 

especially poor for understanding other JRA attacks beyond Lod, which appeared as just 

Japanese doing “what fanatical Japanese do” to the outside. Steinhoff notes that the lone survivor 

of Lod, Okamoto Kōzō, who offered to plead guilty if he was given a general’s gun with which 

to kill himself, was less concerned with his death and more interested “to shock the world by 

demonstrating the power of the revolutionary forces and the vulnerability of the bourgeoisie. 

Thus the act itself had meaning to him, whether he died in committing it or not.”60 If the Yodogō 

hijacking appeared to wider West German observers as a dangerous and previously unheard of 

act, for radicals, the bold action by Sekigun-ha became part of the rallying cry towards armed 

anti-imperial struggle.  

 In April 1970, in preparation for May Day demonstrations in West Germany, the radical 

underground paper Agit 883 published two articles about the Yodogō hijacking, which framed 

Sekigun as part of a larger political battle for international workers and the people of Palestine 

and Indochina. The paper placed the actions of “Japanese students of the ‘Red Army’” in a 

continuum of recent events, seen as undeniable global revolutionary trends, including bombing 

attacks against the armaments industry in New York and the shooting of Karl Graf von Spreti, 
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West German ambassador to Guatemala, by Maoist rebels.61 In that same issue, Agit 883 

provided both an analysis and critique of the Yodogō action, including a manifesto from Sekigun-

ha itself translated from English titled “Warum wurde die Boeing 727 entführt” (Why the Boeing 

727 Was Hijacked). Much like Semler’s writings that same month in Rote Presse Korrespondenz, 

“Why the Boeing 727 Was Hijacked” portrayed the victorious people of Vietnam as forcing a 

fundamental redefinition of the relationship between Japanese and US imperialisms. It cited the 

reversion of Okinawa, the Three Arrows Plan, and the buildup of the Jieitai as proof that Japan 

was close to regaining its old imperialist place in Asia. The article also detailed the history of 

Zengakuren and Bund more specifically in their struggle against Japanese imperialism, 

specifically citing the death of Kanba Michiko as an inflection point much like West German 

students had faced after the death of Ohnesorg: “In a similar way as after 2 June 1967, a 

discussion started at all Japanese Universities about counterviolence.”62 From the experience 

fighting at Haneda, on the campus of Tokyo University, and against riot police, the article 

concluded, Japanese students had built the “’RED ARMY FACTION’—Sekigunha.”63  

 Sekigun-ha explained the Yodogō hijacking in Agit 883 as a part of their larger strategy 

for inspiring militancy in the working classes. The manifesto outlined what Sekigun-ha 

characterized as the growing heroic and violent struggle by students and workers against 

Japanese imperialism since 1969, one that had finally met growing fascism and the threat of a 

“new colonial war in Korea” with Molotov cocktails. While they acknowledged that cooperation 

with the young workers’ movements in Hansen was an important next step, the goal was to 

funnel worker’s dissatisfaction with their conditions into a political stance opposing fascism and 
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imperialism. Sekigun-ha planned to do this by providing examples of military actions and 

circulating their newsletter among workers, as well as building a Red Army. They wanted to 

make sure that all oppressed peoples had arms, and to break down the distinctions between 

workers and students.64 The major thrust of the document, however, was an analysis of the 

previous year’s actions – claiming that supposed “defeats” at the campus barricades, on Okinawa 

Day, and Anti-War Day were only a motivation to reorganize for new campaigns. Though 

Sekigun-ha admitted that many of their “militia” had already been arrested, which had been a 

major criticism of Semler’s, they (generously) estimated another 2,000 fighters already 

underground and a further 6,000 among radical workers. Even with this supposed base of support, 

the Yodogō hijacking was intended to spur the world revolutionary war, not just a conflict in 

Japan. As Sekigun-ha phrased it: “We have decided that no guerrilla actions can be more 

effective than centralized mass action. But there is a problem that we have not solved yet: there 

is not a liberated area where we can train or enjoy being able to escape. The cities cannot replace 

liberated areas, as the Sierra Maestra was for Fidel.”65 Agit 883, therefore, acted as a key source 

for West German anti-imperialists to access both to the ideas and justifications for action by 

Sekigun-ha and as a conduit for transferring the Red Army across borders.  

While Shiomi and Tamiya were practicing for Operation Phoenix in Tokyo, their West 

German counterparts were also preparing to take the fight against imperialism in the metropole. 

Andreas Baader and Gudrun Ensslin, convicted of arson, had gone underground only to have 

Baader recaptured by police in West Berlin on 4 April 1970 while attempting to secure a secret 

stash of weapons with their former lawyer Horst Mahler. Under the guise of an interview with 

popular leftwing journalist Ulrike Meinhof, a group of radicals sprung Baader from jail in May 
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of that year, in the process shooting and wounding Georg Linke, a security guard. The founding 

moment for West Germany’s own “Red Army” was rooted in longer debates about violence and 

imperialism, yet it happened almost simultaneously with the Yodogō hijacking. 

 That month, the West German Rote Armee Fraktion (RAF) published their own 

manifesto in Agit 883 outlining the group’s anti-imperialism and justification for violence: “Die 

Rote Armee aufbauen!” – “Build up the Red Army” penned by Gudrun Ensslin. The document is 

seen as West Germany’s first foray into organized urban guerrilla violence and part of a larger 

US-German move to “bring the war home,” but it shared stark similarities with Sekigun-ha’s 

ideas – and it was not nearly the first mention of a “Red Army Faction” in German print. Just as 

Sekigun-ha had in 1969, the RAF defended fighting against the West German state and 

imperialism, in part, justifing their struggle in the metropole by citing imperialist violence in the 

Third World, especially in Vietnam. For RAF, the goal was clear: “Our enemy, and the enemy of 

South America, the enemy of the Japanese and Vietnamese peoples, the enemy of all blacks in 

the USA, the enemy of workers in West Berlin – the enemy is American imperialism.”66 

Moreover, RAF’s views that US imperialism was the main enemy of liberation and revolution 

around the world marked a continuity with theories of global imperial strategy articulated in 

1968. Just as the Yodogō hijackers had connected their struggle to the wider world and fighting 

to bring about the global revolutionary war, RAF similarly saw the coming conflict as a kind of 

parallel to the Spanish Civil War. Springing Baader from jail was not simply an isolated act, 

RAF explained, as it was just a continuation of what was happening in “Vietnam, Palestine, 

Guatemala, in Oakland and Watts, in Cuba and China, in Angola and New York” and was just  

“the first act of its kind in the FRG.”67 
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 In the spring of 1970, the pages of Agit 883 helped spread information about the 

emergence of armed revolutionary violence in the US and West Germany – but also from Japan. 

In its analysis, Agit 883 viewed the hijacking as a “direct action by the Red Army to alert the 

global public to the fate of Zengakuren students sentenced to lengthy prison terms. To prevent 

the action of the [Japanese] RAF from being played by the bourgeois press as an apolitical 

gangster piece, we must demand the liberation of Zengakuren and worker comrades at the 1 May 

demonstration in Berlin, Hamburg, Frankfurt, etc.”68 Just as articles on the struggle within the 

US urged solidarity actions, the Yodogō hijacking similarly challenged the West German radical 

left to action – a call that some answered. Indeed, Steinhoff and historian Lutz Hachmeister have 

claimed that Sekigun was the inspiration for RAF’s name. Hachmeister goes further, suggesting 

that it was specifically Horst Mahler’s interest in the Yodogō hijacking that spurred the choice.69 

Indeed, just like Shiomi and many other Japanese anti-imperialists, Mahler had been looking for 

a radical solution to global imperialism. Mahler told a crowd at the West Berlin Vietnam 

Congress in 1968, that West Germans had “the privilege, that our struggle is not yet so violent as 

it could be, especially in Vietnam. It is still serious, and is the same foe, that we confront: the 

imperialist system.” In Mahler’s analysis, in 1968 there was no need yet for violent confrontation 

with imperialism in West Germany as there was in Vietnam; however, he cautioned, “Where 

violence must be used, to break brutal terror and to create a decent society, I am for the use of 

violence.”70 The sheer volume of West German media coverage of the Yodogō hijacking 

combined with the near simultaneous publication of German-language articles in major radical 
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journals means that it would have been impossible to avoid Japan’s Red Army Faction. To 

figures like Mahler, who were already looking for a more direct approach to violence, these 

‘samurai’ offered a clear model and inspiration. 

 In histories of the turn to revolutionary violence in the 1970s, even in ostensibly 

transnational or global histories, the Yodogō hijacking is rarely mentioned. Yet, this hijacking 

arguably succeeded wildly in providing an inspiration for others, becoming part of the 

development of organized international revolutionary violence. Though the hijackers did not 

receive the training they sought in North Korea, in some ways they accomplished what Bund and 

Sekigun-ha had set out to do at the Second International Anti-Imperial Conference in 1969. 

Indeed, though it was not unified, they helped create a global “Red Army” movement – one of 

the three pillars suggested by Shiomi in 1968. There were clearly differences in ideological and 

strategic goals between the two, however. Sekigun’s obsession with Shiomi’s ideas creating a 

global political party simply did not affect the RAF in its initial thinking. Similarly, the West 

German Red Army concept did not mirror the fine-grained analysis of “guerrilla” tactics 

represented in the “Departure Declaration.” Yet, to focus on these differences of nuance is to 

miss a major point of concurrence between the Red Armies. Though they did not mention each 

other’s imperialisms in their founding manifestos, both Red Armies saw the strike at their own 

imperialisms and US imperialism as an attack on the system as a whole. The newly founded Rote 

Armee Fraktion declared: “Berlin is an outpost of American Imperialism” and the Yodogō 

hijackers predicted: “Through our struggle against Japanese imperialism, we help to destroy US 

Imperialism.”71 The true meaning of solidarity between the Red Armies was an armed response 

to pushing for the defeat of global imperialism. This was a violent response to imperialist 

violence, after all. In both West Germany and Japan leading up to the Yodogō hijacking, anti-
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imperialists had identified US imperialism as the archenemy. At the same time, both had posited 

that their own imperialisms were waiting for the defeat of the US – and in many cases saw 

parallel rising fascisms and imperialisms. It is telling that Agit 883 justified the Yodogō hijacking 

because “Japanese capitalists support US-imperialists in Vietnam the same way as in the FRG.”72 

To the most radical of anti-imperialists, this was reason enough to join the Red Army cause: 

since 1968 there had been warnings against the rise in Japanese and West German imperialisms 

threatening the Vietnamese revolution. The Red Amies were was finally fighting back. 

 

The Red Army Concept and the Transnational Imagination 

 

 The entanglements between West German and Japanese anti-imperialists did not alone 

make Red Armies; however, the exchanges of ideas and imaginations did help to create a certain 

kind of revolutionary anti-imperial movement particular to the late 1960s and 1970s. Building a 

Red Army became one of the most radical and destructive solutions to a global problem: by 

reading both the increasingly violent strategy of imperialism – including a Nazified US strain 

and newly revitalized German and Japan variants – as well as picking up cues from the Third 

World and other, Western urban guerillas, both Red Armies were part of a wider discourse on the 

need for armed anti-imperial struggle. The contribution of Japan to the emergence of the 

international anti-imperial armed left has not been noted, nor has the West German consumption 

of this influence. Indeed, the transmission of the Red Army concept to West Germany signals 

that radical Japanese anti-imperialism was also a major part of the story of global revolutionary 

violence in the wake of 1968 normally only understood through exchanges with the Third World 

and the United States. The Red Army concept generally held that the violence of global 
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imperialism could only be met with violence. Spurred by the Vietnamese liberation struggle and 

its promotion of “People’s War,” the Red Army would be its own liberation struggle within the 

metropole, opening up a ‘second’ front, or bringing the war home. What is equally important is 

how deeply connected this concept was with the theory of global imperial strategy and how 

much it radicalized it. It was not just that Japan and West Germany had a dangerous past to 

struggle against – for the Red Armies, it was an equally dangerous present that had to be stopped 

by violent mens. 

Although the Japanese certainly did not invent the concept of armed struggle against 

imperialism, the particular form of the Red Army as an anti-imperial tactic initially came from 

future Sekigun-ha leader Shiomi Takaya at the Bund’s 8-3 Conference in 1968, as detailed in 

chapter 1. Whereas previously, the focus was on the articulation of the global imperial strategy, 

and especially the West German and Japanese roles, the Red Army was conceived as a parallel 

opposing strategy of internationalized violence. Shiomi and other hardliners within the Kansai 

Bund argued in 1968 that rather than wait for economic crisis to bring revolution to Japan, 

radicals could bring the crisis to the metropole. This revolutionary strategy of fomenting a 

“prerevolutionary uprising” (zendankai hōki), would see proletarian mass protest turn violent 

under the mediation of the Bund.73 As detailed in the conference proceedings in the journal Riron 

Sensen, the Kansai Bund had proposed forming a global party, for which there would be a 

military wing, the global Red Army, to fight a global civil war. Along with organizing 

international opposition to the War in Vietnam, Shiomi and others in the Bund saw an 

opportunity to “gain a common strategic outlook” in creating a vanguard to “defeat the various 

imperialist great powers at the same time”74 The Red Army, members of the Bund argued, was 
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the mechanism by which the world’s proletariat could finally crush imperialism and “Stalinist” 

revisionism among purportedly left-wing parties. In large part due to the crisis in imperialism 

brought on by the Vietnam War, there was finally a “possibility” for victory against the 

counterrevolutionary forces of the world.75 Similarly, in her memoirs, Nihon Sekigun leader 

Shigenobu Fusako wrote that the 8-3 Conference in Tokyo “had a huge impact” on her and that 

her “relationship with the world changed” afterwards. Sekigun was born at the 1968 conference, 

she recalled, under Bund’s newly crafted slogan “Forward with Proletarian Internationalism and 

Organized Violence!”76 From this early articulation of an organized, international response to the 

global forces of imperialism came the factional split that produced Sekigun-ha. Members of 

Chūkaku-ha allied with Bund ultimately rejected the more militant calls for action – even as they 

continued to battle riot police and rival Kakumaru-ha on the streets.77 

Though it may have lacked the same kind of rigid ideological structure as Sekigun-ha in 

the conception of a Red Army, RAF agreed on the basic driving force of anti-imperial violence. 

In April 1971, months after declaring themselves a Red Army Faction in Agit 883, RAF released 

a follow-up manifesto to clarify their intent and to define exactly the nature of their struggle. The 

document, Das Konzept Statguerilla (The Urban Guerrilla Concept), was written by Ulrike 

Meinhof and distributed to West German media outlets with the note “publish this!”78 The tract, 

while defensive and at times contradictory, was by most accounts the only attempt at an 

ideological basis for RAF. In it, the group tried to clarify the motivations for their violence and 

also expounded on their anti-imperialism. For all the criticism leveled at the student movement, 

RAF praised SDS for having correctly identified imperialism as the enemy and the need for an 
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internationalization of the struggle against it. Similarly, RAF justified radical military action 

against this enemy exactly for the same reasons that the Vietnam Congress had illuminated; 

namely, that the concerted efforts of liberation struggles around the world had shown one thing 

definitively: that US imperialism “can, in the final analysis, be defeated.”79 This meant, RAF 

wrote, that there could be no battlefield left out, which mandated a new front in West Germany. 

Moreover, the FRG itself was a dangerous imperialist power, perhaps even more dangerous than 

its US ally. Meinhof wrote: “In exchange for development aid and military support for the 

USA’s wars of aggression, the Federal Republic profits from the exploitation of the Third World, 

without having to take responsibility for these wars, and without having to struggle against 

internal opposition. While it is no less aggressive than U.S. imperialism, the Federal Republic is 

less vulnerable.”80 In identifying the FRG as a dangerous imperialist state RAF was not far out of 

the New Left mainstream in its understanding of global imperialism.81 Repeatedly, when Rote 

Armee Fraktion identified the main threats of the imperialist system, they agreed with Sekigun: 

the metropoles that needed to be attacked were “the U.S.A, Japan, and West Europe under the 

leadership of the FRG.”82  

 Japanese and West German radical anti-imperialists were ultimately engaged in a wider 

network of groups that helped define the contours of armed resistance. A key contributor for both 

Red Armies was the Black Panther Party, which actively cultivated the image of the world’s 

foremost anti-imperial vanguard in the heart of US imperialism. By 1967, however, the group 

had run out of money and was facing immense pressure from police. In this context, the Panthers 
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looked to international connections to help bolster their movement.83 One of the first forays 

abroad for the Panthers was Beheiren’s 1968 anti-war conference in Tokyo. Though Earl 

Anthony, the Panther’s representative and secret FBI informant derailed the meeting, Beheiren 

adapted the idea of being an “internal colony” of US imperialism and applied it to the group’s 

own views on imperialism.84 The Panthers had much more success in Western Europe, however, 

beginning in Scandinavia but finding even more solidarity in West Germany.85 As historian 

Martin Klimke has argued, the ideology of the Black Panthers played a “catalytic role” in West 

German radical politics, especially for the individuals that would eventually become Rote Armee 

Fraktion. Similarly, the influence of Black Nationalist ideas emanating from the US was also an 

important clarifying source for Japanese anti-imperial activists, with Nihon Sekigun even writing 

to the Black Panther party in 1971 with a message of support and solidarity published in the 

magazine Black Panther.86 Though the Black Panthers had an ideological and aesthetic influence, 

as well as direct connection, with European and Japanese movements, these have not been 

compared or contrasted, even as the Panthers were also represented at the Second International 

Anti-Imperialist Conference.  

A key figure in the West German-Japanese radical anti-imperial network was the 

Panther’s deputy minister of information, Elbert “Big Man” Howard, who attended at least some 

of the Bund and Sekigun-ha’s international conferences in fall 1969 and visited West Germany in 

1970. In November 1969, the Bund-affiliated journal Jōkyō published an interview between 
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Tomioka Masuo and Howard in the same issue as Shimizu Takichi’s Semler interview. The 

interview focused on the plight of blacks in American society, which echoed the Party’s theories 

of internal colonization within the US.87 Howard proceeded to describe imperialist violence in 

the pages of Jōkyō in a way that closely mirrored Sekigun-ha’s own, claiming the war in 

Vietnam and oppression in the ghettos was exactly the same process deployed by “Japanese 

fascists” and the oppressors of “European Jews.”88 This was not the last time that Howard would 

make such an assertion about the past being repeated in the present. In 1970, at the invitation of 

the SDS Black Panther Solidarity Committee, Howard also traveled to West Germany and 

claimed in a Der Spiegel interview that the Federal Republic was the second most important 

imperialist power in the world, after the United States.89 The influence of this kind of rhetoric on 

Japanese and West German radicals should not be underestimated. Along with denouncing the 

violence in Vietnam, Sekigun-ha’s 1969 “Declaration of War” included the Panthers as part of 

their indictment of the world’s bourgeoisie. If, Sekigun-ha argued, imperialism had the “right to 

kill the Black Panthers and crush the ghettos with tanks,” that was then justification enough to 

respond with their own violence.90 RAF similarly called imperialism to task because of its 

treatment of black Americans. At the group’s very conception, in Die Rote Armee aufbauen!, 

they traded in Panther imagery, including the iconic BPP logo in the communiqué.  

Another element of the Red Army transnational imagination included an involvement 

with Weatherman, a group similarly trading ideas and inspiration to both West Germany and 

Japan. The radicalization of an increasingly small faction of the US anti-imperial movement 
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affected Japan’s armed left, just as it had West Germany’s. Both Bund and Sekigun anticipated 

that Weatherman would be part of the global anti-imperial vanguard. Patricia Steinhoff has 

shown that Shiomi and the early Sekigun-ha members intended to coordinate actions with 

Weatherman, planning their 1969 “Wars” in Tokyo, Osaka, and Kyoto to coincide with the Days 

of Rage.91 Indeed, Senki published an interview with Weatherman Michael Justesen, who had 

helped draft some of the group’s founding documents and the American SDS’s delegate to the 

Second International Anti-Imperial Conference. Justesen clearly found Bund’s arguments 

compelling, musing that Weatherman should adopt “Crush ANPO” as a slogan for the Days of 

Rage and reportedly encouraging SDS leadership to take up the cause of Okinawa.92 Takaya’s 

“Declaration of Departure” even singled out Weatherman as a key ally in the fight against 

imperialism, listing them among the Vietnamese and other Third World liberation struggles as a 

key contribution to the anti-imperial struggle.93 The quick succession of Weatherman’s “Blow 

Up Amerika, Blow Up Berlin! [sic]” and RAF’s “To Build Up the Red Army” in Agit 883 has 

been used to help show transnational inspiration for violence between West Germany and the 

United States. Indeed, “Blow Up Amerika” dared West Germans to follow Weatherman in 

armed combat in the metropole against “global imperialism.”94 At the same time, including 

Sekigun-ha’s “Why the Boeing 727 was Hijacked” in April shows an even wider influence of 

foreign militant anti-imperialism on the West German armed left.  

 Nowhere was the mutual participation in a transnational discourse of anti-imperial armed 

resistance clearer than in the catalyzing effect of the Vietnam War on both Red Armies. The 
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Vietnam War was both a symbol of revolution and a call to arms that clearly motivated anti-

imperial resistance in both West Germany and Japan. Like many revolutionaries at the time, 

Shigenobu recalled being deeply motivated by the American war, noting that her first ever 

political rally was an anti-war demonstration put on by Beheiren in Hibiya Park as a student, 

where she recalled the fiery rhetoric of Beheiren co-founder Oda Makoto. From there she began 

to participate more dramatically in protests over student fees.95 The turn from protest to 

resistance in Shigenobu’s case came with Bund’s 1968 conference, which she said had a large 

effect on her worldview, as well as Che’s call for “two, three, many Vietnams!”96 Okamoto Kōzō 

similarly first entered politics through Beheiren, but later dismissed the “masturbation” of 

student protesters in favor of direct guerrilla action.97 Okamoto and Shigenobu were paralleled 

by Horst Mahler’s inspiration by the Vietnamese struggle against US imperialism early in 1968. 

These moves from anti-imperial ideology to anti-imperial violence provide small biographical 

examples of the continuity from the articulation of the global imperial strategy in 1968 through 

the creation of the Red Armies in 1969/70. Even in the rise of terroristic violence, however, 

Vietnam remained a potent symbol for both groups. 

 The May Offensive in 1972 continued the theme of Vietnam as a rallying influence, even 

as RAF’s focus shifted from an anti-imperial struggle in support of the Third World into a war 

with the FRG state through the 1970s.98 In two of the boldest actions of the May Offensive, the 

bombings of the IG Farben building in Frankfurt and the European headquarters of the US Army 

in Heidelberg, the justification for these attacks centered on increased US bombing of North 
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Vietnam and, crucially, the complicity of the West German state or their active participation in 

the violence against the Vietnamese people. In a communiqué on the Heidelberg bombing, RAF 

included the anti-war trope that the US had “dropped more bombs on Vietnam than were 

dropped on Germany and Japan during World War II” justifying their violence based on both the 

violence in Vietnam and their shared past, evoking “Auschwitz, Dresden, and Hamburg.”99 This 

mirrored the rhetoric of RAF’s founding documents, where Ensslin had written:	“Of course they 

reach for their service revolver, turn to tear gas, hand grenades, and submachine guns; of course 

they escalate the means in order to get what they want. Of course the GIs in Vietnam were 

retrained in guerilla tactics and Green Berets were set on a torture course.”100 The justification 

for RAF’s anti-imperial violence was decidedly inspired by the violence happening in Southeast 

Asia, just as Sekigun initially targeted US bases in Japan along with representatives of the state. 

While on trial for crimes in the May Offensive in 1976, RAF’s so-called “First 

Generation” of leaders – including Baader, Meinhof, and Ensslin – maintained the justification 

for their violence as coming from the Vietnam War. While often overshadowed by Meinhof’s 

suicide, the entire defense for the First Generation of Rote Armee Fraktion hinged on the 

accusation that the CIA used the IG Farben building to conduct clandestine missions in 

Vietnam.101 Indeed, the defense even called Richard Nixon, among other prominent US political 

figures, as witnesses to prove they had systematically attempted to destroy the Vietnamese 

people between the years 1968-1974.102 Citing written testimonies from former American CIA 

agents, RAF’s defense argued that the IG Farben building acted as a point where “German 

electronic espionage agents were in Vietnam assisting the NSA” and that “much of the analysis 
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of U.S. military operations in the Indochina War was done at the IG Farben building.”103 The 

justification was twofold: on the one hand, RAF was deeply concerned with the actions of the 

US military in Indochina, and agreed that their own violence was both acceptable and paled in 

comparison to that violence. As one former CIA agent, writing on behalf of the RAF defense, put 

it, RAF defendants should be understood in this context: “in relation to the damage done by one 

single B-52 bomb load dropped on a Vietnamese city.”104 Ultimately, the defense ostensibly 

hoped to demonstrate that the RAF’s tactics were not just morally justified but also to “show the 

necessity of illegal methods against an imperialism which is legal.”105  

Throughout the trial, RAF maintained a series of arguments that evoked similar themes in 

their anti-imperialism that had emerged as far back as 1968. While in prison Klaus Jünschke, a 

RAF member arrested in 1972 and sentenced in 1977, wrote a number of papers on the subject of 

the May Offensive and the Stammheim Trial that looked to provide an anti-imperial explanation 

for the attacks. Jünschke described a worldwide system of imperialism emerging after 1945, with 

the US at the peak of its global power but now challenged foremost by the Vietnamese. Jünschke 

described a historic struggle against empire starting in 1918 and culminating in the current series 

of struggles showing marked continuity in the foundational concepts of global imperial strategy. 

This analysis would have been just as familiar coming from the Vietnam Congress of 1968 as it 

would from an RAF member in prison in 1976. Moreover, Jünschke’s analysis also justified the 

attacks in 1972 based on the role of the FRG in global imperialist strategy. It was no coincidence, 

he argued, that West German capital became its strongest just as the US was looking to prop up 

its system of counterrevolution worldwide.106 This, Jünschke concluded, was the most important 
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part of the trial – a stage to discuss the policies of US and FRG imperialism and to show the 

“worldwide anti-imperialist struggle” where the RAF stands as a “front of the revolutionary 

liberation struggle” and “speaks for the struggling people” of the world being tried in the “center 

of imperialism” and the “second strongest link in the imperialist chain.”107 	

Both Red Armies drew on a larger discourse about the nature of imperialism, and, more 

importantly, the solution to increasingly weak and dangerous imperialist powers. Vietnam in 

particular, though not exclusively, provided the clearest example of imperialism’s goals – an 

exploitative genocide in the Third World. The articulation of this strategy in 1968 had a clear 

effect on some of the more important figures in the Red Armies. It came also at the genesis of a 

new anti-imperial tactic: the Red Army. Japan’s Sekigun-ha played a similar role as other urban 

guerillas, staking out both an ideological and aesthetic position in the transnational phenomenon 

of armed anti-imperial violence. At the same time Sekigun, and the revolutionary left in Japan 

more broadly, shared many of the same inspirations and borrowed from the same transnational 

imagination that the West German armed left did. Indeed, Third World guerilla fighters, Black 

Power in the United States, as well as the emergence of Weatherman shaped Sekigun’s 

transnational imagination in the late 1960s, just as these influenced Europeans. Yet, what must 

be emphasized is that Japanese radical anti-imperialists made key contributions to that 

international discourse as well. This was both through an aesthetic and tactical inspiration – in 

the figure of the Zengakuren street fighter but also, to a smaller group of radicals, the Sekigun-ha 

hijacker – and also through a contribution to a global theory of anti-imperialism that included 

Japan as a rising power. 
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Possibility and Frustration with the Red Armies in West Germany and Japan, 1972 

 

 Just as Christian Semler had opined in 1969, Sekigun, in its various forms, elicited a 

mostly negative reaction from West German observers, even from those normally ideologically 

aligned with revolutionaries. In the pages of Agit 883, where the Yodogō hijacking was 

consciously celebrated as a revolutionary example, was included a “Kritik an der R.A.F.” (the 

Japanese RAF) – a short article calling the group’s methods and goals into question. Mirroring 

Semler’s comments in RKP, the author chided Sekigun for almost completely ignoring the 

Japanese working class in their manifesto, relegating them to a “brave student fighting force” 

(mutige studentische Kampftruppe) at the mercy of an overpowering state apparatus. Ultimately, 

they argued, “the military struggle of a determined avant-garde cannot replace the class 

struggle.”108 What was more, even as the introduction to the Yodogō manifesto pointed to the 

parallels in West Germany and Japan in terms of a debate over the use of violence, the critique 

argued that what Sekigun proposed was impossible in West Germany because the Japanese state 

had not been able to depoliticize workers as the West German state had been able to do.109 

Though both Red Armies participated in the formation a global transnational urban guerrilla 

ideology and identity, both had dramatic problems breaking through to either the masses or the 

left in either country. Major issues for both were the dramatic and violent events of 1972, when 

the anti-imperial struggle became a violent war against the state. 

 Cautious and critical acceptance of Sekigun’s tactics ended in May 1972, when both Red 

Armies escalated their violence. The attack on Lod Airport by three Red Army members, 

including a brother of one of the Yodogō hijackers, Okamoto Kōzō, shocked international  
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Figure 6.1: Entlastung für die Fedajin. Süddeutsche Zeitung (3/4 June 1972), 4. 

 
audiences as well as Japanese observers. Nihon Sekigun, Bonn learned, used West Germany as 

their entry point to Europe on the way to Israel. Moreover, many reported that the weapons used 

in the attack were stolen from a US military base in West Germany. Nevertheless, as the West 

German foreign office concluded, Nihon Sekigun had traveled through the country “without 

contact with German terrorists.”110 In the West German press, reaction mirrored that of the 

Yodogō hijacking, but was even more apoplectic and astounded at the seemingly bizarre image 

of Japanese terrorism. The Süddeutsche Zeitung published a political cartoon in the wake of the 

attack depicting the JRA as vicious – if diminutive – monsters merely directed by Arabs. A tag 

hanging off the Sekigun fighter, reading “Made in Japan,” referenced the increasing prevalence 

of Japanese exports worldwide. 

Needless to say, the cartoon relied heavily on racial stereotypes of both Asians and Arabs, 

even as it also dismissed the idea that the Japanese would have their own ideological reasons to 
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attack an Israeli airport.111 Indeed, Nihon Sekigun was participating in their own form of the 

Foreign Basing Debate, which the Yodogō hijackers had inaugurated two years previously. 

Though both RAF and JRA traveled to the Middle East and both trained to fight imperialism and 

Zionism, only the Japanese actually killed in Israel in the name of global revolution.112 

The KPD, in their paper Rote Fahne, maintained the critical tone stuck by Semler as far 

back as 1970. The attack on Lod, the KPD argued, allowed the state to denounce revolution as 

inherently violent and mask the “bourgeois violence” of the system. Moreover, the KPD rejected 

the strategy of the urban guerrilla in general, arguing that spectacular acts of violence by a small 

band did not, in fact, have the effect of teaching and mobilizing the working class towards 

revolution.113 This, Rote Fahne, claimed was the strategy of “‘Long Live Death’ … an invention 

of Spanish fascists.” Whereas Bund and the rest of Zengakuren fighting on the streets against 

ANPO “with Molotov-cocktails and bamboo sticks” was admirable, each liberation movement 

had to come to its own understanding and tactics, and could not be well served by the actions of 

“foreign ‘commandos.’” This was not to say that violence was not an effective tool, but the KPD 

made a distinction between violence by self-styled urban guerrillas and those in the Third World. 

The Vietnamese strategy of “People’s War” was a correct one, and likely even inspired the Arab 

Liberation movement. Individualistic terror, however, only resulted in a bitter irony as it allowed 

the “war criminal” Nixon, who “brutally murders hundreds of Vietnamese a day” to claim to be 

disgusted with acts of violence by revolutionaries. The same was true of West Germany’s own 
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RAF, the article concluded. These “Django-Characters, these hand puppets of the bourgeoisie 

who are a caricature of the people’s armed resistance, their Marxist costumes and their moral 

claims, in Japan, in Palestine, and also in the FRG and in West Berlin” were setting the cause 

back by allowing imperialism to take the high ground.114 

 The Lod attack had immediate consequences for anti-war and anti-imperial groups in 

Japan as well. On 4 June 1972, police raided the Hobbit Bookstore outside of Iwakuni Airbase, 

which had been established by JATEC to collaborate with anti-war GIs. Allegedly, Okamoto had 

used a US military issued M-16 in the Lod attack, which, the police alleged had been stolen from 

Iwakuni and smuggled to militants through the Hobbit. Many others claimed that the bookstore, 

and PARC had direct ties to both the PFLP and to Nihon Sekigun.115 The bookstore’s founder, 

who went by the name of R.T. Hobbit, denied the connection in an article in AMPO and argued 

that the raid, one of at least 50 in the history of the store, was part of the Japanese and American 

governments’ attempt to stifle the “vanguard” at Iwakuni against the war.116 The anti-war GIs 

Iwakuni took it a step further. In an article in the underground paper, Fall in, At Ease, GIs, who 

called the Nihon Sekigun guerrillas “activists,” pointed out that the rifle had been allegedly stolen 

three months before the founding of the Hobbit. They too saw Lod as a pretext for driving a 

wedge between anti-war Japanese activists and GIs.117 More pointedly, the GIs of Fall in, At 

Ease declined to condemn the actions of Nihon Sekigun, especially in relation to what they saw 

as the much larger violence of Japanese imperialism in Asia: “Sato forgets that the Japanese 

government, in China, Korea, the Philippines, and other places, has been guilty of massacres a 
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thousand times more reprehensible than that in Tel Aviv.”118 Nihon Sekigun’s actions in the 

Middle East, while denounced by many, were not universally rejected.  

The attacks of May 1972 by Japanese and West German groups show both the 

possibilities and limitations of anti-imperial struggle as it had developed from the formations of 

Red Armies in 1969/70 and the performance of terrorism. In this period, the global fight against 

imperialism – in Vietnam but also increasingly in Palestine – became a shooting war, whereas in 

the past, performative or symbolic forms of violence had sufficed. Rather than point out the 

contradictions in the systems or to try change state policy, the Red Armies moved increasingly 

towards attempts to destroy these structures. The attacks also point to an important entanglement 

with US military bases in both nations. Not only were these installations the targets of Red Army 

violence, but they also helped supply the tools for committing anti-imperial violence. Indeed, US 

bases provided concrete reminders of the violence being perpetrated in the Third World, 

especially Vietnam, and, by their very proximity, gave clear targets for those attempting to 

counter that violence with their own. Yet, unlike the situation in 1969/70, when the Yodogō 

hijacking appeared to be a daring renewal of the global anti-imperial struggle, the May Offensive 

and the Lod Attack further alienated the Red Armies from the international left. These events 

were intended as more concrete strikes against imperialism – in both the metropole and the 

periphery – and largely fulfilled the promise that the most extreme radical anti-imperialists had 

proposed in 1968.  
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Conclusion  

 

 In general, that the most violent anti-imperial movements of the 1970s from the First 

World came from the former Axis nations of Japan, Germany, and Italy begs an explanation, yet 

too often, the origins of these groups are only understood as part of national histories. The West 

German Rote Armee Fraktion was, at the time, referred to as “Hitler’s Children” – a term 

popularized by journalist Jillian Becker, which since the 1970s has been a common trope to 

understand the reasons for the turn to violence, notably uncritically accepting a decidedly 

‘national’ explanation and ignoring transnational trends.119 Yet a reliance on the fascist past 

provides a partial explanation at best. On a structural level too, the Red Armies came out of 

parallel debates over violence going on in Japan and in West Germany. Agit 883’s comparison of 

Kanba Michiko and Benno Ohnesorg could easily have included the death of Yamazaki Hiroaki 

during the first Haneda Incident in 1967 as a similar deadly clash with state power.120 Yet, the 

stories of Japan and West Germany’s turn to armed anti-imperial struggle were not purely 

national ones. The “catalyzing” influence of the Black Panther Party’s ideas of internal 

colonization and their status as a vanguard in the heart of imperialism clearly influenced both 

Japanese and West German radicals, as did Che and Foco theory. At the least, that Japan also felt 

these effects shows that the move to armed anti-imperial resistance and the formation of urban 

guerilla movements was a global phenomenon across the advanced capitalist nations. At the 

same time, there were peculiarities to the rise of both Sekigun and Rote Armee Fraktion in both 

anti-imperial ideology and military aesthetics that place them in similar categories.     
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However, it would be just as incorrect to blame Japan for violence in West Germany as it 

has been to blame the Third World for violence in the First, or to place RAF terrorism at the feet 

of black Americans. Through a number of factors, Japan’s anti-war movement, especially among 

students, radicalized ideas of counter-violence earlier than in West Germany, yet radicals in both 

nations were having similar debates at similar times. The apex of this figure, the Zengakuren 

street fighter, appealed so much in West Germany precisely because it provided one solution to 

debates within SDS, not because of inherent characteristics on the Japanese side. Similarly, 

Sekigun-ha provided not only a revolutionary model of organized military action against 

imperialism, but also a dynamic sense of internationalist direct counter-violence. The story of 

Japan’s armed left’s contributions has been largely under-studied – either because of a 

continuation of the orientalist lens of the ‘samurai’ employed by contemporary observers or 

because subsequent commentators discounted or simply ignored the group’s ideas. This chapter 

argues, however, that there can be no full picture of the move to revolutionary violence in the 

wake of 1968 without a transnational discussion of Japan in relation to places like the US and 

Europe. 

 There were parallel debates in Japan and West Germany over the nature of imperialism 

and the use of violence in 1968/69, yet at key moments in this debate there was also an exchange 

of people and ideas across borders. Shiomi and other Japanese anti-imperialists had included 

West Germany as a key nexus of counter-revolutionary force in Europe since 1968, and it is 

clear that Sekigun-ha continued this through their early founding documents. Just as this group 

was making its first moves towards independence, there was a West German to witness and 

document it. Similarly, at the moment that Baader, Ensslin, and others were finalizing the form 

of their own armed anti-imperial struggle, Tamiya and the Yodogō hijackers presented a bold 
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new model to be emulated and global movement to be a part of. In a broader sense, it also shows 

that West German and Japanese anti-imperialism was not simply on an axis with the US – rather, 

it came from a wider source base than we have assumed. This was not just mere inspiration; 

rather, it was part of a deeper identification of anti-imperial ideology and tactics that came about 

in the years 1969 and 1970. Adopting a name was not mere branding, especially for West 

German groups in the late 1960s: indeed, much like Tupamaros West Berlin or numerous 

Panther groups, becoming a fellow Red Army was an act of identifying oneself as participating 

in a new kind of international revolutionary struggle. 
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Conclusion 
 

On the morning of 7 January 1989, the grand steward of the Imperial Palace announced 

that the Shōwa Emperor had died. Unannounced to the public, the aging Hirohito had been 

battling cancer for almost two years. In February of that year Hirohito’s body processed through 

the streets of Tokyo in a vast televised pageant.1 Ten months later in East Berlin, a series of 

decisions by mid-level bureaucrats knocked an effective hole in the Berlin Wall. The decision to 

allow East German citizens over the border and Soviet inaction in response effectively destroyed 

the German Democratic Republic – the unification of Germany would follow swiftly, if not 

controversially.2 Yet 1989 marked a moment of particular significance, albeit on a somewhat 

smaller scale, for the anti-imperialists of the 1960s and 1970s. Shiomi Takaya, for the founder of 

Sekigun-ha, having completed his sentence for acquiring explosives intended for Okinawa Day 

in 1969, was released to his wife, Kazuko, and their 21-year-old son – a son Shiomi had never 

met.3 Though militants still continued operations around the world under the name Sekigun, 

Shiomi chose to pursue a different kind of politics than his fiery calls for a global revolutionary 

war he had inaugurated at the 8-3 Conference in 1968. In April 2015 he ran for a local office in 

the city of Kiyose, just outside of Tokyo, coming in second to last. He died in 2017 of a heart 

attack while working as a car park attendant.4 

 The fact that a revolutionary like Shiomi was working in a car park and later running for 

local office raises questions of anti-imperialism’s legacy following the height of the Vietnam 

War. Certainly, SDS, Zengakuren, and Beheiren, and other anti-imperialist groups failed to stop 
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the war in Vietnam. Many of the most radical analyses of the structures of global imperialism 

had similarly missed the mark: the North Vietnamese had beaten back the United States, yet 

capitalism remained. Calls from groups like the League to support the Khmer Rouge appeared 

twisted in the face of later revelations of Cambodian genocide. Indeed, many scholars on the left 

are hesitant to connect the larger anti-war movement with the revolutionary violence of the Red 

Armies, while those on the right have sought to blame the New Left for terrorism. Those on the 

left who renounced armed resistance similarly called into question the utility of radical anti-

imperialism. What did it all the theorizing, demonstrating, and street fighting actually 

accomplish? 

In many cases, anti-imperialists made important observations about the postwar world, 

calling into question the tidy narratives of liberalization, peace, and prosperity that were 

especially cellebrated when describing the Japanese and West German states. Anti-imperialism, 

as I argue, was a politics tied to the 1960s and 1970s dedicated to identifying structures of 

domination and violence, and, ultimately, resisting them. In a sense, the anti-imperialist 

worldview was an alternate reading of the world since 1945. Many saw the American-led order 

as bringing the world closer together and preventing the type of global war the world had seen 

twice in the first half of the twentieth century. Anti-imperialists, on the other hand, noted that the 

spread of liberal capitalism had not brought prosperity or peace evenly throughout the world. 

Anti-imperialists were correct to note that wealthy nations, especially Europe and the US but 

including Japan and the Soviet Union, still exploited the Third World even after decolonization. 

The agreements and institutions that were lauded for bringing the world stability still excluded a 

vast majority of non-Western people.  
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Perhaps most importantly, anti-imperialists grasped that violence continued in the 

“postwar.” Indeed, Vietnam represented a clear contradiction to the story of peach and order: 

while the West, and the mostly white, world experienced peace, millions of non-white people 

were dying. At the same time, in the heart of the Western metropole, non-whites were also 

suffering state violence – most clearly represented by the experiences of black Americans. Anti-

imperialists connected these issues into a critique that correctly identified multiple sources of 

structural violence that questioned the teleology of success for the American-led postwar world. 

West Germany and Japan are particularly interesting test cases for understanding this ideology 

because they were directly influenced by these structures in three ways: one, through the 

memory of violent expansionist fascism; two, in the special role they played in the postwar US 

empire and the lasting presence of the US military which evoked modern violence in the Third 

World; and in the third place because they warned of a return to the violence of the past in 

different, more subtle structural manifestations.  

Yet, for all this astute analysis, the anti-imperial worldview simultaneously had darker 

implications. The vast majority of anti-imperialists and the most radical factions shared much of 

the same critique of imperialism, but what separated these sides were their ideas about how to 

most effectively oppose those structures of domination. By the early 1970s, there were groups 

and individuals who spoke about the ubiquity of imperialist violence in increasingly 

conspiratorial terms. On the global scale, an increasingly pitched fight in Vietnam, combined 

with the news of bombing, napalm, and mass killings coming out of Indochina placed violence in 

the Third World as a major concern for anti-imperialists. Locally, in places like the US, Europe, 

and Japan, the crackdown on activists brought the state’s violence to the forefront of the anti-

imperial imagination. For Japan and West Germany, the unique proximity to US bases was also a 
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constant reminder of violence. They not only reminded activists of the direct participation in US 

violence in the Third World, but they also often became the sources for the weapons for armed 

struggle and the targets of urban guerilla violence. When taken together, and taken to extremes 

(extremes that seemed logical to the radical participants), it is not difficult to understand the turn 

to armed struggle. This is not to say that anti-imperialism necessarily led to violence and 

terrorism. Only the specific interactions between radicals that helped push a conspiratorial view 

of imperialism as both a continuation of the violent fascist past, the apparent collusion between 

US, FRG, and Japanese imperialisms, and an increasingly urgent sense that the capitalist world 

could be pushed past its breaking point brought about the specific kind of armed struggle seen in 

the late 1960s and continuing for decades after. 

The contributions that this thesis makes to the histories of the FRG and Japan as well as 

to the literature on the transnational and global 1960s are generally threefold. The first concerns 

the national histories of these two states and their respective peculiarities. Comparing the social 

movements and political critiques of West Germany and Japan shows, in part, how parallel and 

entangled their developments were. This was certainly the case with their shared place in the US 

empire. Beyond the first ANPO demonstrations in 1960, students and civilian anti-war 

demonstrators are largely absent or stripped of the details of their politics in the literature. Much 

of the history of Japan does not mention 1968 as a pivotal era in the post-1945 period. Such 

considerations can paint a bleak picture of transnational anti-imperial politics in the period; 

however, a purely domestic approach to movements in Japan and West Germany misses how 

these ideas produced moments of connection and possibility in the global 1960s. Here, I help to 

show that the late 1960s were crucial to postwar Japanese history, and go a step further by 

showing an international side of those protests that has up until now not appeared. For West 
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Germany too, the dissertation helps to reframe the narratives of the 1960s, bringing in groups 

beyond SDS and taking the protests against the Vietnam War past the previously supposed end 

date of February 1968. It also shows the FRG as a product of its time and challenges celebratory 

teleologies of success.  

Though West Germany is claimed to be better at coming to terms with the past, few other 

studies have put the two states side by side in this period as this study has. The FRG looks much 

less similar to its Eastern neighbor, the German Democratic Republic, or the eventually reunified 

state when juxtaposed with Japan. Rather, both states underwent similar kinds of transformations 

after 1945 that bound them to a global structure of liberal capitalism and US patronage that 

produced the economic miracles that placed them as the major competing economies of the 

1960s and 1970s. Indeed, the comparative Vergangenheitsbewältigung of Japan and Germany 

should take into account the wake of 1968. Anti-imperialist groups in Japan and West Germany 

were much more similar in the ways they discussed the past than historians have noted. This 

ranged from a sense of collective victimhood – both from the Allied air war and from a cabal of 

fascist leaders – to frequent and loud denunciations of their current states devolving back into 

fascism and imperialism. 

 The second is that it was the exchange of people and ideas as well as a mutual 

imagination of the other that shaped how West Germans and Japanese activists understood what 

was happing in Indochina and what to do about it. It is noteworthy to show that the fascist past 

was constantly and openly discussed. Both the Nazi past in Japan and the goals of Japan’s 

wartime empire in West Germany framed the Vietnam War. At the same time, that anti-

imperialist groups kept an eye on the FRG and Japanese states in the 1960s and 1970s was 

mainly a product of the exchange of people and ideas across borders. One of the reasons I place 
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so much emphasis on the creation of the Red Army Factions is because it is such a demonstrable 

manifestation of this kind of particular exchange.   

Given existing research on the exchanges between students in West Germany and the US, 

it is interesting that Michael Vester was also the earliest contact between SDS and Zengakuren, 

but it is not by itself important. By contrast, I argue that Semler’s visit to Japan was no mere 

passing encounter. In the first place, in 1969, Semler was one of the key figures in the West 

German New Left. Furthermore, I also show that both sides were clearly fascinated by the each 

other, and viewed that other as providing specific solutions to specific problems. Whereas 

factionalism within the left and an inability to counter state force may have been parallel 

developments, when faced with finding ways out of these situations, both West German and 

Japanese activists looked to transnational solutions and each other. 

The third is writing new events and dates into a story of the global 1960s. The standard 

narrative of major events of the 1960s rarely includes events like the Yodogō hijacking or the 

Second International Anti-Imperialist Conference. As argued in this dissertation, it is only when 

viewed through the West German-Japanese frame that we are able to recognize the importance of 

this meeting. Without understanding why Christian Semler was in Japan, and what West 

Germans did with the knowledge he brought back, the meeting is just another in a series of 

factional disputes and increasingly small revolutionary gatherings – a spiral that, while 

interesting to note happened in Japan as well, would not really reveal much. Similarly, historians 

of the 1960s, when they mention anything about Japan at all, generally refer to the Zengakuren 

street fighter. Here, this dissertation has elaborated the ideological motivation behind that 

particular figure in relation to Vietnam War protest and shown how these Japanese tactics were 

tied to the wider student movements. When historians write about the global 1960s, they should, 
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therefore, include the First Haneda Incident and the Sasebo protests along with events like the 

French May and the Democratic National Convention in Chicago in 1968. 

  Finally, this project adds to scholarship on the international language of protest around 

1968, or an anti-colonial vernacular, to show how the West German-Japanese experience was 

both a participation in and a contribution to this wider discourse about the Vietnam War. 

Examining the Vietnam War as a global phenomenon raises questions beyond the radical 

movements of Japan and West Germany. Indeed, how could the world be “post” war when 

hundreds of thousands of non-white people are still dying violent deaths? How could one 

understand these deaths if not in the same terms as the Holocaust, which was still a fresh 

memory? In a sense, these questions were also the fundamental ones raised by Japanese and 

West German anti-imperialists. I argue, therefore, that this is a story that helps us understand 

more about 1968 and about the postwar world through parallel experiences within the US empire 

and the shared reactions to the violence in Indochina. 

In the contemporary world, it may seem difficult to connect the oppression of black 

Americans within the United States to Vietnamese, and even to West German or Japanese 

university students. Similarly, the legacy of these political ideas has been uneven, even within 

Japan and (West) Germany. 1969 marked the ascendance of a left wing SPD-led government for 

the first time in the FRG’s history, and the eventual Green Party would include many of the 

68ers among their ranks. In Japan, however, the conservative Liberal Democratic party, the party 

of Kishi and Satō, maintained power through the 2000s. In terms of a cultural and political 

impact, West Germany’s New Left was able to salvage much more than their Japanese 

counterparts. Yet, anti-imperialism addressed a seemingly dire need in the 1960s and 1970s: 

liberation of the Third World and combating imperialist violence – structural and physical. Since 
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1945, it was the United States that had become the most powerful nation in the world, and had 

set about erecting a set of international institutions to stabilize capitalism. Grappling with anti-

imperialist thought and action around 1968 is also an excersise in grappling with the very order 

that the US had put in place after 1945. By looking at Japanese and West German anti-

imperialists, it reframes the politics and the spaces of the global 1960s to include a wider range 

of groups and actors previously left out of the story of 1968.
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Abbreviations and Glossary of Terms 
 

 
ANPO – Abbreviation for the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security Between the United 
States and Japan. Signed in 1952, it was renewed in 1960 and again in 1970. Often transcribed as 
“AMPO” 
 
APO – Außerparlamentarische Opposition (Extra-parliamentary Opposition). A coalition of 
groups that protested the lack of parliamentary representation of their left-wing ideas 
 
Beheiren – Betonamu ni Heiwa o Shimin Rengō (Citizen’s League for Peace in Vietnam) a 
decentralized citizen’s movement lasting from 1965-1974.  
 
Chūkaku-ha – Kakumeiteki Kyōsanshugisha Dōmei Zenkoku Iinka (Revolutionary Communist 
League, National Committee) or, “Central Core Faction,” a major New Left faction of Japan’s 
student movement founded in 1963 in a split with the JCP. Rivals with Kakumaru-Ha. 	
 
Hansen – Hansen Seinen Iinkai (Anti-war Youth Committees). A group of young workers, 
formed in 1965 to protest the normalization treaty with Korea. Though initially affiliated with 
Japan’s traditional labor movement, it becomes more independent and oriented towards the New 
Left after the Haneda Incident in 1967. 
 
JATEC – Hansen Beihei Enjo Nihon Gijutsu Iinkai (Japan Technical Committee to Aid Anti-war 
GIs) A Beheiren-affiliated group dedicated to helping US soldiers stationed in Japan protest the 
war and desert the military, especially after the “Intrepid Four” incident in 1967. 
 
JCP – Japan’s Communist Party, founded in 1922. 
 
Jieitai – Japan’s Self Defense Forces, founded 1954. Though Japan is prohibited from 
establishing a military, the Japanese government established a National Police Force in 1950 in 
response to the Korean War that eventually became the Jieitai. 
 
Kakumaru-ha – Nihon Kakumeiteki Kyōsanshugisha Dōmei Kakumeiteki Marukusushugi Ha 
(Japan Revolutionary Communist League (Revolutionary Marxist Faction)) or, Revolutionary 
Marxist Faction. A major faction in Zengakuren and rivals with Chūkaku-ha. Founded in 1963 in 
a split with the JCP.	
 
KPD – Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands. Communist Party of Germany. Banned in 1956 
and refounded in the 1960s. 
 
KPD-AO – Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands (Aufbauorganisation), or Communist Party of 
Germany (Organizational Structure) a Maoist faction of the West German New Left, co-founded 
in 1970 by Christian Semler. Dropped the “AO” in 1971.  
 
KPD-ML – Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands / Marxisten-Leninisten, Communist Party of 
Germany / Marxists-Leninists. A Maoist faction separate from the KPD, founded in 1968. 
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Liga gegen den Imperialismus – The League Against Imperialism, an anti-imperial group 
affiliated with the KPD. Founded in 1971 as a part of the protests against Emperor Hirohito’s 
visit to West Germany. 
 
Minsei – Nihon Minshu Seinen Domei (Democratic Youth League of Japan) the youth wing of 
the JCP. Rivals to the New Left student factions, established 1923. 
 
NATO – North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 
 
Nihon Sekigun – (JRA) Japanese Red Army. A faction of Sekigun which traveled to the Middle 
East in 1970 to train and fight with the PFLP. Also referred to as Nihon Sekigun – Arabu Bu 
(Japanese Red Army – Arab Section) or Arabu Sekigun (Arab Red Army) the group did 
officially not take on the title JRA until the mid 1970s. Declared inactive by leader Shigenobu 
Fusako in the early 2000s. 
 
Okiseii – Okinawan Youth Committee: A group of Okinawan students affiliated with Chūkaku-
ha that make numerous attempts to break into the Imperial Palace, starting in 1971.  
 
Rengō Sekigun – (URA) United Red Army. A merger with the similarly disposed Maoist group 
Kakumei Saha (Revolutionary Left Faction) under the leadership of Mori Tsuneo and Nagata 
Hiroko. A domestic faction of Sekigun, the URA disbands in 1972, after a criticism / self-
criticism session leaves twelve members dead. 
 
Rote Armee Fraktion (RAF) – Red Army Faction. A major part of West Germany’s urban 
guerilla movement. The so-called “first” generation forms in 1970 and ends in the late 1970s 
when the leadership commits suicide in prison while on trial. The group formally disbanded in 
1998, but some members are still robbing banks as recently as 2015. 
 
Shagakudō – Shakai Gakusei Dōmei (Socialist Student Union). The student faction of Bund: 
referencing the 1958 student organization that protested ANPO in 1960. Reformed in 1968 as a 
Maoist faction, it is the group that Sekigun-ha forms from. 
 
SDS –  Sozialistische Deutsche Studentenbund. Socialist German Student Union. The most 
prominent group in West Germany’s student movement. Formed in 1946 as a part of the SPD, 
but splits after the 1956 when the party gives up Marxist revolution. 
 
SPD – Social Democratic Party, West Germany. Established in1863 but prohibited under the 
Nazis. In 1956 the party institutes the Bad Godesburg program, which gives up Marxist 
revolution as a goal. 
 
Nationalen Vietnam-Komitee – National Vietnam Committee. An anti-war group affiliated with 
the KPD-AO established 1972 with over 100 local chapters.   
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Zengakuren – Zen Nihon Gakusei Jichikai Sō Rengō (All-Japan League of Student Self-
Government). The overarching Japanese student movement. Founded in 1948 as part of the JCP, 
it splits with the party in 1958.  
 
Zenkyōtō – Zen Gaku Kyōtō Kaigi (National Federation of All Campus Joint Struggle Councils), 
or Joint Struggle Committees. An alliance between Japanese student factions with initiated in 
1969 for occupations over on over 200 campuses. 
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